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1. Preface 
 
This report forms part of a course of study at Doctoral level. The Doctor of Professional Practice is an 
applied degree with an emphasis on the application of theory to practice. The report should be read 
in conjunction with the attached review of learning, learning agreement, and ethics application 
which have been subject to prior assessment. The documents are provided here for background and 
context purposes only. 
 
The review of learning positions the reader in the researcher’s background and prior learning. The 
document sets out the researcher’s initial curiosity, their worldview, their professional development, 
current curriculum vitae and the planned research project. The learning agreement sets out the 
research proposal and provides detail on the research method, ethical process, Māori consultation, 
and initial literature review.  The ethics application, which was subsequently approved by the ethics 
committee, sets out ethical concerns related to the research and how these concerns will be 
managed.  
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2. Abstract 

The mismanagement of waste products generated from economic activity results in environmental 
harm. In current globalised supply chain relationships, responsibilities for waste management 
become transferred. That transfer of responsibility fails to reduce waste at source, contain waste 
appropriately, maximise resource recovery or fund the management of products at the end of their 
usefulness. In response to this situation, the New Zealand Government has adopted a policy called 
Product Stewardship which, in principle, is intended to support the shared responsibility for the 
whole life of a product across the supply chains.  

Product Stewardship, to date in New Zealand, has been based on an industry-led, voluntary 
approach. Whilst voluntary approaches have enjoyed varying levels of success over the last decade, 
the amount of waste sent to landfill in New Zealand and offshore for recycling, has increased 
significantly. Onshore, landfill is supported by engineered containment of waste and is visible to 
communities. Offshore, recycling processes are unsighted. 

In 2017, the New Zealand Government began a review of the waste system in response to the 
contraction of offshore recycling markets. In 2020, the Government announced its intention to move 
beyond voluntary Product Stewardship in favour of a mandatory approach, by declaring six priority 
product waste streams. Subsequent to this change in policy emphasis, a number of co-design 
working groups have been established to develop mandatory Product Stewardship schemes, based 
on guidelines set out by the Government.  

The aim of this research is to understand how Product Stewardship can contribute to the reduction 
of waste within New Zealand. The objectives of the research are to: understand the kinds of 
opportunities that mandatory Product Stewardship may present to the community of practice, to 
analyse existing research on Product Stewardship and other literature relevant to this field, and to 
provide the researcher with an opportunity to contribute to discussions on Product Stewardship 
from a research-based position. 
 
A transdisciplinary research methodology has been used to reflect the diversity of the community of 
practice involved in the Product Stewardship space. Research data was generated through 
undertaking semi-structured interviews, document analysis, and participant observation. The results 
of this research suggests that any successful application of mandatory Product Stewardship will be 
reliant on a substantial paradigm shift in economic thinking to reset how waste is viewed, treated, 
and responded to. In the absence of such a shift, mandatory Product Stewardship runs the risk of 
being adopted into current market thinking, resulting in no material impact on waste reduction. 
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3. Executive Summary 

If reducing waste is to be an achievable goal for society then how do current market solutions such 
as recycling, or the circular economy contribute? Put simply they do not. Waste production 
continues to grow year on year, despite the efforts of the waste industry and other parts of the 
supply chain to improve the recovery of products and materials that have reached the end of their 
usefulness. Consumption of virgin material continues to accelerate in response to the single-use, 
throwaway culture, that underpins current economic activity.   
 
In an attempt to address the increasing amounts of waste being generated, the New Zealand 
Government has signalled its intention to introduce mandatory Product Stewardship.  This policy 
intervention is intended to reset market behaviour. Mandatory Product Stewardship envisages a 
new set of trading relationships that share responsibility for how we manage waste.     
 
This research conveys the thoughts of people who are impacted by mandatory Product Stewardship 
in their working lives. Contributions are used as research data, in conjunction with literature relevant 
to Product Stewardship, supported by researcher observations. The research contains a series of 
discussions and recommendations for how the process of creating mandatory Product Stewardship 
schemes could be enhanced. 
 
The researcher is a professional practitioner who has been involved in the waste space since the 
1990s. Having worked in both the public and private sector, the researcher has a broad-based insight 
into the workings of commercial and bureaucratic processes that influence decision-making. This 
research provides a different way of assessing what is happening with waste, specifically, how 
mandatory Product Stewardship is being received by those with an interest in its impact. The 
recommendations from the research refer to fundamental aspects of scheme design process which, 
if not addressed, may reduce any potential for achieving optimum outcomes for New Zealanders.  
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4. Introduction 

4.1. Background to this research 

In 2008, the New Zealand Government completed the passage of the Waste Minimisation Act 
through parliament. The Act became law on 1 July 2009. The purpose of the Act was to minimise 
waste and reduce the amount of waste sent to landfill (New Zealand Government, 2020). The Waste 
Minimisation Act contains seven parts which set out the fiscal, organisational, and regulatory 
requirements within the waste management sector and wider supply chain. Part 2 of the Act 
introduces the concept of Product Stewardship which was intended to promote the shared 
responsibility for the life of a product. For the next decade, this policy intervention was industry-led 
on a voluntary basis. In response to declining recycling markets and growing volumes of waste 
generation, the New Zealand Government intervened again in 2020. By declaring six priority 
products on 29 July 2020, the Government signalled a move from voluntary to mandatory Product 
Stewardship (New Zealand Government, 2020). This research considers the impacts of this approach 
and whether it will lead to a reduction in waste generation from economic activity, namely, the 
activity of producing, buying, or selling products or services (Cambridge Dictionary, n.d.). 

Having offered an opportunity for voluntarism alone to enable change it became clear that this 
approach had not gained substantive traction or fundamentally changed the amount of material 
flow in the economic system. Mandating Product Stewardship introduces a new concept to the 
community of practice, namely, the co-design process. It is within this context that a curiosity began 
to be provoked about what can be achieved with this policy approach.  Further, would this approach 
change the amount of waste being generated or affect the amount of waste being recovered for 
remanufacture? Concurrent to these concerns was a realisation that sector groups were being asked 
to work together to develop a new approach for managing waste in response to guidelines rather 
than a legislative framework. This research is necessary in order that a broad understanding of the 
effect of the co-design process is known. Unless the relationship between the co-design 
environment, participant contribution, current market activity and policy intention is understood, 
substantive work may be undertaken by sector groups with marginal effect for New Zealand society.    

4.2. Purpose and scope of this research 

This research forms part of a course of study at Doctoral level. The Doctor of Professional Practice is 
an applied degree with an emphasis on the application of theory to practice (Otago Polytechnic, 
2020). The research, therefore, serves three purposes. Firstly, it provides a contribution to the field 
of Product Stewardship. Secondly, it provides evidence of the researcher’s ability to conduct 
research using recognised methodologies and methods. Thirdly, it provides the researcher an 
opportunity to reflect on how their practice has changed and what impact this will have for them, 
their employer, and their community of practice. More particularly, the purpose of this research is to 
develop further insights into the co-design process for mandated Product Stewardship in New 
Zealand.   

The Government has introduced mandatory Product Stewardship in response to growing waste 
volumes in New Zealand. The researcher was initially drawn to how this intervention could achieve 
waste reduction. Having developed the primary research question which spoke to the possibilities of 
regulated Product Stewardship schemes being likely to contribute to waste reduction in New 
Zealand, three secondary questions were included to understand how the community of practice 
more broadly, made sense of Product Stewardship. In the context of this research, the community of 
practice can be defined as a group of people who share a concern for how waste is generated and 
managed within New Zealand (Lave & Wenger, 1991).  
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Having developed the research questions which focused on the problem of waste reduction within a 
Product Stewardship context, attention turned to the methods that would be used to access that 
knowledge. Working to meet the timeframe of this course of study, the practical constraints of 
meeting course requirements informed the scope of the research. A course of study timetable, 
identifying key milestones and submission dates was drafted and subsequently amended as research 
timelines were finalised.  Research methods included semi-structured interviews, document analysis 
and participant observation which are discussed in section 7. Under the supervision of academic 
mentors, an iterative process of feedback was established, in order that this research was subject to 
academic rigour.  

4.3. Intended audiences 

The intended audiences for this research includes: the community of practice associated with the 
management of Products, the academic institute the researcher is studying with, and the wider New 
Zealand waste management sector. The community of practice comprises four broad stakeholder 
categories which have been defined here as: public, private, regulatory, and representative. Further 
information on these stakeholder groups is provided in section 5.2.4. 

4.4. Research aims and objectives 

The aim of this research is to understand if Product Stewardship can contribute to the reduction of 
waste within New Zealand. To develop new knowledge the objectives of the research are threefold: 

1. To provide a selection of those involved in the Product Stewardship space with an 
opportunity to share their experiences, expressions, opinions, expectations, and aspirations.  

2. To analyse existing research on Product Stewardship and other literature relevant to this 
field.  

3. To provide the researcher with an opportunity to reflect on the influence of academic rigour 
on their existing professional practice.  

4.5. Assumptions 

The research is underpinned by a number of assumptions about the community of practice and the 
context in which they currently find themselves. The consideration of and development towards 
mandatory Product Stewardship is a change in practice that places people in unfamiliar settings. It 
was anticipated that this situation might encourage people to take part in the research. In practical 
terms, once suitable questions had been developed it was accepted that participants would have 
adequate knowledge to contribute to the research and be able to respond to questions in order that 
data was generated. These assumptions were tested by developing a self-scoring matrix which is 
discussed in section 7.3.2.1.   

A further assumption was that literature and documents would be available, and accessible from the 
academic library system which supports this course, and from identified international organisations. 
Some difficulties were experienced in getting information directly from library database searching 
but this was overcome with the assistance of the library staff. Additionally, anticipated document 
availability from international organisations required further investigation and follow up to get 
relevant material.  
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The underlying assumption to this course of study is that the researcher would meet the course 
requirements and be able to make a relevant argument significant to the problem they identified. 
Aligned to this were the institutional processes and academic support that would be made available 
to achieve this outcome. Whilst the researcher is an experienced practitioner within the waste 
management sector, by using professional expertise within a trans-disciplinary research 
methodology, it was anticipated it would be possible to develop a body of work to support Product 
Stewardship implementation in New Zealand.   

4.6. Structure of this report 

The report structure is set out in sections as follows: 

Section 4 Introduction sets out the context and overall purpose of the research. 

Section 5 Setting the scene provides a New Zealand and global context for Product 
Stewardship. 

Section 6 Literature review discusses markets, circular economy, social construction, and 
consensus decision-making as they relate to Product Stewardship. 

Section 7 Research methodology and methods sets out the research approach taken, and 
techniques used to gather and analyse data. 

Sections 8 - 11 Research data presents the data drawn from interviews, document analysis, and 
participant observation. Each section concludes with a series of identified themes. 

Section 12 Discussions, recommendations, and conclusions supports the themes drawn from 
the research and provides suggested next steps in the form of recommendations.    

Section 13 Reflection on practice sets out a self-reflection on the researcher’s professional 
practice.  

 
Section 14 References are set out using the APA 7th edition format. 
 
Section 15  Appendices contain semi-structured interview considerations and questions, 

interview analysis records, coding records, and transcript themes analysis records. 
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5. New Zealand Product Stewardship - setting the scene 

5.1. Introduction 

This section sets the scene for the research topic, introduces the researcher as a practitioner in the 
field, and introduces the researcher’s community of practice. This section presents the current New 
Zealand waste situation and the context within which practitioners must operate. In addition, 
existing New Zealand and overseas Product Stewardship schemes will be summarised. The section 
ends with some researcher commentary and theme identification for further consideration. 

5.2. The New Zealand and researcher context 

5.2.1. Waste and resource management industry 

Historically, waste was viewed as a potential health hazard (Barles, 2014). To minimise the impacts 
of waste it was generally removed from where people lived, taken to a disposal point and either 
buried or burned. The content of waste reflected the local availability of resources and a society’s 
economic system (Herbert, 2007). In times of scarcity, waste would be scavenged for resources by 
informal networks - people who self-organised to collect and sell items discarded by others. Local 
economies accessed these resources through a trading relationship. As economies developed the 
demand for raw materials outstripped the local availability. The contemporary connection between 
production of goods and waste generation is often one of waste displacement, where the end 
destination of a product is often remote from its original production location (Skene, 2018). 
Industrialised manufacturing processes have made waste content more complex and hazardous 
(Giusti, 2009).   

An informal, localised, self-reliant approach to waste management continued in New Zealand up 
until the 1990s (Davies, 2009). Local tips were often operated on the edge of townships with little to 
no regulatory control or intervention. At the same time overseas, the European Union, in recognition 
that waste management practices varied across their member states, further refined its legislative 
framework, or waste directive which advanced the privatisation of the waste management industry 
(European Commission, 2006). Legislative frameworks in New Zealand now look to standardise 
waste practice.  

As a waste management practitioner in the 1990s, the researcher had first-hand experience of the 
private waste industry in the United Kingdom (UK). Working for corporate and privately owned 
waste companies, the researcher was involved with collections, transfer stations, landfills, treatment 
plants, recycling, and resource recovery, servicing both public and private entities. The UK waste 
industry, at that time, was extremely competitive and market share was often accelerated through 
mergers and acquisitions. Private sector investment in the waste industry grew significantly as local 
Council landfills reached the end of their lifespans. Private companies now invested in the renewal 
of waste infrastructure. The UK legislative framework, starting with the Environmental Protection 
Act 1990, enshrined the concept of ‘companies’ looking after waste. The concept extended to 
include local authorities or Councils (UK Government, n.d.). Other concepts such as ‘duty of care’ 
and ‘waste management licensing’ were also introduced through this legislation. The researcher, 
therefore, entered a workplace environment that was highly regulated, privatised, professional, and 
profit driven.  
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The researcher’s current field of practice is within a New Zealand local authority context. Present 
day waste management practice in New Zealand has seen a resurgent interest in partnering 
between social and commercial enterprise. The disruption of overseas recycling markets from 2017 
onwards has shifted Government policy from a voluntary to a mandatory approach. Compelling 
industry to address the challenges associated with material flows through the economic system 
culminated in the declaration of six priority products in 2020 (MfE, 2019). The six priority products 
are: tyres, electrical and electronic products, agrichemicals and their containers, refrigerant gases, 
farm plastics, and plastic packaging. The priority product declaration has reintroduced possibilities 
for collaboration across the supply chain. Opportunities now exist for social enterprises to 
strengthen their position as service providers within a fully funded system. In addition, the priority 
product declarations will impact on current and future municipal (Council) service and infrastructure 
provision. 

5.2.2. Central and local government legislation and regulations 

The New Zealand legislative framework relies on instruments such as the Resource Management Act 
1991 and the Local Government Act 2002 to set out the requirements for managing waste. Local 
Government reform in the 1990s centralised both the administration and supply of public services, 
including waste. The local tips were closed, sealed over with soil caps, and replaced with transfer 
stations. Smaller landfills were replaced with larger, better engineered, centralised facilities. Unlike 
the UK and other parts of Europe, regulatory control remained predominantly within the local 
government sector. Whilst the UK and Europe had invested in their Environmental Protection 
Agencies, New Zealand continued to operate a regional structure with minimal central Government 
intervention. Instead, Government put forward a National Waste Strategy in 2002 which was 
subsequently attributed by a Minster for the Environment as having “filled a gap in the legislative 
framework for managing and minimising waste by setting targets to move New Zealand towards 
zero waste” (MfE, 2010, p.3).  

The New Zealand parliament is largely based on the Westminster system but without a second 
chamber such as the House of Lords (operating in the UK). Instead, since the 1950s, the New Zealand 
parliament has operated solely with a House of Representatives. Legislation is created in the same 
format as the UK system and includes primary legislative instruments referred to as Acts of 
Parliament, secondary legislative instruments referred to as Regulations, and non-legislative 
instruments such as codes of practice and guidance notes (New Zealand Government, 2016). 
Legislation is created through the introduction of Government Bills to the parliament, but New 
Zealand also has an option to introduce Member Bills through a ballot system (New Zealand 
Government, 2016). Member Bills are drafted by Members of Parliament (MP) who are not 
Government Ministers. The bill is based on a topic that is of interest to the individual not necessarily 
the Government of the day. The MP can be from any political party.   

What was to become the Waste Minimisation Act 2008 (WMA), was first introduced to the New 
Zealand parliament via the ballot by Green MP Nandor Tanczos in 2006. The journey of this 
legislation, including the Hansard record of MP’s debates, can be tracked on the parliament website 
(New Zealand Parliament, n.d.). From the outset the parliamentary debates on the Bill highlighted 
some structural differences in political thinking that still remain. Some of these differences included 
the role of public bureaucracy in private business affairs, the value and purpose of State planning 
from a business perspective, the ability to form partnerships between public and private interests, 
the cost of managing waste within the economic system, and the concept of responsibility for 
managing waste (New Zealand Government, n.d.). 
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5.2.3. Implication for researcher’s professional practice  

Any implementation of mandatory Product Stewardship will impact on the strategic planning, 
procurement, budgeting, and operational considerations that form part of the researcher’s 
professional practice. Strategic planning requirements for Territorial Authorities (Councils) are 
enshrined within the Waste Minimisation Act 2008 sec 42. Consideration will therefore be required 
as to how Product Stewardship will strategically interact with current procured service provision. 
Procurement is usually expressed through a set of requirements that become the basis of an 
agreement between the contracted parties (Smith, 2004). Requirements will change as Product 
Stewardship schemes are implemented, potentially leaving contracted parties in a state of flux as 
they attempt to deal with any disruption. Whilst budgeting can take account of future disruption or 
change, accurate budgeting relies on predictable outcomes. One anticipated outcome of mandatory 
Product Stewardship is the reassignment of costs across the supply chain, shifting the financial 
impact from the ratepayer (public) to the producer and consumer (private) interest. However, 
budget impacts will also be influenced by the operational requirements associated with a Product 
Stewardship scheme. The use of existing operational infrastructure and services are therefore key 
considerations.  

Mandatory Product Stewardship also introduces reporting and auditing requirements. Reporting 
provides assurety on operational performance and introduces the concepts of benchmarking or 
targeting. How operational success is measured, therefore, becomes a key consideration in the co-
design process. Reporting also requires verification through auditing undertaken by an independent 
party (PwC New Zealand, n.d.). The separation between the entity that is responsible for the 
performance and operation of a scheme, and the regulatory authority who commission audits of the 
scheme, is still under consideration. In other jurisdictions the Environmental Protection Authority 
(EPA) has taken on this regulatory role. Within New Zealand, it has yet to be established how the 
differentiation between operator and regulator will be put in place.        

5.2.4. Implication for communities of practice  

Mandatory Product Stewardship will have significant implications for existing supply chains and 
communities of practice. For this research the community of practice has been divided into four 
stakeholder groups: 

1. Representative or membership organisations are a conduit for a wider group to express their 
reservations, expectations, and aspirations they have when facing change.     

2. Regulatory or legislative bodies create and enforce the legislative framework that gives 
authority to, and sets behaviours within, a Product Stewardship scheme.   

3. Public or non-commercial entities are organisations that are likely to form part of the overall, 
public facing, service provision associated with Product Stewardship.  

4. Private or commercial entities are organisations that operate under a profit motive. Their 
involvement with Product Stewardship could be as a service provider to establish return 
pathways for recoverable products.       

Each stakeholder group is an integral part of the co-design process as outlined in the priority product 
guidelines supplied by the New Zealand Government (MfE, 2019). How the stakeholders form, 
organise, and represent themselves is in development.   
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All these stakeholders are now being faced with the prospect of change. Some see Product 
Stewardship as an opportunity to embrace and others see it as a disruptor to current practice. In 
response to the priority product declaration several working groups have formed. The timeline for 
the working groups who are co-designing mandatory Product Stewardship schemes is set out in the 
declaration and ranges from 12 to 36 months.  

5.3. Existing New Zealand Product Stewardship schemes  

5.3.1. Accredited Product Stewardship schemes 

There are currently 15 voluntary Product Stewardship schemes cited on the Ministry for the 
Environment website (MfE, n.d.). These schemes achieve official recognition through accreditation 
from the Government. The schemes have come into existence through a combination of stakeholder 
demand and raised company awareness of environmental harm. The schemes are funded through a 
combination of internal and external levies, grants, and sales income. Some costs associated with 
the schemes are externalised to other parties, for example, collection of materials through Council-
operated and ratepayer-funded kerbside services. The voluntary Product Stewardship schemes are 
important to the organisations that created them, and their relevance is maintained through their 
activity in the marketplace (MfE, 2007, p.13). Table 1 provides a researcher-created summary and 
additional commentary on the current schemes. 

Table 1  

New Zealand voluntary Product Stewardship schemes 

 
Scheme Description Opportunities Challenges Externalisation 
Envirocon Concrete recycling Beneficial use of 

demolition 
concrete materials 
that are 
repurposed back 
into new concrete 
products  

Reliance on sales of 
new concrete 
products 

Nil 

Fonterra milk for 
schools recycling 
programme 

Milk carton 
packaging recycling 

Secondary recycling 
of materials into 
new products 

Reliance on 
offshore processing 

Nil 

Fuji Xerox zero 
landfill scheme  

Recycling of Fuji 
Xerox photocopiers 
and associated 
consumables  

Products can be 
repurposed and 
reused  

Limited to the 
brand name only 

Nil 

Glass packaging 
forum 

Bottle to bottle 
glass recycling 

Provides a 
feedstock for bottle 
glass production  

Limited processing 
capacity in NZ 

Yes – collection 
costs via kerbside  

Interface ReEntry 
programme 

Carpet tile recycling Return of used 
carpet tiles to 
primary production 

Processing capacity 
is offshore (USA) 

Nil 

Plasback Agricultural plastic 
bale and silage 
wrap recycling 

Secondary recycling 
of materials into 
new products 

Sales demand for 
new products and 
limited processing 
capacity in NZ 

Nil 

Public place 
recycling scheme 

Installation of 
public recycling 
bins 

Recovery of 
recycling from 
public spaces 

Contamination of 
collected materials  

Yes – collection 
costs via Councils 
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Refrigerant 
recovery scheme 

Collection and 
destruction of 
refrigerant gases 

Reduction in 
greenhouse gas 
emissions 

Limited 
participation in the 
current voluntary 
configuration 

Yes – collections 
costs via Councils 

RE Mobile Repurposing of 
mobile phones and 
their accessories  

Example of a return 
network that sits 
within the supply 
chain i.e., at retail 
outlets 

Limited processing 
capacity in NZ 

Nil 

Recovering oil saves 
the environment 

Collection and 
recycling of used oil 

Reduces the 
potential for oil to 
escape into the 
wider environment 

Limited end use 
markets for the oil 

Yes – collection 
costs via Councils 

Soft plastics 
recycling scheme 

Collection and 
recycling of soft 
plastics 

Secondary recycling 
of materials into 
new products 

Limited processing 
capacity in NZ and 
high collection 
costs 

Nil 

Sharp 
Comprehensive 
Recycling and 
Waste Reduction 
Scheme 

E waste recycling of 
certain Sharp 
branded products 

Secondary recycling 
of materials into 
new products and 
repurposing some 
parts and products  

Limited to the 
brand name only 

Nil 

Agrecovery rural 
recycling 
programme 

Agricultural 
chemical container 
recycling 

Secondary recycling 
of materials into 
new products 

Participation is via 
voluntary brands  

Yes – some site and 
collection costs via 
Councils 

Paintwise Paint recovery and 
recycling 

Repurposing of 
paint and reduction 
in paint entering 
the wider 
environment 

Limited processing 
capacity in NZ 

Yes – collection 
costs via Councils 

Filter disposal 
services limited 

Oil filter collection 
and disposal 

Reduces discharges 
of oils to the 
Environment 

Limited 
participation in the 
current voluntary 
configuration 

Yes – collection 
costs via Councils 

Note. Researcher created table.    

With reference to table 1, the ‘scheme’ is generally attributed to the company or entity responsible 
for the voluntary Product Stewardship scheme operation and performance. The ‘description’ 
summarises the waste streams that are included in the schemes. A researcher interpretation of the 
positive aspects of the schemes is described under ‘opportunities’. A researcher observation of the 
limitation of the schemes is described under ‘challenges’. A researcher assessment of whether the 
scheme is reliant on cost transfer to other parties is described under ‘externalisation’.   
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The accreditation process records a significant amount of detail from applicants including who is 
involved in the scheme, objectives, targets, reporting, and funding mechanisms (MfE, 2020). Data 
related to the diversion of waste achieved by the voluntary schemes can be sourced from their 
individual websites. There is currently no central data depository for waste diversion statistics, for 
example, via the Ministry for the Environment. Scheme awareness is therefore confined to those 
directly involved rather than being made visible to the public at large. In fact, the public may engage 
with a voluntary scheme but, in the absence of brand-owner identification, may associate the 
provision of the scheme with their local Council, unaware that the scheme is underwritten by a third 
party. Commentary from Governmental sources on possible waste diversion from these voluntary 
schemes ranges from, “collectively these schemes have diverted more than 1.3 million tonnes of 
waste from landfill” (MfE, 2021, para 5) to, “currently New Zealand has 15 voluntary accredited 
product stewardship schemes. These have had limited success in minimising waste for the target 
products” (New Zealand Government, 2020, para 5).  

5.3.2. Existing collection systems 

Existing waste collection systems in New Zealand are provided by municipal and commercial entities. 
Municipal entities comprise 78 local, regional, and unitary Councils (LGNZ, n.d.). Local Government 
New Zealand (LGNZ) is a representative body for Councils and promotes best practice within this 
sector. Included within the municipal structure are 67 Territorial Authorities (TA’s). The TA’s are the 
entities charged by the Waste Minimisation Act 2008 to promote effective and efficient waste 
management and minimisation across their districts (New Zealand Government, 2020). The average 
population represented across Councils is currently in the region of 85,000 with significant variation 
across the 17 regions. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the current regional boundaries across the country. 

Figure 1     Figure 2 

North Island regional Councils   South Island regional Councils 

     

Note. Researcher created visualisations. 
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Waste and recycling collection services and infrastructure provided by TA’s, are either delivered in-
house or procured from the market by outsourcing. Outsourcing can be defined as a strategic 
decision made by an organisation to pass the responsibility for service delivery to a third party, who 
then takes responsibility for the people and resources involved in delivering that service (Del 
Vecchio, 2005). One of the most common forms of municipal waste and recycling collection is known 
as kerbside, the inference being that material is placed at the kerb or edge of the property in 
anticipation of a collection service. The containers for kerbside waste and recycling range from bags 
through to bins and vary in size from 20 litres through to 360 litres. The variability in containers and 
subsequent collection methods has contributed to a discussion and report on recommendations for 
standardising kerbside collections across New Zealand (Pritchet & Yates, 2020). Responses to the 
report have revealed the complexity and concerns of the waste industry community of practice, 
where significant investments are tied to existing services and processes. Change is therefore viewed 
through the lens of perceived or actual vested interest. The report suggests that the variability in 
collection and processing practices across the country, may be a contributing factor to 
contamination levels within the recycling products being sent to end-markets. The report also 
focuses on which materials should be collected based on their recoverability and end-market 
availability.  

Factors influencing service provision tend to be more administrative than commercial. Municipal 
kerbside collections are based on public service provision. Commercial collections of waste and 
recycling are based on the financial viability of these operations within a market system (MfE, 2007). 
Commercial collections tend to be contractual relationships. The contract sets out the roles and 
responsibilities of both the customer and the service provider, formalising that relationship. Changes 
to service provision within a contractual arrangement are therefore predicated by financial 
considerations and the presence of competition within the market. Changes to service provision in 
an administrative relationship are aligned to the Government policy of the day. 
 
Government policy is reliant on knowledge generation and acquisition. However, the connection 
between academia and practice has changed during the past 40 years. Lave (2012) states that 
knowledge has been privatised and commercialised because research is more likely to be 
commissioned to support the desired action rather than inform a deeper understanding of a 
particular phenomenon. Lave further contends that this infiltration of the tertiary education system 
is “counterproductive to mitigating environmental harm” (p.30). Lave states that we should respond 
to this “neoliberal science regime” as activists and ensure that knowledge production is considered 
beyond the immediacy of our livelihoods (p.31). With a reliance on applied research in New Zealand, 
countless reports have been generated that revisit the same problem statement: how do we reduce 
waste? The disconnection between research and application has resulted in a continual recalculation 
of data that confirms the same problem. 
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5.3.3. Quality of material, end-markets, and infrastructure 

Recycling has been translated into the language of the market. Regarded as a commodity, the 
imperative that sits behind recycling is financial (Tierney, 1996). Recycling is seen as a feedstock, a 
raw material, and/or a cost for manufacturers. For recycling organisations, the material they 
generate is viewed as a source of income, but in more recent times, this recycling stock has become 
a liability. The concept of quality links the recycler to the manufacturer. Generating quality recycling 
relies on mechanical and manual sorting methods but also a feedback loop between the traders of 
the recycling. The chain of custody for recycling has both formal and informal interaction points, 
where responsibility or liability is transferred and not fed back (Wang et al., 2008). The monetary 
value that each link in the recycling chain can extract, diminishes as the material progresses on its 
journey to remanufacture. Bales of recycling material are broken open and reprocessed leaving 
unwanted materials behind. Often uncontained, these discarded materials can result in 
environmental harm. With value extracted, the costs of dealing with the unwanted materials 
historically have been externalised locally rather than fed back to the original suppliers of the 
material.  

In response to the growing environmental harm across the globe, Governmental intervention has 
sought to regulate the importation of plastic recycling, particularly across Asia (MfE, n.d.). These 
interventions have had two major impacts. Firstly, they re-established feedback loops aimed at 
preventing unwanted materials being imported. Secondly, they disrupted the informal and formal 
recycling processing environment within their own countries. The consequences of these 
interventions have been far reaching.  With feedback loops reinstated, Western countries have now 
been made aware of the limitations of their current recycling systems, causing them to 
fundamentally rethink what they can recycle. Employment distribution in the receiving countries has 
also been disrupted, with an emphasis being placed on a transfer from the informal to the formal 
sector (Wilson et al., 2006). Rather than seeing recycling in its current light as a market failure, a 
persistence with recycling has instead revealed the limitations of market mechanisms to correct 
unintended consequences. The market is described fundamentally as a method for pricing which in 
turn leads to an efficient allocation of resources (Sandel, 2012). If the market needs to be reset to 
ensure it takes account of environmental harm would this simply reveal the mechanisms that 
underpin cost redistribution within the current economic system?  

Economics and geography lie at the heart of the current recycling crisis. Monetary flows which have 
no connection to environmental consequences, have resulted in an embedded system that only 
responded to commodity price fluctuations driven by supply and demand (Ackerman & Gallagher, 
2001). The pollution haven hypothesis, as coined by Cagatay and Mihci (2006), highlights the power 
imbalance between exporting and importing nations which has been a contributing factor in 
tolerating environmental harm. In the absence of transparency through auditing, responsibility for 
recycling and its impact on overseas environments, has been transferred through a market or 
trading exchange. As this realisation cascades back down through the system it becomes visible to 
householders in Western nations. The impact at local levels within New Zealand has been varied. 
Commercial recycling operations have adjusted to the impact by a combination of repricing or 
withdrawal of services. Municipal services have followed a similar pattern, but the withdrawal of 
services has been inconsistent across the country. It is in this context that regulated or mandatory 
Product Stewardship has been implemented as a form of Government intervention.  
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5.4. Existing overseas Product Stewardship approach 

The rest of the world faces similar waste challenges to that of New Zealand. Volumes of waste 
continue to grow as markets expand their global reach. In this section a brief overview of how these 
challenges are being met in Asia, Australia, Europe, and North America is provided. Further analysis 
on these jurisdictions is provided in sections 8 to 11.  

5.4.1. Asia 

The use of Product Stewardship as a policy intervention in Asia is not widespread. Trading 
relationships have instead been influenced by market mechanisms such as commodity pricing 
(Gupta & Jain, 2018). Economic focused trading relationships to date, have not taken account of 
environmental harm. There is now an increased awareness of the need to provide a stewardship 
approach to the flow of waste. The Chinese Government is focusing on solutions that are based on 
internal economic security rather than the European approach which focuses on waste management 
and employment (Drakulevski & Boshkov, 2019).   

Asia was, until 2017, one of the most common destinations for recycling material exports, in 
particular China. Recycling systems around the world had been set up on the basis that Asia would 
be able to receive the materials, pay a commodity price, and then process the materials into new 
products. Media coverage, particularly of plastic recycling, has suggested that this approach has 
systemic issues that result in environmental harm (RESTCo, n.d.). Figure 3 shows the material 
transfer of plastics between the G7 and Asian countries across the 2017 to 2018 period (Renard, 
2019). While Asia continued to be the export destination of choice, the material flow shifted from 
China to other parts of the Asian continent. 

Figure 3 

Plastic flows between G7 countries and Asia (2017 to 2018) 

 
 
Note. Copyright 2018 by the Financial Times Limited. Reprinted with permission CC BY-NC-ND. 
 
Focusing on the blue coloured material flow, Figure 3 presents a graphic illustration of how plastic 
export to China reduced between 2017 and 2018. Conversely, the yellow lines illustrate how other 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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parts of Asia increased their importation of plastics during the same period. In addition, the 
exporting G7 countries saw an overall drop in exports of plastics as highlighted by the reduction in 
volumes for each G7 nation, for example, the US went from exporting 950,000 to 667,000 tonnes of 
plastic. What figure 3 illustrates is the ability of the market to alter its trading position in response to 
changing end-markets. By transferring the processing of plastics recycling from China to other parts 
of Asia the market has subsequently revealed the limitations of the local jurisdiction’s environmental 
laws. In the absence of any state intervention the market will not respond to any local 
environmental impact unless it translates into a pricing adjustment, for example, a fall in commodity 
value. It can be construed that the responsibilities for environmental impacts are therefore 
transferred to the receiving nation and away from the exporting nation.  
  
The whole of Asia has been impacted by the policy changes implemented by China since 2017. The 
Chinese Government considers its national economic and environmental survival as being 
dependent on a circular economy approach (Yap, 2005). Researchers in China have come to realise 
that economic production is heavily reliant on foreign resource supply and high energy consumption. 
This situation has led the Chinese Government to develop and adopt, a legislative framework that 
supports and enables a circular economy, that prioritises the use of internal resources rather than 
those imported from overseas (Yong, 2007). The benefits of this approach are a reduction in internal 
ecological damage from waste and a change in focus to self-reliant production. The Chinese 
Government has made a purposeful change to enable more efficient, cleaner production whilst 
sustaining economic growth, by changing the quality specification for recycling imports.  
 
While global recycling systems attempt to reset and adjust to these new quality standards, they still 
face the challenge of finding markets for their continuous material flows. Other markets across Asia 
initially responded by accepting the materials that were being rejected from China. However, during 
the period 2016 to 2020 these countries have been overwhelmed by the volume of material and 
their inability to contain any processing residues within their existing waste management systems 
(Jain, 2020). The response to this deteriorating situation, has been the introduction of legislative 
requirements in countries like Malaysia and Vietnam to control the quality and quantity of recycling 
imports (Waste360, 2018). Internally, these countries have also reassessed the role of their informal 
and formal recycling systems, resulting in the closure of hundreds of collection and processing 
operations.   
 
Globally, signatories to the Basel Convention, have agreed to changes affecting the material flows of 
plastics between signatory countries (UNEP, n.d.). Changes to the Convention, that now treat plastic 
as a hazardous waste material, have further strengthened the quality of, and accountability for, 
material flows between trading nations. New Zealand has been a signatory to the Basel Convention 
since 1989. 

5.4.2. Australia 

In Australia, Product Stewardship has been part of the legislative response since 2011 with the 
introduction of the Product Stewardship Act. The Act is currently under review. Australian policy 
makers view a Product Stewardship approach as impacting on environmental, human health, and 
safety outcomes (Australian Government, n.d.). Each year the Australian Minister for the 
Environment sets a priority product list. To date, all subsequent Product Stewardship schemes 
created in response to the priority lists have been voluntary and supported by industry. Like New 
Zealand, the Australian voluntary Product Stewardship schemes can apply for Government 
accreditation. The benefits of accreditation (Australian Government, n.d.) for businesses are cited as 

• improving product marketability by providing the public with confidence that accredited 
arrangements are of a high standard and have products that are environmentally friendly,  
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• building collaboration opportunities and partnerships between industries, governments, and 
the community, which increases information sharing and improves the effectiveness and 
efficiency of operational processes,  

• supporting work to expand knowledge and understanding of the life cycle of products, which 
creates opportunities for innovation, public education, and marketing; and,  

• exclusive use of the Australian Government’s product stewardship accredited logo, which 
sets participants apart and helps inform customers wanting to make sustainable purchasing 
decisions. 

In support of developing industry-led schemes, the Australian Government operates a National 
Product Stewardship Investment Fund (Australian Government, n.d.). Up until 2020 the fund has 
supported 15 projects, invested AUD$10 million, projected the diversion of up to 1.5 million tonnes 
of waste from landfill and projected the creation of over 560 jobs. In December 2020, a Product 
Stewardship Centre of Excellence was established with grant support from the fund. The centre is 
focused on accelerating Product Stewardship based on continuing to support an industry-led, 
voluntary approach through mentoring, advocacy, and education (PSCE, n.d.).    

5.4.3. Europe 

Europe has adopted a stewardship approach referred to as extended producer responsibility (EPR).  
Up until 2015, there were a reported 384 EPR policies, with over 70% having been implemented 
since 2001 (OECD, 2016). EPR stretches back to the 1970s and was first concerned with harm 
reduction in respect of materials and their environmental impacts. EPR’s stewardship credentials, 
therefore, emerge from a design for the environment approach where hazardous materials are 
replaced at the manufacturing stage (Tojo et al., 2001).  

Like other systems, EPR in Europe has become reliant on end-markets in Asia. Globalisation has 
accelerated the environmental responsibility transfer between developed and developing nations 
(Tong et al., 2005). Other responsibilities associated with EPR include: 

• Financial – who funds the scheme. 
• Operational – who physically runs the scheme. 
• Informative – who promotes scheme awareness. 

EPR in Europe, currently takes an end-of-life waste management approach anticipating possible job 
creation (Walls, 2006). The EPR schemes are operated by Producer Responsibility Organisations 
(PRO). The schemes can often have multiple PRO’s who compete for the control of products within a 
system (Spasova, 2014). EPR assigns responsibility which is often delegated to the PRO’s. Funding of 
EPR comes from Producer Fees which are generally passed on to the consumer by including them in 
the product’s sales price (Hilton et al., 2019). Responsibility for scheme promotion can be shared 
between the PRO and the producers.   

5.4.4. North America 

Product Stewardship in the USA is seen as the lead policy approach with EPR regarded as a type of 
Product Stewardship. The United States Product Stewardship Institute differentiates the two 
approaches as follows (PSI, n.d.): 
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“Product stewardship is the act of minimizing the health, safety, environmental, and social 
impacts of a product and its packaging throughout all lifecycle stages, while also maximizing 
economic benefits. The manufacturer, or producer, of the product has the greatest ability to 
minimize adverse impacts, but other stakeholders, such as suppliers, retailers, and 
consumers, also play a role. Stewardship can be either voluntary or required by law.” 

“Extended producer responsibility (EPR) is a mandatory type of product stewardship that 
includes, at a minimum, the requirement that the manufacturer's responsibility for its 
product extends to post-consumer management of that product and its packaging. There are 
two related features of EPR policy: (1) shifting financial and management responsibility, with 
government oversight, upstream to the manufacturer and away from the public sector and 
(2) providing incentives to manufacturers to incorporate environmental considerations into 
the design of their products and packaging.”    

Product Stewardship within the USA is based on a voluntary approach with industry support. 
Implementation of the schemes occurs at a state level and is focused on the design for the 
environment approach like Europe but also on the business opportunity that Product Stewardship 
may present.  Figure 4 outlines the current level of USA state laws related to EPR i.e., mandatory 
Product Stewardship (PSI, 2021).  

Figure 4 

Extended producer responsibility (EPR) in the USA 

 

Note. Copyright 2022 Product Stewardship Institute. Reprinted with permission CC BY-NC-ND. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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When considering the implications of Figure 4, the map illustrates the disparity of extended 
producer responsibility (EPR) law application across the USA. The states that have higher numbers of 
EPR laws are generally located on either coast or around the great lakes. Expanding Product 
Stewardship within the USA relies upon more states being willing to pass appropriate EPR laws. The 
Product Stewardship Institute is one of the leading lobby groups that seek to support a stewardship 
approach. The institute supports state legislators by providing them with information about ongoing 
environmental harm and poor resource efficiency, which is commonly offset against job creation and 
overall cost reduction opportunities (PSI, 2010).  

In Canada, Product Stewardship is state based like the USA. Like other jurisdictions, the transparency 
of Product Stewardship scheme performance in Canada is an important aspect of accountability. The 
Canadian Stewardship Services Alliance (CSSA) is an organisation that formed in 2012 for the 
purpose of supporting Canadian businesses associated with the recovery of paper, packaging, and 
products (CSSA, n.d.). In 2020, the CSSA was supporting 6 stewardship schemes across Canada with 
aspects such as reporting, accounting, and procurement. The CSSA 2020 Report to Stewards, outlines 
the performance and challenges associated with 4 stewardship organisational approaches across 
Canada (CSSA, 2020).   

Both the USA and Canada have been impacted by the Chinese Government’s recycling import 
changes, particularly in relation to plastics. Other materials such as metals, glass, and fibres (paper 
and cardboard) are recycled both within North American markets and offshore. Both countries are 
impacted by fluctuations in commodity pricing.      

5.5. Lack of reduction in waste volumes 

Some common themes emerge within section 5 relating to the key considerations that will underpin 
a successful outcome for mandatory Product Stewardship in New Zealand. Matters related to waste, 
that currently experience established practices across the supply chain, will now need to be 
reimagined in order that a progressive and forward-thinking solution is achieved. Satisfying the 
apparently diverse needs across the supply chain will require a concerted effort to effect meaningful 
and enduring change.   

5.5.1. Waste as a phenomenon 

Mandatory Product Stewardship is being considered as an effective policy response to reduce waste 
(MfE, 2021). Waste as a phenomenon is subject to various explanations (Weinberg, 2009). The 
production of waste can be attributed to the actions of an individual who must discard something 
that is no longer useful to them. Such an explanation places the emphasis on the individual to do the 
right thing and deal with the waste appropriately. The fate of the waste is, therefore, reliant on the 
waste management systems available and how the individual engages with those systems. Recycling 
whilst an activity, a verb, has also become a descriptor of some types of waste. The word ‘recycling’ 
used as a noun, changes emphasis to name a process that differentiates categories of waste and 
implies that some waste materials are better than others.  
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Waste can also be associated with by-products from manufacturing processes, for which a separate 
regulatory framework exists (Hodge et al., 2011). Manufacturing wastes are, therefore, projected to 
be a liability that needs to be managed to protect the business. Internalising the environmental 
harm associated with manufacturing waste creates a form of incentivisation. Manufacturing wastes 
are subsequently viewed as being a resource with an intrinsic value. The transfer from waste to 
resource has seen numerous industries reduce their waste with little to no Government 
intervention. Instead, the business is driven by the opportunity to extract more value from materials 
that it is still physically connected to. Once the product leaves the manufacturer this physical 
connection is broken, and any subsequent waste related costs are externalised to the wider society. 
The physical connection to waste becomes important when considering who is responsible for waste 
management.   

5.5.2. Responsibility for waste 

In the absence of any clear definition for waste in the context of this research, responsibility for 
waste reduction and/or end-of-life management becomes hard to establish. Producer responsibility 
is used in the context of EPR and infers ownership within a system (OECD, 2016). Producers are 
expected to use technical capability to recover materials and remanufacture them. The term infers 
producers have sole responsibility within a supply chain. Similarly, use of terms like ‘post-consumer’ 
suggests responsibility lies with the individual rather a more systemic approach. To date, 
apportioning responsibility has worked to compel pro-environmental actions.  

Public responsibility sets an expectation that people will engage and comply with a system. Funding 
responsibility sets an expectation of what the system will achieve. Current funding models place an 
emphasis on disposal. The disposal of waste to landfill is generally well-funded and systems well 
established with clear roles and responsibilities. Disposal is funded based on actual costs incurred. 
Each part of the system including collection, transportation, and disposal is compensated to 
maintain financial viability.  

Recycling on the other hand, is not financially viable based on the current funding approach. The 
financial liability associated with recycling is not evenly shared across the supply chain. Recycling 
relies on the intrinsic value of materials based on their commodity price. The responsibility for 
recycling becomes one of financial consideration. To avoid placing financial responsibility on a single 
part of the supply chain, the full life cycle cost of products needs to be reflected in the purchase 
price to the consumer. Product Stewardship is, therefore, reliant on waste management processes 
that are fully funded.  

5.5.3. Waste management 

By focusing on a waste management approach to products it needs to be recognised that the 
opportunity for waste reduction has been bypassed. Recycling does not reduce the material flow 
through a system, it simply reclassifies it. The role of waste management in the life cycle of products 
needs to be linked to the production or manufacturing part of the supply chain. Recycling is then 
expressed in terms of being a raw material and reduction is explained as an impact on virgin material 
consumption, for example, through mining extraction. Waste management volumes are directly 
linked to economic activity. Any sustainability of this type of approach is not called into question by 
the waste industry if the materials flow and the commodity price is maintained (Doorasamy & 
Baldavaloo, 2016).  
 
Waste management is also a source of employment in what has been rebranded as the green or 
circular economy. New employment prospects become compelling in Western countries where 
traditional manufacturing has declined (Drakulevski & Boshkov, 2019). Markets and neoliberal 
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policies are at the heart of current waste management practice. To redress the impacts of 
neoliberalism and managerialism, professionals associated with the life cycle of products need to be 
afforded the opportunity, time, and space for critical reflection on new design possibilities (Jones et 
al., 2019). Current linear waste management systems in New Zealand cannot be relied upon to 
deliver significant waste reduction (MfE, 2021, para 1). A linear model of waste management, where 
disposal is fully funded, as is the case in New Zealand, has created a dependency on income streams 
related to disposal and diminished any focus on reduction.     

5.5.4. Waste reduction 

Waste reduction has several points of reference. Starting with manufacturing, reduction can refer to 
the amount of raw material consumed. By connecting recovered materials back to manufacturing a 
reduction loop is established. McDonough and Braungart (2002) refer to this approach as cradle-to-
cradle with the caveat that the recovered product is perpetually remanufactured into the same 
product, rather than a secondary item. A further iteration of reduction considers the recoverability 
of a product: easier recoverability established at the design stage means that less material is lost to 
disposal. Reduction does, however, have unintended consequences that could be exacerbated by a 
Product Stewardship approach. Packaging decisions, for example, could be made in response to 
materials that are in and out of scope for a stewardship scheme.  

In New Zealand, waste reduction has primarily been tied to avoidance of landfill, but this metric does 
not measure the overall growth of material placement in the economy. Increased diversion from 
landfill, therefore, does not always correlate to an overall reduction in material landfilled. In fact, 
despite over NZ$200 million of investment through the waste minimisation fund since 2009, the 
amount of waste being sent to landfill in New Zealand has grown by a reported 48% (New Zealand 
Government, 2020). In the absence of any discernible waste reduction from current policy settings, 
further Government intervention is required.  

5.5.5. Legislative response to waste 

The legislative response to growing waste volumes has been varied across the globe. In some 
jurisdictions like Europe and China, the legislative intervention has been direct and the requirements 
for compliance made mandatory (Mathews et al., 2011). Any comparison between a Western free 
market system and a state controlled centralised system, has not yet revealed any differences in 
waste reduction outcomes or changes in business models (Gupta & Jain, 2018).  

In other jurisdictions, for example Australia, the use of a voluntary approach has had no success in 
reducing overall waste volumes generated through economic activity (Australian Government, 
2019). A legislative response, therefore, becomes a behaviour change tool linked to an 
incentivisation mechanism. The legislative framework also reflects the socio-political context of the 
jurisdiction. Taking responsibility in a free market system presents challenges when exchange 
relationships have historically been based on driving down cost within the trading system (Abelson, 
2018). Externalisation of cost, particularly related to environmental impact, is therefore by default, 
linked to a transfer of responsibility. Nevertheless, any responsibility associated with placing 
products on the market cannot be assigned unless the whole-of-life cycle of the product is linked 
back to its initial production (Van Rossem, et al., 2006). This is because focus is currently placed on 
the end-of-life transfer of the product, predominantly to disposal and is funded by the individual.    
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5.6. Problems within existing waste management systems 

There now follows a narrative that adds further context to the introductory part of this report and 
leads the way into the research findings proper. The narrative has been used to inform a series of 
themes. These themes are advanced in order that accepted terminology and concepts may be 
challenged.  

The market-based economy continually seeks to limit costs within its system (PCE, 2006). 
Externalisation is a process that reassigns, rather than reduces cost. By reassigning cost to another 
part of the system an imbalance occurs. Where the imbalance occurs in the private sector, the 
affected commercial entities will attempt to reduce costs within their trading mechanisms. 
Commercial entities who attempt to meet the market through pricing often do not achieve long-
term financial viability, fail and leave the externalised cost to be reallocated amongst remaining 
supply chain participants (Neves, 2012). Through time this process of externalisation renders the 
continuation of the supply chain untenable and in the absence of any other form of intervention the 
chain collapses. Externalisation should not be confused with competition. The willingness of others 
within the supply chain to absorb externalised costs does not necessarily mean they are being 
competitive, rather they are simply acquiescing to the available terms that the market-based system 
has presented (Cagatay & Mihci, 2006). Producers within a supply chain cannot determine the value 
of their goods and services because of the power held by purchasers in a limited market. 

Where externalisation causes an imbalance in the public sector, trading out of this position is not 
possible, because local authorities have limited influence on the supply chain. Instead, externalised 
costs are inevitably absorbed into the public purse. In the case of waste, the narrative that supports 
recycling creates a compelling story that assigns both physical and financial responsibility away from 
the supply chain and onto everyday people (Alexander, 2009). Until such time as waste is described 
for what it is, a by-product of economic activity, rather than a reassigned responsibility, then 
externalisation will continue. Similarly, waste reduction would benefit from further clarification. 
Responsibility for waste needs to be assigned to a system rather than individuals within a supply 
chain. The system needs to include manufacturing. Manufacturers need to consider the full life cycle 
of their products and where possible, close the loop of recoverability if materials are to maintain 
their usefulness for longer.  

Lean manufacturing describes a management process that attempts to reduce or remove waste 
from within a discrete production system (Herron & Braiden, 2007). However, lean manufacturing is 
reliant on a disconnection from the end fate of any manufactured output once it is sold (Womack et 
al., 1990). Unfortunately, enshrined within the lean management philosophy is the concept of 
externalisation, in that activities that work to eliminate waste within the factory will only be 
considered if the manufacturer can charge that efficiency back to the customer (Rizzardo & Brooks, 
2003). The observation made by Rizzardo and Brooks highlights the challenge presented by Product 
Stewardship and its attempt to reconnect the whole supply chain to the fate of products. Creating a 
closed loop system for end-of-life products, will not be achieved unless it is fully funded in a manner 
that does not introduce unintended competitive advantages, for example, by making imported 
products cheaper.   

From time to time, the market will respond to waste by creating new products. The waste that 
becomes available is determined by the initial manufacturing design and production process (Fricker, 
2003). Products that are highly recoverable and have a life cycle with lower environmental impacts 
are generally considered as more favourable by the resource recovery sector.   
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The ways in which materials flow through a system, becomes a key determinant of end-of-life use. 
Known recovery pathways which formerly set out a systemic response capability have been 
disestablished and instead leave the responsibility for materials with disparate jurisdictions (Tasaki 
et al., 2015). Outcomes for the fate of the material, therefore, becomes tied to geography and 
availability of local processing capacity. In the absence of local processing capacity, individual 
responses gravitate towards exportation of materials into international commodity markets 
(Bermejo, 2014). The remedy for material flow problems becomes an economic transfer of 
responsibility rather than an opportunity to maximise resource recovery. Transfer costs related to an 
individual commodity-based approach, particularly for remote locations, become less efficient as the 
amount of available material is reduced. When commodity prices are high, transfer costs can be 
offset against material resale value. When commodity prices are low, the transfer cost needs to be 
funded from other sources (Lakhan, 2016). Unless the material flow is defined and stabilised, any 
deficit in transfer cost is likely to be externalised to wider society.       
 
The transfer cost of waste is not visible to the public. The only price mechanism currently available 
to the New Zealand Government is the waste disposal levy. The levy introduced in 2008, places a $10 
per tonne (GST exclusive) charge on waste sent to landfill (MfE, 2021). Increases to the New Zealand 
waste disposal levy, implemented in July 2021, will raise awareness of waste cost, but this will be the 
first Government price signal since the levy was introduced. The waste disposal levy is an end-of-life 
transfer cost that will impact on the supply chain and may have an impact on the cost of products 
placed on the market. The transfer of the increased waste disposal levy may not extend across the 
whole supply chain as some participants are obliged to absorb these cost transfers on the premise of 
remaining competitive. Transfer costs, therefore, become hidden as the market responds in the 
short term through imposed competition or margin reduction (Cecchini et al., 2013). Waste recovery 
becomes attractive as landfill disposal costs increase. However, waste recovery introduces another 
level of cost that is not currently factored into the price of products. In general terms, recovery is 
more expensive than disposal which leads policy makers to think that intervention that raises the 
cost of disposal is justifiable if any reliance on landfill is to be reduced (MfE, 2021). Externalisation, 
therefore, becomes the mechanism for funding waste recovery as well as disposal.     

The free market is reliant on legislative frameworks that enable its continual existence (Scott, 1996). 
The externalisation of responsibility related to waste is enshrined into current trading relationships. 
Changing this paradigm will, therefore, be reliant on a legislative reset that provides certainty to the 
market. The introduction of mandatory Product Stewardship is one such legislative response.  
 
 
Themes identified in section 5 - setting the scene 
 
To avoid a pass-through effect a redefinition of the term waste is required in order that any 
opportunity for cost and environmental harm reallocation is minimised. 
 
To challenge any tendency to reclassify waste in order that waste minimisation is projected to be 
achieved, specific explanations must accompany any activities described as waste reduction. 
 
It is necessary to illuminate an often-accepted standard that shifts responsibilities for managing 
waste to others in order that the consequence of product placement is made visible. 
 
Non-standardised local responses to operational waste management matters have inadvertently 
obscured broader structural issues within the waste system. 
 
Costs related to waste management are currently hidden from the consumer which over time 
embeds inconsistencies in understanding the rationale for, and consequences of, using disposal or 
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diversion practices. 
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6. Literature review 

6.1. Introduction 

The following section discusses four primary aspects of the literature reviewed, namely, markets and 
their construction, circular economy, social construction, and consensus decision-making. Literature 
was selected on the basis that authors were noted contributors in their field of expertise and would 
offer a breadth and depth of insight to the research. Both written and audio-visual material was 
accessed. Included are classical literature as well as more contemporary contributors who write 
about waste management, as waste management becomes a more prominent field of study. The 
four topics noted above are integral to any discussion on Product Stewardship and the scholarship 
conveyed by these authors is intended to situate the research and the reader within the context of 
which the research participants speak. 

Product Stewardship sits within a market system therefore it is beneficial to understand how the 
market system works. The authors used to support this research reveal the ways in which markets 
establish, self-sustain and accommodate to change in economic circumstances. A tension is revealed 
within this regenerative mechanism between the so called freedom of the market and any 
implications for wider society.   

The concept of the circular economy is gaining momentum with Governments and their policy 
makers. This research is describing the circular economy differently from mainstream signalling. The 
authors chosen for this study view the circular economy as a hybrid response encompassing social, 
economic and environmental policy.  

Social constructionists hold to the idea that there are no absolutes (Gergen, 2015). People describe 
things by telling a version of personal experience: whether that experience is accepted as fact 
depends on people holding the same assumptions (Koppl, 2010). The authors cited here speak to 
how constructed narratives have a potential to exert power and influence. 

Consensus decision-making is a process driven activity that works towards meeting outcome focused 
solutions. The stewardship co-design environment places people in a decision-making situation with 
limited preparation. The authors used in this research provide an insight into some of the challenges 
that may become apparent as a co-design group seeks to establish a pattern of working together.   

6.2. Markets and their construction 

This section considers the concept of the market and the influence, if any, of consumers or 
customers on businesses behaviour. Pierre Bourdieu (2005), a noted French Sociologist, who wrote 
of social stratification and life chances related to accumulation of capital, contends that markets are 
a social construction comprising two parts: supply and demand. He refers to the economy as a field 
whose structure is based on the relationship between businesses. Demand is derived from 
businesses (or producers) watching each other. Bourdieu contends that the customer has no effect 
on the outputs of business. Consequently, the market responds to other producers not the 
customer. Any relationship between businesses represents a unification that benefits the dominant 
economic power base. When the state fails to control this situation, for example through regulation, 
then the dominant will extract more and more – low wages, longer working hours, poor working 
conditions, physical resource depletion, and environmental degradation. For Bourdieu globalisation 
is positioned as the ultimate political construct to benefit the dominant and unify the economic field 
(p.224). If Bourdieu is correct then the market is unlikely to provide a solution to waste management 
other than one that acts in the interest of the dominant field, the business sector. Two business 
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anomalies emerge, firstly the waste industry that is reliant on volumes for their income and secondly 
the general manufacturing and retail sector, that are the chief proponents of single-use items. The 
choices customers make in a market setting must, therefore, be influenced to benefit the dominant 
field by creating a construct that sets behaviours in alignment with desired commercial outcomes. In 
his groundbreaking 1976 book, The Joyless Economy, Hungarian economist Tibor Scitovsky, offers a 
critique of both (American) consumerism and orthodox economic theory on rational choice (INET, 
n.d.).              
 
Scitovsky (1976), whilst critiquing market behaviours, acknowledges that producers have great 
power and influence. Scitovsky says that an often-accepted doctrine of consumer sovereignty used 
by proponents of the market, relies on the notion that consumers are rational and masters of their 
own destiny. Challenging that same doctrine Scitovsky suggests that instead, the consumer 
experiences a disturbance, creating a drive that results in activity (purchasing) that restores 
equilibrium. A purchasing arousal or stimulation linked to well or ill-being, becomes a habit: sticking 
to habits supports social acceptance. If we extend the concept of induced activity, then recycling can 
also be constructed as a response to a disturbance, created by proponents of the market.  Rather 
than restoring equilibrium, recycling can be considered as a misdirection from the market that masks 
the consequence of consumption. Creating an illusion of social acceptance by utilising consumer 
sovereignty, means the market is able to construct a narrative that places responsibility for waste 
onto the consumer, thereby disconnecting those that trade in, and extract a benefit from, 
consumption. Such type of self-interest economic behaviour has become embedded since the 1960s 
and can be inextricably linked to advances in manufacturing that gave advent to the single use 
product or packaging (Carson, 2002). Whilst the 1960s were influenced by technological advances in 
the processing and utilisation of crude oil, influences on economic behaviour are subject to a much 
longer timeline (Goetzman & Rouwenhorst, 2005).  
 
Understanding the broader causal factors underpinning economic behaviour and the development 
of markets requires a brief step back in history. Unlike orthodox economists, Karl Polanyi focused on 
the functionality of economic relationships within different social frameworks (Britanica, 2021)   
Polanyi (2001) suggests that economic behaviour relies on reciprocity and redistribution. He 
contends that Feudal societies covered up exploitation through redistribution. Historically, the 
economy served the people by helping to obtain goods not readily available in the immediate 
district. In contemporary times, that relationship has been disrupted with markets now existing 
outside the local economy and competition often leading to monopolies, underpinned by the 
commodification of goods and services. Commodification of essential items, for example, food, led 
to the belief that markets could be “self-regulating based on pricing mechanisms” (Polanyi, 2001, 
p.45). However, for Polanyi, the paradox of the self-regulating market was that it required significant 
legislation to establish the conditions for its success. Arguments for early capitalism, as now, talked 
about the control of wages and the growth of the middle class, but, as now, they did not talk about 
the impacts of social dislocation and environmental degradation. Any counter to intervention from 
the state is self-regulation, setting markets free, and allowing the private interest to determine the 
level of environmental protection required of enterprise. Such a free market notion returns us to the 
problem set out by Bourdieu in that, the interests of the dominant field take precedent over the 
wider interest of society and as such, environmental protection will only occur if it suits the interest 
of commerce. From a natural resource perspective, a free market approach, will continue to extract 
what is determined as sufficient based on commercial needs. Any change in this approach will, 
therefore, require a reconsideration of the rules that regulate current market practice.  
 
Princen (2005) suggests that environmental protection is, perhaps, more about the rules that allow 
continuing exploitation of the environment, because there is always a tradeoff between social and 
ecological values. Princen talks about a frontier environment where resources are made available for 
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immediate exploitation, for example, in the United States of America or other colonised lands, 
including New Zealand. The frontier spirit, the freedom, the lack of bureaucracy, and the non-
legislative environment allowed the market to expand its reach and consolidate its influence. In New 
Zealand, as with other colonised nations, the ownership and exploitation of land, remains an issue 
that defines current relationships between the indigenous and settler populations. The indigenous 
people of New Zealand, Māori, view land through a series of customs and rights, rather than outright 
ownership. When land transfers took place Māori, therefore, did not necessarily relate this to a loss 
of ownership (Te Ara, n.d.). Similarly, how the land was used and looked after post-transfer, did not 
rely on indigenous forms of sustainability which were largely discounted in favour of land conversion 
for farming. Land in New Zealand had a common value for both Māori and settler communities in 
that, it provided an opportunity for prosperity. However, the exploitation of the land for commercial 
gain, outstripped the indigenous desire to work in harmony with the environment. This divergence 
in human values can be observed to this day, where the industrialisation of the primary industry 
sector has become over reliant on an imbalance that adversely impacts on the environment. The 
market drives the intensity of production which farming communities are obliged to deliver in order 
that they remain prosperous. Any systemic change in current land use practice, similar to changes in 
waste management practice, will require a part decoupling from the self-interest of market thinking 
and an adoption of ecological reasoning as expressed by Thomas Princen in his book The Logic of 
Sufficiency.    
 
Any ability for a system to change is inherently linked to its initial design and human values (Princen, 
2005). The influence of human values such as fairness, during a system design process, struggle to 
gain traction in a free market approach to economic activity dominated by commercial interests. 
Instead, values become expressed through different forms of reasoning and justification, supported 
by tools such as cost benefit analysis discussed in 10.3.1. Values expressed through economic 
reasoning rely on economic growth and efficient allocation of resources, whilst values based on a 
legalistic reasoning rely on justice and due process. Princen offers a third option: ecological 
reasoning which focuses on longer term resource use and materials, concluding that “when the 
ecological value approaches zero we are back to a frontier where short-term expediency, say mining, 
prevails over long-term-stewardship” (p.44). Looking for a refreshed theory to enact this change will 
require an “ecological rationality” (p.352). If the intent is to create economic activity that avoids 
environmental and social harm, such a theory will test the limits of the market to display the 
reciprocity and redistribution envisaged as necessary by Polanyi (2001).  
 
For Dale (2010), a leading scholar who has written extensively about the works of Polanyi, and 
shares similar concerns regarding economics, the limits of the market are underpinned by a 
comparison between a socialist and a capitalist economy. A socialist economy recognises that gain is 
offset by loss and moderated by pricing. The concept of loss can refer to environmental or social 
harm. In a capitalist economy pricing introduces externalities, indeed it relies upon them, which has 
the effect of undermining corporate social responsibility and introduces distributive injustice to the 
system. Distributive injustice can result in local communities bearing the impact of economic activity 
without necessarily benefitting from any anticipated gain. In a socialist economy, an internal 
overview acknowledges, in general terms, how the economy affects others. Any ability to 
understand what is happening around us is informed by feedback from those connected to, and 
impacted by, economic settings, for example, trade unions, workers co-operatives, trade 
associations and communities at large. An external overview by the administrative state on the 
other hand, is not inclined to acknowledge environmental impacts that economic activity has on 
people. If Dale is correct, then there are two types of economy, one that shares responsibility for 
environmental impact and another that transfers responsibility for environmental impact. Rather 
than focusing on whether the economy is influenced by socialist or capitalist ideologies the concept 
of responsibility provides a less polarising reference point (Scott, 2006).  
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What the work of Dale (2010), Princen (2005), Scitovsky (1976) and Polanyi (2001) reveals are the 
historical practices associated with the development and retention of the market capitalist system. 
The ability of this system to seamlessly adapt across time, signals that any change that impacts the 
underlying principle of property rights, choice and control is likely to be met by a strong opposing 
voice. Product Stewardship is therefore situated in a complex, economic paradigm that has claimed 
and obtained significant political influence and has responded to resistance to change by developing 
the construct of recycling. For a stewardship approach to succeed, there first has to be a reset of the 
concept of responsibility for waste and a recognition of the limits of the apparent self-interest model 
of the market. The concept of responsibility which has historically been used as a tool to shape 
public behaviour, must now be reflected back towards industry. Today we are faced with a new 
economic phenomenon in response to the limitations of capitalist informed economics, an approach 
referred to as the circular economy.  

6.3. Circular economy 

The following section discusses the origin and definition of the term ‘circular economy’ and 
considers the challenges that this approach may bring to the waste industry and wider society. 
Positioned adjacent to Product Stewardship, the construct of the circular economy has many of the 
same properties but may not be able to have the level of impact on responsibility that is anticipated 
through a stewardship approach. The origin of the term ‘circular economy’ can be traced back to 
Boulding (1966). Boulding describes the situation in which resources are scarce. Referring to the 
frontier nature of the American market as the cowboy economy, an immediacy of natural resource 
requirement was satisfied by appropriating from the land. Other portable resources such as utensils, 
and vessels for cooking and water storage, had to be able to be reused many times. Boulding’s 
description leaves a lasting impression of the necessity, durability, and value that portable resources 
contributed towards survival. Over time the term ‘circular economy’ has been adapted from being a 
description of resourcefulness to being associated with continuous economic growth (Gupta & Jain, 
2018).    
 
The circular economy has been under consideration in China since the 1990s and is viewed as an 
integral solution to long term economic and environmental sustainability (Yap, 2005). Chinese 
economic production is heavily reliant on foreign resource supply and high energy consumption. Set 
within a degrading environment this circumstance has led the Chinese Government to develop and 
adopt a legislative framework that supports and enables a circular economy, which is considered to 
be more efficient and leads to cleaner production whilst sustaining economic growth (Yong, 2007).  
 
By contrast, the approach within the European Union focuses on the circular economy as a waste 
management solution (Milios, 2018). Eastern European Governments in particular, use waste to 
create employment opportunities, especially for stranded workers in deindustrialised communities 
(Drakulevski & Boshkov 2019; Murray et al., 2017). Reliance on waste as a source of economic 
stimulus can be considered problematic. Furthermore, the irony of transferring economic 
opportunity from product manufacture to waste derived from consumption, seems to be silent in 
the literature. Economic competitiveness has affected the distribution and allocation of employment 
opportunities by lowering the cost of labour in production. The circular economy can be considered 
in some scenarios as a response to economic competitiveness (Drakulevski & Boshkov, 2019; Skene, 
2018). Others contextualise the circular economy with a notion of sustainability in order that wealth 
generation may continue (Gupta & Jain, 2018).  
 
The use of the term circular economy begins to emerge in waste related research from the 1990s. 
Terms such as ‘biological’ and ‘technical’ also emerge as waste descriptors. Technical waste refers to 
man-made waste such as plastics and biological waste is associated with waste that can be returned 
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to nature such as food or other organic material (Gupta & Jain, 2018; Negrei & Istudor, 2018; Murray 
et al., 2017). According to Skene (2018), this comparison is problematic and part of an overall 
narrative that underplays the effect of the economy on the environment and wider social settings. 
 
Negrei and Istudor (2018) contend that a circular economy cannot defeat the laws of nature through 
the pursuit of continuous economic growth. They say that, where regeneration rates are outstripped 
by consumption rates, indigenous insight has been cast aside by a sub-culture dominated by the 
pursuit of individualism. Instead, they think that a circular economy approach should be viewed as 
an opportunity, through competition, to transition from a market based on consumption to a market 
based on value.  
 
Policy that considers life cycle assessment and the role of a circular economy in maintaining value in 
resources previously regarded as waste, could be aimed at the local (micro), regional (meso), or 
national (macro) levels, similar to the approach taken by the Chinese Government (Cautisanu et al., 
2018; Smol et al., 2017; Milios, 2018; Zhijun & Nailing, 2007; Yap, 2005). Murray et al. (2018) refers 
to these three levels of categorisation as ‘industrial ecology’. The micro approach envisages 
resources being circulated at a local level between companies (or individuals). The meso setting 
envisages cross sector community and industrial exchanges of resources. The macro level can 
represent resource transactions between nations, usually based on international commodity pricing.  
 
The policy settings in China reflect a top-down approach that aim to protect the long-term interests 
of Chinese society. The Chinese Government employ the circular economy approach as a method of 
protecting themselves from a scarcity of resources and the volatility of commodity pricing by 
internalising their market (Mathews et al., 2011). By contrast, the policy approach taken in Europe, 
referred to as extended producer responsibility, often disconnects the recovered resource from 
primary manufacture: instead, resources are lost to secondary producers resulting in no net 
reduction in raw material consumption (Milios, 2018). Product Stewardship policy considerations at 
home should reflect on how New Zealand society can decouple from the current linear economy in 
favour of improved resource utilisation and recovery.   
 
In a similar way to that of the construct of recycling, people can become persuaded by a circular 
economy narrative that purports to offer a solution to the relationship between continual growth 
and environmental harm. Acknowledging that a form of agreement must exist in order that an 
outcome is achieved, values and beliefs are integral parts of narrative construction. The following 
section discusses the concept of social construction and the ways in which knowledge is produced 
and understandings are communicated within society. 
 
6.4. Social construction 
 
Social constructionists hold that the ways in which we see the world are descriptors of phenomena 
rather than absolute truths (Weinberg, 2009). Berger and Luckmann (1966, p.15) contend that 
“whatever passes for ‘knowledge’ in a society, regardless of the ultimate vailidty or invalidity”, must 
be understood as “the processes by which this is done in such a way that a taken-for-granted 
‘reality’ congeals”. Social construction is based on dialogue (Gergen, 2015). By providing an 
explanation for a phenomenon, people seek to construct a version of their experience, which in turn 
leads them to offer a construction of how, for example, nature can be explained (Demeritt, 2002). 
The construct relies on knowledge and power to create a version or construction of what becomes 
known or accepted as fact (Foucault, 1985). 
 
The construct of environmental protection has been externalised in market-based economics (Stern, 
2008). Relying on an industry-led, voluntary approach for Product Stewardship has led to a 
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construction that the life cycle analysis of a product is primarily about its end-of-life treatment. 
Liquid modern society for Bauman (2005, p.3) is one in which a fast paced existence requires 
constant replenishment where items are replaced in advance of any expiry date being reached. To 
that end the waste industry is co-opted to manage the perpetual need for new product by removing 
the old from sight. The way in which waste is being considered, explained, discussed, and responded 
to at a policy level is changing in New Zealand. However, the current focus on deficiencies with 
policy approaches obscures any possible realisation that the environment has been politicised 
(Cosio, 1998). Policy is viewed as a complex web of negotiation based on the interests of the 
dominant and influential, rather than being used for any societal good: Foucault (1985) expresses 
power as a potential productive network. Foucault links power with knowledge and vice versa. 
Power is not seen by Foucault as a physical dominance over a weaker adversary, but rather as a 
system of influence that is used to govern at state, individual and even object level (Routledge, n.d.). 
Foucault describes the practice or art of governing as governmentality and the system of influence 
as biopower. Product Stewardship creates its own policies and procedures, its own biopowers, that 
are used to manage the population towards a desired output. The work of Foucault, therefore, 
becomes relevant to understanding how actors involved in the design of stewardship schemes, may 
interact and explain the experience of their social world through discourse and any associated 
discursive practice. Discursive practice is “the process through which (dominant) reality comes into 
being” (Stack Exchange, 2014). If the co-design process is to provide an outcome that universally 
engages with the population, then it will need to more clearly define any discursive space that 
becomes associated with design outputs. 
 
A “discursive space” for environmental protection needs to be underpinned by strategic societal 
values rather than the pre-determined outcomes of interest groups (Cosio, 1998, p.377). Any public 
visibility of environmental problems can initiate a reactive political response. The priority product 
declaration used in New Zealand to target six waste streams is a political construct in response to a 
general awareness of increased environmental harm. It is apparent that industry is concerned with 
deteriorating recycling markets and a growing section of the public and particular interest groups,  
are concerned with the escape of waste materials such as plastics, into the wider environment 
(Hundertmark et al., 2018). Such circumstances have prompted New Zealand Government 
intervention, in the form of the priority product declaration. Mandating policy in this way has led to 
the concept of co-design working groups, which are made up of of stakeholders that are involved in 
the manufacture, distribution, retailing, consumption, recovery and remanufacture of products. 
However, working groups of this type and subsequent processes of bargaining or negoitating carried 
over into environmental discourse, becomes problematic as institutes, rather than society, influence 
the baselines of acceptance for scheme design (Cosio, 1998). The interests of the parties involved in 
the co-design process, therefore, run the risk of becoming what Foucault describes as, the dominant 
discourse, or having expertise (Adams, 2017). 
 
Koppl (2010) suggests that expertise can lead to an acquisition of power if that expertise becomes a 
monopoly: any narrowing of a field of expert providers, results in a closed shop of expertise which, 
has the potential to suppress new approaches to change (p.221). The exclusive language of experts, 
including academics, can ironically also lead to exclusion. Nevertheless, procurement of expert 
knowledge becomes challenging if an academic lens is absent and there is no critque of the 
knowledge produced within the co-design group. If Koppl is correct, then the positioning of research 
undertaken during a co-design process and any emergent dominant discourse will require close 
consideration. Commissioned research that satisfies the requirements of the funder, would be 
better to adopt a transdisciplinary approach as outlined in 7.2.1, if the potential for pre-determined 
outcomes is to be avoided. Reliance on experts, where the system exalts and protects their expert 
status, is also problematic for Koppl in the absence of independent scrutiny: as non-expert people 
“don’t know, what they don’t know” (p.224). In a transdisciplinary research approach, both scientific 
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and non-scientific disciplines have a contributing role in creating knowledge. Similarly, if the 
potential for expertise monopoly suggested by Koppl is to be avoided, then the lens through which a 
problem is viewed and subsequently researched needs to reach consensus. If we disregard the 
concerns of Koppl, then the production of knowledge could become reliant on a predominantly 
quantitative response for future service delivery. Ignoring any potential contribution that a 
qualitative evaluation of service delivery can bring, will result in knowledge gaps that will affect 
decision-making and any prospect of meaningful change. The prospect of change for experts can, for 
Koppl, provoke an unsettling of institutional order which, in turn, can lead to a closing of the ranks of 
expertise (p.225). The impacts of change on production are of particular interest in a Product 
Stewardship context because discussions expose conflicting aspirations regarding the possible 
functions of manufacturing.  
 
The social construction of production in a market economy is informed by institutional settings and 
historical experience, rather than working towards meeting a common good referenced by the 
exchange of goods and services (Marston, 2000). Unless the wasteful nature and reliance on 
consumption that underpins current economic activity are addressed, it is unlikely that the current 
economic paradigm will change (Kibert et al., 2012, p.14). Zafirovski (2002) sees production, where 
inputs create outputs, as being reliant on human interactions which are influenced by managerial co-
ordination. Zafirovski further contends that in a neoclassical context, production is perceived to be a 
technical function where the use of financial modelling works to limit expenditure, but may not 
necessarily reflect real world understanding of any problem (p.153). If Zafirovski is correct, then 
manufacturers can be seen to be disconnected from the consequence of market placement of their 
products, particularly in relation to single-use or non-repairbale items. Manufacturing changes will, 
therefore, require a form of incentivisation that makes sense to industry whilst reconnecting the end 
fate of materials back to primary production. Change cannot be determined in isolation, it will 
require a consensus decision-making approach. The following section discusses consensus decision-
making within a group environment 

6.5. Consensus decision-making 

Consensus decision-making (CDM) has to be underpinned by some form of rationality of process, 
that recognises that emotions underpinned by individual group member values, have an impact on 
decisions (Thagard & Kroon, 2006). Uncertainty can impact on the confidence of a group to make a 
decision which in turn, can lead to delegation of responsibility or delay in decision-making. Whilst 
discussions may improve confidence in the decision-making process, it may not necessarily result in 
an effective outcome (Gheondea-Eladi, 2016). In Product Stewardship group discussions, there is an 
anticipation or an assumption, informed by past experience, that the views of other group members 
will be in conflict with each other, a phenomenon referred to as devil shift (McDonald & Gallagher, 
2015). However, if facilitation can move the group from what polarises them to some common 
ground or cognitive consensus, then interdisciplinarity progress can be achieved (Gamsby, 2019).  
 
Mohammed (2001) talks about cognitive consensus as a collective representation of issues that can 
be split into two distinct categories: operational consensus and perceptual consensus. Operational 
consensus refers to agreement on decisions without agreement on underlying beliefs. Perceptual 
consensus refers to group members that experience a commonality of representation and 
understanding. Early definition of the range of viewpoints within the group will help clarify the level 
of complexity of the issues faced. Groups will be likely to bring some form of political influence to 
the co-design process, informed by organisational or individual interest and positioning, eventuating 
in, what Mohammed (2001) refers to as, individual difference variables or group commitment. 
Positioning within the group and the ways in which people respond to each other, will have an 
impact on any ability to reach consensus. Uncovering and understanding how people make sense of 
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the information provided to the group and any underpinning assumptions and beliefs that the group 
may have, can assist in developing cognitive consensus (Markoczy, 2001).  
 
Group consensus on strategic outcomes or values will provide a reference point for decision-making 
(Garcia-Lapresta & Perez-Roman, 2017). Being in agreement is contingent on buy in, just as much as 
it is concerned about making the best decision. The theoretical framework through which a group 
views the issues will determine how decisions are made. Rather than simply looking at problems 
through an economic lens, the Product Stewardship approach needs to consider wider, social, 
cultural, and environmental impacts. Outside influence can also impact on the group, including 
actions of Government agencies, particularly during political change. External agencies, therefore, 
need to be part of the Product Stewardship group to ensure that political decision-making does not 
usurp the group’s consensus position. Trust can be lost very quickly, despite internal group 
processes, when external forces are brought to bear (McDonald & Gallagher, 2015).  
 
Reaching consensus will require an agreed process which is usually achieved either through majority 
or unanimity voting (Christian, 2012). Not all decisions taken are necessarily locked in and as the 
design of a Product Stewardship scheme progresses, decisions can be revisited to check they are still 
fit for purpose. Working in this way ensures that progress is not halted because one issue cannot be 
resolved. Markoczy (2001) breaks down consenus into four areas: locus – who is represented, scope 
– size of group, degree – strength of consensus within the group, and content – beliefs held by the 
group (p.1013). Markoczy suggests that consensus moves from an initial range of options or 
preferences to an agreed position, and that strategy focus derives from rational decision-making. 
Unpacking conflict can lead to a better understanding of the impact a decision may have (Markoczy, 
2000, p.1014). During intial group formation, the interests lie with stakeholders: as the group forms, 
the group develops its own interests around which decisions can be taken based on a consenus 
approach.  
 
Successful consensus decision-making relies on having willing group members who are supported by 
a framework that they understand and have had an opportunity to contribute to (Hartnett, 2010, 
p.3). The group needs to define the problem they are trying to address and then agree a process, 
supported by a set of rules, that facilitates consensus decision-making and conflict resolution should 
it arise (Carpenter, 1999). Conflict asssements allow the interests of stakeholders to be recorded or 
mapped, which can assist in developing an understanding of the group dynamics, before the group 
convenes (Susskind & Thomas-Larmer, 1999).  
 
For Product Stewardship design groups, meetings are likely to occur over a minimum of a one to two 
year period. The identification and engagement of stakeholders is the first hurdle that needs to be 
addressed when convening a group (Carlson, 1999). Facilitation of the group is also an important 
factor in establishing relationships. Where people may have diverse values, differing interests, or can 
form different perceptions on the same information, then potential for conflict arises (Elliot, 1999). 
Relationships are an integral part of how a group’s social dynamic will form and be sustained (p.199). 
Creating a climate that supports problem-solving and decision-making processes, which act in the 
best interests of the public, is important in order that any possible benefits for society become the 
focus during discussions.  
 
Representing wider stakeholder interests in a group setting poses some challenges. The initial 
challenges centre around the selection of the representatives and their understanding of their role. 
Subsequent challenges arise when the representatives take decisions within the context of group 
discussions based only on information available to the group. Representatives must realise that they 
cannot simply follow a familiar set of interests in a consensus decision-making environment, they 
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have to act as a conduit for communication between the group and their constituents (stakeholders) 
(Laws, 1999).  
 
Reaching a conclusion, in the absence of full agreement, becomes challenging and any dissent 
should be acknowleged (McKearnan & Fairman, 1999). Dissent can be mitigated by considering how 
information is gathered and presented to the group (Erhmann & Stinson, 1999). The use of experts 
must be agreed within the group to ensure that expert information subsequently generated is not 
disregarded or undermined, for example, through the imposition of an expert with proprietary 
association to a subject matter, rather than the introduction of a perceived neutral party.   
 
A key consideration in the success of the group is in the  building of intellectual capital, through clear 
two-way communication between representatives and their consituents (Potapchuk & Crocker, 
1999). Social capital also needs to be established by working together for a shared benefit. Political 
capital in Product Stewardship scenarios needs to be established to ensure there are no surprises for 
policy makers when the final design is presented (pp. 527-555).      

6.6. Summary 

Product Stewardship is positioned in an economic system that generates a range of purposeful 
responses to change. If Product Stewardship is to deliver a reduction in waste generated through 
economic activity, then it is going to have to satisfy the desires of a cross-section of organisations 
and wider society. To date, the mechanisms of the market, specifically externalisation of 
responsibility, has been a response that supports the retention of the status quo. What the literature 
review indicates is that this is not a new phenomenon. Proponents of the market have organised 
themselves consistently to protect and retain what they believe to be in the best interest of their 
shareholders. The problem with this approach is that it provides satisfaction to an ever-decreasing 
amount of people.  

If Product Stewardship is going to have any impact on the amount of waste produced, then it will 
have to recognise the vested interest represented within the co-design working group environment. 
The literature review indicates that without an understanding of the cause of the phenomenon 
under investigation, then solutions are likely to gravitate towards the desired outcome of interest 
groups, particularly those that hold political influence. The challenge for policy makers is to navigate 
the vested interests presented by the co-design process, without compromising on the anticipated 
outcomes that Product Stewardship is envisaged to bring. However, this pre-supposes that policy 
makers themselves have not already become persuaded that Product Stewardship is predominantly 
about recirculation of waste rather than reduction of waste.         

Having discussed the underlying factors that influence the context of Product Stewardship both 
internationally and within New Zealand it becomes apparent that change management systems 
experience problems wherever they originate. Sandelowski & Barroso (2003) say that knowledge can 
be used in two ways. An instrumental use of knowledge relates to putting something into practice. A 
conceptual use of knowledge serves to develop an understanding of any phenonmenon (ibid, p.790). 
This research aims to reinstate the conceptual use of knowledge as a constituent part of problem 
solving within any co-design environment to prevent a rush to action. The following section 
discusses recognised academic methodology used in support of bringing together practical and 
theoretical considerations through the use of transdisciplinary research.    
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7. Research methodology and methods 

7.1. Introduction 
 
The conflicts and challenges experienced in the co-design process were in part founded on the ways 
in which information was accessed and used. Having been present during co-design processes, it 
becomes apparent that a lack of clarity on any subject matter can become embedded within output 
focused work schedules. Integral to this research was a sense that experience and meaning gleaned 
from using a qualitative research methodology could give an alternative perspective to how the 
implementation of mandatory Product Stewardship could be achieved. This section describes the 
rationale for the research methodology and methods used to gather data and holds to the 
conventions of academic rigour in order that fresh knowledge can be presented in a recognised 
format.      

7.2. Research methodology 

7.2.1. Transdisciplinary Research 

The discourse around mandatory Product Stewardship raises the issue of what Head (2008) refers to 
as wicked problems where “both the nature of the problem and the preferred solution are strongly 
contested” (p.101). In the case of mandatory Product Stewardship, the wicked problem is the design 
itself and who the design serves. Whilst a rational, technical design will serve the needs of 
commerce it may not serve the social policy aspirations set out in the priority product guidelines 
(MfE, 2019). Similarly, designing a system that lacks commercial discipline could result in inflated 
costs which impact on the consumer. The key consideration is what drives the priority of the design: 
money, people or somewhere inbetween? The wicked problem in mandatory Product Stewardship is 
symptomatic of a wider problem: the market economy and how actors in this field interact. The 
wicked problem debate does not just refer to a difference in opinion, the debate is influenced by 
institutional settings and the power and authority carried within. A Transdisciplinary Research (TDR) 
approach is therefore considered appropriate, not just for this research, but also for the Product 
Stewardship design itself, as TDR will allow for an unpacking and discussion of entrenched positions 
where they exist.  
 
Transdisciplinary Research as a methodology, bridges the gap between scientific expertise and non-
scientific expertise (Hoffman et al, 2017; Klein, 2008; Leavy, 2011; Leventon et al, 2016; Pohl, 2011; 
Polk 2014). Focuses on real-world issues, TDR works to provide solutions that have both a scientific 
and socially transferable outcome. A TDR approach can be regarded as applied research aimed at 
solving practical problems: it has been suggested that basic research primarily satisfies the curiosity 
of the researcher (Angelstam et al., 2013). Like other research, TDR is about producing knowledge, 
however, a TDR methodology does not follow traditional conventions, instead it focuses on the 
connection between practice experts and the problem at hand (Felt et al., 2013; Leavy, 2011; Pohl, 
2011).  
 
The challenges with TDR come from having to rely on diverse disciplines being able to work toward 
developing common ground despite their differing dialogue. According to Polk (2014) current higher 
education institutes tend to favour traditional methodological approaches to research, which has 
the effect of seeming to devalue or appear to be unsupportive of TDR. Nevertheless, Polk feels that 
TDR lends itself particularly to experiential learners used to problem-solving within multi-disciplinary 
networks. To optimise problem-solving possibilities the TDR approach requires a robust stakeholder 
identification phase in order that any problem is fully understood in the context within which it sits. 
Early engagement with stakeholders allows an opportunity for contribution to the scope of the 
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research and provides space for stakeholders to become familiar with the problem-solving process 
(Leventon et al., 2016).  
 
Reducing any possibility for conflict, and in order that an opportunity is made available to consider 
problems from a fresh perspective, requires a change in methodological approach in support of TDR. 
Avoiding the potential for a wicked problem to manifest, experiential knowledge can then be used to 
move forward towards meeting an agreed outcome. Figure 5 sets out a simple visualisation of the 
convergence of design aspects that can result in the formation of a space for a wicked problem to 
occur (Head, 2008, p.104). In the diagram the potential space at the convergence of complexity, 
uncertainty and value divergence is called wickedness.   
 
Figure 5 
 
‘Wickedness’ as a combination  of complexity, uncertainty and divergence  
 

 
 
Note. Researcher adapted visualisation.  

7.3. Research methods 

7.3.1. Introduction 

The research is underpinned by a series of qualitative methods, namely, semi-structured interviews, 
document analysis and participant observation. An in depth discussion about the methods used in 
this research follows as section 7 progresses. Qualitative research offers an opportunity to get a 
depth of understanding of topics that are not commonly available (Patton, 1999). By allowing people 
to speak freely and share their experiences they can reveal what they are thinking and how they are 
feeling. By opening up a space to illicit such responses, different types of questions are able to be 
asked of participants, to bring forward aspects of subject specific information that may only be 
known to a discrete group of people (Rowley, 2012). Qualitative research also allows this researcher 
to learn from people who are working within a context that is imminently about to experience 
significant change. By listening to how people describe their experience of mandatory Product 
Stewardship it was possible to begin to build a picture of how a state policy intervention was being 
received.   
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Sandelowski (1991) says that when people share an account of their experience, these life stories 
can be known as “truthful fictions” (p.165). People communicate by storytelling: participants offered 
a narrative that gave their interpretation of events and activities relevant to a common professional 
context. Using participant accounts of known phenomena, links were able to be drawn with existing 
documentary evidence. Original primary data gleaned from the participants was complimented by 
secondary research from existing literature and reports related to Product Stewardship. Using key 
word searches drawn from participant responses a bank of literature was sourced in support of 
document analysis.      
 
Participant observation was undertaken during the research period. The researcher was able to use 
experiences drawn from their professional practice as a source of data. These experiences centred 
around the problems being encountered by their community of practice. Behaviour within the 
community of practice was often observed as a distraction to achieving progress. Unless this ‘insider 
knowledge’ is revealed people will not understand the complexities of bringing people together to 
achieve an outcome. How people contribute within the community of practice was directly impacted 
by aspects such as sensibilities, status, respect, social standing, and power relationships. The 
community of practice now being asked to participate in the Product Stewardship co-design process 
have differing perspectives on what a successful outcome would look like. As a form of hermeneutic 
research this body of work is focused on how participants describe their experience and how the 
interpretation and meaning of that experience can be (re)presented (Eddles-Hirsch, 2015).  
 
Thematic Analysis was used to analyse the data to understand how general themes were 
communicated within a field of expertise. Building a picture of what people said allowed for a more 
detailed interpretation and explanation of meaning to be created. Theme identification in sections 8 
to 11 used recognised data analysis techniques such as coding, in support of an inductive approach 
that allowed the participant voice to become the subject matter. 
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The overall research design considerations are expressed in figure 6.  This flow approach sets out the 
logic that the researcher followed as they began to develop the research framework. Data, drawn 
from the transcripts were combined into themes, and the structure and layout of sections 8 to 11 
began to take shape. Any possibility of working to meet a pre-determined outcome based on the 
researcher’s existing knowledge was mitigated using a technique referred to as ‘bracketing’. The key 
contributing factor in this research was the interviews. What people said and how this was 
subsequently treated is the foundation of this report. 
 
Figure 6 
 
Research design considerations 
 

 
 
Note. Researcher created process flow diagram. 
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7.3.2. Semi-structured interviews 

In developing the format for gaining access to participant stories, a series of questions were devised 
and used in semi-structured interviews with a discrete group of participants considered as experts in 
their field. Interviews are a useful way of capturing a snapshot of a participant’s experience 
(Eastbery-Smith et al., 1991). Semi-structured interviews are an open process where new ideas can 
be explored from the contribution of the research participants (Edwards & Holland, 2013). Twenty 
interviews were carried out with participants from across the wider waste industry community of 
practice. The participants included managers, operators, policy makers, and budget holders, in order 
that an exploration of different stakeholder contributions could be achieved. Interviews were 60 - 90 
minutes in duration and audio-recorded. Interview recordings were then transcribed by the 
researcher or independent transcribers. Transcriptions, approved by the participant, were then 
analysed for key phrases and recurring themes using Thematic Analysis which is further discussed at 
7.3.2.5. 
 
A risk inherent with interviewing is the ability to discuss the relevant challenges associated with the 
research subject without revealing personal views (Weston, et al., 2001). It was anticipated that new 
meaning, clarity, and understanding may come from people’s stories because people are complex 
products of their environment (Jackson & Mazzei, 2012). The purpose of the interview process was 
to elicit data. How the researcher treated this data relied on a technique that orders and makes 
sense of what had been presented, for example, through coding which is discussed later. 
 
Face-to-face interviews were originally planned as a method to generate qualitative data. However, 
the advent of lockdowns during COVID-19 disrupted this approach. Instead, online video interviews 
were undertaken. In assessing this change in approach, consideration was given to whether research 
participants would respond differently in the absence of a formal physical face-to-face environment. 
While it was anticipated that participants may feel more comfortable in a professional workplace 
setting and be disadvantaged from an online approach, in actuality, the opposite occurred. 
Participants who were interviewed in their home environment appeared unaffected by undertaking 
the interview online. Rather than detract from the interview, the informal home environment 
appeared to positively impact on the quality and depth of the lived experience that participants 
shared. The selection of participants was designed to mirror the community of practice involved in 
the field of Product Stewardship. Participants were identified using a technique referred to as 
purposeful sampling.    

7.3.2.1. Purposeful Sampling 

Purposeful Sampling is a method used to locate personnel with specific knowledge within a field of 
expertise (Guest et al., 2006). The researcher accessed a multi-stakeholder working environment 
and its community of practice. These stakeholders represented all sections of a supply chain that 
were concerned with the life cycle assessment of products and any associated packaging. Whilst the 
common theme is the management of waste from the economic system, this supply chain does 
involve a range of disciplines including, but not limited to, design, manufacture, retail, logistics, 
accounts, consumers, and end-of-life treatment. The selected participants were all part of the wider 
waste industry community of practice in New Zealand and are considered leaders and influential 
practitioners in their field. The stakeholders were a combination of private and public organisations. 
Table 2 summarises the community of practice by stakeholder group. 
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Table 2 

Interview stakeholder groups 
 
Group Description 
Private Producers, retailers, waste industry  
Public Councils, community groups, ratepayers, taxpayers 
Representative Research institutes, membership organisations  
Regulatory Government agencies and Regional Councils 

Note. Researcher created table.  

To frame the interviews and provide some participant selection criteria, six subject areas were 
developed and supporting questions drafted. The subject areas used for the selection process are 
concepts that prospective participants should be aware of and have adequate knowledge about. The 
subject areas are not discrete topics, indeed there is much cross-over information between question 
specific categories. Subject areas such as return to production, reduction, and circular economy 
focus on materials within a system and are discussed in greater detail in section 9. Subject areas 
such as, the role and behaviour of the market, vested interest, and the possibility for change, speak 
to the climate that participants have experienced to date and are discussed in section 10. The 
interview questions and the subject specific considerations that informed the questions are listed in 
Appendix A. For this research, the scoring system listed in table 3 was used to assess participant 
suitability. 
 
Table 3 
 
Participant selection scoring system 
 
Score Description 
1 Little to no knowledge or experience of this area of the research as it is not their career field 
2 Moderate knowledge and/or experience of this area of the research 
3 Expert knowledge and/or experience of this area of the research 

Note. Researcher created table. 
 
Participants were assessed on their potential knowledge across the six areas and their score plotted 
on a matrix. Participant selection was then targeted at scores at or above 66% of the available total 
on the basis that this score indicated a level of expertise and knowledge that would be of benefit to 
the research. Table 4 shows an example of this scoring matrix.  
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Table 4 
 
Example of participant selection scoring 
 

Potential 
participant 

Return to 
production Reduction Circular 

economy  

Role and 
behaviour of the 

market 

Vested interest 
and perceived 
opportunity 

Change 
(politics 

and 
ideology) 

Total % Score by 
participant 

A 1 2 2 3 2 2 12 67% 

B 1 3 2 3 2 1 12 67% 

C 2 3 2 2 2 2 13 72% 

D 2 2 2 2 2 2 12 67% 

E 3 2 3 2 3 3 16 89% 

Note. Researcher created table. 

The use of the scoring matrix was subjective and may have introduced an element of researcher bias 
based on a perceived or actual knowledge of the participants. The matrix may also have introduced a 
self-doubt in people’s assessment of their ability to contribute to the research. The pilot interview 
discussed later revealed that self-scoring was better to take place post-interview to avoid the 
potential for people to undersell their knowledge. Participants were, therefore, asked to self-score 
after the interview and these results were compared to the initial researcher estimation. Where 
anticipated scores matched or exceeded the initial assessment the interview was retained as part of 
the data for analysis. A decision was made that where the actual self-scores fell below the initial 
assessment then the interview transcript would not be analysed. No transcripts needed to be 
withdrawn on this basis.  

In addition to the above subject areas, participants were asked to provide some context on their 
practice. The findings from those discussions are in section 8. Interviews were concluded with a final 
thoughts response from participants. The findings from those discussions are in section 11. A pilot 
interview was conducted to alleviate researcher concerns related to participant selection, 
knowledge, and ability to contribute, as well as the practical aspects of interview timing, transcript 
generation and transcript review (Rowley, 2012). The reflections from the pilot interview follow. 

7.3.2.2. Pilot interview 

The purpose of the pilot interview was to gather data prompted by research questions, within an 
estimated timeframe of 60 minutes. While the interview questions proved successful in framing the 
discussion, the pilot interview dialogue lacked a depth of exchange. It was recognised that there is 
opportunity to move away from scripted questions momentarily, whilst still ensuring that the data 
gathering process can be used for comparative analysis (McIntosh & Morse, 2015; Rowley, 2012).  

The pilot interview also provided an opportunity to test some other aspects of the research process 
including official documentation such as project information and consent forms. Interviews could be 
construed by some as placing them under scrutiny. The use of official documentation supported the 
efficacy of the interview by providing greater context.  
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The scoring system was used to select participants in anticipation of their contribution. However, it 
became apparent that some may consider being invited to take part in the research as a test of their 
knowledge. This caused a dilemma in that participants might be using the scoring system based on 
their perceived ability, rather than actual ability, to contribute. By switching the participant scoring 
exercise to after the interview, space was provided for reflection on what the participants had said. 
A test of the audio recording equipment during the pilot interview negated the need for note taking. 
The lack of note taking allowed the researcher to concentrate on what was being said. The pilot 
interview was conducted face-to-face a few days before New Zealand went into a national lockdown 
in response to the emergence of COVID19 in the community. This interview proved to be successful 
in generating information and testing processes, but it also highlighted the scale of transcription 
material that was likely to be generated.       

7.3.2.3. Transcription 

The transcript of the pilot interview resulted in a document length in the region of 6,500 words. The 
transcription process was trialled using two methods a) straight from recording into Word using the 
dictation feature and b) using the Otter speech to text software. Both processes took around 360 
minutes of editing to generate a transcription that mirrored the recording. The Otter software was 
easier to use because it included a feature that highlighted the text as it played back. Consequently, 
a verbatim transcript with accompanying sound recording was found to be the most useful record of 
the interview. A verbatim, or literary transcription, was sent to the participant for review and 
comment: no amendments were made, and the pilot interview concluded by de-identifying the 
transcript in preparation for analysis (Kowal & O'Connell, 2013; McLellan et al., 2003).   

A similar process was followed for the other transcripts generated during the semi-structured 
interviews with the remaining participants. Participant accounts show how people process and 
respond to a question in the absence of any pre-notification (Kowal & O'Connell, 2013). The 
interview context provided participants with an opportunity to disclose how they are making sense 
of mandatory Product Stewardship (McIntosh & Morse, 2015).  

The interview process generated a series of rich contextual conversations. Participants shared their 
experience and interpretation of mandatory Product Stewardship thus far which confirmed to the 
researcher that they had selected an appropriate group to illicit data from. Conversations reached 
saturation in terms of subject matter albeit with each participant having their own angle or 
viewpoint that they shared. This left an impression that the selected group had provided a body of 
information that would not have been materially added to, had more interviews been undertaken. 
Similarly, the stakeholder sectors chosen were felt to be representative of the overall supply chain 
ensuring that varying perspectives were captured. This process revealed a level of commonality 
amongst participants that they may not have anticipated from an isolated standpoint. Inputs from 
the participants were generally evenly balanced, devoid of any institutional messaging and offered 
up an insight into new thinking occurring within the sector. The depth of knowledge and expertise 
was apparent and evidenced in participant responses. Whilst they approached the subject matter 
based on their experience there was an overall willingness to consider what Product Stewardship 
could be. The interview process confirmed that people can engage in a constructive critical manner if 
they are given the opportunity. Practically the questions provided a framework for the discussions 
without limiting the ability to allow the conversation to deviate from time to time. Participants were 
given a certain amount of latitude when providing their response to a topic in order that they could 
complete a particular line of thinking. Some lines of thought were pursued in more depth through 
additional open questioning. In summary, the open questioning approach that underpinned the 
semi-structured interviews delivered responses that were insightful and revealing. 
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Twenty transcriptions were generated, five of which were generated using the assistance of 
independent transcribers. Where an independent transcriber was used an appropriate 
confidentiality disclaimer, supplied by the researcher’s academic institute, was utilised. All 
subsequent transcriptions were sent to the participants in a Microsoft Word and MP3 audio version 
for their review and comment. Two participants elected to provide further clarifications to the 
transcript but made no material change to the content. All other participants acknowledged receipt 
of the transcript and made no further amendments. One participant withdrew their transcript for 
commercial-in-confidence reasons and their transcript was withdrawn. At this stage the transcripts 
were de-identified and set out in a tabular format conducive for the next stage of data analysis, 
coding. 

7.3.2.4. Coding 

Research focuses on how people make sense of common challenges. A danger inherent with 
expectations of research is that we look to the researcher for answers, instead of taking an 
opportunity to inform thinking and stimulate curiosity (Bazeley, 2009). Coding allows the researcher 
to develop an understanding of each participant’s response whilst aggregating the data to provide 
an insight into themes (Weston, et al., 2001). Coding presented an opportunity to explore and 
extract the data contained within the transcripts. The process of creating codes for this research 
relied on an emergent approach in which “concepts, actions and meanings evolve from the data” 
(Stuckey, 2010, p.8). Coding generation sits with the researcher and starts with interpretation. The 
reference point for interpretation is the research question and the curiosity that drew the 
researcher to the subject matter in the first place (Jorgensen, 1989). The research questions are 
stated below. 
 
1. In what ways are regulated Product Stewardship schemes likely to contribute to waste 

reduction in New Zealand?  
 

a. How do organisations explain and make sense of Product Stewardship?  
b. How do people explain and make sense of Product Stewardship?  
c. What impacts will Product Stewardship have on waste management? 

 
The intersection of analysis and interpretation has been considered during the coding process 
(Stuckey, 2010). Any tendency to draw conclusions from this intersection is recognised by the 
researcher as problematic. The selection of data runs the risk of becoming pre-determined or 
informed by a priori knowledge, namely, what you think you already know (Chenail, 2012). 
Researcher bias can persist, however, bias diminishes as researcher thinking becomes informed by 
what participants are saying (Ellis, 1998; Galleta, 2013). 
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Prior to coding, the transcription format was reset into a tabulated response by question and de-
identified. This was to ensure that a) all responses were aligned b) all questions had been answered 
and c) all answers had been analysed. The data analysis was undertaken manually using an open 
coding process initially by highlighting key phrases or words in each transcript question response. 
The highlighted data was then categorised, and a coding record created. Open coding can be 
considered as an act of discovering themes (Ryan & Bernard, 2003). Software options were 
considered but it became clear that whilst these programmes offer a useful tool that provides order 
and administration of the data, they do not identify the codes (Alhojailan, 2012). A research data 
bank document was then generated and included additional forms such as interview analysis, coding 
record, and aggregated transcript thematic analysis. The interview analysis form (Appendix B) 
records the researcher’s initial post-interview reflections which were subsequently used for 
comparative analysis with the coded data. The coding record form (Appendix C) set out the name, 
meaning, and examples of the codes used, and data generated. The aggregated transcript thematic 
analysis form (Appendix D) was completed post-coding and recorded themes, connections to theory, 
and further readings that would inform the document analysis. 

Throughout this process the researcher was careful to avoid falling into a pattern of functional 
administration. A process of reviewing and checking for researcher bias continued until data 
saturation had occurred. An example of the outcome of this stage of the process is shown in table 5. 

Table 5 

Extract form research databank 

 

Note. Researcher created table. 

Having transferred all the data into one area a final review was undertaken to ensure that each 
phrase had been coded correctly. The coding description was also checked against the specific 
question asked in that part of the interview to ensure it was relevant. A final reconciliation with the 
primary and secondary research questions was then undertaken to ensure that the coding process 
had made use of all relevant information. Data was then taken forward for theme identification and 
analysis. 

7.3.2.5. Thematic analysis 

Thematic Analysis is a phenomenological approach to identifying the experiences and perceptions of 
research participants, which provides material to describe, compare, and explain (Guest et al., 2012). 
Theme identification and analysis were considered as two distinct activities to support the 
development of research findings that would be used to inform a substantive argument about 
Product Stewardship. The research data points to how participants make sense of Product 
Stewardship in what is now a mandated space. Thematic analysis presents a picture of current 
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thinking, variation in understanding, expectations of what Product Stewardship could be and insight 
into how groups could be established and facilitated in a co-design approach. 
       
Ryan and Bernard (2003, pp. 88-91) say that thematic analysis is often described by researchers 
through the lens of output. They contend that researchers provide little description of how the data 
analysis was constructed and why. In support of changing this paradigm they offer up several theme 
identification and processing techniques. Analysing data by three of their suggested criteria, 
repetition, cultural domains, similarities and differences, the following adjustments were made for 
use in this research.  
 
Repetition can be used to identify commonalties that participants expressed in response to the 
interview questions. However, the term repetition suggests to the researcher a word count 
approach and a dissociation from the response context. Rather than repetition, the researcher is 
interested in the kinds of emphasis that was made in participant responses. The matters that were 
important to participants and, therefore, might be carried with them into a co-design environment 
need to be noted, discussed, and explained. In the absence of such analysis, the co-design 
environment could be deprived of an opportunity to understand how positioning can occur within 
group settings.  
 
Cultural domains or in vivo coding can be used to consider how language or phrasing is recurrent in 
data. This suggests word searching and making further connections that may potentially have missed 
any nuance of the context specific word or phrase usage of this community of practice. Rather than 
cultural domains, the researcher has renamed this category here as colloquialisms. Colloquialisms 
refers to the context specific, sometimes arbitrary language used in any community of practice 
which may provide insight into a wider social convention that is either embedded or establishing 
(Fairclough, 1995, pp. 96-97). Any use of privileged or accepted language that has been adopted into 
a field of expertise requires to be referenced to the sphere of influence within which it sits (Chiapello 
& Fairclough, 2002). Analysing this type of language to consider the ways in which expertise or any 
implied authority gains influence within a co-design setting, goes beyond the scope of this research 
because it requires that a Foucauldian critical discourse analysis is undertaken (Arribas-Ayllon & 
Walkerdine, 2017). The colloquialisms have been listed as a glossary for future analysis. For the 
purpose of this research, providing examples of colloquialisms as they were used by participants will 
be used to show how meaning is constructed as (in)accessible.  
 
Similarities and differences in participant responses also present the researcher with an opportunity 
to analyse how people make sense of the present and what expectations they have of the future, in 
the context of mandated Product Stewardship co-design. The use of similarities and differences in 
the context of this research works to show aspects of oppositional thinking. Particularly important 
for Product Stewardship co-design groups, making explicit the types of variation in thought 
processes, shows how important it becomes to address inconsistencies in perception from the 
outset.      
 
Theme analysis started with transposing of the coded data onto a form that showed specific extracts 
ordered by question. Theme forms were then used to analyse the data under the categories: 
emphasis, colloquialisms, similarities and differences. General abbreviated themes were then 
recorded. An example of the outcome of this stage of the process is shown in table 6.  
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Table 6 
 
Theme identification and analysis 
 

 
 
Note. Researcher created table. 
 
Theme analysis was also undertaken in respect of the data contained on the interview analysis forms 
(Appendix B). These forms had been used to record immediate researcher thoughts post-interview 
and post-transcription. The analysis concluded at this point with the transfer of the themes to the 
aggregated transcription theme analysis form (Appendix D). The themes identified have 
subsequently been used to frame the data discussion.  
 
Theme identification was subject to several iterations that ensured a systematic separation of what 
participants said. The researcher had to continually focus and recheck the content of participant 
accounts in order that data remained accurate, and representative of what participants said. This 
process was achieved with support from colleagues external to the research who have a background 
and expertise in the field of physical and social science, including qualifications at Master and PhD 
levels. This check and balance approach tested the researcher’s analysis by continually prompting 
the researcher to suspend any prior knowledge and focus on the voice of the participant. The 
process for using the research data to identify meaningful themes that have been drawn from the 
research questions is represented in figure 7. 
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Figure 7 
 
Researcher theme identification and analysis approach 
 

 
 

Note. Researcher created process flow diagram. 

Having completed the thematic analysis of the interview data, a search was now undertaken of 
existing literature and reports related to Product Stewardship. Literature was accessed on the basis 
of being relevant to the themes drawn from the interview data. Literature from noted authors in 
stewardship discourse were sourced on the premise that contemporary documents would hold the 
most up to date information.    

7.3.3. Document analysis 

In addition to the literature review in section 6 which gave the theoretical position and depth of 
understanding of the broader context within which mandated Product Stewardship sits, additional 
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documentation was accessed. What the researcher will call here working documents, were sourced 
to support this enquiry. Journal articles and Government publications contain relatable observation, 
discovery, and discussion that is emergent within the phenomenon at the core of this research, 
namely, how to deal with waste within the economic system.     

Document analysis, sometimes called historical data analysis, refers to a systematic procedure for 
reviewing or evaluating documents in whatever form they are found (Bowen, 2009). Material for the 
document analysis was drawn from the following sources. These sources are identified as being 
expert in the Product Stewardship space.   

• Ministry for the Environment (New Zealand) - www.mfe.govt.nz 
• Product Stewardship Council (New Zealand) - www.nzpsc.nz 
• Environment Protection Agency (Australia) - www.environment.gov.au   
• Organisation for Economic Development and Cooperation (Europe) - www.oecd.org 
• Product Stewardship Institute (United States) - www.productstewardship.us 
• Product Stewardship Council (Global) - www.globalpsc.net  

Document analysis revealed both the content and discourse that contextualised the historical and 
contemporary approach to Product Stewardship (Cardno, 2018). Alternative policy interventions 
were identified, for example, extended producer responsibility (EPR), and take-back. These 
alternatives, their context, similarities, and differences to Product Stewardship form part of the 
overall data discussion.  

It should be noted that the document analysis was undertaken after the interviews and participant 
observation methods. This approach was deliberate to ensure that the document analysis 
contributed to the development of theory (inductive) rather than the testing of an existing theory 
(deductive). Whilst it was anticipated that the body of literature made available by the expert 
resources identified above, would offer a broad scope of insight, it became necessary to supplement 
this data with information drawn from broader primary research. Data yielded from the document 
analysis was used in concert with participant derived data and participant observation findings to 
interrogate the information gleaned from all three data gathering methods. 

7.3.4. Participant observation 

Participant observation refers to problems associated with human existence and is appropriate 
where people offer up an explanation of how they make sense of a particular experience (Jorgensen, 
1989). Participant observation is “a method of collecting data where the researcher is fully involved 
with the participants and the phenomenon being researched” (Collis & Hussey, 2003, p.171). Using 
the autoethnographic method of reflective journaling, the researcher used participant observation 
of their community of practice as a source of data. The process involves a technique known as 
focused observation (Kawulich, 2005). 

Using work related activities as a possible source of data, the researcher used these experiences as 
an information bank to enable reflection to support reflexive practice. Work related activities 
included taking part in working groups, sector specific boards of Governance and professional 
interactions across an extensive network of peers. Undertaking discrete acts of observation while 
participating in work related activities allowed the researcher to immerse themself within the 
context of meetings and discussions. Adopting the position of outsider, allowed the researcher to 
consider the experience as events unfolded. Consciously stepping back in this way also offered an 
opportunity to observe the ways in which people were able to express themselves and interact. 
Working in this manner enabled the researcher to become part of the overall observational activity.  

http://www.mfe.govt.nz/
http://www.nzpsc.nz/
http://www.environment.gov.au/
http://www.oecd.org/
http://www.productstewardship.us/
http://www.globalpsc.net/
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Observation activities occurred during organised events and project meetings across a 36 month 
period. Locations where observational activity took place were spread across the country and 
involved all four stakeholder groups outlined in section 5.2.4. Laterally, in response to restrictions 
associated with COVID19, meetings with peers from outside the researcher’s home region have 
tended to be by video conferencing.   

Participant observation is an appropriate qualitative method that compliments the professional 
practice aspect of this research. The rationale for undertaking participant observation in which the 
researcher becomes part of the observable activity is twofold. Firstly, information is able to be 
extracted with reference to work related activities. An assumption has been made by Government 
that stakeholders from the community of practice can be brought together and work in a collegial 
manner. While this has been the expectation, work carried out for this research over the past 36 
months has shown that achieving group cohesion has at times been challenging. Sharing insights 
from community of practice activities are used here to benefit future working groups by making the 
challenges inherent to such groups accessible.   

Secondly, an opportunity was made available to allow the researcher to reflect on their own 
professional practice. Having insight into how peers respond to the researcher as a practitioner 
could be confronting however, self-reflection and ultimately reflexivity is enabled by looking closely 
at personal tendencies and characteristics. During the course of this research, it has become possible 
to modify and moderate professional interactions in order that the researcher can move towards 
becoming a thought leader rather than a reactive contributor.     

7.4. Triangulation 
According to Patton (1999, p.1193) qualitative analysis can be verified and validated using 
triangulation, for which he identifies four types: methods triangulation, triangulation of data 
sources, analysts’ triangulation, and theory triangulation. This research uses triangulation of data 
sources, in that it compares observational and interview data, reflects on what people say and why, 
reviews the ways in which what people or institutes say changes over time, and compares how 
different members of the community of practice express their perspectives. The findings derived 
from the data are, therefore, intended to remain contextually relevant to the research whilst 
offering a new insight into the explanation of any phenomenon (Carter et al. 2014). Triangulation 
mitigated the potential for pre-determined outcomes and researcher bias to influence the data 
analysis (Bowen, 2009). 

A common misconception about the use of triangulation is that it can pinpoint a definitive answer 
for the problem being considered (Patton, 1999, p.1195). Consistent with the findings from this 
research Patton says that there will “seldom be a single totally consistent picture” in qualitative 
research (ibid). Rather, triangulation of methods opens up an opportunity to access “reasonable 
explanations” for phenomena to “contribute significantly to the overall credibility of findings” (ibid). 
The relationship between theme generation and triangulation is set out in figure 8.  
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Figure 8 

Process for establishing themes 

  
 

 
Note. Researcher created visualisation. 
 
Figure 8 acts as a reminder of the flow process that assisted the data generation and analysis phase 
of the research. The red lines are used to highlight the relationship between interview data, 
document analysis and participant observation, described here as triangulation of data sources. 
Literature was accessed which corresponded with initial themes. Summarising significant points 
from what participants said, as well as using data from document analysis and participant 
observation, final themes were generated. Section 12 draws together and discusses the final themes 
prior to recommendations being made. 
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7.5. Minimising potential for researcher bias 

The researcher operates in a community of practice where discourse can be influenced, even 
dominated, by individual interests and world views, for example, by strongly expressing resistance to 
change or by forcefully promoting shareholder interests (Thagard & Kroon, 2006). It was important 
to recognise, acknowledge and suspend personal key suppositions from the outset of the research 
design through to data analysis. Using the technique of bracketing the researcher identified personal 
views on the socio-political and economic context surrounding Product Stewardship, as key areas 
that needed to be suspended. Bracketing originates in the sphere of mathematics where focus is 
placed on data contained within a bracketed area before data external to the brackets is considered 
(Caelli, 2000; Gearing, 2004; Tufford, 2010; Chan et al., 2013; Eddles-Hirsch, 2015; McNarry et al., 
2019). The effect of this approach is to deliver a representative account of the data in order that the 
data is not subject to the researcher’s pre-conceived notions, beliefs, or bias.  

Gearing (2004) expresses concern that bracketing, its meaning, purpose, and application has become 
a functional tool or response, rather than a recognition of philosophical and theoretical 
underpinnings. Over time, typologies of bracketing have been described for use in the construction 
of research paradigms. The typology of reflexive (cultural) bracketing best captures the approach 
taken by the researcher (Gearing, 2004, p.1444). This typology allows the researcher to identify and 
reduce any effect of existing knowledge, beliefs, and assumptions. The reflexive approach focused 
on key areas, namely, the development of research questions and the creation of a semi-structured 
interview framework. How a reflexive bracketing approach was undertaken for these areas is now 
described. 

In constructing the research questions particular attention was given to ensuring that questions 
were open ended, neutral in their language and focused on framing a commentary of Product 
Stewardship as a policy intervention. While not intended to be a test of knowledge, the questions 
did cause participants to pause and be actively reflective about their own community of practice and 
disclose the ways in which they worked.  

Semi-structured interviews were supported by the development of the six key areas for 
consideration, aligned to the Government’s priority product guidelines (MfE, 2019). The six key areas 
underpinned the purposeful sampling approach described in 7.3.2.1. The data retrieved from these 
interviews has delivered a rich contextual account of participant expectations, aspirations, concerns, 
and reservations related to Product Stewardship.  

7.6. Impact on practice 

When considering the word practice as a noun the dictionary description of “the usual way of doing 
something” connects with the current Product Stewardship context (Merriam-Webster, n.d.). 
Similarly, the dictionary description of the word practice when used as a verb which states “to do or 
perform often, customarily, or habitually” also seems contextually appropriate (ibid.). These 
meanings suggest that if mandatory Product Stewardship is to be effectively implemented the 
community of practice, that group of people who share a concern for how waste is generated and 
managed within New Zealand, will have to confront the prospect of change.  

The research, therefore, provides a timely contribution to the field of Product Stewardship by setting 
out the concerns, expectations, and aspirations of research participants. The research reveals the 
opportunities and challenges associated with the co-design approach that underpins the application 
of mandatory Product Stewardship. The research also portrays how interest groups react and 
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respond within the co-design environment. If change is to occur, then the lessons drawn from other 
jurisdictions and the literature, as set out in this research, must be considered. The definition of 
Product Stewardship, its systemic influence and desired outputs must be clearly defined if 
meaningful waste reduction is to be achieved. Changing the habitual practice of market participants 
can be facilitated with the use of this research.  

Change at an organisational practice level will be influenced by mandating Product Stewardship. The 
type of change will be dependent on the organisational interpretation and response to scheme 
design outcomes. Co-design groups, therefore, hold a significant level of responsibility that has been 
assigned to them by the Government. This research highlights the challenges associated with 
interest groups, evidenced through the literature and experiences of other jurisdictions, where 
Product Stewardship is already in place. If organisations are to enable successful change then the 
concept of Product Stewardship also needs to be supportive of  economic realignment. To inform 
realigment proper, the research explores how organisational responsibilities across jurisdictions are 
currently met. Learnings from this literature and data from this research suggest that a considerable 
realignment to the ways in which waste within the econmic system is currently managed must take 
place. 

The research methodology and methods used to deliver data provided material suitable for further 
analysis. The process undertaken during data analysis was also able to be used in the researcher’s 
daily practice. Being immersed in an active, iterative process to gain the best outcomes for this 
academic work has seen a shift in the way that thinking strategies are employed both in the 
researcher’s workplace and wider community of practice activities. An example of this change in 
practice is demonstrated in the form and layout of the Waste Assessment 2020 document generated 
by the researcher in their workplace context (MDC, 2020). The document is a pre-cursor to the 
waste strategy development and would usually be written in isolation then submitted to the 
community for consideration. For the 2020 iteration, the waste assessment document was informed 
by advanced consultation with the community that sought to access their stories about waste. The 
final waste strategy document referred to as the Waste Management and Minimisation Plan, was 
adopted by Council in May 2021 (MDC, 2021).  Participant stories, in relation to Product 
Stewardship, are now analysed across sections 8 to 11.     
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8. Community of practice context findings 

8.1. Introduction 

Section 8 focuses on the production of knowledge within the context of Product Stewardship. 
Information contained in this section demonstrates the ways in which participants situate 
themselves as active contributors to an emergent policy environment. International literature 
provides insight into the underlying principles that have emerged over the past two decades in 
support of Product Stewardship. Participant observations are used to reflect on the challenges 
associated with working in a collaborative environment.  

8.2. Interview data 

Participants were asked to talk about their work in the Product Stewardship field. Participants talked 
about what they did in their jobs, both in terms of day-to-day activities and how they were able to 
make a contribution to the wider context of Product Stewardship. Participants were asked to share 
what they knew about Product Stewardship and what types of resources they would use to enhance 
their knowledge about Product Stewardship related matters.  

8.2.1. Describing the purpose of the work role 

In defining the purpose of their work role, participants emphasised the importance of advocating to 
Government for legislative change. Participants indicated that engagement with Government 
generally happens through a consultation mechanism and that any ability to contribute is 
constrained to timeframe, resourcing, and subject matter knowledge. Any knowledge held by 
participants was informed by a combination of operational experience and additional research 
relevant to their field of practice. In defining their community of practice, participants indicated that 
until recently they mostly interact with peers from their sector. Participants now recognise that their 
community of practice will have to expand to include the whole supply chain. Whilst participants 
share knowledge within their sector, there is no evidence of knowledge sharing more broadly across 
the supply chain to date.    

Understanding the terminology and use of language within a specific context benefits the reader 
because it situates them within this community of practice. The Product Stewardship co-design 
working environment is situated in what Head (2008) refers to as a ‘wicked problem’, namely, a 
change to current practice that superficially appears to be insurmountable, but with a stakeholder-
led transdisciplinary approach can at least be tackled. In addition, wicked problems are often 
characterised by a denial that the problem exists in the first place and that any proposed solution is 
either not required or would not make any discernible difference. How people express themselves in 
relation to problem solving becomes a key issue to understanding what barriers are likely to be 
raised in response to change. 

Colloquial language gathered through this research has therefore been noted. Colloquial language 
can be considered as informal and conversational (Literary Devices, 2021). Examples of colloquial 
language are given to show how meaning is constructed through what people say (Adams, 2014). 
Analysis of colloquialisms, like that of metaphor, is one linguistic method of indicating significant 
ideas or themes used in the approaches of discourse and conversation analysis. It characterises a 
process of colloquialisation and indicates the rapport of the ‘conversants’ (interviewer and 
participant). It is, hence, valuable in this study, indicating shared language within this professional 
discourse community. 
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In the following discussions, example colloquialisms drawn from the data have been shown in italics. 
These words and phrases are used to provide an overview of the emergent topics as participants 
express them. Excerpts shown in quotation marks are drawn from the verbatim transcripts, as non-
attributable, de-identified statements to maintain participant anonymity. These excerpts have been 
used to illustrate the meaning and context of what participants said as an example of their 
sociocultural practice (Fairclough, 1995, p.97). 
 
Product Stewardship is a non-pragmatic policy intervention that participants say is a “strategic 
planning role” which involves “lobbying Government” and “lots of research”. Nevertheless, 
practitioners from an operational environment often bring a pragmatic outlook to the co-design 
process. A pragmatic position tends to focus on what is readily achievable within current market 
settings, for example by “starting to establish or at least consider pilot Product Stewardship 
initiatives”. A pragmatic position can be persuasive as it suggests a more immediate possibility for 
progress without the need for systemic change.   
 
Supply chains in a mandatory Product Stewardship context are additional sectors that should be held 
accountable for operational and financial considerations related to product placement. The term 
supply chain, therefore, induces responsibility to previously excluded stakeholders by persuading 
them that they must contribute to waste handling and reduction by, for example “lobbying and 
demystifying those concepts for the public”. 
 
End-of-life infers that it is too late for any form of intervention. This term cannot be disassociated 
from a linear approach to economic activity. Producers can therefore hand over responsibility for 
product disposal to individuals rather than “looking to stimulate customer demand for product 
stewardship schemes by getting businesses to up the focus on end-of-life requirements at the 
procurement stage”. Currently a built-in redundancy to market activity through consumption may 
normalise a linear approach.   

In terms of similarities, participants acknowledged as part of their role, their contribution to the 
Product Stewardship space was through a combination of advocacy or participation in working 
groups. Participants agreed that they were all committed to working towards some form of change, 
albeit sometimes in isolation. Without the support of an employer, participation in working groups 
could be difficult to achieve, if no other form of funding was made available. Differences were cited 
in relation to the ability to access policy (decision) makers, the appropriateness of overseas 
approaches in a New Zealand context, and a general tension between an ability to participate and 
the time it takes for decision-making to be completed. 

8.2.2. Accessing knowledge to support work roles  

Offering greater insight, participants explained that the level of possible engagement with 
mandatory Product Stewardship scheme development, can be influenced by the availability of a 
representative advocacy body. Any advocacy body must be facilitated by an appropriate level of 
sector expertise. Personal connections through networking and learning from others, were indicated 
as an opportunity for knowledge building. Nevertheless, any desire to access more information on 
Product Stewardship, including future mandatory schemes, remains within the domain of the 
individual or business to initiate. Understanding what has happened overseas, whilst seen as an 
opportunity for learning, must be considered with the New Zealand context in mind.  
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Participants comment on the style of language used in relation to Product Stewardship scheme 
design. The use of expert language in discussions with Government, position design considerations 
in the context of bureaucratic decision-making processes. Meanwhile, messaging on Product 
Stewardship must include accessible language in order that subsequent schemes resonate and 
connect at the household level to facilitate engagement. Participants use terminology specific to 
Product Stewardship and demonstrate their own interpretation of what it means to them.   
 
End-of-pipe is an intervention that occurs at the end of economic activity. The term is used in a 
dismissive manner on the premise that any intervention is too late. Frustrations with end-of-pipe 
solutions were highlighted, namely, “it’s becoming impossible to advance Product Stewardship as a 
requirement by government because of an obsession within Government that business should be 
persuaded to do the right thing but not mandated”. ‘End-of-pipe’ is a term often used to limit 
discussion on the basis that no favourable solution may be found. Participants pointed to industry 
who were “very strong in their view and said, well, we're not going to do it. It's a highly competitive 
industry and we're not going to do anything we don't have to”. 

 
Sustainability as a concept, is a form of differentiation within a market economy. Sustainability can 
be used as an argument to influence aspects of the co-design process. Generally, sustainability is 
aligned with limiting negative impacts and promoting best practice in financial and material resource 
management. Noting the varying needs of those involved in the sustainability space “the interesting 
thing there is that the different audiences you're talking to, you know some people require the 
numbers, some people require the sort of morality, some people require a bit of, you know, a 
holistic approach”. The notion of sustainability can also be used to express concern about a 
particular approach if that approach is deemed to be non-viable for any reason, particularly if “what 
that meant from an industry perspective, sees Council taking responsibility for materials”. 
 
Life cycle analysis is a management tool used in response to maintaining social license (to trade). 
This term can be used to restrict or broaden discussions about the impact that different products or 
packaging have when placed in the market, particularly “as a circular economy approach becomes 
more systemic globally, we’re actually going to see this across multiple materials and multiple 
products”. The term can also be used to infer complexity within those same systems. To avoid any 
perceived complexity a narrower response may be promoted instead because “we use Product 
Stewardship, but it could easily equate to extended producer responsibility depending on where 
you’re comparing it”.  

There was consensus that evidence and knowledge should be used to support a pragmatic outcome 
for a Product Stewardship approach. There was a general dissatisfaction, even frustration, with the 
Product Stewardship approach taken to date. While some participants have been involved in this 
space for a considerable length of time, they associated any possibility for progress more with a 
political cycle than any contribution they were able to make as experts in their field. However, 
progression of Product Stewardship was still linked to the concepts of being self-starting and self-
promoting. There was a lack of consensus on how Product Stewardship as a co-design process can 
be achieved and which actors should be influential in this approach.  
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8.2.3. Putting knowledge into practice 

Product Stewardship was generally thought to be a complex space that requires deep consideration 
if it is to be made operationally viable. To date, several participants had felt isolated from the 
Product Stewardship decision-making process. Moving forward, a consistent approach to Product 
Stewardship scheme design is required to facilitate meaningful change. Participants did not want any 
Product Stewardship scheme to exclude operational participation on the grounds of location. 
Speaking of their obligations to their day-to-day work, participants share insight into how the 
economic environment in which they operate impacts on decision-making. 
 
Resource streams are a commodity-based source of income to the waste industry. Resource streams 
are a form of classification which relies upon the availability of an end-market, however, “the money 
that was coming into your system was much less than the actual, the real costs”. Operational 
practices which are embedded in an end-of-life approach can be used to influence the possible 
scope of products covered in any Product Stewardship scheme, to disrupt the current practice of 
having “the majority of our material exported and going offshore”. “Where we can we'll find a local 
solution for the recycling” but “the issue is that there's not a lot set up to process what we accept”. 
 
Priority product is a legislative declaration from Government that mandates the requirement to 
develop a Product Stewardship scheme because “the voluntary Product Stewardship approach that 
successive governments have chosen to take, I don't think has really worked effectively”. Currently 
only six priority products have been declared. Any development of additional Product Stewardship 
schemes could be hindered in the absence of further priority product declarations from 
Government. Participants yet to benefit from voluntary Product Stewardship schemes say that “we 
get thought of as a last resort and we do struggle to pick up on those supposedly national schemes”. 
 
Free market is a term used across the interviews as an antithesis to any form of ruled based 
imposition. For participants the “environment in New Zealand, since Roger Douglas, of not impeding 
the progress of businesses” meant that “the free market would solve everything”. Product 
Stewardship may not be regarded as being compatible with a free market system. 

Participants recognised the influence of the market on current and future Product Stewardship 
schemes. Outcomes from current economic activity were generally described as market driven or 
orientated. There were differing views on the way in which environmental impact is considered or 
categorised and the role that Government should be required to play in addressing these impacts.    

8.3. Document analysis findings 

International literature is used to introduce the concept of shared responsibility and how shared 
responsibility becomes relevant within a stewardship approach. Knowledge dissemination related to 
environmental harm and the role of experts, is considered using literature from the OECD. Matters 
that bear influence on stewardship scope related decision-making processes are outlined.     
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8.3.1. Roles and responsibilities 

Using interview data to inform the document analysis, the relationship between stakeholder roles 
and responsibilities was revealed. Tasaki et al. (2015) conducted a survey of stakeholder’s 
perception of the concepts of extended producer responsibility (EPR) and Product Stewardship (PS). 
Both quantitative and qualitative data were gathered. Qualitative data, in the form of responses to 
open ended survey questions, was provided in Appendix 2 (p.A17-A71). Tasaki et al. did not analyse 
this rich data, suggesting that to do so would reveal their perceptions of EPR/PS which was not their 
intent for the survey. Taking the statements contained within the Tasaki et al. research as read, 
feedback from the authors’ participants provided a useful baseline reference point for this research. 
Both participants in the Tasaki et al. (2015) survey and the participants who took part in this discrete 
piece of work seem to agree that the purpose of a stakeholder’s role in a Product Stewardship 
scheme is defined by the responsibility they are assigned. The most common descriptions of 
responsibility refer to financial and operational (physical) matters. Table 7 summarises the allocation 
of roles and responsibilities which are drawn from the work of Tasaki et al. (2015). 

Table 7  

EPR Stakeholder roles and responsibilities 

Stakeholder Role/Responsibility 
Financial Physical (Operational) 

Manufacturer /Producer Yes – scheme costs would be 
applied to products 

Possibly (receipt of recovered 
materials) 

Distributor No (other than pass through) Possibly (reverse logistics could 
be used as part of the recovery 
network) 

Retailer No (other than pass through) Possibly (retail locations could 
be used as recovered material 
return or collection points) 

Consumer Yes – the purchase price that 
the consumer pays would be 
increased 

Yes (consumers generally 
physically return materials into 
the system) 

Recovery Sector (Waste 
Industry, NGO’s, Community, 
Private Enterprise) 

No (they are recipients of 
payments for any recovery 
services they undertake) 

Yes (these groups will be part of 
the recovery network) 

Material processor Yes (they generally pay for 
recovered materials that they 
receive) 

Yes (the processors are part of 
the end-market solution for 
recovered materials) 

Note. Researcher created table.     

Table 7 sets out the primary stakeholders who would be involved in a Product Stewardship scheme. 
Financial responsibility has two implications: those that pay into the scheme and those that extract a 
payment from the scheme. Physical responsibility refer to the links in the chain that form the return 
pathway from the consumer to the end-market for recovered products or materials.    
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Tasaki et al. (2015) survey data also highlights the variability of the role of municipalities (Councils) 
when considering the introduction of an EPR/PS scheme. Municipalities generally tend to be 
involved with domestic recycling (cardboard, paper, plastic, cans, and glass). Where alternative 
collection methods for domestic recycling have been established then the municipal role is 
diminished. For example, South Australia has operated a container return scheme since the 1970s 
which has negated the need for large scale kerbside collection of these materials by the local 
Councils (Schuyler et al., 2018). In Europe, a similar situation has prevailed where recycling schemes 
have been established to extract materials of value prior to those materials ending up in a Council 
kerbside collection system. In New Zealand, the advancement of Council kerbside collection has 
preceded the introduction of Product Stewardship schemes. The role of New Zealand Councils is, 
therefore, directly impacted by any changes that a Product Stewardship approach would bring.     

8.3.2. The use of knowledge in policy formation 

The production of knowledge and the role of experts are considered an integral part of influencing 
behaviour change (Grundmann, 2017). The OECD (2017) Tackling Environmental Problems with the 
help of Behavioural Insights report, considers behavioural insights in the context of policy making. 
How knowledge is formed, shared, and utilised is an important consideration for Product 
Stewardship design and implementation. The OECD report discusses three behavioural biases that 
may impact on the production of knowledge, namely, bounded rationality, bounded willpower, and 
bounded self-interest.  

‘Bounded rationality’ relates to the limit of human cognitive abilities to problem solve. The way in 
which information is presented to and interpreted by scheme design participants, described as the 
framing effect, can result in disagreement on scheme design parameters. The perceived or actual 
impact on the individual, described as loss aversion, can influence how people assess and respond to 
change. The discrete research in this project demonstrates how, in a similar vein to the qualities of 
bounded rationality, relationships, and positioning for those involved with Product Stewardship have 
been constructed over time. Historically, there have been two groups situated in the Product 
Stewardship space, commonly described as either activist or lobbyist. Kollman (1998) refers to these 
groups as interest groups and contends that their purpose is twofold: firstly, to rally public support 
through communication and secondly to establish conflict that reinforces their position. Similar traits 
may be detected in the interest groups that are now at the Product Stewardship co-design table. At 
this junction it is not clear whether any interest group’s capacity for accommodation will reinforce 
what separates them or tend toward a focus on a common interest (Engel et al., 2015).  

‘Bounded willpower’ refers to types of reactive choices that focus on the short-term immediacy of 
response (OECD, 2017). Firby (1987) discusses the types of effect that the roles of reactive and 
strategic planners can have. Firby contends that there is a role for a reactive approach. Research 
participants described the form of reactive approach that they experience as a rush to action, 
namely, a sense that the work must be undertaken now, and any subsequent challenges will be 
solved as and when they arise rather than considered in advance. However, Firby acknowledges that 
the role of the strategic planner is also to curtail the amount of risk that any reactive approach 
would take on. Therefore, the choices made in a Product Stewardship co-design environment must 
acknowledge the pressures, concerns, expectations, and aspirations that each participant brings to 
the table. The process that the co-design approach follows, therefore, needs to be grounded in a 
representative vision for design outputs.  
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‘Bounded self-interest’ according to the OECD (2017) report, can be considered as a willingness to 
put the collective before the individual. The psychology of a Product Stewardship co-design group 
can be impacted by the interests of individuals and/or the stakeholders they represent. Interests 
may be tabled as non-negotiables, for example, what is in and out of scope for any design. 
Contribution to the decision-making process of a group, therefore, becomes reliant on the ability to 
facilitate discussions on presented information. Discussion and decision-making within a group 
setting may be fraught. Contribution within a group environment may lead the individual to feel less 
emotional pressure to be correct but this also impacts on the link between agency and responsibility 
(El Zein et al., 2019). The lone voice in the room who sees things differently, particularly in relation 
to unintended consequences, may not have an opportunity to fully express themselves.   

Understanding the psychology of decision-making, therefore, requires further consideration of 
behavioural insight related to professional and emotional response. The OECD (2017) report 
explores professional and emotional response through the lenses of altruism, fairness, and social 
norms.  

Altruism is “when we act to promote someone else’s welfare, even at a risk or cost to ourselves” 
(Berkley University of California, n.d.). Altruism acts against the self-interest principles of the market, 
where knowledge has been commodified and used as a source of power to enact a predetermined 
outcome (Lave, 2012). Co-design groups need a framework to operate within, including a sense of 
purpose and confirmation for whom the work is being undertaken. Knowledge can then be used to 
assist rather than influence decision-making. 

Fairness is also connected to power (Lave, 2012). What is deemed fair is dependent on the allocation 
of resources and in the case of Product Stewardship, the allocation of funding. All parties at the co-
design table have a pecuniary interest ranging from protection of existing investment through to 
accessing new funding. Pecuniary interest must be aligned to the public, as well as the interests of 
the service providers, for example, logistics operators, waste companies, material processors and 
community organisations.  

Social norms, whilst attributable to the ways in which behaviour conforms, are again influenced by 
contextual factors such as language, power, and authority (Bicchieri et al., 2018). People express 
their belief about others through empirical and normative expectations (Bicchieri et al., 2014). 
Normative expectations refer to “what we believe others think we ought to do” whilst empirical 
refers to “what we expect others to do” (Bicchieri & Xiao, 2009). The research has shown that 
expectations can often be expressed in market-based terminology, for example, elasticity which 
refers to the impact of scheme cost on product pricing.         

8.3.3. Making Product Stewardship work  

Custom and practice appear to be the dominating influencers on existing service provision. The 
introduction of Product Stewardship will require that a scope of materials is identified for inclusion 
in scheme design. Deciding what materials are in and out of scope can also be determined by 
considering several other factors including: influence of business, influence of wider society, 
influence of production, and the influence of the wider supply chains (MfE, 2019).  
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The influence of business can be seen in the use of lobbying pressure used during any Product 
Stewardship scheme design process. For example, container return schemes developed in Australia 
often included a varied scope of materials as a result of interaction with the business sector. 
Marshall (2019) contends that businesses who advocate for the exclusion of certain materials use 
this as a justification for continued cost externalisation and a retention of current business practice. 
In the absence of this type of contextualised knowledge, New Zealand based co-design groups may 
make similar design decisions without appreciating any specific circumstances that informed scheme 
designs in other jurisdictions.   

Any anticipated influence of wider society on scheme design will be reliant on contributions from 
consumers and the public at large. The public are situated in what Stein (2016) describes as the great 
trilemma: a tension between globalisation, democracy, and sovereignty. Stein considers the 
compatibility of the three elements in contemporary settings, suggesting that if any two of the 
elements of the trilemma are strong, then the third becomes weakened. Product Stewardship is 
positioned in this trilemma. Globalisation displaces materials from their primary point of production 
making a direct recoverability pathway more difficult to achieve. Democracy can only be achieved 
through the scheme design process and is reliant on strong communications between those at the 
design table and the constituents they represent. Sovereignty is achieved by ensuring any 
stewardship design corresponds to a New Zealand context. Acknowledging the influences of 
globalisation, democracy, and sovereignty requires careful consideration, in order that a 
transparent, contextualised, fit for purpose scheme is achieved for New Zealand. 

The influence of production reveals the kinds of materials used in the manufacture of products and 
packaging. Material recovery, whilst currently linked to recycling end-markets, should not be the 
primary reason for any inclusion in a Product Stewardship scheme. Excluding landfill-bound material, 
on the basis that it cannot currently be recycled, could result in manufacturers making production 
changes to avoid increased costs. Product Stewardship is, therefore, vulnerable to market 
adjustments if the scope of materials is limited to existing recovery pathways. In jurisdictions such as 
Norway, who follow the extended producer responsibility (EPR) approach, placement of a product 
on the market is subject to an environmental tax regime (Naess & Smith, 2009). Mitigation of the tax 
liability can be achieved through the participation in stewardship schemes which work to increase 
material recovery rates.  

The influence of the wider supply chain can significantly impact on how a Product Stewardship 
scheme will operate. Public accessibility to schemes can be determined by the extent of supply chain 
involvement (Walker et al., 2008). Where return-to-retail or the use of existing drop off points, such 
as municipal recycling centres and transfer stations are included, then public accessibility is 
improved. Similarly, the geographic connection of service provision can be expanded through a 
Product Stewardship approach. Rather than excluding collection systems based on location, systems 
can be tailored to suit the needs of any community and the cost spread across the whole scheme. 
The logistical capacity of the wider supply chain can also contribute to transport efficiencies through 
back loading and mobile collection systems (Dekker et al., 2012).     
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8.4. Participant observation findings 

Participants in a mandated Product Stewardship co-design environment have to find a way of 
working together. Contributions range from being collaborative to being consultative. In the 
collaborative space participants listen, discuss, ruminate, argue, and compromise to reach a 
consensus. In the consultative space, participants tend to state and maintain a position where the 
scheme design output must meet pre-determined outcomes, and information presented during the 
co-design process is viewed through an unwielding mindset. The challenge for co-design facilitators 
is to recognise that both approaches can add value if common ground can be reached, and an 
opportunity is made available to express reservations about subject matters as they arise. 

The production of knowledge within a co-design environment is related to how information is 
generated and subsequently discussed. Discussions about presented information can become 
polarising as some participants situate themselves in an area of perceived accepted facts. 
Consequently, any possibility of change during the co-design process can become focused on a need 
for control rather than having a willingness to consider and discuss the information as it is given. 
Situated experience in the Product Stewardship field may become a dominant presence that can be 
perceived as carrying authority through a priori knowledge. Therefore, any ability to connect with 
other operational practitioners in a collegial manner may not be consistently achieved.  

Operational considerations must take account of existing infrastructure and service provision. Any 
proposed changes to current practice, have to be carefully articulated in order that any perceived 
disruption can be discussed with scheme participants. Reservations, where any occur, must be given 
due consideration in order that any proposed Product Stewardship scheme design gains the full 
acceptance of the group.  

Operational practitioners have taken a binary approach within the co-design environment: they are 
either willing to work together or prefer to work alone. People who have a disposition to work 
collaboratively tend to respond using feedback loops which works to fosters group cohesion and a 
sense of fulfilment. People who work in isolation tend to write reports in absentia and feedback is 
obtained after the fact through consultation. Respondents to consultation documents can feel that 
their expertise and knowledge has not been taken into account and they have been dealt a pre-
determined solution where no collaboration is required. Moving participants towards a collaborative 
working context should see greater engagement with, and ownership of, the design process.      

8.5. The developing context of Product Stewardship  

The research participants’ community of practice now extends to Product Stewardship co-design 
working groups. The group has been brought together to design a scheme through a process of 
consensus decision-making. Thagard and Kroon (2006) suggest that emotions bear influence on 
decision-making: emotions can be influenced by personal values (p.86). Consequently, if personal 
values are disrupted, decision-making processes may be perceived as being compatible or 
incompatible with the types of values or circumstances that people hold important. Any possibility 
for consensus decision-making under these types of conditions must allow space for participants to 
express how they are feeling in respect of the subject matter being discussed. Thagard and Kroon 
say that the quality of altruism is “the unselfish regard for the welfare of others” (p.92). 
Nevertheless, this trait can be skilfully managed within the co-design environment. The quality of 
altruism can be misused for the purpose of decision-making that benefits the desired outcomes of 
some group members over others.  
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For Mohammed (2001) group assumptions need to be clarified as part of the research process. 
Group cognition determines how knowledge is acquired, shared, and used within a co-design 
process (Gheondea-Eladi, 2016). Any sense of uncertainty can impact on group confidence to make 
effective decisions. To minimise any possible uncertainty with information provided, the group 
needs to have access to appropriate expertise. The use of experts can build cognitive consensus, but 
this also carries risk in respect of any interpretation of provided information or decisions that are 
taken based on that information. Similarly, commissioning applied research also runs the risk of 
being adapted to suit the needs of the client unless a critical lens is applied to the terms of reference 
and framing of the work (Lave, 2012).  
 
        
Themes identified in section 8 - community of practice context 
 
Despite having an awareness of the shift towards a Product Stewardship approach, supply chain 
members have not been sufficiently prepared to participate in a co-design environment. 
 
Facilitation services must work to set standards of interaction that enable the membership of a co-
design working group to navigate different points of view in the pursuit of design outcomes.  
 
Areas of common ground must be found in topic specific discussions to enable productive decision-
making. 
 
Topic specific discussions must be underpinned by relevant and up to date research on all matters 
related to scope design. 
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9. Materials within a system 

9.1. Introduction  

Section 9 focuses on the relationship between production or manufacturing, opportunities for 
reduction where they exist, and the construct of the circular economy. Any remodelled vision of 
supply chain management introduces change and uncertainties for professional practice. If policy 
instruments are to be used as a motivation for change, not enough critical analysis of existing 
economic systems has been carried out within the available literature. Participant observation 
reveals how an established narrative has been reconstructed for a new context but requires the 
same types of opportunities in order that the participants are able to continue with minimal 
disruption to business endeavours.    

9.2. Interview data 

Participants talked about their experiences of working within an existing supply chain context and 
the ways in which they are able to promote responsibility in respect of returning recovered materials 
to production. Various definitions of reduction and the relationship between reduction and 
recoverability were given. Through their discussions about the circular economy, participants spoke 
not only about resource management, but also about reclaiming energy as a resource from 
recovered materials. Given that established methods of production have yet to be challenged, it was 
suggested that any meaningful change mechanism must include some form of incentivisation. 
Similarly, cost visibility and monetary incentivisation are tendered as concepts that would have to be 
eased into Product Stewardship schemes, within a free market setting. There is a realisation that 
mandated policy initiatives must now connect the loose threads of voluntarism.  

9.2.1. Making sense of Product Stewardship  

Whilst the terms ‘Product Stewardship’, ‘reduction’ and ‘circular economy’ were recognised and 
used by participants there was no consistent definition. Product Stewardship was aligned to the 
concept of responsibility: explanations for what responsibility looked like and who was responsible 
varied. Focusing on harm reduction participants acknowledged that both the producer and 
consumer will have to contribute to Product Stewardship scheme costs. The introduction of funding 
into a recovery system was viewed as a major system change. At present operational and financial 
responsibility for the recovery of products and packaging within New Zealand, lies predominantly 
with the public or municipal sector i.e., Councils. Cost recovery for municipal collection and 
processing systems tend to be paid for through general rates (collective) rather than user pays fees 
(individual).  
 
Participants also exposed a tension between reduction and recoverability of material flows linked to 
the responsibility for design, rather than reduction of material consumption at the production stage. 
There was consensus however, that Product Stewardship should be more than a recycling scheme. 
The concept of changes at the production end of the supply chain, referred to as design for the 
environment do not appear to be embedded in current thinking (Tojo et al., 2001; Tasaki et al., 
2015). Whilst aware of the need to enable change, any capacity for influence was impacted by 
current market practices as shown in the statements that follow.    
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Small market describes the size of the New Zealand economy as an explanation for any lack of 
investment in the potential for material recovery as “we are a taker in that sense of our production, I 
think, here in New Zealand” and therefore, “it’s very difficult at this stage, to generate any degree of 
willingness to change packaging design”. Strategic considerations regarding potential material 
recovery infrastructure investment are hampered by a sense that it may not be profitable because 
“we are a very small market at the bottom of the South Pacific and dealing with a number of global 
brands” and “it's not going to be economical to process it”.  
 
Drop in solution seems to have two inferences. Firstly, in relation to a pragmatic response, where 
action replaces discussion and sees a “coherent system for material flow” established. Secondly, in a 
negative connotation, that sees solutions copied verbatim from other jurisdictions without being 
adapted to the New Zealand context, by not “really understanding what the (supply) chain links 
actually are, what the company actually needs to achieve and what infrastructure and capital that 
we need to put in place to meet that requirement”.   

Mandating Product Stewardship schemes was seen as a positive step away from the current 
voluntary approach. Legislative requirements for scheme roles and responsibilities were felt to bring 
certainty that in turn provided investment confidence. However, who should have responsibility for 
the initial scheme co-design process was not clear. Whilst the connection of production to Product 
Stewardship was acknowledged, the prospect of change at the manufacturing stage of the life cycle 
was not connected to reduction but tended to focus on the recoverability of materials. Anticipated 
changes in production were, therefore, more aligned to improving recoverability of resources by 
making products easier to dismantle or making them from materials that had a recycling market. 
Production decisions were felt to be driven by marketing strategies of brand owners and 
complicated by any ability to make changes within a globalised supply chain where manufacturing 
often took place overseas. 

9.2.2. Opportunities and challenges associated with change  

Instead of viewing material flow as simply a waste problem, participants are now thinking in terms of 
production, distribution, and consumption cycles. There is recognition that other countries have 
advanced Product Stewardship more quickly than New Zealand. Any sense of whether this adoption 
of a Product Stewardship approach has led to a reduction in waste and an increase in resources 
recovered was not evident.   

New Zealand is still reliant on overseas markets for the receipt and processing of recycling. Former 
reliance on the resale value of recycling derived from a commodity price is no longer achievable. 
Recent Government focus on the recycling sector whilst positive, had not yet resulted in any 
systemic change. All participants conceded that the status quo was no longer acceptable or 
sustainable but were concerned at the potential timeframe associated with any change through 
Product Stewardship. Geographical isolation in conjunction with a perceived lack of influence to 
regulate imported goods, means that to some extent contributors to Product Stewardship co-design 
environments could be limited in their capacity to facilitate meaningful change. The following 
narrative provides examples of the types of concerns that participants share.   
 
Design out waste was viewed as a reassignment of responsibility back to initial manufacturing as 
“producers would be essentially designing waste out of that product to begin with”. Again, the 
prospect of this approach being applied in the current market system did not have universal 
acceptance because “the producer or brand owner is king”. The reclassification of reduction that 
sees waste now being redefined as a resource, is at odds with the concept that “Product 
Stewardship doesn’t have to be just about recycling, Product Stewardship can be, you know, 
predominantly about prevention”. 
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Brand owner was often used as a name associated with products rather than the manufacturer, 
tending towards an assertion being made that “if you don't make the product then you don't have to 
get rid of it”. Some examples would include beverage companies where the branding was dominant 
and the original manufacturer, for example, of a plastic bottle, was not known making it difficult to 
have any “discussion about end-of-life responsibilities”.   

Participants conceded that all stakeholders had to get something out of a Product Stewardship 
scheme, namely, a value proposition. There was a variation in the definition of value that might be 
associated with a Product Stewardship scheme. Some viewed value as a financial outcome, perhaps 
an income stream or a reassignment of cost. Others viewed value as a consideration beyond 
economics and instead focused on wider societal outcomes, aligned to social, cultural, and 
environmental impacts. 

9.2.3. Commenting on possible spheres of influence  

Participants talked about the pressure to change product design without fully understanding the 
purpose of the product or packaging. Participants wondered whether the waste hierarchy was still 
an appropriate classification of responses to dealing with waste. In its simplest form all participants 
recognised the waste hierarchy as reduce, reuse, and recycle, before the last resort of disposal.  

Additional tiers of response have included terms such as refuse, rethink, redesign, and recover. 
Participants felt that the public in OECD countries (including New Zealand) have become persuaded 
by the narrative of recycling. The following statements show the anticipated difficulties of 
incorporating existing systems into a remodelled vision for supply chain management.  
 
Supply and demand were used in the context of explaining or justifying the way things work in a 
market economy, for example, “if the actual industry isn't actually buying it (their product) back 
domestically, you then have the potential glut of material here, on site here in this country”. 
Situating a desire for action in an already established practice can be problematic. Any desire for 
change has to be cognisant of the capacity of the system within which its sits. The ability of Product 
Stewardship as a mechanism to influence supply and demand was not universally accepted across 
participants.  

Rational choice was discussed in the context of consumers making decisions based on external 
influence (marketing). Product labelling that suggested a positive waste management outcome, for 
example, biodegradable packaging, becomes problematic in the absence of processing capacity 
which exemplifies “the classic problem of someone makes a rational choice within a small part of 
their supply chain, which actually is not rational if you look at it as a whole system”. 

9.2.4. The waste hierarchy and Product Stewardship  

The current Governmental measurement of reduction was felt to be aligned to materials (or wastes) 
diverted from landfill. Participants noted that there is no context for, or reference made to, the 
amount of material placed into the market and the subsequent amount of material kept in 
circulation. Similarly, it was felt the current Government approach to market instruments places 
emphasis on increasing the cost of disposal (at the end-of-life) rather than cost of placement (at the 
start-of-life). Reduction therefore appears to remain as an aspiration rather than an expectation of 
Product Stewardship.  
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Reduction was thought to be influenced by policy implementation. Legislation could work as a 
method of redefining manufacturing design requirements. Participants described reduction through 
manufacturing design as targeting the amount of virgin material that was consumed during 
production. Reducing the consumption of virgin material could then subsequently increase the 
recycled material content within products and packaging. However, some unintended consequences 
were also highlighted including, the switching to alternative types of packaging that were marketed 
as being more environmentally friendly but did not necessarily contribute to waste reduction. 

Consequently, reduction may be undergoing a redefinition in response to new terminology such as 
the circular economy. The concepts of making less and reducing consumption, in a market economy, 
are being replaced with ideas such as recoverability and keeping items in circulation longer. 
Reduction therefore may be viewed as a reclassification that captures multiple practices that 
underpin a circular approach to material flow within the economy. The following examples show the 
types of initiatives that participants think would effect possibilities for reduction. 

Right to repair inferred an opportunity to create new employment based on the premise that 
products are “designed for disassembly” even though “repairing it can actually be a bit more 
difficult”. “If there's no perceived value attached to an object, there's less sense of responsibility  
to take care of it” which limits any opportunity to reduce overall consumption. 
 
Single-use products inferred materials that were associated with pollution, particularly of the marine 
environments, therefore, policy should work to “discourage people from putting their products on 
the shelves”. Using the term ‘single-use product’ in a co-design setting carries an authority that 
portrays a product in a negative light especially when “we've got very good legislation in New 
Zealand we just haven't, I don't think we've utilized it”.  

9.2.5. Making sense of systems and funding  

The connection of reduction to recycling continued to emerge as a theme. Any intervention that 
reduced volumes available for recycling has historically not been viewed favourably. Participants felt 
that any emphasis on reduction had been overshadowed by the prioritisation of recycling. There was 
a general acceptance that the recycling system had fundamentally changed and was unlikely to 
return to pre-2017 conditions. Whilst participants acknowledged that there was an opportunity to 
rethink how we deal with waste and recycling in New Zealand, there was also an immediate need for 
some type of response to secure the sector from complete financial collapse.  

To protect potential earnings some participants advocated for stopping the collection of recycling 
materials that had no market value. To further refine earning potential, changes to sorting and 
processing systems have attempted to improve the quality of recycling by reducing contaminant 
levels. Councils, and the communities they serve, have been significantly impacted by these changes 
and have experienced increases in recycling costs.  However, the visibility of these cost increases 
varies across the country as recycling is usually paid for through general rates and not via gate fees. 
Participants appeared to be looking for a level of certainty in uncertain times. When considering how 
the waste management system and recycling sector in particular, may experience further change or 
refinement, the concept of responsibility re-emerged.  
 
Producer responsibility was a term assigned to those that generate the products that eventually 
become waste, yet there was no universal agreement on ‘who they were’, other than “producers 
should be taking responsibility for what they're producing”. The concept of the producer is often 
mistakenly conflated with the manufacturer rather than the brand owner. By way of example, for 
beverages the product is actually the drink not the container and for electronics the product is the 
final assembled item not its component parts. If electronics are taken as an example, the 
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manufacturer may be a series of companies that contribute to a product that carries a single brand 
holder’s name. Those contributing companies may not be able to influence the brand owner to 
change the product design in the absence of any legislative requirement. Control of a product design 
“as far as a brand owner (perceives), that's going to be something quite important to them, 
obviously, for economic reasons”. The term producer responsibility for a brand owner may imply a 
certain level of authority and hence control, but it relies on acknowledgement of the concept that 
“your responsibility doesn't end at the point of sale”. “And so, the role of government would be to 
set out what the key parameters and principles are, you know, a smart government would have a 
conversation with producers through their various organisational capacities” 
     
Participants viewed reduction via Product Stewardship both as a challenge and an opportunity. The 
recycling sector at present continues to look for an alternative funding method and to re-establish 
where possible material flows to end-markets. Longer term implementation of a Product 
Stewardship approach, while generally welcomed, is not considered a short-term solution to the 
financial challenges being encountered. How participants described and made sense of reduction 
had two facets: to reduce the amount of waste within the current economic system and to extract 
additional value from resources. Benefits for the sector were expected to be fully funded recycling 
systems, employment opportunities and improved working conditions within the recycling industry. 
A labour-intensive recovery sector was acknowledged as a source of increased cost which would 
have to be included in the overall Product Stewardship scheme fees. 

9.2.6. Exercising choice and control  

The New Zealand Government has chosen a mandatory intervention strategy to deal with 
environmentally harmful products before they become waste, placing both the waste industry and 
overall supply chain in a space that is assumed to be collaborative. Mandated Product Stewardship 
was generally accepted as positive, provided the whole supply chain (including the consumer) was 
represented in the co-design process. Communication between the co-design stakeholders and their 
constituents was also viewed as important for overall process transparency. 
 
Product Stewardship was anticipated to provide a form of control over material flows within the 
economy, albeit availability of end-markets for collected materials would still be required. Using the 
end-market as a starting point and then working backwards to retrofit a system, was perceived to be 
an optimised way to carry out scheme design. Less emphasis was placed on types of intervention 
that would limit what could be placed on the market in the first instance. Influencing behaviour 
change and manufacturing choices was thought to be achievable using the tools of the market, such 
as price signalling via eco-modulated fees. Participants felt that business was unlikely to change 
unless incentivisation was embedded in a legislative framework that underpinned the Product 
Stewardship scheme. Participants agreed that incentivisation can be positioned to encourage change 
by both a reward and consequence approach. Two particular terms emerged in support of this 
incentivisation approach. 
 
Buy in was considered important for generating support in a co-design setting as “overall, we have 
to have a similar approach in ethos to the way we're going to do things to simplify it and make it 
easy for everyday New Zealanders in their approach”. Linked to aspects such as incentivisation, buy 
in is viewed as something to be achieved, something that the system needs to promote beyond a 
voluntary approach as “the voluntary scheme doesn't give you that control. Because you don't have 
that complete buy in, you can't buy that certainty, because you don't have that control over the 
volumes”. Buy in through a legal requirement was less prominent in participant commentary other 
than “perhaps a review or an update of the, the (waste minimisation) act, that highlights I guess the 
key priority areas that we need to have a focus on”. Incentivisation was, therefore, more about the 
carrot than the stick. 
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Market-based instruments as a descriptor suggested untrustworthy mechanisms especially “if you 
believe in the market economy and the idea of freedom of choice, you create market-based 
instruments, (where) an economy is sort of an economic matrix of interventions that allowed people 
to do what they want to do”. Whilst the use of the term was universal the belief in its concept was 
not. The use of market-based instruments in co-design settings could convey an impression of 
knowledge or authority but relies on financial approaches to business processes “that are getting us 
to do all of these things that we don't necessarily need or want, but we do on the basis of all of the 
social conditioning and everything that goes with that in solving things”. 

9.2.7. The influence of the circular economy  

Participants discussed the concept of a circular economy: this included two additional associated 
terms, namely, secondary recycling, and scheme leakage. Secondary recycling refers to the return to 
production of materials for the manufacture of a new product and scheme leakage refers to 
materials that are lost from the system, for example, as litter (Eco Green, 2016). There was a broad 
description of what circular economy meant to participants based on experience, understanding and 
desired outcome. Of note was the frequent reference to the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (EMF, 
2012). Descriptions of a circular economy focused on the end-of-life recovery of materials and the 
establishment of a return pathway for resources. Returning recovered materials back for 
remanufacture into the same product, for example, bottle to bottle, was recognised as having 
practical limitations and technical challenges. The circular economy was expressed as both a form of 
change and a return to a previous system of closed loop material flow.  

Energy was also an emerging theme related to a circular economy. Some participants saw energy as 
being recovered or transferred whilst others simply saw it as not being lost. Energy was described or 
associated with the effort to make the original product or packaging rather than the calorific value 
generated if the material was burnt. Again, energy recovery via a circular economy approach was 
associated with end-of-life treatment, rather than being an embedded consideration during the 
design and manufacturing phase.  

The politicisation and marketing of the term circular economy was identified. Participants suggested 
that Government are attracted to a circular economy approach based on the context of reducing 
environmental harm. Businesses, on the other hand, were suggested to be interested based on 
sustaining a social license to trade and as a possible means of preserving depleted resources, for 
example, rare metals in the electronics sector. Participants hold that knowledge of a circular 
economy is evidence enough for its continuation as a concept. 
 
Participants were in general agreement that any circular economy approach established by a 
Product Stewardship scheme was reliant on a sustainable material flow or a pull through effect. 
Factors affecting the pull through of recycling were agreed to be, the demand for recycling material, 
the availability of recycling material, the quality of the available recycling material and the resale 
value of the recycling material. Participants acknowledged that the current recycling crisis, whilst 
political in ideation, was fundamentally related to the factors formerly stated. Developed countries 
have been exporting low quality materials to other nations for processing. Receiving nations, whilst 
focused on the recovery of valuable materials, have also been left to manage the unwanted 
contamination. The result has been an increase in harm through leakage of materials into the 
surrounding environment. Participants recognised and commented on the disassociation of 
developing nations from inclusion in overall material flow discussions.   
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9.2.8. Making sense of market relationships within communities   

Several active responses to the current recycling challenges have emerged. At a government level, 
national cross-sector working groups had been formed to provide advice on practical and policy 
responses. At a waste industry level, some commercial operations had been withdrawn based on 
cost, for example, private sector glass collections in parts of the North Island of New Zealand. At a 
municipal or Council level, the range of materials being collected had been rationalised based on the 
availability of economically viable end-markets. Councils had also experienced contract variation 
claims as contractors sought to mitigate the impact of declining recycling sales income. At a New 
Zealand manufacturing level, some onshore processing capacity had been advanced, creating 
additional demand for a narrow range of plastic materials. Participants also acknowledged that 
waste-to-energy discussions had become more common since 2017. 

What became clear was that participants were talking about a market response to recycling 
decisions based on financial considerations rather than any wider social, cultural, and environmental 
impacts. The profile of the circular economy as a policy response at this time had therefore been 
elevated alongside the implementation of mandatory Product Stewardship schemes. However, 
participants acknowledge that current infrastructure within New Zealand would require significant 
upgrade and, in many cases, initial establishment, to support this proposed circular approach.  

The quality of recycling was also connected to demand. Participants were aware of considerations 
being given by Government to improve the quality of recycling, including providing subsidies for 
sorting equipment upgrades. It was generally recognised that recycling custom and practice in 
developed countries had now been exposed as fundamentally flawed in terms of contamination 
control. Any unwinding and retrofitting of established practices would, therefore, require a 
considerable investment in time and money to reset operational systems. Alluding to the practices 
now having to be undertaken to support a failing recycling system, participants offer the following 
commentary. 
 
Open loop infers something waiting to be completed. In practice the linear economic model will not 
self-close without intervention because “we are designing for convenience; we’re not designing for 
the environment”. Corporate responsibility that is cognisant of public opinion was felt capable of 
providing a momentum for change nevertheless “the world can’t function without economic 
growth”. Maintaining a social license to trade appears focused on minimising reputational risk rather 
than considering adverse environmental impacts if “industry is undermining the political will for 
change”.    
 
Co-mingled was a term that referred to mixed recycling collected in the same container. Participants 
associated co-mingling with a rationalised recycling collection system that reduced transportation 
costs. The impacts of this decision-making in isolation had wider ramifications for other participants 
in the supply chain, who now received mixed recycling material and higher levels of contamination 
for processing, making them reluctant to “buy from those who have a commingled collection”. 
Because of the unreliable quality of co-mingled recycling feedstocks, manufacturers are “buying in, 
but what they tend to buy in isn't post-consumer fibre, it tends to be the off cuts from newsprint and 
things like that”.  

Participants agreed that materials should be retained in a system. Influencing factors for material 
retention were price and recoverability, rather than any benefit of the packaging. Retention has 
become a form of reduction on the premise that less waste will be sent to landfill. Participants 
suggested that both circular economy and Product Stewardship interventions are positioned as 
waste management solutions rather than market placement responses. 
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9.2.9. Opportunities and challenges associated with the circular economy  

The circular economy is thought to be an enabler of consumption which can be offset against 
possible new employment opportunities. Any connection to waste reduction within the circular 
economy approach appears only through a reclassification of activity, for example, recoverability. 
There is an understanding that the volume of material flow in the economic system will be sustained 
at current or even increased levels by the circular economy as the free market expands globally. 
Participants emphasised that if a circular economy approach is to resonate at a societal level and 
contribute to a reduction in environmental harm, then it needs to be underpinned by an agreed set 
of values.  

As with Product Stewardship, incentivisation is also discussed as a tool for influencing behaviour 
within a circular economy context. In particular, the requirements of production run hand in hand 
with the subsequent ease of recoverability of products. Manufacturers need a reliable, consistent 
supply of raw materials and recyclers need to be able to recover materials at scale without undue 
expense or technical requirement. Incentivisation, framed by legislative requirements, could be 
supported using several market instruments and consequently should be considered as part of the 
overall funding of a recycling system. The links between system maintenance at any cost and 
possible impacts to communities are expressed below.   
 
Downgraded suggests a lower quality of recycling nevertheless, in the current context, “creates the 
ascendancy of rushing to get economic activity of whatever sort in place”, ignoring the concept that 
“if you can't return it to primary production, should you have actually created it in the first place?”   
Participants saw recycling as an enabler for continuous material flow “basically, resources staying in 
use as long as possible so going back into products” and now “it's recycled, downgraded into almost 
a different product that doesn't have the same value that the original product had”.  
 
Social justice was seen by some participants as a justification for change and is gaining in popularity 
as a concept. “I put it this way, the packaging lobby groups manufacture the statistics, the Ministry 
of the Environment wholesales them and the Minister for the Environment retails them and so you 
get these lies, basically manufactured, wholesaled, and retailed and the Ministry doesn't do the 
research to prove whether they're right or wrong”. “It’s like most reports a lot of it is what we 
already knew”, disappointingly “we don’t really talk about the effects of decision-making or the 
economy, on communities”.  

Participants questioned whether the concept of a circular economy was simply a marketing tool. 
There was agreement that advancement to a systems level should be implemented, albeit this will 
present several technical challenges. The view that the circular economy was a behaviour 
management tool was not universal. Some saw the circular economy as a way of re-ordering the 
economic system, whilst others saw it as adding additional complexity and unwanted cost to the 
supply of goods and services.  
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9.3. Document analysis findings 

Having drawn the emergent ideas from participants during the interview analysis process, 
experiences from their field of practice were aggregated within data sets and used as prompts to 
access relevant literature. The output from this process is recorded in Appendix D. Further literature 
prompts were drawn from the post-interview reflections which are recorded in Appendix B. These 
reflections expressed as emergent ideas and new questions, were provoked by data analysis and 
used to keep the literature search specific and relevant to the semi-structured interview 
considerations and questions recorded in Appendix A. What now follows in section 9 is the 
document analysis output from this process corresponding to the topics of production, reduction 
and the circular economy. In section 10 document analysis speaks to the topics of role and 
behaviour of the market, vested interest and perceived opportunity, and change.  

9.3.1. Production 

International literature shows how policy instruments can be used to assign responsibility within 
production relationships. Value propositions to promote uptake of schemes are discussed. The 
response of overseas policy makers to change is outlined. Matters relating to the resale value of 
recycling are discussed.  

9.3.1.1. Taking responsibility 

Walls (2006) comments on responsibility and product design within the extended producer 
responsibility (EPR) approach. An explanation about the relationship between extended producer 
responsibility and Product Stewardship is given in section 5.4.4. Walls reviewed several case studies 
through an economic lens, observing that a design for the environment (DfE) approach, where 
environmental impact is minimised, is not embedded in EPR. Additional studies correspond with the 
findings of Walls (Eichstadt et al., 1999; Tong et al., 2005). Walls (2006) further contends that EPR is 
a policy intervention that assigns financial and physical responsibility upstream to producers and is 
influenced by a combination of policy instruments. Building on the work of Walls, several policy 
instruments used to assign responsibility, are now discussed. 

Product take back responsibility refers to a return pathway for products at the end of their 
usefulness. Take back schemes in New Zealand have tended to be reactive and based on a voluntary 
approach that attracted significant public subsidy. The TV take back schemes aligned to the rugby 
world cup (MCH, 2011) and the analogue to digital switchover (MfE, n.d.) attracted large public 
interest and generated significant product return rates, however, the end fate of the products was 
not secured, leading to stockpiling of the TV’s and company failure of participating recycling 
organisations.  

Advanced recycling or disposal fees refer to charges applied to the product’s sale price in relation to 
its end-of-life treatment costs, thereby reversing the practice of externalisation. Advanced fees can 
be used to cover both capital and operational expenditure and require a dedicated scheme manager 
to administer the monetary flows. The scheme manager must deliver a cost-effective service whilst 
demonstrating accountability and transparency to stakeholders. 
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The OECD (2016) in Chapter 4 of the EPR: Updated guidance for effective waste management report, 
considers what role competition plays in scheme management. The report describes the concept of 
a natural monopoly, as a situation where a single entity can deliver a service more cost-effectively 
(p.4). However, the use of a single entity goes against the notion of competition within a well-
functioning market. The introduction of multiple scheme managers for Product Stewardship 
schemes in New Zealand, on the premise of competition is not supported by research participants. 
Instead, the emphasis is placed on who forms and controls the single scheme manager and what, if 
any, legislative framework that single scheme manager is held accountable to.    

Walls (2006) also reviews how the responsibility for recycling obligations have been assigned within 
the UK packaging supply chain. Table 8 summarises the responsibility for the recycling obligation 
within that same supply chain (p.23). Of note is the larger responsibility placed on those that use 
packaging rather than those that make packaging. 

Table 8 

Responsibility for the recycling obligation within the UK packaging supply chain 
 
Stakeholder Description Recycling Obligation (from Jan 

2000) 
Manufacturer A person who manufactures raw materials 

for packaging 
6% 

Converter A person who uses or modifies packaging 
materials in the production or formation of 
packaging 

9% 

Packer/filler A person who puts goods into packaging  37% 
Seller A person who supplies packaging to a user or 

a consumer of that packaging, whether or not 
the filling has taken place at the time of 
supply 

48% 

 
Note. Table adapted by researcher. 

Table 8 illustrates who the stakeholders are in the UK packaging supply chain and provides a brief 
description of their involvement with packaging. The recycling obligation notes the percentage of 
packaging recovery that each stakeholder in the supply chain is obligated to achieve. Whilst the 
recycling obligation for packaging in the UK is shifted away from municipalities, the recycling 
obligation can be met by purchasing packaging recovery notes (PRN’s) from the wider resource 
recovery sector, rather than physically being involved in the recovery of packaging (Walls, 2006).   

Recycling targets seem important to Government administrative actors and commercial actors alike. 
Anticipated scheme success seems to be driven by a pursuit of a target rather than a measurement 
of the consequence of participation, or uptake by the public. Ridgway (1956) in his paper entitled 
Dysfunctional consequences of performance measurements discusses the concept of measurement 
and its application by managers. In a Product Stewardship context, the pursuit and achievement of a 
recycling target could undermine the principles of equity of service provision, as the scheme 
manager may be inclined to concentrate any effort on urban rather than less populated rural areas, 
simply to achieve a recycling target. The management platitude of ‘what gets measured gets 
managed’, is suitably expanded by the management editor of the Observer in the UK, Simon Caulkin, 
who states that the full proposition is “what gets measured gets managed - even when it's pointless 
to measure and manage it, and even if it harms the purpose of the organisation to do so” (Caulkin, 
2008). 
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9.3.1.2. Process change 

The research indicates that to achieve change there needs to be a value proposition that resonates 
within the relevant supply chain. Eichstadt et al. (1999) provide an insight into the German 
Packaging Ordinance 1991, which introduced a significant change to the production, distribution and 
handling of packaging. Eichstadt et al. say that the interaction between policy makers and industry, 
had to recognise the economic interests of those impacted by a stewardship approach. As part of 
this process of change the German policy makers issued the aims of the Packaging Ordinance in 
1989. The intent of publishing the aims prior to any legislative intervention was to allow industry an 
opportunity to provide a solution on a voluntary basis. The aims placed an emphasis on packaging 
avoidance, recoverability and reuse. Industry did not deliver a voluntary solution resulting in the 
legislative intervention in 1991.  

What the work of Eichstadt et al. (1999) reveals is that the interests of both public and private 
parties had to be considered in the process for change. German legislation privatised the packaging 
waste collection system by removing responsibility from the municipalities and transferring it to the 
producers. The ordinance included some legislative imposition of quotas related to the percentage 
of packaging that must be refillable. Like others, the Germans relied on the principles of a 
functioning market to promote behaviour change when costs were internalised. Nevertheless, when 
the political interests of any industry are not realised, industry reacts by looking to reset the rules in 
their favour by seeking legislative, rather than behavioural change.  

The ability of the German Packaging Ordinance to influence economic and environmental efficiency 
took a major set-back in 1993 when the scheme ran out of funding. The scheme administrators  
subsequently changed their financing model from a license fee based on volume, to one based on 
the weight of material. What the German experience reveals is that stewardship policy can introduce 
a conflict between economic efficiency on the output side (waste) and environmental efficiency on 
the input side (reduction through design). 

9.3.1.3. System equity (influence) 

During 1995 the USA recycling industry experienced a significant increase in the resale value of 
materials such as paper. The resale price spike was short lived and within a year several new 
entrants to the recycling processing market had failed. Ackerman and Gallagher (2001) explore the 
types of system influences that contributed to the price spike. The relevance of the work of 
Ackerman and Gallagher to this research is that it clearly demonstrates the types of vulnerabilities 
that are inherent to market trading systems.  

Inventory fluctuations refer to the retention of stock on the premise of maintaining prices by 
restricting supply. Ackerman and Gallagher (2001) suggest that this practice is usually only short 
lived as companies must move some inventory to maintain their revenue streams. Capacity 
adjustments, in a rising market, can lead to an increase in production capacity, and the entry of new 
players who invest in the sector. Such investment decisions do not happen overnight, rather the 
signals from the market and the Government contribute to creating an impression that the 
investment is worthwhile. In 1993 the US Government announced that all paper they purchased 
would include 30% recycled content by 1998, and that investment bonds in paper mill processing 
capacity would be tax free. The stock market responded resulting in processing capacity oversupply 
and company failures within a few years.  
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Export demand experienced by the recycling industry can be influenced by the impacts of 
globalisation. International market movements can also affect domestic resale values for recycling 
(Ackerman & Gallagher, 2001). In New Zealand, high commodity pricing of recycling has resulted in a 
reliance on exports to keep the material flow going (Hannon, 2018). Any appetite for onshore 
investment in processing capacity for recycling, is influenced by the current globalised commodity 
trading approach. Offshore trading prices influence onshore resale values often to the detriment of 
the long-term stability of material flow (Gregson & Crang, 2015).  

What Ackerman and Gallagher (2001) reveal is how quickly the market can be redirected to a 
perceived new opportunity to draw in investors. Markets rely on efficiency to ensure a stable trading 
system, but the US recycling price spike of 1995 demonstrates that supply chain behaviour in a 
speculative cycle can result in hedging that drives up demand on the premise of securing price 
stability. Instead of achieving price stability, the responses to the 1995 situation resulted in over 
supply of processing capacity, company failure, and significant loss of investment. Ackerman and 
Gallagher conclude that price stability may benefit from Government intervention to make the 
market operate more efficiently. The introduction of a Product Stewardship approach should work 
to remove the peaks and troughs associated with commodity pricing and provide a more stable 
platform for investment.   

9.3.2. Reduction 

Literature is used to highlight the ways in which the concept of reduction has been moderated over 
time. Matters relating to establishing an effective Product Stewardship design into an existing 
consumption-led context, highlights the types of inconsistent mechanisms that must be addressed. 
The tension between maintaining a viable economic domain and addressing environmental concerns 
is apparent.  

9.3.2.1. Waste hierarchy  

The current New Zealand Waste Strategy focuses on waste reduction through the mechanism of 
improved resource efficiency and harm reduction (MfE, 2010). The reduction in harm approach 
follows a similar convention as exhibited in Europe and North America, where the toxicity or harmful 
effect of products was highlighted (Pearce, 1989). The relationship between reduction, 
consumption, and recycling begins to emerge during the 1970s as manufacturing techniques shift to 
using cheaper, lightweight materials. Such changes in manufacturing resulted in the advent of the 
single use product, particularly plastics (Davis, 2015). 

To reduce costs during the 1980s, the manufacturing base for consumer goods accelerates the 
relocation of production capacity from Western to Asian countries (Kinkel, 2012). Any adverse 
environmental impact related to discharges to land, water, or air were now on a new continent with 
a different legislative environment (White, 2010). The transfer of responsibility for manufacturing to 
developing nations introduces a new phenomenon: the mass production of cheap, consumable 
products, and their associated packaging. As the volumes of spent materials and unwanted single 
use items begin to increase, policy makers begin to focus on developing environmental response 
tools that would become known as the waste hierarchy (Williams, 2015).  
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The waste hierarchy envisaged a design for the environment (DfE) approach, that would result in 
waste reduction during the manufacturing phase (Billatos & Basaly, 1997). Rather than achieving this 
aim, the manufacturing focus concentrated on lowering unit price and the mass delivery of products 
to a growing middle class. Unable to influence production in other jurisdictions, the Europeans 
focused on return pathways for single use items, shifting the emphasis away from production and 
onto waste. A lack of investment and market development in Europe led to the mass export of 
recycling to the Asian continent, placing both production and material recovery out of sight from the 
Western consumer and commodifying the material flow of waste (Bermejo, 2014).  

During the 1990s the Europeans continued to set out legislative waste frameworks that shifted the 
reliance away from disposal to mechanical recovery for recycling and waste-to-energy treatment for 
general waste (Kaffine et al., 2015). European recycling processing capacity struggled to compete 
against commodity driven export alternatives. Investment focus shifted from onshore reprocessing 
and reuse of recycling to mechanical sorting and export. European policy continues to operate in a 
waste management rather than a waste mitigation space.   

In Asian countries, recycling was initially processed using informal sectors that graded received 
materials for onward sale and discarded unwanted materials into the surrounding environment 
(Tong et al., 2005). The power and influence of the informal sector was limited and restricted to the 
internal market. Environmental harm in the receiving countries was therefore ignored, resulting in 
the establishment and initial tolerance of poor waste management practice. The local physical 
conditions on the ground remained invisible to the exporting country.   

This type of Western-Asian relationship continued through the 2000s and 2010s. A familiar pattern 
emerged: price spikes occurred in the commodity markets, companies failed, new companies 
entered the market as the volumes of materials available for recovery and recycling exponentially 
increased. Asia was now the centre for both production and recycling that underpinned the 
consumptive capacity of the global economy (Kaplinsky, 2000). 

During this exponential period of growth, China, Japan and other countries within Asia began to see 
the detrimental impacts from increasing volumes of waste. The Japanese waste management 
systems generally relied on technical processing solutions, such as waste-to-energy, to manage most 
of their internal waste (Silva et al., 2017). The Chinese Government, on the other hand, faced two 
challenges: a growing middle class, resulting in increased volumes of internal waste and a noticeable 
decrease in amenity associated with the imported recycling production sector. The Chinese 
Government focused on the economic aspect of waste by emphasising the need to secure raw 
materials from within its own boundaries, achieving this by improving recovery and recycling and 
pivoting towards cleaner production (Mathews et al., 2011). This shift in economic and 
environmental emphasis culminated in the 2017 National Sword policy that ended the current 
recycling importation system in China. Western countries, therefore, had to reassess the trafficking 
of waste through the lens of an enhanced waste hierarchy: refuse, rethink, redesign, reduce, reuse, 
repurpose, recover, recycle, retreat, residual (disposal) (Bartl, 2014).  
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9.3.2.2. Active engagement for system change 

Western recycling collection and processing systems have been put under the spotlight because of 
the policy changes enacted in China. Without an end-market demand for current outputs the 
recycling industry has been left with some stark choices. The Western response, including that of 
New Zealand, has seen a contraction in the range of materials collected for recycling. The emphasis 
on plastics has, in some ways, masked the overall commodity price decline for other recycling 
materials including fibre (paper and cardboard), metals, and glass. Any emphasis on the monetary 
value of recycling as a determining factor for active engagement in system change, cannot address 
social costs as they continue to be externalised.  

Social costs can be defined as the impact on wider societal well-being from economic activity (Neves, 
2012). The Pigouvian theorem according to Neves characterises social costs as being externalities, 
namely, market failures: a corrective response to market failures relies upon state intervention. 
Conversely, the Coase theorem considers social costs as being a consequence of a failure to create a 
market, based on the reassignment of property rights and transaction costs. Those that favour state 
intervention align to the Pigouvian approach and those that hold to the ability of the market to 
deliver, favour the Coase approach. As highlighted by the current recycling crisis and this research, 
neither of these approaches are optimised in achieving a satisfactory outcome for all participants. 
What the work of Neves (2012) confirms for this research is that active engagement and the 
language of the market can be effectively constructed to exclude social costs in favour of retention 
of profit.  

What Neves (2012) exposes are the effects of the current economic system on society if waste 
reduction is to be about the reduction of harm. Policy interventions now reinforce that message. For 
the market, preventing harm must result in a gain that is greater than any loss incurred through the 
elimination of waste. Because waste is linked to consumption and continual economic growth, the 
language of the market will be unsupportive of loss through reduction, but instead favour a gain 
through reclassification – the circular economy.      

9.3.2.3. Reduction, reclassification and managed scarcity 

Analysis of stewardship approaches in North America, Europe and Australia reveals that the concept 
of reduction focuses on reclassification rather than reduction through design. Interest groups have 
been drawn into this construct by the prospect of securing long-term funding. The paradox inherent 
in this construct is that interest groups may be financially disadvantaged if waste volumes were to 
reduce. Schnaiberg (2005) refers to interest groups by describing their attitude towards the 
ecosystem. Private interest groups see the ecosystem as a private asset. Public interest groups see 
the ecosystem as a public good. The former exploits the ecosystem for individual gain, the latter sees 
it as a source of communal value. Schnaiberg (2005) contends that a tension is placed on ecosystems 
based on how value is measured. The use-value measures how a resource can be used to sustain 
human needs and the exchange-value is a measure of the economic profitability of resource 
processing.  
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Schnaiberg (2005) suggests the economic model currently followed in Western countries situates 
property rights (ownership) in a more favourable position than environmental considerations.  Coase 
(1960) may have contended that a market solution be included that addresses such environmental 
harm, but information from across the industrialised world has evidenced that no such consideration 
at scale occurs, without the intervention of the state. The business community, therefore, currently 
favours advocacy for retention of the status quo in what Schnaiberg (2005) refers to as “public 
interest advertising” (p.706). Such an approach sees effort concentrated on constructing a crisis 
narrative that supports continued growth not through innovative, profitable environmental 
performance, but rather through misdirection, targeted funding of opposition groups and the 
effective wielding of political power for a projected shareholder benefit that often does not 
materialise (Adams, 2014).  

The relationship between capitalism and crisis is explored by what Schnaiberg (2005) refers to as the 
“managed scarcity model” (p.706). The managed scarcity model places the primary responsibility for 
the use of resources with the market. An ecological model offers an alternative to that constructed 
by the scarcity approach. Schnaiberg (2005) suggests that ecological models are derived from a pre-
industrial view of how resources should be regarded. In such a model the use-value of resources 
takes precedent over the exchange-value: invoking a sense of a bygone era or a less resource 
intensive economy.  

In the absence of any current platform to enact change, advocates for an ecological model express 
frustration by engaging in acts that interfere with the exchange-value process through disruption. 
Branded as eco-terrorists, this phenomenon of social protest manifests today in the form of groups 
such as Extinction Rebellion. Such groups insist that the political class declare a climate emergency. 
The declaration of a climate emergency in New Zealand, however, cannot address the complexities 
of current economic activity which relies upon unsustainable consumption and subsequent waste 
generation (Taylor, 2020). 

9.3.3. Circular economy 

International literature works to show the difference between the requirements of policy 
intervention as a tool for systems change. Differentiation in the ways in which materials are required 
to be handled across jurisdictions show the complexities inherent to a circular economy approach. 
Alternative conceptualisations of a circular approach are introduced.    

9.3.3.1. Economic growth, pollution and circularity 

The circular economy approach for the Chinese Government has focused on cleaner production and 
the building of eco-parks, whereas the European approach has focused on the waste hierarchy – 
reduce, reuse, and recycle (Yong, 2007). The Chinese Government anticipates that these changes will 
allow for continued economic growth, tackle resource shortages, and mitigate the impacts of 
pollution (p.128). The Chinese Government policy changes now prioritise the treatment of waste 
from domestic consumption rather than from overseas economies. Through state co-ordination the 
Chinese Government has begun switching its reliance from the informal to formal sector to drive its 
resource recovery. What the Chinese experience highlights are the planned disconnect between 
economic activity and resource recovery through globalisation.  
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For the Europeans, resource recovery solutions continue to be reactive rather than systemic (Gupta 
& Jain, 2018). The concept of reorganising society in a similar way to that taken by the Chinese 
Government is not evident in the policy platform of the Europeans. Instead, European policy makers 
focus on the perceived employment opportunities that a circular economy would bring to local 
markets. A similar consideration is evident in New Zealand where resource recovery is seen as an 
economic growth opportunity if it could be fully funded. Product Stewardship becomes the conduit 
to funded circularity with jobs being offset against material recoverability. The market remains 
predominant in a solution that favours the development of a circular economy.  

In the USA, resource recovery systems are localised rather than federalised, which causes trans-
boundary issues with the movement of goods (PSI, n.d.). The proposed benefits of a circular 
economy approach in the USA are informed by entrepreneurship thus creating a business response 
model. Ironically this approach to enterprise can be underpinned by a co-operative model in order 
that a non-competitive systems approach is established. Whilst the co-operative model is not based 
on a profit motive there is still a display of commercial discipline which makes this approach 
attractive to business. Canada on the other hand, tends to formulate state level responses based on 
national guidance (CSSA, n.d.). A centralised approach means that the whole country is focused on 
addressing the possible adverse impacts of waste. By enabling a state level response solutions can 
be customised to a local context.  

9.3.3.2. Products, markets and the environment 

Milios (2018) contends that circular economy is a policy focus whose impact on changes to 
production is offset against the demands of the economy and current profit centres. Circularity is 
driven by the needs of the market not the demands of the consumer. To build support for this 
construct the circular economy relies on the concept of localism, where solutions and opportunities 
are portrayed as socially positive (p.866). Circular economy, therefore, shifts the emphasis from 
waste reduction back to manufacturing and material rationalisation without a decrease in market 
activity. 

Skene (2018) contends that waste is more than materials and objects: waste is about how energy is 
used. Skene suggests that the Earth’s biosphere has survived cataclysmic events prior to human 
impact and therefore “it would seem sensible to view sustainability as an emergent biosphere 
property rather than a human construct” (p.488). The impact of market activity on the biosphere 
whilst a tiny part of the overall human existence timeline will require a reconsideration if the level of 
current environmental degradation is to be altered.  

Skene (2018) suggests that current market activity does not recognise environmental harm as a sub-
optimal performance. Rather the market, through legislative construct, transfers the sub-optimal 
performance of reducing waste from economic activity onto the consumer, placing market 
participants in an artificially constructed paradigm. This shift has the effect of disconnecting 
consumers from the consequences of market placement of goods and services and works towards 
optimising business opportunities.  
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Skene and Murray (2015) contend that proponents of the circular economy would have us believe 
that circularity is a closed system in which material remains and is reused perpetually. Material loss 
of product is not experienced within a continual cycle of generation, use and regeneration. Refuting 
this contention, and using the analogy of pyramids and cubes, Skene and Murray instead suggest 
that ever increasing loss does indeed occur as products are generated, used and degraded. Figure 9 
shows an extract from Skene and Murray (2015) that represents their consideration of material loss 
(p.267). The text description that accompanies this visualisation from Skene and Murray has been 
included for ease of reference.  

Figure 9  

The difference between the natural world and the circular economic interpretation 

 

Note. Researcher adapted visualisation.  

Figure 9 suggests that ecosystems when applied to a waste context are either contained with no 
material loss or degrading as waste passes through the system. The use of a cube further promotes 
the concept of containment rather than circularity. The pyramid, in the waste context, could be 
analogous to a loss of recovery potential as products pass through the supply chain. When the 
product reaches the peak of the pyramid under current supply chain settings the chances of 
recovery are significantly reduced.     
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The Ellen MacArthur Foundation has revised a former definition of the circle economy through their 
circles of cascades image (EMF, 2012). The revised cascade system acknowledges that the circular 
model does in fact experience loss and leakage. The revised model also embraces the principle that a 
circular economy reflects energy transfer as well as material transfer. Figure 10 represents the 
potential recovery pathways for waste that the Ellen MacArthur Foundation classifies as biological 
and technical nutrients. 

Figure 10 

Ellen MacArthur Foundation visualisation of a circular economy 

 

Note: Copyright © Ellen MacArthur Foundation, Circular Economy system diagram (February 2019) 
www.ellenmacartherfoundation.org. Reprinted with permission under a license agreement between 
the researcher and the Ellen MacArthur Foundation. 

Figure 10 presents a material process flow illustration of what a circular economy could look like. 
The blue side highlights processes for dealing with inorganic or man-made materials that are not 
likely to breakdown or degrade. The green side highlights techniques and applications for dealing 
with organic materials that can breakdown if put through an appropriate process or system.   

Skene (2018) favours ‘bio-participation’ rather than ‘biomimicry’ when considering circular 
approaches to managing waste because bio-participation reintegrates humans with the biosphere. 
Biomimicry, Skene suggests, is a construct based on copying nature for the purpose of human gain, a 
contemporary example of which is biodegradable packaging, which is purported to break down in 
nature. Skene describes such technical solutions as being an emphasis shift from participating 
actively in pro-environmental activities, such as not littering, to now becoming a transfer of 
knowledge that fails to recognise but continues to sustain the impact of human activity on the 
environment.  

http://www.ellenmacartherfoundation.org/
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The impact of stewardship schemes will be measured by what Skene (2018) describes as ‘real-time 
feedback’. Proponents of the current market-based economic system test the impact of change 
through the construct of cost benefit analysis. Using a cost benefit analysis implies that the outputs 
from a stewardship approach are predictable and hence available for comparative analysis against 
the status quo. Skene suggests that nature is not circular or predictable, rather its processes are 
emergent. Stewardship outcomes should be regarded in the same light, where an emphasis is placed 
on measuring what happens rather than claiming to be able to predict what will happen. 

Technocratic solutions that drive recovery rates may be favoured over a broader understanding of 
how the stewardship approach will impact on communities and their lived environment. In effect, 
circularity becomes a new construct that fails to address the economic paradigm of consumption 
and perpetual growth. Product Stewardship, therefore, needs to differentiate between the 
economic activity (operational) and system change outcomes (strategic) during any co-design 
process.     

9.3.3.3. Effectiveness of a circular economy 

The circular economy is a construct which purports to mimic nature. However, such a proposition 
does not recognise that nature’s response to environmental harm is immediate and visible: whereas 
market-led responses to environmental harm are subject to economic interests and the transfer of 
responsibility (Negrei & Istudor, 2018). The natural cycle now competes with the economic cycle 
(p.500).    

Dobrescu (2018) suggests that in the European context, the circular economy has the potential to 
create a new production and consumption model. Recoverability adds value to materials previously 
lost to disposal and creates significant employment opportunities yet fails to recognise what types of 
jobs have been replaced (Gregson et al., 2016). The deindustrialisation of Western economies has 
seen traditional skills, experience, and knowledge become stranded (Brady & Denniston, 2006). Now 
the availability of workers outstrips the demand for new lesser paid recovery jobs (Alderson, 1999). 
Devaluing the workforce both in monetary and social terms, can lead to long-term intergenerational 
challenges where workers become reliant on lesser paid employment and, where available, require 
greater state support through the welfare system (Grabowski, 2017). Stranded workers in developed 
countries become unable to participate in consumption. Non-participation within an established 
economy leads the market to respond with lesser value goods to maintain consumption.  

Murray et al. (2017) contend that sustainability is predicated upon economic, environmental and 
social factors being in harmony and if any of these factors is compromised then long-term 
sustainability will be undermined. Long-term efficacy of the circular economy is based on the 
premise of job creation that allows for the recovery and retention of materials within the market 
system. From a waste management perspective, this research reveals that the circular economy is 
not anticipated as being a creator of well-paid jobs, but rather as a funding mechanism for activity 
already being undertaken.  

Product Stewardship presents an opportunity to revalue the workforce within communities 
impacted by minimum waged resource recovery activity. Commonly, if an underutilised workforce is 
brought back into production, on the premise of the circular economy, market efficiency is achieved 
by keeping labour costs low, on the basis that this provides cheaper goods to consumers (Brown, 
2008). A suggested redefinition of the circular economy is presented by Murray et al. (2017), 
namely, “the Circular Economy is an economic model wherein planning, resourcing, procurement, 
production, and re-processing are designed and managed as both a process and output, to maximise 
ecosystem function and human wellbeing” (p.377). 
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In the redefinition presented by Murray et al. (2017), the actual cost of material flow within the 
economic system would be revealed and, currently externalised costs would be made visible. 
Consideration could then be given to whether costs become attributable to the private or public 
domain. The market construct of cost efficiency would be redefined on an equitable allocation basis 
across the supply chain. Market placement of goods and services would now reflect economic, 
environmental and social impacts at the time of purchase rather than being dispersed across wider 
society. The circular economy, therefore, has the potential to influence how goods are valued within 
the marketplace through improved visibility of their environmental impact and associated costs. If 
this alternative construct is not considered then the circular economy is likely to be used to continue 
the current inefficient allocation of resources, subsidised by general taxation. 

9.4. Participant observation findings 

Consistent with a claim from Collis and Hussey (2003) that participant observation is “a method of 
collecting data where the researcher is fully involved with the participants and the phenomenon 
being researched” (p.171), opportunities were taken to learn from work related activities. Being part 
of work based environments afforded numerous opportunities to be present during discussions and 
subsequently reflect on any process and outcomes. Separating the subject matter from the subject 
process allowed the researcher to step back and analyse the methods of communication and 
patterns of interaction associated with any discourse. Making journal entries worked to decode 
group activities and develop an understanding of interpersonal relationships and how these 
contribute to decision-making within a changing environment. The following narrative in section 
9.4.1 to 9.4.3 gives an account of the types of concerns that are circulating within the community of 
practice and are relevant to this research. Similarly, in section 10.4.1 and 10.4.2, participant 
observation talks to the role and behaviour of the market and change.  

9.4.1. Response to the co-design process 

A common challenge facing Product Stewardship co-design working groups is what to do with the 
materials the scheme collects. The end fate of materials is primarily viewed through an economic 
lens that focuses on cost avoidance and income generation. Consequently, the supply chain does not 
currently acknowledge or recognise responsibility at a systemic level.  

For participants who are new to the co-design environment their reaction to change can provoke an 
emotional response. Participants have been observed to experience types of reaction similar to 
those that been used to describe how we deal with grief. An internet resource, Recover from Grief 
(2020) has been adapted to show how unexpected circumstances related to the prospect of change 
can, for some participants, become expressed in terms of loss.  

Shock and denial manifest where interest groups attempt to relitigate the principle of whether a 
Government policy intervention is required. Power and influence are exerted through the language 
of economics. Participants may display a sense of disconnect through the playing down and denial of 
environmental harm on the premise of retaining current market position. The predominant 
descriptors for shock and denial visible within a co-design group have been observed as being 
confusion and discomfort. 

The stage of pain and guilt can be equated within a working group environment to being associated 
with a sense of losing influence on the way business models currently work. Loss is expressed 
through an unwillingness to relinquish control or consider a fresh approach. Loss is also expressed 
through a sense of frustration in response to the imposition of change. 
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Anger and bargaining are expressions of frustration at loss of control. Scheme design participants 
may have misinterpreted their role as being consultative to provide input, rather than being 
collaborative to reach consensus (Aritistry Leads, 2019). Participants can at times convey a sense of 
irritation that their subject specific knowledge has not been taken into consideration.  

Having reconciled with the prospect of change, group members must now begin the process of 
reconstructing an imagined future in which stewardship plays a part.  Reconstruction, in this context, 
refers to projecting forward towards design completion and working through any design challenges. 
It is essential, therefore, that anticipated outcomes are effectively communicated in order that the 
crux of any design process does not become lost within bureaucratic environments.  

Nevertheless, the influence of interest groups can persist as the design moves through the 
bureaucratic approval phase. Post-design influence can manifest in the following way: those that 
wish to continue to debate and challenge the design output and those that anticipate the design 
output will be delivered. Having given an account of the types of personal impacts likely to affect 
members of a co-design working group during the design process, the following narrative now 
speaks to market conditions. 

Like Schnaiberg (2005), Fricker (1999) asserts that capitalism is reliant on a construct and a 
projection of reality that promotes scarcity. In such a condition Fricker contends that decision-
making can be restricted by any perceived limitations imposed by market thinking. Challenging 
market thinking, Fricker suggests a more plausible frame of reference would be to focus on benefits 
to society. Observations of Product Stewardship co-design working groups can be made in support 
of Fricker’s assertion in that, cooperation within a group setting is facilitated when trust is enabled, 
any consequences of decision-making are understood, and the resources and power to implement 
solutions are accessible.  

9.4.2. The reclassification of reduction 

Funding of circularity requires the consumer to pay more for products. Cost increases create funding 
opportunities, ironically drawing in groups that hitherto were associated with reduction. Such 
groups hold to the waste hierarchy and support the notion of reduction based on redefining material 
flows. The zero-waste narrative is observed to have moderated over the years with the current 
explanation reliant on keeping materials in circulation for as long as possible.   

The circularity narrative has become the recycling narrative of old, and reduction through 
reclassification has become an opportunity to fund employment. The economy will, therefore, be 
required to absorb additional costs offset against job creation. Reaction to this outcome has been 
mixed within the working groups. From a market perspective the reintroduction of externalities into 
accounting is not generally welcomed because cost is the antithesis to efficiency from a business 
perspective.  

Stewardship design groups wrestled with the concept of reduction at source and instead focused on 
the ease of recoverability and the displacement of virgin material consumption. However, this 
pathway was problematic as not all materials return to where they were initially manufactured, glass 
being a notable exception. New constructs emerge such as the term ‘beneficial use’ to describe the 
end fate of materials. Such terminology provides more latitude for the design groups and suggests 
an approach that may improve over time as the scheme and end-markets become established. 
Whilst circularity and recoverability can reclassify materials from waste to resource, the impacts this 
approach will have on overall material flows is not known.  
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Participants in the co-design working groups have been positioned in a construct that is confusing 
and politically driven. The resulting design outcomes will therefore represent a moment in time as 
participants fight against the tide of market-based thinking and political influence. Expressing 
reduction as a market opportunity may appear to be a pragmatic way forward but could also be 
observed as being a lack of leadership to simply call-out the existing wasteful system. 

9.4.3. Circularity and economic activity 

Product Stewardship, like extended producer responsibility in Europe, appears to be drifting towards 
a waste management response that serves the needs of the market. Any material flow response in 
the absence of a consumption-based assessment, cannot substantively reduce the amount of waste 
being produced in a system. Instead, the ways in which the concept of waste is constructed, will 
inevitably focus on economic resource efficiency, and disregard any consideration of the actual 
ecological and human well-being impact.  

Like the market-based economy, participants feel that the circular economy requires a legal 
mandate to provide certainty for investment decisions. Circularity as a solution is, therefore, subject 
to the same political influence that shapes the current economy, but now includes all supply chain 
participants. In this new iteration of fully funded circularity, market activity can continue at pace, 
underpinned by the cost recovery and profitability of new exchange relationships. Market activity, 
therefore, emerges as a construct in which circularity becomes a more attractive proposition for 
participants based on an economic imperative. Circularity, like recycling before it, becomes the 
contemporary paradigm that allows globalised economic activity to continue without disruption. 
Circularity becomes a concession to the market (Lawrence & Laybourn-Langton, 2021).  

There is a desire for local market activity in New Zealand to provide greater autonomy within urban 
or rural geographical boundaries. Councils specifically, have to find new solutions to waste 
management operational requirements because of disrupted commodity markets. Therefore, 
service provision is beginning to transition towards localism, where former, onshore end-markets for 
recovered materials are reinstated. The effectiveness of the circular economy in New Zealand is 
contingent on an emphasis being placed on the end-of-life treatment of materials, rather than a 
whole-of-life approach. Aligned to this construct is a caveat that favours recoverable materials which 
can replace virgin material consumption. 

9.5. Transdisciplinary approach to co-design working groups 

A paradox identified in relation to achieving equitable outcomes highlights the challenges faced by 
Product Stewardship co-design working groups. Each participant in the supply chain has an interest 
in the outcomes but limited influence. In this state of flux where the status quo seems to provide 
stability in comparison to any prospect of change, Government intervention seems attractive.  

Orthodox economics suggests that the best interests of the consumer are served by competition and 
price mechanisms (Iyer, 1998). In the absence of competition pricing becomes opportunistic (Bechuk 
& Posner, 2006). Any reset of the current economic system requires a fundamental rethink on the 
consequences of the market placement of goods. 
 
The design of Product Stewardship schemes is revealing the types of variation in any understanding 
of social responsibility. Ambiguity persists around whether social responsibility rests within the 
domain of the corporation, civil society, or the individual, during processes of change. In the absence 
of an agreed common purpose, design groups may struggle to formulate schemes that resonate with 
the wider stakeholder audience.  
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Transdisciplinary research (TDR) practices form the basis of the Product Stewardship co-design 
approach. Utilising the skills and contributions of both the scientific and non-scientific community 
opens up a possibility for practical outcomes that have been informed by research, rather than 
adopting a solution that has been copied from other jurisdictions (Phillipson et al., 2012). To support 
a TDR methodology, Hage et al. (2010) suggest that resolving environmental problems requires a 
dialogue between science, society, and politics. The participatory approach envisaged by policy 
makers is contingent on the ability of people to share knowledge and experience in pursuit of a 
common goal. Like the findings of Hage et al., the formation of a Product Stewardship co-design 
working group, which can be considered as the vehicle for change, raises questions about knowledge 
and process ownership.  
 
The challenge of creating system equity from a co-design process, in which each participant is 
situated within their own context (reality), highlights the complexities of a TDR approach. Cilliers and 
Nicolescu (2012) discuss the concept of resistance to levels of what they call reality, which can be 
regarded here as context. Cilliers and Nicolescu present an image of a sliding scale of low and high 
levels of resistance, as setting limits beyond which coherence or understanding cannot be achieved. 
The middle zone between the two levels constitutes absolute transparency of the context (p.716). 
Figure 11 provides a visual interpretation of the resistance to levels of reality.  
 
Figure 11 
 
Interpretation of transparency and progress in a co-design process 
 
Low resistance Absolute transparency High resistance 
No challenges Progress No progress 
 
Note. Researcher created visual representation. 
 
Figure 11 illustrates that progress in a Product Stewardship co-design process is achieved in a space 
where people are clear about the reason for, and outcome from, the design. In a low resistance 
space where limited challenges or discussions take place then the design element under discussion 
runs the risk of being adopted in a sub-optimal format. Where high resistance in response to a 
design element is encountered then progress is unlikely to occur if the matters relating to the 
resistance are not addressed. Where people are clear on the reason for the design and its intended 
outcomes then progress can occur.    
 
It has been acknowledged that each contributor to the working group experiences and 
communicates an individual context (Cilliers & Nicolescu, 2012). This context can influence how a 
Product Stewardship design component should be created and how it should function. Any internal 
momentum to decision-making processes, either by an absence of challenge making, or by a 
resistance to any proposed change, will see deficits in that decision-making process carried forward 
to scheme implementation.     
 
Themes identified in section 9 - return to production 
 
The concept of responsibility must include and extend beyond the supply chain mechanism. 
 
Clear reference points should work to underpin the trajectory of meaningful scheme design. 
 
Transdisciplinary contributions should work towards building ownership and authenticity of scheme 
design outputs. 
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Transdisciplinary contribution is fully enabled by identifying points of consensus that allows for 
design progression. 
 
 

9.6. Finding balance in constructed systems 

If waste reduction is tied to having a fundamental rethink on our economic activity, circularity 
provides the justification for consumption rather than conservation (Fricker, 2003). What the current 
recycling crisis teaches us is that conversations and market responses about waste have been 
present in Western economies for a considerable period. The possibility of change, in the absence of 
any significant paradigm shift, is therefore likely to continue to be expressed through interest groups 
and their political influence. For a stewardship approach to be sustainable it is crucial that 
participants understand the limits that can be placed on the natural environment and that there is 
clarity on what is meant by reduction as anticipated by the waste hierarchy. 

The language used to describe reduction can often rely on some form of quantitative data, for 
example tonnage. Data is an important aspect of monitoring the operational performance of 
stewardship schemes. The choices made to measure reduction require some clarification through 
definition to establish any relevance. Data needs to be understood before targeting any 
performance against such metrics (Ridgway, 1956). Reduction, its definition and expectations, 
therefore, are reliant on the initial policy intent and the subsequent interpretation by stewardship 
scheme designers. Reduction can be considered in several forms summarised in table 9. 
 
Table 9 
 
Reduction types and their definitions 
 
Reduction type Definition Metric 
Physical (refill) Amount of material retained in its 

original form within a system and 
returned to manufacturing to be 
refilled 

Tonnage of refillables in the 
market 

Physical (repair) Amount of goods and 
components retained within a 
system and returned to 
manufacturing or right-to-repair 
facilities for reuse as parts 

Tonnage recovered 

Manufacturing Reduced amount of virgin 
material consumed 

% of recycled content in a 
product 

Recoverability (primary) Amount of material retained 
within a system and returned to 
manufacturing to make the same 
product  

Tonnage recovered 

Recoverability (secondary) Amount of material retained 
within a system and returned to 
manufacturing to make a variety 
of products 

Tonnage recovered 

 
Note. Researcher created table.  
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Table 9 provides an explanation of varying forms of reduction. The table highlights the differences 
between reduction pre and post manufacturing. The table also indicates the form of measurement 
that could be used to quantify the level of reduction in each scenario. 

Clearly defined physical reduction rather than reclassification, would see an overall decrease in the 
amount of material placed on the market. This purest form of reduction will be reliant on changes to 
business models that switch from consumption to retention. Physical reduction can also be achieved 
by moving products away from being consumable to reusable or repairable.  
 
Manufacturing reduction measures the amount of recycled content that, in theory, has displaced 
virgin material consumption in product manufacture. The term ‘diversion level’ is an overall 
measurement of what has been prevented from being lost to disposal. Diversion level should not be 
confused as a measurement of the reduction in waste sent to landfill for disposal. Diversion levels 
need to be tied to the initial market placement to provide an accurate measurement. This form of 
measurement is complex as some products will not be returned for a considerable period. Diversion 
can therefore be expressed as a mass balance which shows the position of material flow entering 
the market versus recovery at any given time.       

Policy settings can influence how reduction is constructed (Conn, n.d.). The New Zealand 
Government have indicated that the waste disposal levy will now be increased from its current $10 
per tonne level to a $60 per tonne level over the next four years. The risk with this approach is that 
the market invests in technologies and infrastructure on the premise that they are cheaper than 
landfill disposal. This approach moves us further away from reducing material at source as waste 
now becomes a commodity to feed new business units.  

Kapp (1971) considers how competition and monopoly in markets influence the choices made by 
companies. His account contributes to the understanding of the following terms: market leader and 
market follower. In a stewardship approach to waste the market followers are the current supply 
chain participants, and the market leaders are yet to emerge through the co-design process.  

For Kapp (1971) the market follower focuses on the continuous, efficient delivery of known goods 
and services. Market followers tend to be monopolistic and use competition to drive down cost 
within a known supply chain. The market leader concept aligns with the use of innovation. Instead of 
offering to deliver the same goods and services at lower prices, market leaders use innovation to 
create competition (p.175). Therefore, the market leader brings new products to the market, 
constructs a demand for the product through marketing, and then ideally monopolises that product 
provision. The market followers eventually realign business models to focus on these new goods and 
services, replicate them and then rely on competition within a known supply chain to drive down the 
unit cost and so the cycle continues. It could be observed that the present stewardship design 
conversations are being disproportionately influenced by market followers rather than market 
leaders. To obtain a balanced representation at the co-design table any established connection with 
business as usual must be challenged. In particular, the language of the market needs to be 
considered in relation to its impact on society more broadly. 
 
Themes identified in section 9 - reduction  
 
Unless substantive changes in waste reduction are embedded into a Product Stewardship 
methodology, patterns of production and consumption are unlikely to be impacted. 
 
Contributing factors that impact reduction possibilities must be explored in advance of setting 
metrics for reduction measurement. 
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It is necessary to describe and define the metrics for measuring a diversion level. 
 
Expose the mechanisms of market participants in order that reimaging of waste related best practice 
can emerge. 
 
Value must be expressed in a different way in order that Product Stewardship achieves intrinsic 
societal worth. 
 

9.7. Constructing the circular economy 

The current linear approach to economic activity is criticised because it results in material loss and is 
directed towards end-of-life outcomes that result in some form of disposal (Braungart et al., 2007). 
The concept of loss finds its origins in the ways in which goods are brought to market (Wilensky, 
1975, pp. 18-28). Rather than considering the landfilling of waste as a systems failure, attention 
must be drawn to where the intention to discard was introduced into the system (Coopland, 2006). 
Producers, distributors, and retailers are not incentivised to promote resource recovery within 
current market settings (Rademaekers et al., 2011). Instead, predominantly single use material has 
been sent to market on the premise that it will be consumed and discarded by others.  

The cost of a linear disposal system is commonly transferred to wider society and away from market 
participants, as little to no emphasis is placed on the environmental impact of material as materials 
travel through often complex supply chain exchange relationships (Sarkis & Zhu, 2017). Instead, an 
emphasis is placed on the end-of-life treatment of materials through the construct of post-consumer 
responsibility. Recycling is the main support mechanism for this post-consumption approach. 
Recycling acts as a transfer of responsibility and is reliant on a limited association with circularity 
(Goodwin, 2015).  

Product Stewardship schemes warrant recognition as a system within a socio-political and economic 
context (Palmer & Walls, 2002). Failure to recognise the contextual nuances that a Product 
Stewardship co-design working group must negotiate, may inadvertently deliver a pre-determined 
solution, which favours those that hold political power or influence (Flood, 2010). In such a scenario 
the design of a system could gravitate towards what makes sense to current market participants and 
limits any opportunity to consider the wider holistic context of responsibility. Co-design participants 
are drawn away from any possibility that the market-based system could or even should be reset 
(Ramos & Hynes, 2019). The ability to influence market placement through a stewardship approach, 
needs to be enshrined in the policy objectives and enabling legislative instruments, that set the 
operating boundary for waste practitioners. Without this clarity, the dominant interest groups within 
the supply chain will influence outcomes and dilute the impact of a stewardship approach.      

Proponents of circularity anticipate that a circular or green economy will provide fully funded 
employment opportunities (Bauwens et al., 2020). Gregson et al. (2016) contend that handling 
waste for the purpose of resource recovery is dirty work that is inextricably bound to race and 
ethnicity (p.553). In the European setting, migration enabled by a liberalisation of European Union 
(EU) border controls, has seen large population transfers from southern to northern Europe in 
search of resource recovery jobs. Gregson et al. further contend that, due to the dirty nature of 
waste, any resource recovery envisaged by a circular economy approach, will struggle to provide 
attractive working conditions and rates of pay. The consequence of this systemic challenge, 
therefore, needs to be considered and prioritised as schemes are being designed in New Zealand, if 
stewardship is to raise the profile of the waste sector.  
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The circular economy is anticipated to provide a solution to a number of environmental challenges, 
with the added benefit of allowing continued economic growth, through a redefinition of material 
flows (Velenturf & Jopson, 2019). Market response to this circularity paradigm in New Zealand to 
date, has focused on the reinvention of the narrative that shrouds placement in the marketplace 
with a sense of environmental stewardship. However, what actually happens is these market actions 
are taken in isolation, do not display any sense of overall system awareness and are reliant on the 
continuation of responsibility transfer, rather than systems capture and retention of material flows.         
 
Themes identified in section 9 - circular economy 
 
Policy interventions that favour circularity undermine any possibility that Product Stewardship can 
become a mechanism for change within an economic system. 
 
The principles that inform a Product Stewardship approach are in danger of being undermined by a 
market-based approach that fails to be challenged. 
 
Both industry and the public receive mixed messages from governance systems that convey a 
seemingly adaptive construct for the use of difficult-to-manage waste. 
 
Job creation alone, to handle or process waste, becomes insufficient in the absence of meaningful 
employment opportunities created in response to Product Stewardship.  
 
Consideration must be given to the most appropriate mechanism for managing Product Stewardship 
in order that optimum outcomes are able to be achieved.  
 
Front-end consideration of material consumption is more likely to become embedded if a market 
response is replaced in favour of a sociocultural response to promote sustainable practice. 
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10. Experiences to date 

10.1. Introduction 

Section 10 discusses aspects that could define, refine, and stabilise Product Stewardship 
implementation in New Zealand. If a seamless, holistic scheme roll out is to be achieved, change 
management and organisational control must not succumb to political influence. The literature 
points definitively to social conditions which are now ripe for change. Participant observations 
highlight stakeholder concerns, impacts to the public at large, and the types of Government ideology 
which has stymied progress to date.   

10.2. Interview data 

Participants were asked to talk about aspects of a Product Stewardship design that would encourage 
stakeholder engagement. The concept of working together was advanced as being able to address 
local obstacles where they were identified. Consistent with change management output desires, 
participants spoke about messaging, incentivisation, and making use of existing infrastructure. 
Participants talked about the types of approaches that would be both advantageous and attractive 
to stakeholders. They discussed ambitions for shared responsibilities across stakeholders and the 
types of conditions that would effect equal access for scheme participation across New Zealand. 
Sharing past experience of a voluntary Product Stewardship approach, participants highlight 
concerns that history will repeat itself. However, making what is perceived to be a significant change 
to public policy, any anticipated impacts of scheme implementation did however signal that New 
Zealand was moving forward. 

10.2.1.Possible impacts of a Product Stewardship approach  

Product Stewardship is a complex space that requires considered and strategic leadership to drive 
change. Responsibility for scheme design, implementation and embedding a system of 
accountability were topics that came to the fore. Participants say that Product Stewardship must 
provide consistency across the country unlike the current approach to recycling, where decisions are 
made based on local pressures or demands. In response to Government messaging the participants 
are generally now positioned in a space that recognises Product Stewardship as a shared 
responsibility. 

Now that a shared approach was agreed upon there was a general acceptance that mandatory 
Product Stewardship will be implemented. Participants are now considering the practical detail of 
scheme design, and any possible design impacts. Participants consistently returned to the subject of 
cost because current recycling systems were not adequately funded. Participants recognised, 
although did not necessarily all agree, that Product Stewardship should deliver a consistent level of 
service regardless of geographical location to meet community needs. 

Organisations from commercial and not-for-profit entities are included in the waste industry. The 
role of these organisations in future stewardship schemes has yet to be established. Similarly, a 
connection is yet to be established between manufacturers and the waste industry resulting in a 
disconnect between initial product placement and resource recovery capability. Packaging that now 
claims to be recyclable may not be recoverable because there is no access to an end-market for 
these materials. Consequently, generic terms such as ‘bio-degradable’ or ‘commercially 
compostable’ were descriptors at odds with any practical processing capability across the New 
Zealand recycling industry.  
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Discussions about scope of product inclusion considered practical aspects that would allow all 
manufacturers and producers to be given access to the scheme. Conversely the unintended 
consequences of possible exclusion of some materials could induce changes to packaging that 
undermined the principle of the stewardship approach. Similarly, concerns were raised about 
possible toxicity that may occur from changes in packaging manufacturing processes.   

The impact of a stewardship approach on existing markets, products and pricing was also discussed. 
Whilst there was general consensus that scheme costs would be paid for by the consumer and 
included in the relevant product pricing there was concern that the levels of sales or affordability of 
products could be impacted. The following excerpts demonstrate the types of fiscal concerns that 
were being considered as a result of introducing mandatory Product Stewardship. 
 
Elasticity was a term used in association with product pricing. Some products were thought to be 
able to absorb a larger price adjustment than others, for example, staple goods could not 
accommodate a price increase whereas impulse purchases or non-essential items could. Some 
participants felt elasticity was used as a justification for limiting or avoiding change particularly in 
respect of supermarkets where “they have this huge power over NZ manufacturers” and “only some 
brands can push back on the supermarket”.  
 
Make money was a term that inferred generating income. Some participants saw Product 
Stewardship as an opportunity to fund the physical aspect of recycling onshore because “you've got 
your local (recycler) providing quality jobs that actually count”. Other participants did not want to 
incur additional recycling processing costs because “it just doesn't sit with me right to be saying we 
must process onshore” and “there is a fiscal responsibility that companies have and I struggle to 
promote onshore processing, if it's going to put jobs at risks, or to me, you know, consumers at risk if 
it can't be done in a competitive environment”.  
 
Open market inferred an unequal system for recognising contributions within the supply chain.  
Similar to the concept of make money, participants felt that the open market did not always 
recognise the value created through physical work or the contribution of the waste industry. “I don't 
think the waste industry does a particularly good job of marketing themselves in that (supply chain) 
space but for us, for waste to become a value asset, we need pitch it to those people who are 
creating waste”.    

Participants acknowledged that the drivers for change are different across stakeholders and at this 
time it is not clear if Product Stewardship is the solution to reducing waste. Participants agree about 
the principles associated with Product Stewardship but appear to have significant reservations about 
the co-design approach and any ability to deliver change that leads to a more sustainable, less 
wasteful economy. There is also recognition that Product Stewardship introduces a new cashflow 
into the supply chain, but again, there are reservations that this new form of funding is directed 
towards clearly specified outcomes and not viewed as a wider environmental tax.  

10.2.2.A pragmatic approach to policy intervention 

Participants were aware of brands that currently participate in stewardship schemes in other parts 
of the world, but not in New Zealand due the absence of the appropriate regulatory framework. 
Some reservations were expressed about the ability of the New Zealand Government to hold multi-
national companies to account and how exports and imports would be treated within a Product 
Stewardship policy environment. All agreed that roles and responsibilities should be tied to policy 
objectives and clearly stipulated via legislation to avoid any misinterpretation.  
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The role of incentivisation within a policy framework was a recurring theme. Motivating and 
rewarding businesses could potentially result in enhanced ownership responsibility. Businesses 
could be encouraged by incentivisation and would therefore operate and invest accordingly. Policy 
directives could also work as a way to enshrine inclusivity in any service or supply requirements, for 
example, by offering procurement opportunities to both commercial and not-for-profit 
organisations. 

Whilst participants appeared to view policy intervention as an opportunity to achieve fairness within 
a system, they again highlighted concerns about infrastructure and investment. Participants talked 
about how the reliance on offshore processing currently undermines any possibilities for onshore 
investment. Components that could inform the ethos of a Product Stewardship framework are now 
suggested.  

Market mechanisms were regarded as tools that could be used to influence responses to policy 
implementation “so there has to be market-based regulations that change that relationship in the 
market between the producer and their product when it becomes waste”. Reservations were 
expressed about the short electoral cycle in respect of possibilities for policy generation because “in 
New Zealand it's actually really hard to have a long-term strategy for anything because we're always 
working to kind of towards the next election cycle”. Other types of market mechanisms were 
advanced as being “command and control policy levers and economic incentives”. 
 
Environmental, social, and economic were terms that participants felt should structure the 
framework for Product Stewardship design. Current approaches to any waste systems design reflect 
the fact that “New Zealand businesses at the end of the day are mostly driven by economics”. 
However, how to use and respond to these terms is developing rather than embedded as 
“ultimately, we are going to have to start to value the sustainability elements, the environmental 
elements, and aspects of our resources”. 

There was general agreement that the process for change would require a collaborative approach in 
order that the scheme design was not developed in isolation or with limited contribution from 
stakeholders. Nevertheless, participants still viewed change from their own perspective thinking that 
Product Stewardship could be detrimental to their current operations resulting in job losses, 
stranded assets, and additional uncontrolled cost increases. Alternatively, Product Stewardship is 
anticipated to be a funding source that removes uncertainty by ensuring the financial viability of 
current operations. A third contention is that product Stewardship is an opportunity to change the 
consumptive aspect of the economy by improving resource efficiency. There is a sense that policy 
makers are responding to the current political environment for change, currently influenced by, and 
reflective of, public awareness and response to the growing waste problem. 

10.2.3.Current systems and the underlying imperatives that drive change  

Discussions on Product Stewardship emphasise that the system, the roles and responsibilities, and 
the methods for ensuring accountability must be embedded within this policy approach. While 
public engagement will be key to any success of Product Stewardship the public currently do not 
appear to be a primary focus in scheme design considerations. Public awareness and engagement 
strategies must somehow correspond with the way that people go about everyday activities in order 
that messaging is optimised. While participants felt that the system had to be constructed to achieve 
desired behaviours, on further questioning they could not say what those behaviours were, or who 
should insist upon them.  
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The role of procurement was discussed in the context of public awareness. Any desire for a 
standardised service provision may not transpire at a local level as operators may vary in 
performance across the country. Consequently, public engagement with and response to Product 
Stewardship may be inconsistent. Participants acknowledged the possible differences between 
commercial and non-commercial service provision but there was no consensus on whether one was 
better than the other.  

Participants acknowledged historical messaging on waste had focused on apportioning 
responsibility, perhaps even blame, to the public rather than to the economic system. Economic 
systems require purposeful intervention to focus on limiting environmental harm. Expressing 
frustration at how to enact change, participants did not feel empowered to bring together seemingly 
oppositional perspectives within the supply chain to achieve a workable outcome. Terms associated 
with these oppositional perspectives are now discussed. 
 
Private sector was used by participants to describe organisations that engage in commercial 
activities. Expressing concerns about how Product Stewardship is to be funded, a question arose 
about “how do you get them (private sector) to realize the consequences of the decisions that they 
make and not just the short-term immediacy of a budget or whatever”. Whether Product 
Stewardship is seen as a source of income or as a cost, there is agreement that there has to be “a 
balance between how successful you want your scheme to be, versus affordability”. 
 
Stakeholder and audience perspective were important to participants when considering whether 
scheme messages have resonated. Particular interest was expressed in “how do you get knowledge 
and understanding into the thinking of the management class”. Participants were supportive of 
current co-design approaches at a conceptual level but had reservations about being represented at 
a practical level. They were yet to be convinced that the right people were at the co-design table.  
 
Duopoly was used by participants in the context of describing power and competition. In particular 
the reliance on a limited number of companies operating within the economic system, for example 
supermarkets and waste companies, was perceived to be problematic. “In the past the supermarket 
was a great invention because it reduced costs, it gave you more choice, it was competitive, I don’t 
think it is that anymore, I think it’s, well we know in NZ, it’s a duopoly”.   

 
Economy produces waste was a phrase used by some participants to suggest a more systemic 
responsibility for the source of waste production. “I don’t really agree in the principle of messaging 
the individual, to me, it’s the economy that produces waste”. Nevertheless, some participants felt 
that “we have a moral obligation all of us as individuals and organizations to be good global citizens 
and take responsibility for what we're doing”.  

The successful development of a Product Stewardship scheme will require robust management 
practices. Suggestions for scheme roll out included having a pragmatic, actioned orientated, target 
driven approach. Alternatively, strategies that focused on public awareness and engagement 
suggested that a more holistic approach could pull the public into the stewardship space. 
Responsible engagement practices would require that each part of the supply chain work towards 
meeting systemic consistency. Participants agreed that the final Product Stewardship scheme 
needed to be transparent in all aspects. There was no consensus on how to achieve this. 
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10.2.4.Making sense of organisational imperatives  

Government messaging in New Zealand to date has focused on recycling as a means of diversion 
from, or avoidance of, landfill. While Product Stewardship has been included in policy language since 
the late 1990s it has, until 2017, relied on an industry-led, voluntary approach (MfE, 2010). 
Participants do not see the use of landfill diminishing in response to Product Stewardship, but rather 
consider landfill as part of an overall waste management system. Voluntarism and a reliance on 
recycling sales income were still thought to be key contributors to the current recycling sector.  

While Product Stewardship is viewed as a form of change management, how change may be 
effectively initiated within an existing system is as yet unclear. Parts of the waste industry concede 
that they are in favour of change but tend to be more invested in what their organisation already 
does. Emphasis is still placed on changing consumer behaviour rather than changing the system the 
consumer is asked to interact with. 

10.2.5.The move towards Product Stewardship  

Mandatory Product Stewardship schemes were viewed as an intervention in response to failing 
recycling systems, but participants questioned whether Product Stewardship was the answer. 
Existing business systems can be linear by design and disconnected from the concept that they may 
be contributing to environmental harm. Responsibility for redressing environmental harm lies within 
any system, however if systemic change to consumption is the way forward terms like ‘polluter pays’ 
are no longer relevant as adverse environmental impact may not come from a single source.  

Participants reflected on the role of incentivisation within current supply chains to improve resource 
recoverability. Completely resetting established systems conflicted with utilising existing 
infrastructure. Developing a new asset base whilst ignoring an existing one may be counterintuitive 
to scheme efficiency and use of local resources.  

Aligned to these reflections, operational control and performance of a Product Stewardship scheme 
would benefit from being placed in the hands of an independent single entity, commonly referred to 
as a managing agency. The New Zealand context would not be suitable for multiple managing 
agencies because of the limited size of the local market. A not-for-profit managing agency was 
thought to be the most appropriate format: the governance board must be representative of the 
participating stakeholders and supported by legislation. The managing agency governance board 
would then be able to develop an operational strategy in response to the legislative framework. In 
seeking to find an appropriate solution for everyone involved in the supply chain the participants 
conveyed the following. 
 
Managing agency was viewed by participants as an entity that was not subject to stakeholder 
interference rather “some sort of independent organization”. The formation of the managing agency 
however, reintroduced the concept of influence and participants did not agree how this formation 
could be facilitated. Proponents of an industry centric managing agency formation would be able to 
“control where it’s going as opposed to be driven by the NGOs and Governments who don’t 
necessarily understand the supply chains”. 
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The concepts of control and capability dominated discussions about managing agency formation. 
Control was described in both positive and negative terms. Control in the right hands would be of 
benefit to the interests of all stakeholders. Control in the wrong hands would only benefit narrower, 
individual stakeholder interests. Managing agency capability was assessed as being influenced by 
experience from existing practice and/or the ability to establish new practice in response to the 
Product Stewardship scheme. There was no consensus on the amount or type of value Product 
Stewardship could bring to society or the wider economy. 

10.2.6.Addressing local obstacles  

The language used within the supply chain or waste industry in general, may not be accessible to the 
public. The term Product Stewardship itself, may have an ambiguous meaning. While anticipating 
that best practice would maintain service provision, participants were keenly aware that economic 
conditions were just as likely to be an influencing factor on the levels of service provided. Alluding to 
the types of uncertainties that would inform Product Stewardship, the following statements 
recognise that aspirations for service provision are inevitably moderated by market conditions.     
 
Wish recycling for some participants suggested an underlying awareness of system failure but a 
continuation of behaviour through custom and practice. “I'm guilty of wish recycling, of wish cycling 
like I knowingly put stuff in my recycling bin in the hope that it's actually recycled”. The term 
suggests to participants that people will stay loyal to a system until such time that messaging is 
explicit about any systemic failure. Consequently, “I'm pretty convinced that quite a few current 
product stewardship schemes in New Zealand are really just recycling schemes”. 

Profit driver is an expression that stipulates that action only takes place based on a financial 
imperative commonly “driven by brand owners in New Zealand”. Fiscal motivations were seen as 
problematic “if we focus too much on the label (of Product Stewardship), as opposed to what we are 
trying to achieve, we could turn people off”. Participants acknowledged that Product Stewardship 
success was contingent on financial viability, but opinions were divided on how much influence 
profit should have on design decisions. 

10.2.7.Addressing lack of progress  

The adoption of the Waste Minimisation Act 2008, arguably the seminal piece of waste legislation to 
date, was a member’s bill drawn from the ballot rather than a Government planned policy 
intervention. Government literature of this period read without knowing the context of that time, 
could inadvertently create a narrative of a progressive outlook. Prior to the adoption of the Act, it 
was felt that lobbying had led to public investment in services and infrastructure that appeared to be 
sustaining the status quo and reducing the prospect of change. Mechanisms of change in respect of 
influence and control had meant that some sector groups had experienced greater success in 
lobbying Government over time, whilst others felt that they had limited opportunity to express 
agency to influence or even support change.  

Consequently, these circumstances appear to have created some fixed outlooks about 
externalisation of responsibility. Signals in favour of externalisation were enabled by assigning 
responsibility to certain parts of the system only, such as the public, municipal authorities, or the 
waste industry. Manufacturers and producers at that time appear to have been either focused on 
developing their own voluntary Product Stewardship schemes or had simply not been included in 
any discussions at all.   
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All participants say that they have an interest in what Product Stewardship could offer. Whilst an 
economic lens still dominates discussions, consideration is now being given to wider environmental, 
social, and cultural impacts. However, there are challenges in understanding what a cultural 
approach might look like and how it could be achieved. Bringing an indigenous perspective into an 
existing Western system was not currently working. There is considerable uncertainty, despite being 
a bi-cultural nation, of how to effectively engage with Māori in order that the principles of Te Tiriti O 
Waitangi are upheld. 

Possible impacts to communities related to public engagement and compliance with a Product 
Stewardship system.  Participants wondered about the public’s ability to understand and respond to 
what is perceived to be a technical solution to waste management. Employment generation and 
employment sustainability are considered to be consistent benefits. Perceived impacts to and 
messaging for Product Stewardship approaches are given below.     
 
Recycling space inferred a separate domain of operation. Participants talked about those who 
worked in the recycling space rather than those who carried out disposal activities. “I think that the 
recycling space is occupied by the wrong people. I actually don’t think it’s a waste activity at all”. The 
ability to perform in the recycling space is acknowledged by participants as predicated on having a 
certain technical capability underpinned by experience however, “fundamentally solving the 
persistent issues with recycling business models you know, that have led us to be in situation where 
we are at the moment, where no-one is willing to invest because its broken” is problematic.    
 
Stranded assets was a term used to draw attention to design considerations, in respect of using 
existing infrastructure, as part of the new Product Stewardship policy intervention. Referring to any 
possibility to lose operational capacity it becomes important to “look at that whole picture, you got 
to understand that if you take one piece out, or if you change your systems design, what have you 
left out and what impact does that have”. Participants were concerned that existing investments, for 
example recycling processing centres, could be left out in new Product Stewardship scheme designs.  
 
Value chain suggested multiple extractions of profit from a material as it passed through the 
economic system. Again, there is an association with a financial imperative as the reason for doing 
something rather than a common or social good. “So, if you're going to get people to be responsible 
for the products that they're making, then you need to get them to make products that can be 
recovered and recirculated back in the system” if value is to be realised across the supply chain. 

Participants were generally in agreement about a desire to extract some sort of gain from Product 
Stewardship. All participants agreed that they were uncertain how the co-design process would 
work and how collaborative it could be. There was no agreement on whose terms change would be 
achieved. The terms waste, resource, and recycling were used interchangeably. 

10.2.8.Negotiating change 

Participants wondered how co-design working groups would be formed and set up for success. A 
clear framework of expectations for participating stakeholders should contribute to the co-design 
process. Equity of service provision, assignation of responsibility, and the need for good 
communication and engagement were restated. There was high anticipation that mandatory 
Product Stewardship would be tailored to suit all parts of the country. Aspirations pointed to 
maximising retention of material within the system and enhancing community experience. The 
following terms provide evidence of these sentiments. 

Extract as much value suggested change was linked to activity on the premise that “you're trying to 
work through a problem to a solution and then an implementation not just a talking shop with no 
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outcome”. Value was further expressed in terms of relationships and profit suggesting “we need to 
understand which services prove to be the best when provided in a public good framework, and 
which are best provided in a fee for service or contract type framework”. Value extraction was no 
longer being viewed on the premise of cost transfer noting that “the tab should not be falling on 
local government or central government or NGOs”. Value extraction is still considered synonymous 
with processing the recycling as “it’s business re-engineering, that's what onshore processing is all 
about actually engineering to extract as much value out of it as we can”.  
  
Conscious consumer was a term used to describe responsible consumer actions and attitudes. 
Responsibility was divested from within a system to the individual to make purchasing choices. 
“Individually, there are very few of us who are actually, properly conscious consumers and that just 
kind of breaks out to all industry, which is not conscious either, because the people running the 
industry aren’t really interested”. Work on enabling Product Stewardship is really “enhancing and 
amplifying the level of knowledge, particularly in regard to the public debate around packaging”. 

Participants acknowledged responsibility for change had to be shared rather than just delegated to a 
single entity such as a manufacturer. Similarly, the co-design process needs to be reflective of a 
whole supply chain contribution in order that implementation can roll out in a seamless fashion. To 
date there is no clear consensus on how these aspects might be able to be achieved. 

10.2.9.Establishing cohesion for progress 

Participants agreed that they had to establish some common ground within co-design working 
groups if the design process was going to be successful. Polarising viewpoints needed to be 
acknowledged but not allowed to detract from the purpose of the co-design process. Embedding 
sound communication practices across the supply chain would be an integral part of bringing people 
together. Now focusing ahead to when a Product Stewardship scheme proper, is introduced, 
participants focus on strategic implications as evidenced by the following excerpts.   
 
Big picture stuff was a term for some participants that inferred a different level of thinking that 
looked beyond the immediacy of a pragmatic approach which they had previously expressed as “it's 
that end-of-pipe solution, not that kind of front of pipe thinking”. For other participants it was a 
term that facilitated the reassignment of responsibility where former oppositional views could be 
accommodated in that “we've been meeting every couple of months for the past 12 months now 
and the information sharing and the progress that that group has made has blown my mind they 
have dropped all the business sensitivity”. The co-design process, therefore, could become a 
discussion about “what can be done for everyday Kiwis in their lives” as well as how does this change 
impact on the supply chain. 
 
Sustainability performance had, for some participants, become a measurement of exception in that 
“I think the common theme here is if you can put people in the right settings and get them to 
collaborate and get beyond the immediacy of their you know, as you say that competitive edge, you 
know, self-interest, then yeah, people are extraordinarily resilient and innovative”.  Responses to 
public discourse on environmental matters can vary nevertheless, “the unifying factor is they're all 
looking to improve their sustainability performance”. 

Participants were looking for a platform to move forward from. The introduction of a mandatory 
approach to Product Stewardship has certainly created discussion and flux across both the waste 
industry and the relevant supply chains. Participant’s ability and opportunity to contribute to the co-
design process is a dominant theme as they wonder how best to engage with their peers.  
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10.3. Document analysis findings 

10.3.1.Role and behaviour of the market 

International literature speaks to the types of considerations that have to be undertaken in order 
that any Product Stewardship scheme obtains authenticity and wide appeal. Acknowledging that 
fiscal matters are of importance, a broad appreciation of system awareness, specifically related to 
minimising adverse impacts, is also fundamental to enabling scheme benefits for all contributors. 
Matters related to scheme governance are also discussed.       

10.3.1.1. Practical implications  

Understanding the practical implications of Product Stewardship requires that consideration is given 
to the role and behaviour of the market as it manifests through globalisation. Defined through 
orthodox economic theory the market is commonly expressed in terms of the efficient allocation of 
resources (Kapp, 1971). However, the definition of what is classed as a resource and what is 
categorised as a waste is at the core of the thinking that has underpinned the waste management 
industry to date. 

The post-production recovery of resources is not generally included as part of the consequence of 
market placement (USEPA, 2014). Rather, resource recovery and waste management is left to other 
market players to address. This transfer of responsibility for resource recovery and waste 
management to a specialisation of labour would resonate with the Scottish economist and 
philosopher Adam Smith (Smith, 1982). However, unlike Smith’s Mercantile economy of the 18th 
century, trading relationships and the allocation of time in the modern globalised consumptive 
economy are not only separated through the specialisation of labour they are also based on the 
transfer of responsibility and cost. The transfer of responsibility for the end-of-life treatment of 
products in today’s economy provides, through the paradigm of recycling, a benefit to the supply 
chain but not the consumer or wider environment. Recycling has become an ersatz form of resource 
recovery (Alexander, 2009).  

As far back as 2002 Palmer and Walls were providing a critique on the effectiveness of the 
stewardship movement in the USA. Still relevant in contemporary co-design discussions around the 
globe, Palmer and Walls (2002) link the following aspects of control, incentivisation, and legality to 
behaviours in the market. Using an economic appraisal to inform their enquiry Palmer and Walls 
(2002) reveal the successes and limitations of what was, at that time, a voluntary approach to 
stewardship. Any linkage between reduction in environmental harm and overall scheme cost-
effectiveness reveal the challenges that influence the practical application of any stewardship 
approach.  

Palmer and Walls (2002) say that control speaks to the resistance of industry to adopt the concept of 
producer responsibility. Industry typically resists any form of cost imposition placed upon them by 
others. The industrial production cycle performs in a system where waste has largely been regarded 
as a social or municipal responsibility. The act of externalisation works to conflate the idea that the 
payment of business taxes should be accepted as suitable compensation to municipalities without 
any further impediment to business activity. The impasse created by business and local authority 
pushing back against each other means that the resources contained within a waste stream now sit 
in a disconnected space where neither the municipality nor the manufacturing base realises any 
value of recovered materials. One method of restoring value into trading exchanges is through the 
use of incentivisation.  
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To convert cost into a value Palmer and Walls (2002) consider the role of incentivisation through 
market mechanisms and the use of appropriate rewards and consequences to motivate behaviour 
change. Unlike extended producer responsibility (EPR), which attributes responsibility to the 
producer only, Product Stewardship was considered by US regulators of that era as being a more 
holistic approach that included the whole supply chain. Wilkinson (2008) suggests that front-end 
taxes that signal cost liability to the market promote a design for the environment (DfE) 
consideration during manufacturing. Take-back incentives, for example, refundable deposits, can 
also form part of a strategy that encourages consumers to engage with a recovery system (Sanz et 
al., 2017). Last resort taxes such as landfill or waste disposal levies, signal the consequence of 
disposal back through the supply chain (Mahajan & Vakharia, 2016).  

What is clear from the American approach is that any system change that leads to a practical 
implication for business needs to hold to the values of the market by using the language of business 
which centres on the aspect of cost (Fisher & Smith, 2011). Establishing a legal framework that sets 
the boundaries of stewardship can even the playing field for participants and can eliminate any need 
to manage free riders (Fehr & Gachter, 2000). The challenge for any legal framework in the American 
context is a political backdrop that ebbs and flows between regulation and deregulation. 
Stakeholders who operate in unregulated markets eventually turn to the state for rescue when 
things inevitably go wrong (Lanchester, 2014). 

In a European setting, the way in which state regulated intervention has been used depends upon 
the political context (Majone, 1996). The cost of production and usefulness of a product determines 
the price of goods whether an economy is regulated or deregulated (Henderson, 1936). Traditionally 
a commodity would be produced at a scale at which its marginal cost (of production) equated to its 
marginal utility (usefulness) in terms of the way in which it was priced (p.43). Henderson suggests 
that there are practical implications or limitations for the following categories of purchaser. A 
marginal purchaser is likely to be someone who keeps buying even when the price fluctuates. A 
domestic purchaser may operate a notional form of budget control that impacts on the amount of 
commodity they buy. However, a commercial purchaser may cease purchasing if making a purchase 
or incurring an expense impacts on profits.  

Within a contemporary context the work of Henderson (1936) suggests that unless the benefit of 
expenditure for resource recovery translates to sustained or enhanced profit, it is unlikely that any 
effort will be expended. Stewardship within Europe continues to be reliant on the commodification 
of recovered resources. With a lower internal demand for recovered materials and internal 
investment in infrastructure struggling to compete with overseas commodity prices, on the premise 
of competitiveness, the Europeans became reliant on Asia as the end-market destination for their 
resource recovery sector.  

Consequently, sending recovered resources from Europe to developing countries, with less mature 
environmental legislative frameworks, works to take advantage of the need that developing 
countries have for foreign exchange or trade growth (Brownell, 2011). By creating the demand for 
apparently recyclable products the market has re-assigned cost to local communities and 
responsibility to other jurisdictions (Cagatay & Mihci, 2006). Any ability by countries receiving this 
recycling to raise environmental standards may be limited by the impact that such actions have on 
their economies. Countries become price-takers or pollution takers on the premise of improving net 
trade balances (van der Ploeg & de Zeeuw, 1992). Globalisation works towards bypassing 
sovereignty by offering projected economic gain, yet the transfer of responsibility for managing 
waste does not recognise environmental harm. The resultant race to the bottom can be implicit and 
gradual but eventually it becomes visible to the wider populous (O'Neill, 2018).              
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10.3.1.2. Implications for policy 

In the absence of any policy or administrative intervention the current economic paradigm assigns 
accountability for waste and any associated harm to parties external to production (Edward, 2005). 
Introducing the concept of harm White (2013) contends that harmful activities encompass cultural, 
social, and environmental impacts. Providing further explanation White says cultural harm refers to 
the adverse impact on indigenous people, their wellbeing, and lived environment. Social harm refers 
to impact on communities and individuals that affects their quality of life. Environmental harm refers 
to physical pollution of the natural environment leading to an overall reduction in amenity.  

The apparent disconnect between product placement and the product’s environmental impact has 
become embedded in a level of system dysfunctionality that cannot be corrected by increased 
recycling (Chapman, 2015, p.10). The cost of getting products to market in Western economic 
systems is offset by an array of public subsidy measures and cost transfer mechanisms (Clements & 
Schwartz, 2008). The societal cost of a product’s impact is not accounted for in the profit and loss 
statements of the supply chains that benefit from these products. Further, the notion of whether 
there is a need for a product or not, fails to be challenged in a free market where the creation of 
consumptive demand is an underpinning driver for economic growth (Miller, 1987).   

Product Stewardship must provide incentives for change that empowers a design for the 
environment (DfE) approach (Nakajima, 2000). The environmental tax system for beverage 
containers in Norway provides an example of market placement incentivisation (Infinitum, n.d.). 
Each beverage container is subject to both a basic and an environmental tax. The basic tax is a flat 
fee (currently NOK 1.23) regardless of material type or container return rate. The environmental tax 
is a moderated rate based on material type and container return rate. As the container return rate 
increases the amount of environmental tax paid reduces. If the return rate reaches 95% then the 
environmental tax is mitigated completely. The Norwegian system provides an incentive for 
behaviour change. By engaging with the container return system, the beverage industry is rewarded 
by lower taxes and product cost. Whilst the Norwegian environmental tax provides an example of 
incentivisation through policy intervention, it is not clear whether this tax addresses any wider issues 
such as the externalisation of social costs associated with business activity. Social costs are the sum 
of private costs related to production and consumption plus external costs related to any pollution 
(Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, 2002) 

The theory of social costs given by Kapp (2016) exposes a counterfactual to classic economic 
thinking. For Kapp, social costs do not have an exchange value because human life and health are 
not exchangeable commodities (p.17). Kapp asserts that a reduction in social costs will require a 
structural change to the current market paradigm and a push back against those that currently hold 
political influence. Table 10 sets out the typology of social costs based on a summary of the 
theoretical positions advanced by Kapp, and other economic theorists (Kapp, 2016, p.18). 
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Table 10 

Typology of social costs 

 Neoclassical Neoliberal Libertarian Heterodox 
 (Pigou) (Coase) (Mises) (Kapp) 
Social costs Accidental, minor disturbance of an 

otherwise harmonious and rational system 
Accidental “legal 
failure” of specific 
property rights 

Systemic 
socialisation of 
costs due to profit 
principle; major 
ecological-social 
incompatibility of 
markets 

Ontology of the 
economic system 

Closed system, market exchanges, 
mechanistic, reversibility, perfect 
knowledge, risk individualist, micro, 
formal rationality   

Formal rationality, 
market exchanges 

Open system, 
entropy law 
(substantive), 
irreversibility, 
complexity, 
uncertainty, 
ignorance, social-
ecological, 
systemic, macro-
level 

Solution Taxes, ad hoc, ex-
post 

Bargaining, 
individual private 
insurance markets, 
ad hoc ex-post 

Legal system, tort 
law, ad hoc, ex-post 

Precautionary 
principle, social 
controls of 
technology and 
investment 
decisions, safety 
limits, social 
minima, ex-ante  

Political Economy Slightly 
interventionist: 
does not call into 
question the 
market as a 
mechanism of 
allocation 

Strong 
interventionist: 
constructs markets 
that shift power to 
the wealthy (“the 
poor sell cheap”) 

Strongly anti-
interventionist: 
power is with the 
large property 
owners  

Strong social-
ecological control 
of the mechanism 
of allocation: 
planning, 
prevention, 
controls of eco-
social safety limits, 
countervailing 
power to protect 
the disadvantaged 

Ethics Outcome utilitarianism (although Coase 
may also be viewed as a rule utilitarian) 

Rule utilitarianism  Humanist ethics 

 
Note. Researcher adapted table. 

Table 10 sets out typologies of approaches to social costs in columns and attributes each typology to 
academics in this field. A comparison of the typology response is then set out in each row. From a 
mandatory Product Stewardship perspective, the typologies provide a reference for a comparison 
between current market activity and future market activity that has been moderated by a 
stewardship approach. The typology of Kapp, whilst not universal, appears to resonate with the data 
gathered in this research.  
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In New Zealand, as with other OECD countries, Governments place a reliance on a cost benefit 
analysis (CBA) to provide an indication of economic impact that a particular project or policy will 
have, when compared to a no-decision counterfactual argument (The Treasury, 2015). The CBA is 
suggested to be value free and is intended to be used to measure how a proposal fits with a decision 
makers’ objectives and policies (p.6). The role of public servants is to provide free and frank advice 
on the likely consequence of decisions, but also to “implement the decisions even if they are not 
consistent with the advice given” (p.44). It cannot be said then that Government decision making is 
completely evidence-based. The policy approach taken by Treasury does not provide the paradigm 
shift in economic theory that Kapp (2016) suggests through his heterodox approach, rather the 
document leaves open the possibility of a Faustian bargain type approach (Kneese, 2006). A Faustian 
bargain is made with a power that the bargainer recognises as evil or amoral and results in a social 
cost that far outweighs any market-priced benefit (Britannica, n.d.). Any perceived short-term gain 
from the bargain could be predicated upon a false proposition that over time eventuates in 
unintended consequences for society. 

It has been established that market mechanisms can be a causal factor of environmental harm. The 
market approach to environmental management via price mechanisms, fails to recognise the impact 
of continued waste production on future generations (Kapp 2016, p.148). The way that 
environmental management has been set up is known as the polluter pays principle (PPP). Kapp 
views PPP as a limited solution that directs quantitative measures and preventative mechanisms, to 
restrict discharges to land, sea, and air, during production. For Kapp PPP does not include waste 
transfer through the market, and it has limited impact on the consumption of natural resources.   

10.3.1.3. Public awareness and engagement  

A move towards mandatory Product Stewardship in New Zealand has not yet been introduced to the 
public as the design process is still immersed in supply chain discussions (MfE, n.d.). Careful 
consideration must be given to the way in which the public is encouraged to accept a stewardship 
approach. All Product Stewardship schemes require the public to participate, primarily through the 
return of materials via convenient collection services (Wagner, 2013). Without engagement from the 
public, schemes are unlikely to achieve a satisfactory return rate resulting in additional costs being 
added, which could undermine confidence in any stewardship approach.  

Product Stewardship is part of a global supply chain. While it is advanced as a potential source of 
income for those involved in any scheme, inequities apparent in global supply chains, for example, 
being able to participate, can be realised in a local setting (Kaplinsky, 2000). Kaplinsky considered 
inequities through the lens of value chain analysis, focusing on three key elements: the dynamics of 
rent within the chain, the governance of the chains, and transnational systemic character in order 
that inequities can be mitigated (p.122). If inequities in the system are not removed, then public 
engagement will be impacted (Marshall & Farahbakhsh, 2013).  

By revisiting the elements suggested by Kaplinsky (2000) and updating them to be relevant to the 
Product Stewardship context, a framework for public engagement begins to emerge. Firstly, the 
term ‘dynamics of rent within the supply chain’ can be rearticulated as the money transfer between 
participants. By agreeing on the principle that the cost of a Product Stewardship scheme will be 
captured and reflected in the product’s sale price, it is possible to open up an opportunity to engage 
with the public by raising awareness of the product’s life cycle impact. This will have two benefits: 
differentiating products in the marketplace and signalling to the public that a recovery pathway 
exists for the product or material, when it has reached the end of its usefulness.   
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The term ‘governance of the chain’ (Kaplinsky, 2000, p.122), will be restated here as the governance 
of the Product Stewardship scheme which can be used to provide certainty to supply chain 
participants and the public. Any governance entity will set the strategic direction for the scheme that 
is then operationalised by a management team. Public engagement should inform the frame of 
reference for the governance strategy. The strategy should set out the scheme values and goals and 
be enabled by appropriate legislation. The management team then deliver on these values and goals 
using targets where appropriate. Those that hold control and influence can be a key determinant in 
the functionality and operation of a governance entity. Interest groups that become part of the 
governance entity (the board), bring a representation of their sectors’ experience and perspective 
which can support public engagement.  

The final term that Kaplinsky (2000) talks about is ‘transnational systemic character’ which will be 
expressed here as the equity and certainty of service provision. All Product Stewardship schemes will 
be required to have an awareness of their impact on the supply chain, the waste industry, and the 
public. Interconnection between these parties should work to reduce environmental harm. 
Informing the public about scheme performance, by showing the material and monetary flows, 
should also support engagement and instil trust. Taking responsibility for developing end-market 
placement for recovered materials will ensure that the scheme remains responsive to both onshore 
and offshore receiving environments that recovered materials are being sent to.  

Transferring responsibility for waste from developed to developing countries has been an 
underpinning keystone of the current market failure (Jackson & Jabbie, 2019). Stewardship schemes 
now have the opportunity to make the material flow of waste and waste recovery more visible to 
the public. At the same time, the scheme has an opportunity to work with producers to focus on 
material reduction and recovery through a design for the environment approach.  

10.3.2.Vested interest and perceived opportunity 

Literature offers different solutions to market inefficiencies. Appreciative of the types of disruptions 
to existing systems that cause concern, change management initiatives must work to impart fairness 
and equity across the supply chain. Government intervention mechanisms must be used to minimise 
vested interest where it is identified, whilst maximising scheme uptake and opportunity.    

10.3.2.1. The reach of Government intervention 

Any Government intervention introduces change to which stakeholders will have a varying reaction 
(Johnson et al., 2014). Dzhurova (2020) suggests that Government intervention is underpinned by 
several factors including, economics, sovereignty, and politics. Product Stewardship in New Zealand 
holds to these same types of influences. Economic factors speak to the reassigning of cost to the 
product to move away from a fiscal burden being placed on the private or public sectors. 
Sovereignty sets geographical boundary limits for Governments but introduces challenges associated 
with imports and exports. Politics, driven by any ideological disposition or in response to interest 
groups, set the terms of the policy intervention which affects the way that stakeholders can 
participate.  
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Speaking to stewardship schemes that have been implemented across the globe, federal 
involvement in the USA, within a highly polarised political environment, is limited (Dzhurova, 2020, 
p.572). The Australian Government experiences similar challenges, where federal intervention may 
have limited influence at a state level. Directives from the European Union may have experienced 
compliance, but the level of investment in, and commitment to, the directives is not consistent 
across member states (OECD, 2016). The hybrid approach implemented by the Chinese Government 
which combines free market economics and central planning, provides another example of how 
intervention is enacted (Skene, 2018). The introduction of mandatory Product Stewardship in New 
Zealand may become “a destabiliser of the current economic system” (Drucker, 1993, p.40). The 
level of disruption will depend on how co-design working groups respond to the current co-design 
guidelines.   

10.3.2.2. Drivers for change 

The drivers for change in the global resource recovery industry are a consequence of current market 
disruption to recycling material flows (Gregson & Crang, 2015). Disruption in the recycling space is 
not unusual, but the current downturn has been compounded by the National Sword policy 
intervention implemented in China. With a collapse in recycling values, existing contractual 
arrangements have become unprofitable (Eunomia, 2019). The loss of money from the recycling 
system has caused waste industry practitioners to look to other sources for compensation. 
Upstream, the supply chain has no compunction to compensate any income loss experienced by the 
waste industry. Downstream municipalities have been asked to subsidise the loss from public funds.  

Beyond seeking compensation, the waste industry has also embarked on a short-term rationalisation 
of what types of recycling material can and cannot be collected (Pritchet & Yates, 2020). Certain 
types of materials have been deemed to be no longer recyclable based on a lack of profitability. Yet, 
little to no consultation with manufacturers has taken place regarding, for example, the functionality 
of packaging. Government response on the other hand has been focused on the immediacy of 
tackling perceived problematic wastes that the public have identified as being associated with 
marine pollution (MfE, 2018). Problematic single-use items, for example, straws and plastic bags, 
have been summarily banned to much acclaim from interest groups. Whilst anecdotal commentary 
suggest that these bans serve to raise awareness of the plastic problem, they are in effect a placebo 
in lieu of systemic intervention.  

If Product Stewardship is to become a systemic solution that mitigates inefficient resource use, then 
it needs to be supported by a desire to change the ways in which waste is generated. Similarly, 
assigning responsibility for waste through constructs such as post-consumer packaging warrant 
being challenged. Underpinned by the seemingly favoured construct of the circular economy, 
Product Stewardship is in danger of being diluted down to nothing more than a glorified recovery 
system. The circular economy, like recycling before it, will not reduce waste generation from 
economic activity (Spangenberg, 2015).  

10.3.2.3. Dichotomy of recycling versus landfill 

Recycling has become complex (Hopkinson et al., 2018). Reliant on end-markets for materials they 
recover, the waste industry finds itself operating in an insecure, challenging, labour intensive 
environment with no guarantee of an income. The lack of visible cost attributed to recycling, in the 
form of a user pays gate fee, fuels the notion that recycling is free in the minds of the public (Reno & 
Alexander, 2012).  
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Commercial operators retain recycling as a service only where it is profitable. Sectors such as retail, 
distribution, and warehousing may use reverse logistics to manage the recovery and centralisation of 
returned goods and packaging materials that hold a commercial value (Blumberg, 2005, pp. 107-
137). If that commercial value drops, the packaging is offered to customers for free. The most 
pertinent example of the free transfer of packaging can be seen in the supermarkets. In the absence 
of the single-use plastic bag, cardboard boxes are now made available to the public.  

Some supermarkets used the transfer of packaging as a differentiating factor prior to the focus on 
plastics (Pringle, 1998). Having consumers self-pack groceries was sold as a cost saving to reduce the 
weekly shopping bill. The material flow of cardboard has subsequently been shifted away from the 
retailer and represented at the kerbside ready for municipal collection and processing, funded by 
the ratepayer (Rundh, 2005).  

Conversely, landfill disposal in New Zealand, is fully funded by a user pays gate fee system (MfE, 
2021). From the 1970s and 1980s OECD countries moved away from a publicly provided waste 
collection and disposal service in favour of a privatised model (Bel & Warner, 2008). Informal loosely 
regulated, public sector disposal points were either closed or transferred to the private sector. The 
rationale that underpinned the operation of these disposal facilities now switched from a public 
service motivation, where disposal facilities were provided to protect public health, to a profit 
motive, where private operators sought to make a return on investment (Francois, 2000). Even if the 
disposal point remained under the control of the municipality, it became a revenue stream. Councils 
often did not have the foresight to financially provide for the long-term post closure liabilities 
associated with landfills (Hirshfield et al., 1992). The public are therefore now conditioned to paying 
for disposal.   

10.3.2.4. Designing the co-design process 

By considering co-design working groups as a form of learning organisation, Project Managers can 
structure the design process in a manner that focuses on cause and effect within a system. Maani 
and Cavana (2007), drawing on the work of Peter Senge (1992) present an 8 step process for use 
when conducting a system thinking approach to a project (pp. 149-150). These steps are now used 
to comment on the process for change with reference to a Product Stewardship design context. 

Step 1 - Define the problem or solution 

The problem is that current economic activity generates waste without any consequence. The 
solution (achieved through Product Stewardship) is to ensure economic activity accounts for any 
social, cultural, and environmental impact through product pricing. Achieving this change is aligned 
to a reassignment of responsibilities across the supply chain. 
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Step 2 - Identify key variables 

Key variables are metrics that are used to monitor and review the operational performance and 
outcomes of a system. In the case of Product Stewardship information on material flows would 
include, but not be limited to, amount of products/material placed in the market, amount of 
material sent to end-markets for recovery, quantity of materials lost to formal disposal (landfill or 
incineration), and a mass balance calculation of overall material flow to show what has leaked into 
the environment. Figure 12 is an example of a material flow system (MDC, 2021).  

Figure 12 

Example of key variables in the form of waste flows 

 

 
 
Note. Copyright 2021 by Marlborough District Council. Reprinted with permission CC BY-NC-ND. 
 
Figure 12 is a representation of how waste, suitable for recovery, flows through a regional context. 
The illustration highlights the sources of recovered materials and potential processing destinations 
where materials are sorted and prepared ready for onward sale. The diagram indicates how variable 
the destinations are for material recovery. Waste flow lines on the illustration are colour coded to 
match the end processing point.        

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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Key variables regarding monetary flows would include the tracking of scheme fees and where 
applicable, refundable deposits. Scheme fees refer to the costs associated with the running of the 
operation and include, administration fees, handling fees, transport fees, processing fees, and 
disposal fees. Figure 13 is an example of a monetary flow system (Hack et al., 2020). 

Figure 13 

Example of key variables in the form of financial flows 

 
 
Note. Copyright 2021 by Marlborough District Council. Reprinted with permission CC BY-NC-ND. 

 
Figure 13 is a pictorial representation from the New Zealand container return scheme design report. 
This illustration highlights a breakdown of the monetary flows that are associated with the scheme. 
The managing agency is clearly shown at the heart of the monetary flow around the scheme. Some 
of the monetary flows are based on payment for service provision and some are for incentivisation 
payments back to the public in the form of refundable deposits.  

Step 3 - Identify behaviour over time 

There needs to be a recognition that any return rate for recovered materials will not reach optimum 
capacity immediately. Rather, return rates should experience incremental growth as the public 
becomes used to the new system.  Similarly, the way in which material flows through the system 
takes time to fully establish and requires continuous maintenance during the initial implementation 
stages. Figure 14 shows the linkage across the supply chain for a container return scheme. If one link 
breaks or underperforms it impacts on the rest of the chain. 
  

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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Figure 14 

Example of system behaviour flows 

 

Note. Researcher created visualisation. 
 
Figure 14 conveys the interconnectivity in a container return system. By starting at the nine-o-clock 
position with ‘new container purchased’ and then moving clockwise, the recovery pathway of the 
container can be followed. The assumption built into this flow is that the container is recovered, 
returned, and then remade into a new container. By handling the container as expected each part of 
the recovery supply chain gains from what has gone before and supports what comes next. 
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Step 4 - Construct causal loop diagrams 

The ability to represent supply chain relationships visually is a useful mechanism for displaying 
interconnectivity. Causal loop diagrams can be used to present complex system interactions in a 
simplified schematic form. It also becomes apparent when displaying a circularity relationship as 
shown in figure 15, the interdependence of operational mechanisms within that loop (Snow, 2015).  

Figure 15 

Causal loop diagram for container deposit scheme 

 

 

 
Note. Copyright 2021 by Warren Snow. Reprinted with permission CC BY-NC-ND.  
 
Figure 15 shows a more generic interpretation of what a container return scheme could look like. 
The material flows are expressed in an anticlockwise direction is this visualisation. The managing 
agency at the centre of the diagram is shown to be the depository for the receipt and allocation of 
monetary flows.  
  

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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Step 5 - Identify system archetypes      

The archetypical links in a Product Stewardship chain are represented in the figure 16. The figure 
shows a generic representation of the supply chain associated with a Product Stewardship scheme. 
The figure also shows the order in which the various parties handle the products as they flow 
through the economy pre and post consumption.  

Figure 16 

Archetypical supply chain systemic relationship 

 
 

Note. Researcher created visualisation. 
 
Figure 16 illustrates the types of stakeholders that are involved in a Product Stewardship scheme. 
The illustration assumes the recovered materials are remanufactured back into the same product. 
Producers in this illustration are shown as separate from the manufacturer on the premise that 
products are often rebranded before they go to market. The process flow starts at the twelve o’clock 
position with the manufacturer and continues in clockwise direction. 

Step 6 - Identify key leverage points   

In an established supply chain system, the leverage between participants is not always evident. The 
goal of a supply chain is to get the goods to market in a cost-effective, safe, and timely fashion. The 
goal is achieved when the goods are subsequently sold to the consumer as the last act in a linear 
transaction. A stewardship supply chain retains responsibility beyond consumption. Understanding 
the capacities and efficiencies within existing supply chains becomes important in a stewardship 
approach. The ability to access and leverage efficiencies without disrupting goods to market, reflects 
a system thinking approach. Each part of a stewardship supply chain carries attributes that can be 
leveraged for the benefit of the system. A summary of these leverage points is noted in table 11. 
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Table 11 

Leverage points within a stewardship system 

Participant Leverage point 
Manufacturer Selection of materials, levels of material 

recoverability 
Producer Range of product selection and information 

supply with the product  
Distributor Centralised versus regional warehousing  
Retailer Return point outlet, stewardship scheme 

visibility, reverse supply logistics  
Consumer Scheme engagement, community empowerment 
Return point Scheme engagement, counting returns, quality 

control, fraud prevention 
Material processor Quality control 
End-market Remanufacture of recovered materials 
Disposal Secure destination for residual waste 

Note. Researcher created table. 

Table 11 highlights that stakeholders take on additional roles and responsibilities when they become 
part of a Product Stewardship scheme. If the stakeholders act in the interest of the system, then the 
ability to recover materials should be enhanced. If manufacturers are engaged with a Product 
Stewardship scheme, the type and quantity of materials that become available for recovery should 
be altered.     

Step 7 - Develop intervention strategies 

A key intervention is the introduction of whole supply chain funding. Each part of the supply chain 
involved in the handling of recovered material flow needs to be compensated at a level sufficient to 
maintain long-term financial viability. Funding for handling recovered material should be based on 
endeavour and be compensated by being paid a fee per product handled. Intrinsic value generated 
from any recovery or recycling income should be used to offset overall scheme costs rather than 
being used as a direct source of income to supply chain participants. Transparency and 
accountability for monetary flows within a stewardship system become a significant part of the 
overall scheme design. Without a managing agency that brings the whole supply chain together, the 
system will fragment and not be able to achieve any anticipated outcomes.  

Step 8 - Implement strategy 

Having considered and worked through the steps set out by Maani and Cavana (2007) and taking 
account of the relevant legislative requirements, the co-design working group are now able to 
develop a strategy that will lead to the implementation of a Product Stewardship scheme. By not 
considering these steps in advance the co-design process is likely to be met with criticism and not 
achieve group buy in. A mistrust in the initial co-design process can subsequently lead to fractured 
relationships from the outset, which will then inevitably affect decision-making and any ability to 
achieve overall group consensus.  
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10.3.3.Change (politics and ideology) 

Literature in this section is used to support a necessary call to reset existing systems. A requirement 
to challenge political influence with individual agency points to the necessary functionality that a 
successful Product Stewardship design mechanism requires. An adapted strategy that now sees 
climate change co-opted to support effective responses to waste management practice, signals that 
no more time can elapse before mandated Product Stewardship is implemented. Modelling based 
on data about climate change is now increasingly driving policy rather than policy being mainly 
driven by political or polemic arguments. Building models will enable a systems’ view to be adopted 
as a way towards a workable consensus around waste management (Taylor, 2020).    

10.3.3.1. Utilising existing experience, knowledge and opportunity 

Product Stewardship presents an opportunity to reconsider, even reset, how waste is managed. 
Industrial ecology describes the levels of intervention applied to material flows at a regional, 
national, or international level (Murray et al., 2017). The vision for industrial ecology set out by 
Nakajima (2000) contends that organisations that operate a business model reliant on consumption 
need to transfer to a service model instead. Examples such as providing lighting services through 
contracted relationships, instead of selling light bulbs, or offering mobility services instead of selling 
cars are hallmark exemplars of the service approach. The right-to-repair is also associated with these 
business service models, where appliances are constructed based on durability rather than quick 
replacement.     

What this research has shown is that participants involved in the design of a mandatory Product 
Stewardship scheme are willing to assess any changes to the current goods supply chain, not 
through an industrial ecology lens, but through a more personal, localised impact assessment (Lane 
& Watson, 2012). In this impact scenario the physical reduction of waste becomes less important. 
Instead, the construct of circularity establishes a new power structure that interest groups must 
navigate. The phenomenon emerging from Product Stewardship is therefore not waste reduction, it 
is agency and political influence (Duygan et al., 2021).  

Agency, or people’s ability to voice their stories within a co-design environment, appears to be 
framed through a combination of public service motivation and commercial discipline. In recognising 
that people have immediate needs, that if not satisfied, will dominate their contributions to group 
discourse, the co-design process needs to unpack and understand the interests of those at the table 
(McDonald & Gallagher, 2015). In turn, people must be able to express their self-interest but 
acknowledge that this cannot be their only frame of reference during the design process. 
Proponents of the free market assert that Adam Smith suggested that the motivation to satisfy any 
self-interest would benefit the group (James & Rassekh, 2000). The economist John Nash countered 
this assertion as being incomplete by suggesting that equilibrium is only achieved when the needs of 
both the individual and the group are met (Nash, 1950). Holt and Roth (2004) contend that the Nash 
equilibrium is met if the strategies deployed within a group “would survive an announcement test: if 
all players announced their strategies simultaneously, nobody would want to reconsider” (p.3999) 
Discovery of both the self-interest motivations and strategic practices within the group can therefore 
be a determining factor if the stewardship scheme design is to progress.  
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10.3.3.2. Finding a solution 

Scheme functionality is tied to the interests of those involved in the co-design collective decision-
making process (Blomkamp, 2018). In the Product Stewardship co-design environment, the provision 
of information is not necessarily presented as evidence for a particular path to be followed, but 
rather presented for the purpose of discussion. The research in support of the co-design process is 
not necessarily providing a solution but rather contributing to the process of problem solving. 
Engagement in this type of approach can be invoked through the formation of factions that unite to 
project a critique of any change being proposed. A contemporary example of this would be the 
response to the Victorian Governments proposed design for a container deposit scheme. The 
criticism focuses on the control of the collection network and access to scheme fees and appears to 
highlight differences in scheme interpretation between the beverage industry and the waste 
industry in Australia (Paul, 2021). The criticism is now being played out in the media rather than at 
the design table.  

10.3.3.3. Delegated responsibility 

In New Zealand, the design approach fostered by the Government is subtly different from that taken 
by the Victorian State Government. New Zealand has favoured what has been referred to thus far, as 
a co-design approach. The intent of the co-design approach is to involve all stakeholders, including 
representation from the community. A particular challenge in New Zealand are the requirements 
enshrined in the Te Tiriti O Waitangi which sets an expectation that Government will work with 
Māori based on participation, partnership, and protection (MOJ, n.d.). The New Zealand experience 
reveals that co-design groups involve industry directly, albeit with some criticism about 
representation, but struggle to place Māori and the public at the design table. Rather, the public in 
New Zealand, like in Victoria are brought into the discussion once a design template has been 
established. The limitations of this approach are revealed when the design process focuses on the 
needs of supply chain participants first, rather than the public who will be the end users of the 
system. The final documentation that supports a stewardship design does not necessarily reveal the 
intricacies of why certain decisions were taken, instead, these documents tend to sell the outcome 
that the Government are happy to move forward with. Any embedded structural problems with this 
approach may not be visible until the scheme is operational.  

10.4. Participant observation findings 

10.4.1.Role and behaviour of the market 

Practical implications for the co-design of Product Stewardship schemes are currently focused on the 
concept of control. The desire to assert control manifests as a response to managing uncertainty. In 
fact, it has been observed that all aspects of scheme design have been subject to close enquiry as 
participants seek to gain reassurance or exert influence on the material components of the Product 
Stewardship process. Scheme design participants want to gain clarity that the imposition of a 
mandatory approach will not materially disadvantage them, for example, by influencing which 
materials are in or out of scope and making use of existing infrastructure. As sectors focus on the 
perceived challenges they will imminently experience, any ability to process the kinds of advantages 
that mandatory Product Stewardship can bring, are yet to be realised. In order to convey the ways in 
which participants interact in a group setting, observations have been categorised as follows: 
participant contribution, persuasive techniques, asserting political influence, and the use of 
commercial influence.   
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‘Participant contribution’ is predicated upon establishing the kinds of relationships that appreciate 
civility, collegiality, and professionalism in what has become a transdisciplinary working environment 
(Markoczy, 2001). While contributors have been selected as representative members of a sector 
group, it has been observed that the anticipated feedback loops that they were expected to create 
with their constituents, have not been consistently established. Consequently, any potential for full 
and robust feedback contributions have been diminished.   

‘Persuasive techniques’ can be implemented in several ways and can be used as a form of power. 
Some persuasive techniques have been observed to include, speaking loudly with authority, 
presenting sector derived research, and engaging in intense questioning. Accepted sector knowledge 
may be presented in support of a position but not be readily taken on board by the rest of the group. 
Dismissal of those types of sector insights works to marginalise and minimise the experience of 
others.  

The assertion of ‘political influence’ tends to occur outside of the design group environment but can 
inevitably have practical implications for the way in which the group interacts and the way in which 
the design process is able to advance. As a consequence of the relatively small business sector within 
New Zealand, commercial entities have adopted a direct access approach to mechanisms of power, 
irrespective of the political climate. The technique of using political influence is observed to be 
skilfully employed to provoke doubt about all aspects of the scheme design process and outputs. 

The use of ‘commercial influence’ is prevalent in New Zealand. As the design process experiences 
iterations of development, business can hold to key market principles which focus on the practical 
implications of change, particularly if it is perceived that those changes impact on profit. One such 
market principle relates to efficiency and how any efficiency can influence the design. Tensions may 
become evident in respect of the control of cost in relation to equity of service provision. A 
commercially focused design, which limits expenditure, may trade operational geographic coverage 
off against having an enhanced material return rate. Operational geographic coverage refers to parts 
of the country with lower populations, lower waste generation, lower contribution to the overall 
scheme, and a disproportionately higher cost per unit of material recovered. A commercially 
disciplined approach will focus on effective supply chain management which is underwritten by the 
funding mechanism of the Product Stewardship scheme. To provide a cost-efficient, pragmatic 
response, a commercially disciplined approach will rely on the use of mobile rather than static 
collection systems to service remote and low population areas. 

The policy implications of mandatory Product Stewardship for New Zealand civil servants and 
politicians are now discussed, informed by the observations made during co-design experiences. In 
response to the priority product declaration several co-design processes have been either 
reinstated, initiated, or asked to consider a broader scope of materials. Any co-design processes can 
also include civil servants, in this case Ministry for the Environment (MfE) staff, as either participants 
in, or observers of, the co-design process. Such an approach is not new as the civil service has a long 
track record of forming working groups in New Zealand. What is new, is the structured approach to 
the co-design workload and the availability of funding to support the necessary research and other 
project work. The consequence of mandatory Product Stewardship is revealed in the settings that 
the co-design working groups now find themselves in. Some concern has been raised about potential 
inconsistency in the way in which the co-design groups are populated.  
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Having put the new paradigm of supply chain and wider sector collaboration in motion, civil servants 
are now processing the co-design outputs as the various schemes finalise their designs. The process 
of taking a design output and presenting this to the Minister for the Environment, further reveals the 
workings of Government. Advice given to the Minister is tempered within the context of political 
influence. Civil servants rely on proven methods that support Government decision-making such as 
the use of cost benefit analysis (CBA). The language of Government aligns to business sensibilities to 
ensure that any potential objection to the implementation of any scheme design is addressed. 
Government is more likely to legislate in support of the change if that change corresponds with 
political objectives and policies. Ministerial staff work to insulate policy output objectives from being 
undermined by acknowledging concerns as they arise. Concerns are not consistent across the supply 
chain.  

A cost benefit analysis (CBA) can be successful in bearing influence on political decisions. Predictions 
generated in a CBA appear to be significant during the approval process but have less impact once 
the implementation process occurs. Nevertheless, additional expertise can be invited to critique the 
methodology, output, and base case scenarios contained within a CBA approach. Within the CBA 
there is an acknowledgement that the market-based economy operates within a bandwidth 
tolerance in respect of contribution to the generation of adverse environmental impacts. Ironically, a 
CBA will predict an anticipated future that acknowledges expected adverse impacts to the 
environment, but it expresses this through the language of finance which can have the effect of 
minimising harm through probability. 

10.4.2.Change agency in a co-design environment 

Within working groups and across the wider community of practice willingness to promote an 
environmental issue generally falls to a particular interest group. Any ability to affect change 
depends on how interest groups find ways to promote their cause. Having a shared outlook does not 
necessarily correlate to how such groups can develop agency to have their voice heard.  

Agency in these circumstances has been observed to have two formats: activism and lobbying. The 
activist tends to provide a critique of current practice as a reason for change. The lobbyist tends to 
provide a justification for current practice as reason to delay change. Both groups try to shape any 
narrative to support their desired outcomes. Activists tend to support public or social interest issues. 
Lobbyists tend to advocate for private or business interests. While using the public as part of their 
narrative to support their position neither group would appear to have any longstanding substantive 
connection to the public at large. Instead, groups are more likely to become politicised by the 
environments they operate in. 

A business focused Government is likely to value trading opportunities to the detriment of the 
environment. Lobbyists to this type of Government use political insight to downplay potential 
problems while advocating for minimal disruption to their business activities. This type of interaction 
works to cover up or minimise emergent problems by the use of misdirection: consequently, through 
the addition of a suggested service provision problems with the waste management system itself are 
never addressed. For example, during this period of study, conversations about the public place 
recycling scheme (PPRS) which was in part funded by the Government and project managed by 
industry, positioned responsibility for litter in the hands of municipalities. The PPRS project 
misdirected discussions about litter control away from stewardship solutions such as a container 
return scheme and instead focused on funding Councils to trial so called smart bins that provided 
data on litter bin usage. The project in effect deferred the considerations of a container return 
scheme for an additional four year period. The health of a waste management system in a lobbyist 
approach, therefore, focuses on addressing acute outcomes as they arise, rather than giving 
attention to any underlying chronic condition that may be developing.  
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A socially accommodating Government may be more inclined to avoid any detrimental impact on 
the wellbeing of the population through the use of intervention where current business practice 
contributes to environmental harm. Market failures typically provoke an activist response. In a 
similar way to the lobbyist, an activist can project an ideal that people are expected to conform to, 
rather than addressing failures within the system. Activist groups who are engaged in the waste 
space project themselves as being opposed to the views of their lobbyist counterparts. However, 
they are observed to hold similar types of characteristics when contributing to a co-design 
environment, namely, they want the emergent design to provide certainty and long term security to 
their sector.   

Governments with a focus on societal wellbeing can induce an expectation for change. Nevertheless, 
social policy cannot substantively affect deep-seated structural matters. The political response 
implemented through social policy in New Zealand, is immersed in a free market ideology. Any 
difference in social policy approach between the main political parties is marginal. The lack of 
progress in reducing waste in New Zealand to date, therefore, is a political construct that has its 
roots in the free market reforms of the 1980s and 1990s. The absence of progress in reducing waste 
is not down to the lack of activists to make their case rather it is enshrined in the political influence 
that business carries. Business must now acknowledge that the status quo approach to waste is not 
sustainable in the long-term.  

Urgency for change in waste practice in New Zealand has grown since the policy interventions taken 
by the Chinese Government in 2017. The pursuit of a mandatory approach to Product Stewardship in 
New Zealand has also been given some momentum through Government intervention in the form of 
subsidy and the declaration of the six priority products. The goods supply chain now finds itself in 
the position of trying to make sense of problem solving within environments not of their creation, 
namely, the co-design working group. Co-design working groups are currently assessing the need for, 
and possible outcomes from, a Product Stewardship approach. As the needs of individual 
participants or organisations begin to emerge, it becomes noticeable problem solving can be 
influenced by vested interest. Difficulties are currently being experienced in relation to how working 
groups make sense of change. Where working groups take an industry-focused approach, the public 
are viewed as recipients of a service. Where the working groups take a customer-focused approach 
greater tensions become apparent as less emphasis is placed on the cost implications to business.  

10.5. Embedding sustainability into Product Stewardship 

Whilst the current market economy is capable of manufacturing, distributing, and retailing products 
at a scale never experienced before, the sustainability of this practice is in question (Borghesi & 
Vercelli, 2003). As has already been discussed, current market practices price out the whole-of-life 
responsibility for products away from profit centres and onto society. These fiscal and physical 
responsibilities are most visible in the waste space when materials have reached the end of their 
usefulness. Changing the current linear economic system of take-make-dispose, for a product 
placement alternative, challenges some entrenched market behaviours (Fullerton, 2015). The 
customs and practices that underpin these market behaviours have established a framework of 
profitability for parts of the market and a framework of cost for others. The market is essentially 
trading on a false platform that signals and provides shareholder value without taking a full cost 
accounting approach (Töpfer, 2002). Such behaviour is deliberate and unlikely to be moderated in an 
unregulated environment.  
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Regulation is believed to provide certainty to the market by resetting what is acceptable and 
unacceptable practice (Hodges & Steinholtz, 2017). A stewardship legislative reset should be aimed 
at rebalancing the benefits of any products placed in the market against their environmental, social 
and cultural impacts. Rebalancing through incentivisation should provide rewards to those that 
adapt their practice and consequences for those who continue to trade without changing. 
Establishing this new framework for product placement needs to focus on reduction through 
response and rethinking at the design stage. The utility of a product can no longer just be based on 
whether people will buy it. The act of buying in a privatised world of goods and service delivery has 
become one of necessity rather than choice (Zerbe, 2018). It is therefore time to reinstate choice 
into the marketplace by signalling the whole-of-life profile of the product to the consumer. Product 
pricing remains the market mechanism that provides transparency and differentiation to the 
consumer. A stewardship reset is not about the advent of more recoverability as that will simply 
sustain the current embedded consumptive and wasteful practices within our economy. The 
stewardship reset is about responsibility and consequence. Competition can then drive investment 
as market participants adjust their practice to ensure their product provides affordability to the 
consumer. Such a reset returns us to the trading exchanges that were observed by Adam Smith, 
where the utility of a product was based on how it generated more time rather than more cost for 
consumers. 

Abelson (2018) states that competition holds the key to efficient allocation of resources within 
markets and where the allocation of resources is not fair then Government intervention may be 
appropriate. Abelson describes resource allocation as Pareto Efficient if the gain in welfare for an 
individual does not reduce the welfare of another (p.42). Work-leisure efficiency relies on people’s 
ability to split their time between work and leisure (p.47). In a market or economic sense, the 
enjoyment or utility a consumer can get from a product or service that promotes leisure is directly 
linked to the ability to pay for the product or service.  

A reinterpretation of the Abelson (2018) market-based argument in a Product Stewardship context, 
could suggest that by not including the full life cycle costs in the purchase price of products, there 
may be an artificial distortion of the product’s contribution to consumer welfare. This distortion can 
mislead consumers into a type of conforming behaviour that inadvertently maintains environmental 
harm. Similarly, the concept of competition does not fully describe the current methods of 
differentiation at work in the marketplace, in respect of the quality of goods or any adverse 
environmental impacts the goods may have. Sandel (2012) contends that large sections of the 
market, therefore, do not maximise consumer satisfaction or welfare, instead the market profits 
from the basics needed for everyday survival. Product Stewardship needs to be set in a new 
economic paradigm if it is to move beyond recycling: an economic paradigm that prevents the 
externalisation of financial and physical responsibility.    

Product Stewardship can only be made sustainable if it holds to this reset approach (Stegeman, 
2021). Any accommodation to current market thinking places the co-design groups in a setting of 
symptomatic response (Skene & Murray, 2015). In this setting, pragmatism becomes an attractive 
design delivery mechanism. An informed position may very well be a pragmatic one but often this is 
not the case (Lundestad, 2008). Stewardship provides an opportunity to utilise a trans-disciplinary 
approach to solving real-world problems. By including both scientific and non-scientific actors in a 
co-design working group the opportunity for genuine consideration of cause and effect becomes 
established. Such an approach can be considered a form of Mosaic Governance, where all the 
picture pieces are in front of you, but you need a process to assemble the whole image (Clark & 
Moss, 2005). The mosaic approach benefits from input from those that are most likely to be 
impacted by any form of change (Clark et al., 2005). Professional practice remains a key driver in the 
design process, but it becomes informed by consideration of the people any such design will serve 
(Vezzoli & Manzini, 2008).      
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Themes identified in section 10 - role and behaviour of the market 
 
The current push through effect of displacing responsibilities for waste management, works to 
obscure the importance of social, cultural, and environmental considerations.  
 
The complex environment of transdisciplinary collaboration may be disadvantaged, if not 
undermined, by an absence of adequate funding to support academic research and development. 
 
A recalibration of current systems must include a customer-centric approach that considers Mosaic 
Governance. 
 

10.6.  Being clear about scheme purpose and design 

The frustration being experienced by current co-design groups as they work towards a response to 
the priority products declaration runs the risk of generating a compromised design. A pragmatic 
response to change is hallmarked by what Desautels-Stein (2014) refers to as a mission to convince 
us that everything is just fine (p.1097). Desautels-Stein discusses problems in the context of law and 
the types of pressures on lawyers to respond to neoliberal praxis. The assertion made by Desautels-
Stein is that taking a pragmatic response to problem solving, in practice brushes over actual conflict 
or structural issues. This assertion corresponds with the types of responses being expressed about 
Product Stewardship as a policy intervention. Embedded structural challenges are unlikely to be 
changed even with the introduction of a forward thinking policy approach if the design output 
continues to have the same characteristics of business as usual. Structural change has to be linked to 
the market placement of products if any significant adaptation of current business practice is to be 
achieved. Product Stewardship, at a systemic level, has an opportunity to impact on material flow. 
Based on the incentivisation approach taken in Norway previously discussed, pricing mechanisms 
can be used to influence the market placement of goods and services (Infinitum, n.d.). 

The first influence on market placement would occur before goods enter the supply chain. A product 
placement environmental tax would signal to the whole supply chain the consequence of bringing 
goods to the market. The tax would be ex-ante and therefore signal in advance the monetary 
implication of product placement (Kapp, 2016). The tax is a behaviour change mechanism designed 
to incentivise supply chains to firstly, reduce the volume of waste where possible through redesign, 
and secondly, ensure that any waste introduced into the supply chain is fully recoverable. Ex-ante 
taxes are not designed to be applied as a source of revenue collection. Failure to act in response to 
an ex-ante tax will result in an additional cost burden if the tax rate is significant. The tax can be 
mitigated by developing recovery pathways. Impacts of an additional cost burden, have the potential 
to effect a change in levels of consumption (Smith, 2002). The second influence on market 
placement of goods would occur after goods are consumed and fail to return via a recovery 
pathway. Like the current New Zealand waste disposal levy this ex-post tax would be applied to all 
forms of disposal (MfE, 2021). By framing the consequence of the market placement of goods in this 
manner the value of a stewardship approach is realised.  
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Control has been a key theme throughout the research. Asserting control appears to achieve two 
outcomes: an ability to influence and the gaining of certainty. Influential control can be used in 
support of a current position or to pre-determine an outcome (Yukl et al., 1996). Any ability to 
contribute to discussions can be impacted by a range of factors. Rather than discounting overly 
emotional expression it is important that the co-design working group is facilitated to create an 
environment that allows any contribution, irrespective of mode of delivery, to be acknowledged and 
taken into account (Critchley & Harrison, 2013). Co-design working groups must also agree to codes 
of behaviour that provide ethical protection for all participants (Goodyear-Smith et al., 2015). 

Gaining certainty can be realised when co-design outcomes reach the stage of being clear and 
specific. Such outcomes are, in turn, supported by making explicit the roles and responsibilities of 
the goods and recovery supply chain. Stewardship schemes can often be viewed as running in 
parallel with existing practice. Certainty, through control, therefore, also needs to be provided on 
what will happen to existing services and infrastructure. The managing agency in the New Zealand 
context requires an accountability framework. Accountability applies to both stakeholders and 
shareholders (Solomon, 2021). In a stewardship scheme, stakeholders include the complete goods 
and recovery supply chain participants.   

Shareholders refer to entities that make a financial investment and hold a pecuniary interest in the 
outcome of the stewardship approach. The governance board of a stewardship scheme therefore 
needs to strike a balance between stakeholder and shareholder representation. Figure 17 represents 
an iceberg model used by the researcher to illustrate the often unseen relationship between 
stakeholders and shareholders (Slidehunter, n.d.).  

Figure 17 

Stakeholder experience versus shareholder influence 

 
 

Note. Researcher adapted visualisation.  
 
Figure 17 is intended to illustrate what types of influence remain hidden and what factors are visible 
in current economic activity. Stakeholders tend to be physically part of the goods and recovery 
supply chains. Their experience and satisfaction with the Product Stewardship scheme is linked to 
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how the scheme performs. Shareholders on the other hand can still benefit from the scheme even 
its performance is sub-optimal if that benefit is only measured against profit generation.  

The managing agency must respond to the design outputs and operational requirements of both 
shareholders and stakeholders. It is important to note that the formation of the managing agency in 
other jurisdictions is facilitated by a competitive tendering process. In New Zealand there is an 
opportunity to establish the managing agency following a similar approach being considered as part 
of the Government’s Three Waters Reform (DIA, n.d.). The managing agency therefore forms in 
response to a regulatory framework not just a tender process. Once the managing agency has been 
formed under this regulatory framework it can then begin the process of procuring services. Figure 
18 sets out a possible regulatory system that would influence the formation of the managing agency 
and is drawn from a similar structure currently being considered as part of the New Zealand 
Government Three Waters Reform (MDC, 2021).  

Figure 18 

Regulatory system for a managing agency 

 

 
Note. Researcher adapted visualisation.  
 
Figure 18 sets out the component parts that could be used to inform a legislative framework for the 
formation of any New Zealand Product Stewardship managing agency. This illustration assumes that 
the managing agency is appointed by the Government. The illustration also sets out the varying 
Government agencies that would have an interest in the managing agency in terms of performance 
and compliance.   

 
Themes identified in section 10 - vested interest and perceived opportunity 
 
If the potential of Product Stewardship is to be realised the relationship between reverse logistics 
and waste management needs to be adjusted. 
 
Any potential for incivility or the use of emotive tactics needs to be acknowledged and managed in 
order that common expectations for civil discourse are established. 
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Consideration must be given to the use of existing waste management infrastructure in order that 
anxieties about proposed changes can be harnessed and reimagined during the co-design process. 
 
In establishing the governance and management capacity of a scheme shareholder and stakeholder 
expectations need to be clearly defined in order that the boundaries of their expected function is 
maintained. 
 
The establishment process for the governance board must work towards securing representative but 
non-partisan membership in order that broad community outcomes are achieved. 
 
 

10.7. Product Stewardship – a new form of public policy 

This section of the research findings provides an insight into how participants make sense of the 
apparent absence of progress with the Product Stewardship approach to date and reflect on how 
problem solving can provide a cohesion for progress going forward. The apparent absence of 
progress to date in embedding Product Stewardship, in the minds of some interest groups, relates to 
a reluctance of previous political regimes to access their expertise. Bocking (2004) contends that 
scientists can contribute to a co-design process, not by dictating an outcome, but by sharing an 
understanding of the burden limits that can be placed on the natural world as a result of change. 
Any ability to participate in change relies on participants having agency. The concept of agency 
relates both to representing individual and group perspectives and expressing a sense of purpose by 
introducing alternative ways of thinking (Mezirow, 2009). Agency or voice becomes a key 
determinant in the way that political influence can be challenged (Beyers, et al., 2008). Nevertheless, 
the ways in which political influence is used is inevitably determined by the circumstances that 
people find themselves in.  
 
Powerful external forces are invested in the current market-based system (Taylor, 2005). Changes 
that impact on this system are therefore likely to be met by strong opposition. Such opposition 
favours protecting current investment by retaining existing business practices. Wholesale changes to 
current business practice are unlikely to be accepted. Minor modifications to accommodate 
emerging needs may be tolerated. Nevertheless, by pursuing a seemingly narrower self-interest, 
immediate needs may be addressed but any long-term viability of the whole system, cannot 
necessarily be established (McKearnan & Fairman, 1999).  
 
Techniques employed at times by those powerful external forces work to create an impression that 
other stakeholder needs are being met through the adoption of a preferred approach. Stakeholders 
unwittingly accept minor benefits that improve their current circumstance. Governments also 
become persuaded by perceived benefits in the short term that contribute towards improved social 
outcomes. Perceived benefits to social outcomes may in fact become less optimal when 
Governments accept, without question, changes that have limited long-term sustainable worth. 
Settling for what others determine you need or deserve is not a reflection of democracy, it is a 
symptom of an Oligopoly (Parenti, 2011, pp. 37-47). Nevertheless, it can be observed that 
Governments can be susceptible to bad ideas disguised as good intentions.  
 
According to Leys (2001) Government in a democratic society works to serve the needs of the 
population not the interests of the market. Sandel (2012) contends that a market system is a 
delivery mechanism that can be adjusted by the Government through policy intervention. Such a 
system is therefore used to benefit the populous by striking a balance between the profitability of 
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trading relationships and wider social, cultural, and environmental impacts.  Sandel further contends 
that switching from a market system to a market society commodifies all aspects of everyday living. 
Everything of value to communities in a market-based society therefore becomes expressed as a 
price and any ability to participate in the community becomes related to the availability of income.      
 
The functionality of a public policy approach such as Product Stewardship, needs to be reflected in 
how it serves communities rather than the market: as the market is part of the functionality of a 
stewardship approach, rather than the reason for a stewardship approach (Menon & Menon, 1997). 
Allocation of resources within such a scheme must strike a balance between commercial and social 
interests if those that provide services are to be compensated. Similarly, the public must be provided 
with equity of service provision regardless of location. Product Stewardship needs to be designed 
with a public service motivation that benefits from the market system in which its sits (Francois, 
2000). 
 
The co-design process needs to recognise political influence from the outset. Being convinced to 
construct a design that favours some, but not all parts of the goods supply and recovery system, will 
inadvertently retain a market society paradigm (Krikke, 1998). A co-design group can be considered 
as a learning organisation (Maani & Cavana, 2007). Olssen (2000) contends that knowledge used in 
support of a preferred outcome is a hallmark of neoliberal influence on learning organisations. 
Similarly, Lave (2012) says “knowledge claims produced under neoliberalised conditions are 
circulated and applied to advance commercial interests, heighten the impacts of social inequality, 
and enable the neoliberalisation of as yet (under) capitalised realms” (p.32). Knowledge that is 
gathered through a collaborative, transdisciplinary approach on the other hand can serve the public 
good (Salama & Alshuwaikhat, 2006).     
    
Themes identified in section 10 - change  
 
The purpose of scheme design and the ways in which design outputs are intended to work must 
navigate aspects of agency and influence in order that a broad-based change of practice is enabled. 
 
Requirements for service delivery must work to achieve a localised response to enable similar 
opportunities for participation in order that an equitable system is established for all New 
Zealanders. 
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11. Participant final thoughts 

11.1. Introduction 

Section 11 focuses on aspirations and reservations. Literature relevant to this section points to the 
types of conditions in which the political climate makes it (im)possible for change to happen, with 
reference to socio-economic conditions across the globe. Participant observation documents the 
patterns of change avoidance by Governance structures over time, as experience was shared of an 
actively suppressed, but clearly expressed will and momentum for change. 

11.2. Interview data 

In sharing their final thoughts participants voiced a willingness to be involved in the Product 
Stewardship space. Participants conveyed a sense of urgency for change. Participants registered a 
need for consensus building while, as they said, the window of opportunity was open.    

11.2.1.Concluding thoughts 

Expressing a willingness to be involved in the co-design of Product Stewardship schemes there was 
an acknowledged frustration about having to wait for substantive progress. Conveying a sense of 
urgency for change whilst the current political landscape was favourable, the concept of 
responsibility was at the forefront of participant’s thoughts. Formalising and agreeing the way 
forward within a co-design process would have to mean that the individual, industry, and 
Government would have distinct areas of responsibility they would have to respond to. Recognising 
the potentially conflicting responses to any Government intervention, participants signalled that a 
non-partisan, non-political, non-ideological way forward should reduce any potential for bias or 
inappropriate influence. Terminology that refers to making interventions and having intuition is 
discussed below.  
 
Silver bullet was mentioned in the context of how solutions can be developed and at what level as “I 
think it needs to be attacked, product stewardship needs to be attacked from all angles, the bigger 
picture and not be left to individual regions to try and come up with the silver bullet”. Participants 
used the term in a derogatory context and generally did not believe that such solutions existed or 
could be developed because “there is a feeling that individuals think that it’s somebody else’s 
problem”.  

Gut feeling inferred that participants were looking for substantive progress that supported what 
they instinctively felt was the right response because “you have to be able to support that gut 
feeling with some substance, you know that can be the direction that this starts to shape”.  
However, there was some doubt expressed that Product Stewardship will actually be delivered 
based on the premise that “New Zealand has followed a very haphazard journey, as opposed to a 
designed journey into circularity”. 

Participants had similar views on the need for responsibility to be assigned as it would produce a 
source of momentum for the co-design process. However, participants felt that responsibility holds 
within it an element of influence and control and consequently the allocation of responsibility must 
be treated with a certain amount of caution. Consensus building during the co-design process was 
acknowledged by participants as an ideal outcome but there was significant scepticism about how 
this could be facilitated. Recognising that the whole system now included the supply chain rather 
than just the waste industry, if a whole systems re-calibration was to be achieved this anticipated 
outcome would require further development.  
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11.3. Document analysis findings 

Literature in this final section speaks of transnational practices that saw waste trafficked to 
jurisdictions that would pay the highest price for a perceived commodity. Significant changes to 
socio-economic and political environments, means that advantages once gained through 
globalisation have to be rescinded and are now considered to be unacceptable because of the types 
of environmental damage associated with waste transfer. Product Stewardship, initially conceived as 
being a system disruptor, manifests as an ideal policy solution to counteract the negative 
environmental impacts attributable to global commerce.  

11.3.1.Final thoughts 

Very few nations have managed to sustain the internalisation of waste and recycling to the extent 
that they avoid exports (Matheson, 2019). Trans-national transfer of waste and recycling has 
become an integral part of most Western economies (Rice, 2009). The waste management practices 
in OECD countries have therefore been built on the premise of economic transfer between nations, 
which has resulted in the entrenchment of inequality (Alderson & Nielsen, 2002). In a similar way 
that manufacturing in a post-deindustrialised context saw a shift, the processing of OECD waste into 
new products has also been relocated (Hansen & Karnuk, 2007). With the transfer of manufacturing 
and waste processing activities, emissions responsibility has also been reassigned to another part of 
the globalised supply chain. OECD countries can then claim to have reduced their emissions profile, 
without acknowledging that this is related to the deindustrialisation of their manufacturing base, 
rather than being coincidental to improved environmental practice. Emission reporting therefore 
becomes a political construct that relies on acceptance of a narrative that disregards the whole 
supply chain impact and undermines the sovereignty of individual nations (Protevi, 2009).         

The co-design process for Product Stewardship sits in a paradigm where manufacturing and resource 
recovery are disconnected by geography (McKenzie, 2018). The phenomenon of co-design is 
therefore not the outcome of the design process, but rather the socio-economic-political influences 
that currently dominate market thinking (Fuad-Luke, 2009). The co-design process becomes a 
response to the need for change and is influenced by those that have and wish to retain power. 
Consequently, those that have limited input or recourse to Product Stewardship design in its current 
format, have to work harder to insert themselves within the design process. Mobilisation of the 
public in the guise of gaining broad based support, can be deployed if any interest groups fail to be 
represented at the design table.  

Before discussing the co-design process and how it is being approached in other jurisdictions, it is 
worth returning to how waste is perceived to inform societal prosperity. The desire by any nation, 
state, or community to maintain a decent standard of living is reflected in how they deal with their 
waste. The construct that another nation, state, or community can reap economic benefit from 
waste underpins current global economic thinking. Waste becomes a conduit for so called 
developing nations to put their populations to work (Marshall & Farahbakhsh, 2013).  

Historically waste has always been located at the edge of communities (Davies, 2016). As 
populations grew the waste was transferred further afield to less affluent communities who had 
little to no political influence to say whether or not they wanted waste within their environment. 
Democratic processes have therefore not protected the public from the adverse impacts of waste 
(Kallis, 2011). Instead, market forces have, since the 1970s, converted waste into a profitable 
industry through commodification. Such an approach keeps some communities safe and healthy at 
the expense of others.  
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Waste, in the form of recycling, becomes even more favourable as an export because of the impact 
of reduced labour costs to recycling processing. Affluent nations become reliant on lowered waged 
economies for recycling processing which supports consumerism within their jurisdiction (Hansen & 
Karnuk, 2007). The construct of recycling created, promoted, and disseminated by business, 
becomes a transfer mechanism, not of wealth and opportunity, but of poverty and environmental 
degradation (Marello & Helwege, 2017). If societies are to be judged on how they treat their most 
vulnerable citizens, in a global economy, where Governments rely on markets to solve public policy 
issues, the most vulnerable in our societies are being offered waste as a source of economic 
prosperity (Scholte, 2002).       

Returning to the co-design approach and the opportunities being presented in New Zealand, it 
becomes apparent that change is underpinned by the language of the political system (Walgrave et 
al., 2006). Waste is an established field with significant sunk investment and market activity that has 
limited competition, which in some instances results in a complete monopoly over material flows 
(Foster & McChesney, 2021). Whilst initial discussions talked about stewardship as a reassignment of 
responsibility within the economy, any political will to progress this concept is being eroded by the 
current waste focused trajectory of the co-design process. In other jurisdictions, there is a 
recognition that anchoring the discussion in a waste paradigm may not contribute to a system 
rethink (Robertson & Choi, 2010). Instead, stewardship approaches are being positioned in a climate 
change paradigm (Ackerman, 2000). Shifting policy focus from a waste to climate change paradigm 
appears to allow conversations to progress without the same level of influence from existing interest 
groups. Whilst New Zealand has focused its legislative framework on waste, the stewardship policy 
approach is contingent on climate change impacts. Problem solving and system design through a 
climate impact assessment may generate quite different results from those based simply on 
recoverability.    

11.4. Participant observation findings 

The formation of working groups to address embedded or emergent issues is commonplace in the 
New Zealand Government. The makeup of the groups may vary dependent on the Government of 
the day. Expertise is drawn from business, academia, communities of practice, and the public. The 
effectiveness of these groups to change Government policy is varied and dependent on the political 
leadership in place. In the previous National Government, the common practice was to draw 
together a group of experts that could provide input to a report that had been commissioned by the 
Ministry for the Environment. Such an approach reveals that whilst Ministry staff perhaps had 
connections to and an awareness of what was going on in the field, they required this to be 
validated by an external party due to a lack of internal resourcing. The reliance on external parties 
becomes normalised and Government policy is subsequently influenced by a narrow consultation 
input. When the Government changed in 2017 this coincided with changes in policy from the 
Chinese Government related to the importation of recycling. The New Zealand Government 
response was to revisit the current policy approaches to waste including the role of Product 
Stewardship.  
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Product Stewardship in New Zealand has been suppressed for nearly twenty years. Whilst some 
schemes have been introduced on an industry-led, voluntary basis their impact on overall waste 
production has been negligible. The New Zealand Government response to National Sword, the 
Chinese policy intervention starting in 2017, was spearheaded by the Ministry for the Environment. 
A National Resource Recovery group (NRR) was formed comprising two factions: municipalities and 
industry. A report was commissioned to establish a situational analysis of the health of the resource 
recovery sector (Eunomia, 2019). The report authors consulted with the NRR and wider stakeholders 
as part of their discovery process. Report findings were subsequently shared with the NRR. Three 
years on from issuing the report some observations are provided on how we are tracking against the 
key conclusions drawn. The conclusions are restated in bold. 

• The impact is currently manageable, although adjustments are being made and further 
adjustments to contract arrangements will be required. 

Parts of the resource recovery sector have adjusted their sorting systems to try and improve 
the quality of the material recovered. Collection methods have focused on separation at 
source. It is now accepted by the sector that glass should be collected separately. End- 
markets for recycling materials collected remain unstable. Some municipalities have reduced 
the range of materials that will be collected via the kerbside system. Some onshore recycling 
processing capacity has been progressed. In some instances, this has been supported by 
public investment. The flow of plastics offshore has been moderated with the introduction 
of new legislation aligned to the Basel Convention that puts plastics in the same category as 
hazardous waste.   

• Income has been lost from the low commodity prices but in the context of total waste 
management costs the level of impact on service cost is not overly significant. 

The aggregated approach taken in the comment above understates the resource recovery 
position. It is analogous to commentary that links billions of dollars of debt to only a certain 
percentage of the overall Gross Domestic Product. The resource recovery industry in New 
Zealand is fundamentally broken. It is a market trading system that in the event of 
commodity price collapse is only sustained by public funding intervention and diversion of 
non-profitable materials to landfill. Whilst some materials have retained their profitability, 
they are still subject to the vagaries of commodity pricing rather than being valued as a 
resource by manufacturers.    

• It is clear that China intends to stick to its program that it has announced and that as a 
consequence market for mixed grades of materials are only likely to become more 
constrained. 

The above comment did not recognise that the Chinese policy change was a generation in 
the making not a reactive measure in the short-term. The focus on the Chinese policy 
changes overly dwelled on the fate of plastics rather than recognising that the recycling 
system as such was broken. Mixed grades of plastics now have no end-markets and have 
subsequently been banned as a form of export bale.   

• Investing in local processing or pre-processing is seen as a potentially viable option by the 
industry to secure more stable markets. 
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Again, this is an aggregated comment from people who were facing financial challenges 
from their current recycling end-markets at that time. The immediate response from the 
resource recovery sector in the face of diminishing financial returns was to turn to Councils 
and the Government for financial support including short-term improvements to systems 
that the private sector had created. The internal resilience was exposed as being non-
existent in an outsourcing world where profit is to be retained, but risk is to be shared.   

• The main impact from National Sword in terms of income is the impact on fiber prices (due 
to the proportion of the recycling stream this comprises). 

What the report revealed was a public emphasis on plastics but a resource recovery sector 
realisation that cardboard and paper (fibre) was a larger emerging issue. The report places 
an emphasis on National Sword as the trigger for change rather than the revelations of the 
underlying systemic problems with globalized recycling. National Sword revealed how the 
large scale custom and practice of trafficking waste from the rest of the world to Asia has 
developed embedded assumptions related to quality and commodity pricing. Rather than 
physically visiting the Asian processing plants to witness any environmental impact, recyclers 
were reliant on the commodity price as the market mechanism that would signal any quality 
issues. The use of informal labour and under-developed waste management containment 
systems in these receiving nations resulted in an inability to process the imported materials 
effectively. Local communities, therefore, bore the brunt of this social and environmental 
degradation.   

• Although plastics have made the headlines fiber is a more serious issue for the industry 
because: 

o Fiber is more difficult to store well as it requires indoor storage 

o It makes up a significant proportion of the recycling stream (35 to 40%) 

o As a result of its high proportion in kerbside recycling it is one of the key materials 
in terms of recycling income 

o Landfilling fibre would have a significant emissions impact at a local and national 
level; and  

o Increasing capacity to recycle fibre locally or internationally requires significant 
capital investment and a lengthy lead-in time.   

The storage of fibre has now become a significant issue as supply chains have been 
disrupted resulting in stockpiling. Previous practices of storing enough baled fibre materials 
to fill a standard 40-foot export shipping container has been impacted by deteriorating 
commodity prices. The resultant material flow of fibre has reduced significantly.   

• It is still possible to find good markets for clean single grade materials and this is likely to 
continue.  

In this analogy good markets are still related to those paying a higher commodity price 
rather than those that are onshore. The clean grade analogy has also translated into the 
reduction of the range of materials collected related to their financial value.  
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• Stakeholders consider that there is a need to improve our understanding of the industry in 
New Zealand including better data, and how to deliver a more consistent approach to 
contracts, communications, collection systems and accepted materials.  

Attributing the realisation for the need for good data to stakeholders highlights the lack of a 
systemic approach to resource recovery. Instead, we have individual entities attempting to 
resolve problems on an individual basis, sometimes with a detrimental impact on other parts 
of the system. The individual approach has not been resolved.   

• Stakeholders indicated that the following actions should be prioritised:  

o Reviewing the landfill levy; 

o Improving Product Stewardship – through nominating priority products, product 
stewardship schemes, extended producer responsibility, and container deposit 
schemes;   

o National communications about contamination of kerbside recycling collections 
with incorrect items; and  

o Working to increase markets for recycled-content products, and particularly local 
options.    

All the above has subsequently been progressed or set in motion by the Government. 
However, the development of end-markets continues to be problematic. The influence of 
market economics still acts as the determining factor on where the resource recovery sector 
send materials. The resource recovery sector is therefore still reacting ex-post to waste 
generated from economic activity. The only recourse available to the sector to reduce non-
profitable material recovery has been disposal.     

11.5. Systems recalibration for meaningful change 

This section of the research findings concludes the discussion on the data generated from interviews 
and supported or triangulated through document analysis and participant observation. What 
becomes apparent with the closing remarks from participants is the ambiguity they face in their 
assessment of whether or not a Product Stewardship approach will work. The research indicates that 
stakeholder alignment within a co-design environment is dependent on the ability of the group to 
reach some common ground. Acknowledgement of interest group concerns while important as a 
contribution to the overall design should not be a determining factor for the design process or 
outcomes. Participants talk of an experience that is somewhat different as some interest groups 
carry more political influence than others.  

Product Stewardship is about change and the political assessment of risk. Product Stewardship is 
viewed as a disruptor because it highlights the current inefficient allocation of resources within the 
global economy (Haas et al., 2015). Product Stewardship therefore creates expectations, opposition, 
and perhaps some aspirations. Some interest groups see an opportunity to establish a fully funded 
recovery system, whilst others see an opportunity to exert an influence over the control of costs. 
Considerations of the strategic implications that such a system change could offer are emerging but 
not yet embedded.  
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Opposition to Product Stewardship is underpinned by holding to current market principles and 
downplaying or limiting how the potential of a stewardship intervention can be expressed. By 
reducing the stewardship approach to a circular, recovery system, opponents can place their 
assessment of change against current practice. By questioning the need for Product Stewardship in 
the first place, opponents can use misdirection to delay change. The use of misdirection can incur 
loss of momentum and a growing frustration from proponents who wish to carry forward a 
stewardship approach.  

Like so much social policy in OECD countries, including New Zealand, the state has been unable to 
provide solutions that can lead to societal improvement and enhanced opportunity (Bovaird, 2012). 
Instead, the state is asked to continually intervene to limit the adverse impact from current 
economic activity. Now that we have an opportunity to take a more holistic stewardship approach to 
waste generated from economic activity it would be ironic if the historical political influence that 
underpins the status quo could dilute what Product Stewardship could be.    

 
Themes identified in section 11 - participant final thoughts 
 
A successful outcome to Product Stewardship as a policy intervention relies on both economic and 
strategic implications being realigned to direct resources to support effective and sustainable change 
management.  
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12. Discussions, recommendations and conclusions 

The purpose of this section is to discuss the themes identified during the research. After each 
discussion a recommendation is presented that addresses each specific issue. Following recognised 
research protocols data was able to be extracted from the practice of others (Leeman & 
Sandelowski, 2012). The data and the subsequent analysis led to evidence being generated about 
the phenomenon of Product Stewardship and the co-design working environments. This evidence 
can be used for the benefit of the community of practice in order that the process of change is 
grounded in understanding the circumstances, rather than reacting to the circumstances that the 
sector now faces. A deeper appreciation of how mandatory Product Stewardship can be useful in 
mitigating waste generation and environmental harm can enable the capacity of this type of policy 
intervention to be fully realised.   

Of significance to the Product Stewardship co-design environment these findings highlight the 
contrast between participant aspirations and the experience of taking part in the design process. It 
becomes evident that the potential of Product Stewardship to offer a whole-of-life response to 
product management is being diluted by a focus on recoverability only. Any rush to action could be 
compromising the intent of Product Stewardship as those in favour of implementing a pragmatic 
response inadvertently introduce short term solutions to the detriment of making structural or 
systemic change.  

For those that are part of the co-design environment and are able to identify the challenges inherent 
to implementing change, there may be limited opportunity to express, share, and discuss this type of 
understanding. Unless the value of academic and experiential insight is recognised and used in a co-
design environment there is a strong likelihood that any design outcome will be the lesser for not 
taking these considerations into account. By adopting a transdisciplinary approach that marries 
academic theory to practical outcomes, the co-design process would be enhanced. Furthermore, 
unlike other jurisdictions where Product Stewardship has already been implemented, New Zealand is 
in the infancy of scheme design discussions. It should therefore be possible to use the learnings from 
other regions and this research to inform a different sort of practice that aspires to meet the 
fundamental promise of Product Stewardship proper, namely, to offer a whole-of-life response to 
product management.    

This enquiry began by expressing a curiosity about the relationship between Product Stewardship 
and waste reduction. Extensive work has been undertaken during the research process to meet the 
conventions expected of higher level study. While an output, in the form of research findings and 
recommendations conclude this process, what this course of study has revealed is the close 
relationship between thought leadership and decision-making, and the aspirations of the researcher 
to embody the qualities of a thought leader. Thought leadership in practice for the researcher is 
having an ability to contribute to discussions, put ideas forward, and express considered thinking in a 
collegial environment. Equally important is having an ability to listen and debate on points of 
contention where they arise. Thought leadership contributes to the establishment of an informed 
position by drawing on a range of resources in support of making robust and well considered 
arguments. The effect of this course of study has been significant for self-development, improving 
and broadening opportunities for networking, and contributing to a national dialogue on waste 
management and Product Stewardship.           
 
The research has delivered an insight into how the community of practice are responding to 
mandatory Product Stewardship. The use of interviews to generate data based on what people said 
grounded the research in the voice of the community of practice. Analysis of the interview data 
immersed the researcher in the subject matter and allowed them to place their own bias, beliefs, 
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and assumptions to one side. Themes drawn from the interview data allowed for a targeted 
additional literature search for the purpose of document analysis. The literature search revealed the 
compromises that overseas policy makers and practitioners have made over time as their 
stewardship response has become embedded. The accompanying narrative used in support of 
overseas approaches has also been adapted over time making it difficult to recognise if any initial 
policy intent has been realised. Waste volumes continue to grow, and environmental harm 
continues to occur. The use of participant observation added further voice to the data by sharing the 
experiential aspect of group discourse and problem solving within the community of practice. What 
the research signals is that the theoretical, aspirational intent of a policy is often lost in its 
implementation and any account of that loss is extinguished in future constructs over time.  

12.1. Discussions and recommendations  

12.1.1.Setting the scene  

Section 5 provided data on the current national and international approach to Product Stewardship. 
Themes identified during the data analysis from this section are restated below and highlight the 
variability in waste management policy design and implementation across the globe. Theme 
implications and meaning are further discussed and concluded with a series of recommendations. 

 
To avoid a pass-through effect a redefinition of the term waste is required in order that any 
opportunity for cost and environmental harm reallocation is minimised. 
 
To challenge any tendency to reclassify waste in order that waste minimisation is projected to be 
achieved, specific explanations must accompany any activities described as waste reduction. 
 
It is necessary to illuminate an often-accepted standard that shifts responsibilities for managing 
waste to others in order that the consequence of product placement is made visible. 
 
Non-standardised local responses to operational waste management matters have inadvertently 
obscured broader structural issues within the waste system. 
 
Costs related to waste management are currently hidden from the consumer which over time 
embeds inconsistencies in understanding the rationale for and consequences of using disposal or 
diversion practices. 
 
 
The prospect of mandatory Product Stewardship in New Zealand has reintroduced a discussion on 
who should be responsible for waste. The ways in which waste is described, currently supports the 
desired outcomes of externalisation practices. Positioning waste as a post-consumer or a pre-market 
or a somewhere in between construct, transfers responsibility to individual parts of the supply chain 
rather than sharing responsibility across the whole system. Similarly, reclassifying waste in response 
to successive Government policy interventions, works to avoid the intended outcome of that policy 
intervention. The unintended, yet inevitable consequence of such action disrupts any possibility of 
actual change becoming embedded in economic activity.  
 
Skene and Murray (2015) suggest that when defining waste, we should consider and include energy, 
water, material, and information. By following this approach, thinking can be moved away from a 
classification that treats waste as an inevitable by-product of economic activity, to becoming an 
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analysis of the functionality of the market system. This change in outlook may be challenged by 
those that have become reliant on the transfer of responsibility for waste to someone else.  
 
A stewardship approach to managing material flows in the economy looks to provide improved 
environmental and societal outcomes supported by a fully funded and sustainable system. Figure 19, 
adapted from Skene and Murray (2015), highlights the sustainability relationship between the 
environment, society, economy, and Product Stewardship. Product Stewardship presents an 
opportunity to reset these current relationships in order that responsibility is more evenly shared 
and overall harm is reduced. 
 
Figure 19 
 
Product Stewardship, economy, society, and environment 
 

 
 
Note. Researcher created visualisation.   
 
The visualisation in figure 19 is intended to represent the interconnectivity between three elements. 
Product Stewardship is shown at the centre of these elements. Each element therefore affects the 
others and in turn Product Stewardship.   
 
When considering the definition of waste, it must be recognised that economic activity is a trade off 
against environmental harm. The tolerance of the level of trade off should be determined by wider 
societal interest. At present equilibrium or balance is tipped in favour of current economic activity 
over societal and environmental harm. Figure 20 illustrates how sustainable economic activity would 
reduce overall harm.  
 
Figure 20 
 
Sustainability versus harm relationship 
 

 
 
Note. Researcher created visualisation. 
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Figure 20 illustrates the balance between growth and harm. Increased growth that emanates from 
sustainable economic activity is shown to reduce societal and environmental harm. The illustration is 
key to recognising the limits to which our ecosystem can tolerate pressures placed on it by economic 
activity. The illustration therefore represents the concept of a trade-off.    
       
Recommendation 1 – Redefine waste as a by-product from any economic activity. Responsibility for 
waste in the redefined context becomes a shared concept within economic relationships.    
 
How reduction is defined within a Product Stewardship scheme will have an influence on design 
outcomes. Reduction is often characterised in two ways. Firstly, as an explanatory term attributed to 
different uses of the same material flow by repositioning end of life outcomes away from disposal. 
Secondly, as an intervention that physically reduces the amount of material flow by producing an 
environmental redesign of existing systems which favours a material and energy rethink (Skene & 
Murray, 2015, p.300).  
 
To date, physical material flow reduction through an industrial design response, has become 
confined by the limitations of resources used during production. Product Stewardship designs must, 
therefore, be cognisant of the limitations of any ability to achieve physical reduction, whilst also 
having an awareness of the unintended consequences associated with reduction through 
reclassification.  Agreeing a definition of reduction from the outset of the design process, provides a 
level of transparency to scheme participants and wider society.  
   
Recommendation 2 – Categorise waste reduction as follows: 
Primary - reduction in consumption of natural resources during manufacturing.  
Secondary - reduction of waste during the manufacturing process. 
Tertiary - reduction of waste through improved recoverability.     
 
Protecting the consumer from the impacts of a product in terms of any toxicity, safety concerns, or 
functionality are often subject to a range of internationally recognised standards (Dalhammar, 
2016). Whilst most standards set are voluntary, they are supported by accreditation bodies. The 
New Zealand consumer is also afforded protection through legislation such as the Consumer 
Guarantee Act and the Fair-Trading Act. Law therefore underpins the experience that the customer 
should expect when interacting with the market.  
 
No such standards exist for the life cycle assessment of products. Durability requirements are 
directed at the functionality of the product over time rather than any end-of-life treatment. Law that 
guides current practice in the waste management sector, may not be the appropriate legislative 
instrument going forward to drive systemic change (Maitre-Ekern, 2021). In support of having a 
legislative approach that focuses solely on product placement, Maitre-Ekern (2021), offers up a new 
term: Pre-Market Producer Responsibility (PPR). This legal framework would support durable, 
repairable, and reusable products.  
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Product Stewardship should be considered the optimum form of response that draws on both the 
experience and known limitations of the market-based approaches taken by the Europeans and 
others through extended producer responsibility (EPR). Whilst Tasaki et al. (2015) uncovered the 
differing perceptions between EPR and Product Stewardship through their international survey, 
these findings have now been superseded by the emphasis on a circular economy. The promotion of 
the circular economy constructs a narrative that lends itself to the needs of business over society. In 
the contemporary circular economy paradigm, projected by the sustainable business sector, 
reduction and social impact, whilst frequently cited, are overwritten by an emphasis placed on 
recoverability and the creation of a new green economy to perpetuate economic growth. Product 
Stewardship therefore can be differentiated from the management driven circular economy 
approach, and instead, become the impetus to focus on a framework that supports reduction 
through redesign and recoverability through shared responsibility.   
 
Recommendation 3 – Manufacturers and associated supply chains must recognise the full life cycle 
impact of the products they place on the market. All product placements should be subject to a 
redefined material flow pathway in law, either by prevention or taxation, that accounts for the 
transition through the economy, including the end fate of materials to avoid any externalisation of 
physical or financial responsibility.     
  
New Zealand currently operates a decentralised waste management system. Each Council region has 
a statutory obligation to set out a plan that promotes effective and efficient waste management 
within their district (New Zealand Government, 2020). There is a national waste strategy but beyond 
setting broad objectives, the strategy has no requirement to standardise waste management 
practice across the country (MfE, 2010). In the absence of Central Government intervention, regions 
decide their own needs. In some regions the needs of the community are identified through 
consultation, whilst in others they are determined and implemented by practitioners.  
 
Knowledge gleaned from working in the New Zealand waste sector highlights the reliance on 
voluntarism and localism. Voluntarism manifests as communities organising their own waste 
management practices in the absence of any support from local or central Government. Localism 
occurs where waste is exchanged within the local economy rather than being exported to other 
parts of the country or overseas. A common challenge for services underpinned by voluntarism and 
localism is underfunding of both capital and operational investment requirements. Infrastructure 
investment, therefore, becomes reliant on grants and donations from various Government agencies 
and business entities. Despite these limitations, not-for-profit groups work to project an image of 
high waste diversion from landfill and a community relationship that is different from commercial 
operators. The construct projected from the not-for-profit sector serves to differentiate them from 
others whilst masking the actual conditions they are being asked to operate in.   
 
Similarly, the placement of recovered materials into commodity markets is decentralised, exposing 
smaller producers to the impact of market pricing. In some instances, the recovery material flow is 
disrupted on the premise of higher transportation costs from more remote areas. This exclusion 
from a recovery pathway on the grounds of cost results in enhanced voluntarism and localism 
responses. Such responses are accompanied by a construct that justifies the local action whilst 
masking the overall systemic failure to provide an equitable recovery pathway across the country. 
Product Stewardship can be used to smooth out these pricing variations and restore end-market 
availability across the system.   
 
Recommendation 4 – Product Stewardship schemes will be used to supply and fund consistent 
service and infrastructure provision across the country, supported by appropriate end-markets for 
the placement of materials.  
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Current market mechanisms do not include end-of-life treatment costs in the pricing of products. 
Instead, over time it has been accepted that wider society will take physical and financial 
responsibility for products. The current linear approach to economic activity serves to obscure any 
intrinsic value that products may retain at the end of their perceived usefulness. Convenience 
embedded into disposal practices reinforces linearity. In the absence of any organised supply chain 
recovery for products, municipalities have been positioned to regard waste recovery as an essential 
service. To ensure this positioning is sustained the construct of recycling has been embedded into 
local authority thinking. Instead of providing waste services on the premise of the protection of 
public health, municipalities now find themselves underwriting the collection and processing of 
waste generated from economic activity.  
 
Municipalities have been co-opted into accepting recycling as a more favourable option than landfill 
disposal by legislative instruments such as the Waste Minimisation Act 2008. To support the 
emphasis on recycling, municipalities have opted for general and targeted rate funding rather than a 
user pays approach, which serves to create the impression that recycling is free. Citizens are 
therefore encouraged to accept recycling as a social norm and disposal as environmentally 
damaging. Normalising recycling serves to sustain continuing material flows through the economy 
and removes the need for Government or business intervention. The effect of promoting a recycling 
paradigm disconnects the public from any concept of reduction or sustainable disposal. Despite 
recent changes in recycling practice and adverse media coverage the public are still persuaded by 
waste management systems to believe that recycling serves the public good.  
 
Product Stewardship presents an opportunity to inform the public that waste generated by 
economic activity need not necessarily become the physical and financial responsibility of the 
individual. Instead, a Product Stewardship approach would set out a system that standardises waste 
management practice across the country and would assign any system cost back to the product at 
the time of purchase. Rather than defaulting to recycling the Product Stewardship scheme will 
consider the overall life cycle assessment of materials. Life cycle assessment has a particular focus 
on the energy and carbon footprint of a material as it passes through the economy. Over time 
currently beneficial materials that may be perceived to be inconsistent with a Product Stewardship 
management pathway, may be able to be redesigned to deliver a reduction in energy consumption 
and carbon footprint.  
 
Recommendation 5 – Take the end fate of materials into consideration during the manufacturing 
process and include the cost of end-of-life treatment in the sale price. Do not exclude materials on 
the premise that they currently cannot be recycled.     

12.1.2.Community of practice context 

Section 8 provided data on the context in which the community of practice is situated, as mandatory 
Product Stewardship is introduced. Themes identified during the data analysis are restated below 
and highlight the concerns and reservations held within the community of practice. These concerns 
relate to how the scheme co-design process can be structured.  

 
Despite having an awareness of the shift towards a Product Stewardship approach, supply chain 
members have not been sufficiently prepared to participate in a co-design environment. 
 
Facilitation services must work to set standards of interaction that enable the membership of a co-
design working group to navigate different points of view in the pursuit of design outcomes.  
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Areas of common ground must be found in topic specific discussions to enable productive decision-
making. 
 
Topic specific discussions must be underpinned by relevant and up to date research on all matters 
related to scope design 
 
 
Having set out a pathway towards mandatory Product Stewardship the Government has now 
positioned supply chains in a co-design space. In a competitive economy where companies seek to 
establish and defend market share the value of collaboration can take some time to be realised. It is 
therefore incumbent on those facilitating the co-design process to consider the value and 
contribution that stakeholders can bring to that process. Product Stewardship co-design working 
group membership can be anticipated to be drawn from the same groups that have been included in 
this research, namely:  

1. Representative – membership organisations 
2. Regulatory – legislative bodies both central and regional 
3. Public – non-commercial entities 
4. Private – commercial entities  

In planning how the design group will form, meet, discuss, and agree on design outcomes it is 
important to recognise and acknowledge aspects of contention that may arise and how these may 
be subsequently managed. Finding common ground should be based on agreement of how the 
subject matter may be worked through in the context of the design, whilst acknowledging the 
concerns of contributing parties. Collaboration and consensus are not predicated on unanimity but 
rather on the opportunity to voice concerns, share interpretations of information presented, and 
engage in discussion that seeks to advance understanding through clarification.        
 
Preparatory work should be considered as an initial template that sets out the goals and objectives 
of the co-design approach. By utilising the priority product guidelines, facilitators can begin to create 
the skeleton of what the workload of the group may look like, noting that each scheme may have 
additional bespoke requirements. Facilitators are therefore not pre-determining outcomes but 
rather ensuring that design outputs will meet with the expectations of the Government guidance. 
 
The physicality of meetings is also a key consideration. Post COVID-19 there is a higher emphasis and 
reliance placed on video conferencing rather than face-to-face meetings. Video conferencing has 
become normalised, but it is not the same as meeting in person. The nuances of people’s 
demeanour is lost in the digital experience as is the ability for facilitators to walk the room and pick 
up on conversations. Information sharing and feedback loop processes also need to be defined. 
 
Time requirements for pre-reading and meeting participation become an important calculus in 
setting and managing expectations. An early realisation that a participant cannot meet the demands 
of the co-design timelines will serve the longer-term interests of the group and the design process. 
Cost associated with participation in a design group should also be considered. Cost should not be an 
excluding factor, consequently aspects such as travel costs should be factored into the design 
process budget. In addition, some participants may not have employer support when participating in 
design groups and therefore may only be able to participate if their costs are covered. Where 
appropriate the use of meeting fees should be considered as an investment that leads to a better 
design rather than a cost that leads to exclusion. Having mapped out the who, what, why, when and 
where aspects of the design group establishment, facilitators can then focus on how the group is 
going to achieve its outcomes.      
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Recommendation 6 – Preparatory work to establish a co-design working group should ensure that 
potential members have: Time to participate; an ability to share knowledge; a co-operative 
disposition; and an ability to constructively collaborate. 
 
Conflict management in a co-design environment has to deal with stakeholder and shareholder 
reactions to change. The facilitation of the group therefore has to work through any issues within a 
framework of collaboration that focuses on progression of the design. Whilst not necessarily subject 
matter experts, the skillset of a facilitator should enable group members to participate in discussions 
and develop an appreciation of other points of view, even if they do not agree with them. 
Underpinned by professionalism and common civility, facilitation becomes the reference point that 
establishes expectations within the group.  
 
Recommendation 7 – Provide group facilitation via a neutral party and use a terms of reference 
document to set out the premise under which the co-design group will operate.  
 
Some interest groups within a co-design environment may seek to promote an outcome which 
focuses on a symptomatic solution (Mella, 2007). When groups are drawn into discussions about 
symptoms, positions can become entrenched and polarising. In such a stalemate, the ability to focus 
the group on a more definitive solution may be lost. Discussions about operational matters can 
become so entrenched that the concept of any proposed change is difficult to establish. For 
example, stakeholders can get bogged down by debating the merits of individual processing 
locations rather than strategising on the best use of existing processing infrastructure. In these 
circumstances, subject specific topics may only be relevant to a limited number of stakeholders 
which means that time can be lost to protracted discussions on matters that cannot immediately be 
resolved to the level of detail required by the people involved in that discussion. Nevertheless, 
having established any points of contention, the facilitator’s role is to support the group to find 
some common ground and move forward whilst taking note of concerns where they arise.  
  
Recommendation 8 – Facilitate co-design working groups to focus on higher level thinking in order 
that substantive solutions for scheme outcomes are enabled.  
 
In applied research participants become used to receiving information in support of the positions 
that they already hold (Lave, 2012). Such positions may be focused on the immediacy of the 
perceived or actual impact on their sector or organisation. The applied approach conveys the 
proposition that research provides solutions to problems, rather than contributes to a level of 
understanding within a given discourse. In the absence of contribution from research, perceptions, 
opinions and anectdotal commentary begin to take hold. A transdisciplinary research (TDR) 
approach can overcome this anomily by facilitating access to scientifc and non-scientific 
contributions. TDR research, therefore, is a conduit to informing people about a subject matter not 
setting out what is right or wrong.  
  
Recommendation 9 – Support the Product Stewardship co-design process using a transdisciplinary 
approach that sets out the rationale for any research, who is involved, and what contribution they 
are anticipated to make.  
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12.1.3. Materials within a system 

12.1.3.1.  Production 

Section 9 covered data related to production, reduction and the circular economy. The following 
themes identified during the data analysis and restated below, speak to the context and process that 
will be required to effect meaningful change within any co-design group. Theme implication and 
meaning are further discussed and concluded with a series of recommendations. The discussion 
begins with themes related to production. 

 
The concept of responsibility must include and extend beyond the supply chain mechanism. 
 
Clear reference points should work to underpin the trajectory of meaningful scheme design. 
 
Transdisciplinary contributions should work towards building ownership and authenticity of scheme 
design outputs. 
 
Transdisciplinary contribution is fully enabled by identifying points of consensus that allows for 
design progression. 
 
 
The utopian ideal of perpetually returning recovered materials back to primary production may be 
dismissed by current market thinking on the grounds of technical feasibility, but that in and of itself 
should not halt any critique of linearity and environmental degradation (McDonough & Braungart, 
2002). Reclassifying the circular economy as cascades in the absence of genuine closed loop return 
pathways, serves to support the continuation of production without consequence (Maitre-Ekern, 
2021). Supply chains are systems that should be based on an exchange of mutual benefit not the 
transfer of responsibility based on a power imbalance. Responsibility is a collective paradigm not a 
cost to be reassigned to another part of the system. Market placement of products has always been 
a societal level issue it has just not been described in this manner to date. Product Stewardship is an 
opportunity to reset the current market trading relationships in a way that improves resource 
efficiency and diminishes adverse impacts on society. Changes in production will take time but 
changes will emerge if a stewardship approach is adopted. The mechanism of the market focuses on 
the free-flowing movement of goods within a system. Stewardship scheme design must serve the 
needs of the community and market mechanisms must be used as the vehicle to deliver these 
changes. Linking waste back to primary production therefore needs to be a priority that is signalled 
within the stewardship design. 
 
Recommendation 10 – Prioritise the return of recovered materials to primary production. 
     
Waiting for a market solution that mitigates environmental harm is no longer an option. Market 
response does not provide better social outcomes under the current narrow influence of the profit 
motive. Instead of expending energy on resisting change not of their own making, market 
participants would be better placed to acknowledge that masking the adverse societal outcomes 
associated with current economic activity, does not meet the requirements of a suitable change 
management tool. Failure to acknowledge the limitations of current market thinking runs the risk of 
long-term reputational damage for market participants and the inevitable imposition of change from 
Government.  
 
Instead of challenging the purpose and process that stewardship groups are following, interest 
groups would be better to engage in a transdisciplinary approach to achieve improved outcomes 
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based on contribution and collaboration. Building a joint understanding of what stewardship could 
be requires a willingness to take a risk by showing leadership. For those that continue to express 
leadership as a resistance to or a critique of the very need for change, any contribution whilst 
acknowledged will be less impactful. The market in the end will recalibrate and force those that fail 
to currently respond to pivot and meet customer demand.  
 
Recommendation 11 – Persist with the principle of a co-design approach on the premise that any 
outcome will have broad-based support. 

12.1.3.2. Reduction  

Data related to waste reduction; its meaning and varying interpretations, generated the following 
themes. These themes reveal a potential for a redefinition of reduction to become embedded in 
subsequent scheme design processes. Some recommendations are set out on the premise that 
waste reduction needs to be referenced to initial placement of materials on the market if any 
meaningful benchmarking of scheme progress is to be achieved.    

 
Unless substantive changes in waste reduction are embedded into a Product Stewardship 
methodology, patterns of production and consumption are unlikely to be impacted. 
 
Contributing factors that impact reduction possibilities must be explored in advance of setting 
metrics for reduction measurement. 
 
It is necessary to describe and define the metrics for measuring a diversion level. 
 
Expose the mechanisms of market participants in order that reimaging of waste related best practice 
can emerge. 
 
Value must be expressed in a different way in order that Product Stewardship achieves intrinsic 
societal worth. 
 
 
There is a sense of momentum behind the Product Stewardship movement at present. The 
declaration of the priority products in New Zealand has further raised the profile of stewardship as a 
policy intervention. Promoting, developing and designing stewardship schemes has now become a 
competitive business sector. Despite this reinvigoration of the concept of stewardship, there is no 
tangible evidence to date that such an approach will lead to an overall reduction of material flows. It 
is therefore incumbent on scheme designers to specifically set out how reduction will be achieved in 
line with the previously stated recommendation 2.  
 
It should be noted how quickly the priority of any policy intent can be lost as it is interpreted and 
applied by market participants. In seeking outcomes that lead to profit, practitioners may be inclined 
to gravitate to what can be monetised. By focusing on favourable financial outcomes any higher-
level purpose that the policy intervention was intended to achieve may be lost. Product Stewardship 
therefore runs the risk of being turned into a monetary pursuit rather than a change mechanism. 
The stewardship scheme, in and of itself, should therefore be a cost recovery vehicle based on a 
public service motivation rather than a profit incentive. Profits within the system can be obtained by 
those that provide services through collection, transportation or material processing.    
 
Recommendation 12 – Product Stewardship schemes must prioritise a design for the environment 
approach that reduces the consumption of virgin materials during manufacturing.    
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Over the past twenty years in New Zealand as in other parts of the world, the resource recovery 
sector has increased its tonnage throughput and yet landfill inputs continue to rise. Measuring the 
amount of diverted material therefore becomes a stranded metric that simply reflects throughput. 
Setting target metrics related to reduction can be obscured by what Mella (2007) refers to, as the 
eroding of goals by managers seeking to limit any impact of projected outcomes, rather than 
addressing actual outcomes. In such a scenario, managers critique the validity of the target they set 
rather than responding to what the data may be telling them. In a privatised, profit orientated 
resource recovery sector, the income stream is derived from throughput, so any increase to 
throughput is viewed positively. In a paradigm shift that sees the current resource inefficiency of the 
market challenged, then any reduction in recovery throughput may be an indicator of the impact 
that stewardship is having. Reduction metrics therefore need context if they are to become an 
accurate reflection of market activity. Consequently, reduction should be measured against the 
market placement of products in the first instance, rather than becoming a percentage of the overall 
waste stream, in order that a rolling snapshot of the actual impact that policy intervention is having 
becomes apparent. The prospect of this approach introduces the concept of national waste mass 
balancing where visibility would be given to the amount of material placed in the market, the 
amount sent to landfill, the amount diverted and the residual amount that has been released into 
the environment through a lack of containment (Edwards et al., 2017). 
 
Recommendation 13 – Set out the mass balance assumptions built into stewardship schemes and 
confirm how market placement of material flow, reduction, diversion, and leakage will be recorded 
and disseminated.   
      
In this section the concept of value has thus far been related to profit. If Product Stewardship is to 
succeed where other approaches have failed, then incentivisation needs to play a part in motivating 
and rewarding engagement with the scheme. Scheme outputs therefore need to be viewed as a 
resource that allows manufacturers to pivot towards a reduction in virgin material consumption. 
Continuing to view recovered materials as a commodity to be sold to the highest bidder will not 
result in any reduction of virgin material consumption, particularly in developed nations where 
onshore processing capacity is limited. Instead, other manufacturers who have a lower labour cost 
model will secure material flows. The commodification of recovered materials has run its course as 
an income stream to fund the recovery sector. Commodification has resulted in an unstable, 
environmentally harmful system that has resulted in adverse impacts on communities around the 
globe. Stewardship removes this externalisation approach by funding the system at source through 
market pricing. Stewardship therefore presents an opportunity to remove a reliance on 
commodification by viewing recovered resource placement not as an income stream but as an 
opportunity to stabilise and grow the capacity of the onshore processing sector. 
 
Recommendation 14 – Prioritise the growth of onshore resource recovery and processing when 
considering the placement of recovered materials. 
  
Businesses expect that for any investment made that they would generate a financial return. 
However, for businesses involved in a stewardship scheme, returns are not about capital 
accumulation, they are about business sustainability. The stewardship scheme should therefore 
engage with service providers on a fair and equitable premise when it comes to establishing the 
collection network. An understanding of value in respect of the stewardship scheme should extend 
to the quality of opportunities created rather the quantity of opportunities created.  
 
While stewardship designers need to recognise and understand the role of competition there is a 
need to avoid engaging in the lowest pricing approach that has underpinned the practice of 
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outsourcing to date. Instead, stewardship designers must appreciate that additional costs will be 
incurred to service geographically remote communities. Understanding that stewardship is a 
redistribution system, ensures that those impacted by material flow and those involved in recovery 
processes are now compensated. Communities therefore become supported by a system whilst 
retaining local control.    
 
Recommendation 15 – Ensure that the value that a scheme brings to local communities is expressed 
through waged employment, and similar access to service provision irrespective of location. 
 

12.1.3.3. Circular economy 

Data on the circular economy provides a further insight into the kinds of meaning that people 
construct based on a set of pre-determined outcomes. Circularity and the circular economy emerge 
as themes that can be regarded as response mechanisms within a system. These themes and their 
potential impact on the framing of a Product Stewardship scheme are discussed and some 
recommendations made.     

     
Policy interventions that favour circularity undermine any possibility that Product Stewardship can 
become a mechanism for change within an economic system. 
 
The principles that inform a Product Stewardship approach are in danger of being undermined by a 
market-based approach that fails to be challenged. 
 
Both industry and the public receive mixed messages from governance systems that convey a 
seemingly adaptive construct for the use of difficult-to-manage waste. 
 
Job creation alone, to handle or process waste, becomes insufficient in the absence of meaningful 
employment opportunities created in response to Product Stewardship.  
 
Consideration must be given to the most appropriate mechanism for managing Product Stewardship 
in order that optimum outcomes are able to be achieved.  
 
Front-end consideration of material consumption is more likely to become embedded if a market 
response is replaced in favour of a sociocultural response to promote sustainable practice. 
 
 
Critique of the circular economy as a policy response can certainly be viewed as pushing against the 
tide. Yet it is important to understand the momentum behind this favoured approach. Circularity, in 
and of itself, is not the issue, but the reliance on the natural world to underpin such an approach 
runs the risk of creating a new form of pollution through time (Murray et al., 2017). The cascades of 
circularity approach offered by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, circumvents the limitations of 
closed-loop recovery by suggesting that recovery pathways, which would traditionally have been 
regarded as linear, can now be constructed as circular, providing the biosphere can handle the 
additional burden that will now be placed upon it. The work of Murray et al. (2017) provides an 
alternative way of looking at the circular economy. Rather than simply viewing the circular economy 
as a return pathway for unwanted materials that has allowed for the continuation of consumption, 
Murray et al. offer a different perspective by considering energy and the way that the market has 
over time, viewed nature.  
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When the impact of circularity on material recovery is viewed in isolation then an orthodox 
economic view can be used to justify the approach: standard trading relationships may continue. A 
simple exchange mechanism cannot account however for what Murray et al. (2017) advocate, 
namely, that attention is given to energy exchange patterns. The circular economy is a market 
construct, not a solution to consumption, which has to date been underpinned by the practice of 
externalising environmental harm. Avoiding the construct of the circular economy, Product 
Stewardship design must focus on finding optimum solutions that minimise social, cultural and 
environmental harm even if this means abandoning current resource recovery pathways. Focus 
should be placed on addressing the material flow economy through the lens of a life cycle 
assessment.  
 
It should be noted however, that the circular economy advocates are an emergent powerful force 
who are ironically aligned to the needs and desires of the market. The circular economy construct is 
cleverly manufactured to provide an illusion of opportunity to a wider audience, particularly the 
environmental interest groups and policy makers. Consequently, the circular economy as a new 
recycling paradigm, seeks to draw in an audience on the pre-text of new economic opportunities 
underpinned by handling the detritus generated from market inefficiency.    
 
Recommendation 16 – Prioritise a life cycle assessment of the material flow economy instead of 
gravitating towards a circular economy approach.  
 
Any critique of the circular economy may be likely to provoke a response from those who are 
invested in it, particularly if it is perceived that events are happening beyond their control. However, 
the market, a mechanism hundreds of years in the making, is not able to self-correct. Intervention 
within market systems can be politically motivated. Product Stewardship now enters a space, 
mandated by Government, which is likely to be subject to the full force of market influence during 
the scheme design and implementation. Should a stewardship approach follow the influences of the 
market, then it is likely to be no more successful than recycling at changing the amount of waste 
generated. Market mechanisms, however, can be used to deliver a solution that benefits 
communities. Using existing infrastructure and logistical supply chain relationships, communities can 
experience an improved level of service and an increase in local opportunities, as long as a 
substantive, well considered framework supports any anticipated outcome.  
 
Recommendation 17 – Support Product Stewardship through a combination of before (ex-ante) and 
after (ex-post) incentivisation pricing mechanisms, that discourage retention of the current linear 
material flow economy. 
  

12.1.4. Experiences to date 

12.1.4.1. Role and Behaviour of the market 

Section 10 covered data related to role and behaviour of the market, vested interest, and change. 
The following themes identified during the data analysis and restated below speak to the 
opportunities and challenges associated with the co-design approach. Theme implication and 
meaning are further discussed and concluded with a series of recommendations. The discussion 
begins with themes related to the role and behaviour of the market. 

 
The current push through effect of displacing responsibilities for waste management, works to 
obscure the importance of social, cultural, and environmental considerations.  
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The complex environment of transdisciplinary collaboration may be disadvantaged, if not 
undermined, by an absence of adequate funding to support academic research and development. 
 
A recalibration of current systems must include a customer-centric approach that considers Mosaic 
governance. 
 
 
If the current market practice of externalisation and its consequences locally, nationally and globally 
were set out as a new way of supporting trading relationships, it would be rejected outright. Instead, 
because this market practice has become embedded over a protracted period, communities are left 
to operate within a system that causes societal harm. The seemingly advanced standard of living 
achieved in our market society is often cited as justification for the tolerance of externalisation 
despite growing inequality within Western economies. The Wealth of Nations anticipated by Adam 
Smith would not recognise the current globalised trafficking of waste from developed to developing 
nations as a method of underpinning an ability to maintain levels of economic growth (Hansen & 
Karnuk, 2007). The transfer of responsibility through trading relationships must be halted if 
addressing the inefficient use of resources within the market society is to be achieved.  
 
Recommendation 18 – Set out the roles and responsibilities of each part of the recovery supply 
chain to ensure that any success is achieved through collaboration rather than responsibility 
transfer.   
 
The design of stewardship schemes will require a transdisciplinary approach. Supporting the design 
process will require input from practitioners, academics, businesses, communities, Iwi, and 
regulators. Adopting a stewardship approach could reset the recovery sector for the next generation 
so investment in the design process needs to be made with urgency. Co-design groups can be 
considered as complex learning environments where decision-making can be enhanced by providing 
robust information (Senge, 1992). Information gathered through research provides knowledge and 
insight into the working experience of others. The design team can then have every opportunity to 
find a workable, local solution, by evaluating the response of other jurisdictions within the context in 
which they found themselves. 
 
Recommendation 19 – Inform the design and decision-making process by using the experiences of 
other jurisdictions relevant to the contextual boundaries within which they were operating. 
       
Product Stewardship can be viewed as a form of social policy designed to limit the impacts of market 
activity for the betterment of society. The rhetoric of social policy invariably focuses on people, but 
the delivery often creates a system that makes no sense to communities. Product Stewardship has 
an opportunity to learn from the lessons of social policy design and implementation by utilising a 
Mosaic approach. Clark and Moss (2005) suggest that by starting with a view of the research 
phenomenon, the Mosaic approach combines traditional research tools with participatory methods, 
for example, interviews, in order to listen to the views and experiences of others.   
 
Recommendation 20 – Underpin Product Stewardship research and design by engaging in dialogue 
with all stakeholders. 
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12.1.4.2.  Vested interest and perceived opportunity 

The following themes relate to the subject area of vested interest and perceived opportunity. A 
successful co-design process appears contingent on the ability for people to come together and 
collaborate. Themes reveal the potential for practical, experiential considerations to form part of the 
design process. The future control of any Product Stewardship scheme emerges as a dominant 
theme to which some recommendations are made.      

 
If the potential of Product Stewardship is to be realised the relationship between reverse logistics 
and waste management needs to be adjusted. 
 
Any potential for incivility or the use of emotive tactics needs to be acknowledged and managed in 
order that common expectations for civil discourse are established. 
 
Consideration must be given to the use of existing waste management infrastructure in order that 
anxieties about proposed changes can be harnessed and reimagined during the co-design process. 
 
In establishing the governance and management capacity of a scheme, shareholder and stakeholder 
expectations need to be clearly defined in order that the boundaries of their expected function is 
maintained. 
 
The establishment process for the governance board must work towards securing representative but 
non-partisan membership in order that broad community outcomes are achieved. 
 
 
Product Stewardship is entering a space of established custom and practice where the relationship 
between reverse supply logistics and waste management practice is limited to back loading. Whilst 
bulk transport returning empty from goods delivery journeys is often used to transport recovered 
materials such as glass, other forms of reverse logistics are predominantly underutilised. Reverse 
logistics already cater for the return of unwanted or broken retail goods and the cost of this 
transport system is absorbed within the goods supply chain. Stewardship should therefore seek to 
promote the improved utilisation of this established reverse supply system. However, this is likely to 
be met with resistance from the waste industry if there is a perception that trade is being lost from 
one sector and transposed to another. Waste collection systems are predominantly set up on the 
premise of container collection or multi bin uplifts. There is less capacity in the waste collection fleet 
for curtain sided trucks that allow for the collection of palletised or single item products. The 
stewardship design therefore needs to ensure that where practical existing infrastructure and 
collection capacity is utilised rather than recreated. The market will respond to the opportunity that 
stewardship presents but the design should avoid stranding existing assets and incurring 
unnecessary duplication costs. 
 
Recommendation 21 – Include existing infrastructure, where benefit can be shown to the overall 
scheme design and the local community.   
     
Design discussions that impact on existing business models are likely to be met with some anxiety. 
The loss of control over decision-making can be experienced by groups that are external to the 
design process, resulting in pressure being brought to bear on those that are at the design table. In 
the immediacy of an emotive response to change, impacted parties may not be able to anticipate 
the potential opportunity that stewardship presents them with. Instead, they reflect on who is likely 
to compensate them for their perceived or actual loss because of the changes being considered. This 
sense of loss can permeate within the design group environment resulting in conflict. Because of the 
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emotional nature of loss, the design group need to ensure that first-hand information, rather than 
second-hand information, or hearsay is used to reach an informed position. Some parties will be 
adversely affected by change, that is not a new outcome, but in the case of stewardship there is a 
long history of the use of political influence to stop or delay change that has any adverse impact on 
business as usual.  
 
Recommendation 22 – Ensure that stakeholders are identified and contacted directly with 
information on the scheme design as it progresses.   
     
The stewardship scheme will require an entity to assume responsibility for the operation and overall 
performance of the recovery system. However, it is essential that this entity does not focus all its 
resources solely on the recovery of materials but also pursues outcomes related to reduction 
through redesign and enhanced beneficial use of recovered materials. The managing agency must 
therefore be independent of influence from the supply chain and the waste industry. The purpose of 
this entity, expressed through an artefact such as a constitution, charter or strategic plan, needs to 
be clearly stated. The managing agency is acting on behalf of society to deliver a sustainable and 
transparent system. It is not a profit centre but instead ensures that all active participants in the 
stewardship system are valued, monitored, reviewed, and supported to grow and develop their 
relationships across the system.  
 
Formation of the managing agency therefore becomes contentious as parties seek to obtain control 
and influence. Utilising existing practices in New Zealand, the formation of the managing agency 
need not be defaulted to the preference of interest groups that exert political influence. Instead, the 
formation of a governance board should be the initial priority as the scheme design moves towards 
the implementation phase. The composition of the governance board should be drawn from a 
representation of those that are impacted by the stewardship scheme. A majority should not be held 
at the board table by any sector. The governance board would benefit from an appointment process 
rather than an electoral process on the premise that board members are appointed based on 
competency, integrity, and experience. Stewardship scheme boards, like other governance entities, 
require individuals that can avoid crossing the boundaries between operations and strategy and can 
work within the board environment to achieve the best outcomes for all constituents. 
 
Recommendation 23 – The managing agency that controls a stewardship scheme will include the 
provision of a governance board, whose membership is populated through an appointment process. 
The criteria for board appointments will be based on competency, integrity, and experience. The 
appointment process will be based on the New Zealand Government cabinet selection and approval 
criteria. The managing agency will be a not-for-profit independent entity that acts under the 
framework of an appropriate legislative instrument.     
 

12.1.4.3.  Change  

The following themes relate to matters that can influence change. The co-design process as a 
response to policy implementation is now challenging the community of practice to collaborate on 
what business practice might look like when following a stewardship approach. The emphasis on 
who is served by this approach is covered in the recommendation.       

 
The purpose of scheme design and the ways in which design outputs are intended to work, must 
navigate aspects of agency and influence in order that a broad-based change of practice is enabled. 
 
Requirements for service delivery must work to achieve a localised response to enable similar 
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opportunities for participation in order that an equitable system is established for all New 
Zealanders. 
 
 
The design of Product Stewardship schemes must not be influenced by the profit motive. The 
purpose of a stewardship approach is to serve the needs of society by adopting a level of service that 
does not exclude community participation on the grounds of geography or ability to pay. The service 
providers operating within a stewardship system, should include for-profit and not-for-profit 
organisations that can connect with communities from the ground up. Regional variation should be 
encouraged to provide bespoke solutions for the collection of materials destined for recovery, 
including the use of mobile plant where static collection return points are not available.   
 
Design considerations should not be swayed by market thinking. The system that emerges from the 
design process should be underpinned by the strength of collectivisation over individual response. 
Each part of the recovery supply chain should understand the roles and responsibilities assigned 
through a stewardship approach. Individual actions should work to the benefit of the whole system. 
No part of the recovery supply chain should benefit from transferring any aspect of their 
responsibility to another part of the chain. By sharing responsibility across the system and 
compensating actors based on the endeavours undertaken, the system will achieve a level of 
efficiency not experienced under the current free market system. Stewardship will empower 
communities by creating opportunities to participate in the recovery process. By removing the 
uncertainty of recovery end-market placement, a stewardship approach allows communities to re-
engage with material recovery in a de-risked environment.  
 
Recommendation 24 – Product Stewardship design will be underpinned by a shared responsibility 
approach to material recovery that serves the needs of communities and not the market.  
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12.1.5. Participant Final thoughts 

Section 11 highlighted the final thoughts of research participants on what a stewardship future 
might deliver. It was recognised that any change in business practice would be reliant on a 
fundamental rethink on how waste is considered and responded to. Pricing mechanisms are viewed 
as an opportunity to differentiate products on the premise of now acknowledging their 
environmental footprint. 

 
A successful outcome to Product Stewardship as a policy intervention relies on both economic and 
strategic implications being realigned to direct resources to support effective and sustainable change 
management.  
 
 
Product Stewardship is a holistic response to waste generated from economic activity.  As a policy 
intervention it works to change attitudes and reassign responsibility for material flows within the 
economy.  To give effect to a stewardship approach will require a realignment of economic thinking. 
The costs of managing material flows within the economy will now be transferred back to the 
consumer by including these costs in the purchase price. Unlike extended producer responsibility 
(EPR) which sets out to assign costs to producers, a stewardship approach will provide transparency 
to the public through product pricing. By providing cost transparency to the public, supply chains will 
be incentivised to reconsider the quantity and type of materials that they place and trade on the 
market. Companies will therefore retain the ability to choose how they operate in the market but 
will no longer be able to pass costs on to the wider society.    
 
Recommendation 25 - Product Stewardship will be implemented based on cost transparency to the 
public noting that where product prices increase because of poor environmental performance then 
the public reaction is likely to see a reduction in consumption.   
  

12.2. Conclusions  

12.2.1.High-level domain specific recommendations 

The work of the research followed a systematic, analytical, and logical process that documented the 
themes as they related to the data. Nevertheless, addressing 25 recommendations may be perceived 
as being an insurmountable challenge for those engaging with this thesis. Consequently, further 
work has been undertaken to consolidate and cluster this output into five, high-level, domain 
specific recommendations. What now follows are the five high-level recommendations correlated to 
the original work related to that domain, restated underneath.  
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Recommendation 1 - Definitions of waste related terminology and waste management practices 
require to be made distinct and unambiguous in the context of Product Stewardship. 
 

• Redefine waste as a by-product from any economic activity. Responsibility for waste in the 
redefined context becomes a shared concept within economic relationships.    

• Categorise waste reduction as follows: 
o Primary - reduction in consumption of natural resources during manufacturing.  
o Secondary - reduction of waste during the manufacturing process. 
o Tertiary - reduction of waste through improved recoverability.     

• Prioritise the return of recovered materials to primary production. 
• Product Stewardship scheme design should favour reduction of material flow within the 

economy and work towards providing social benefits. 
• Set out the mass balance assumptions built into stewardship schemes and confirm how 

market placement of material flow, reduction, diversion, and leakage will be recorded and 
disseminated. 

 
Recommendation 2 - A relationship must be established that enables all supply chain participants to 
maximise the usefulness of all materials used in the production and consumption cycles of economic 
activity.  
 

• Manufacturers and associated supply chains must recognise the full life cycle impact of the 
products they place on the market. All product placements should be subject to a redefined 
material flow pathway in law, either by prevention or taxation, that accounts for the 
transition through the economy, including the end fate of materials to avoid any 
externalisation of physical or financial responsibility.  

• Take the end fate of materials into consideration during the manufacturing process and 
include the cost of end-of-life treatment in the sale price. Do not exclude materials on the 
premise that they currently cannot be recycled.     

• Prioritise the growth of onshore resource recovery and processing when considering the 
placement of recovered materials. 

• Prioritise a life cycle assessment of the material flow economy instead of gravitating towards 
a circular economy approach.   

• Product Stewardship design will be underpinned by a shared responsibility approach to 
material recovery that serves the needs of communities and not the market.  

 
Recommendation 3 - Independent facilitation services must work to establish an open, no surprises, 
cooperative co-design environment that seeks to achieve consensus. 
 

• Preparatory work to establish a co-design working group should ensure that potential 
members have: Time to participate; an ability to share knowledge; a co-operative 
disposition; and an ability to constructively collaborate. 

• Provide group facilitation via a neutral party and use a terms of reference document to set 
out the premise under which the co-design group will operate.  

• Facilitate co-design working groups to focus on higher level thinking in order that 
substantive solutions for scheme outcomes are enabled.  

• Support the Product Stewardship co-design process using a transdisciplinary approach that 
sets out the rationale for any research, who is involved, and what contribution they are 
anticipated to make.  

• Persist with the principle of a co-design approach on the premise that any outcome will have 
broad-based support. 
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• Underpin Product Stewardship research and design by engaging in dialogue with all 
stakeholders. 

• Ensure that stakeholders are identified and contacted directly with information on the 
scheme design as it progresses.   

 
Recommendation 4 - Current trading relationships within the economic system must be recalibrated 
to establish Product Stewardship as a viable, sustainable intervention. 
 

• Product Stewardship schemes will be used to supply and fund consistent service and 
infrastructure provision across the country, supported by appropriate end-markets for the 
placement of materials.  

• Support Product Stewardship through a combination of before (ex-ante) and after (ex-post) 
incentivisation pricing mechanisms, that discourage retention of the current linear material 
flow economy. 

• Set out the roles and responsibilities of each part of the recovery supply chain to ensure that 
any success is achieved through collaboration rather than responsibility transfer.   

• Inform the design and decision-making process by using the experiences of other 
jurisdictions relevant to the contextual boundaries within which they were operating. 

 
Recommendation 5 - The underpinning framework of Product Stewardship must focus on beneficial 
outcomes for New Zealand society. 
 

• Ensure that the value that a scheme brings to local communities is expressed through waged 
employment, and similar access to service provision irrespective of location. 

• Include existing infrastructure, where benefit can be shown to the overall scheme design 
and the local community.   

• The managing agency that controls a stewardship scheme will include the provision of a 
governance board, whose membership is populated through an appointment process. The 
criteria for board appointments will be based on competency, integrity, and experience. The 
appointment process will be based on the New Zealand Government cabinet selection and 
approval criteria. The managing agency will be a not-for-profit independent entity that acts 
under the framework of an appropriate legislative instrument.     

• Product Stewardship will be implemented based on cost transparency to the public noting 
that where product prices increase because of poor environmental performance then the 
public reaction is likely to see a reduction in consumption.  

   

12.2.2.Research conclusions and final comments 

Mandatory Product Stewardship within the New Zealand context continues to be under 
development. Those involved in the co-design process consequently find themselves to be in an 
emerging situation that has yet to be fully embraced by all participants. Product Stewardship is 
inextricably linked to the current economic paradigm and as a consequence any meaningful systemic 
change may encounter purposeful challenges. The research questions are restated for ease of 
reading and the following conclusions are drawn.  

In what ways are regulated Product Stewardship schemes likely to contribute to waste reduction in 
New Zealand?  
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Waste reduction is being redefined in New Zealand. Rather than accounting for a physical reduction 
in the amount of material placed on the market, the narrative of reduction has switched to one of 
reclassification for which the construct of the circular economy becomes a supporting factor.  Whilst 
the circular economy focuses on recovery pathways and can be linked to a reduction in the use of 
virgin materials during manufacturing, it does not address any overall reduction in consumption 
within the economy.   
 
How do organisations explain and make sense of Product Stewardship?  
 
Product Stewardship appears to be viewed through a lens of vested interest at an organisational 
level. Any opportunity to address reduction in terms of social, cultural, and environmental impacts 
may be initiated only within the context of organisational enhancement. Product Stewardship 
therefore runs the risk of being marketed for the benefit of organisations rather than implemented 
for the benefit of wider society. In the absence of additional regulatory intervention that provides 
investment certainty, organisations are unlikely to realise any commercial opportunities that Product 
Stewardship may bring.   
 
How do people explain and make sense of Product Stewardship?  
 
People tend to explain Product Stewardship in terms of it being an advanced recycling scheme. 
Marginal emphasis is expressed regarding any opportunity that Product Stewardship presents to 
change the context of trading relationships within the supply chain. The transfer of responsibility for 
waste within the supply chain remains a dominant focus.   
 
What impacts will Product Stewardship have on waste management?  

Waste management practices may see a change in overall collection methodologies and an 
improvement in the quality of material recovered if Product Stewardship is supported by further 
legislative intervention. A reassignment of physical and financial responsibility may be possible 
through further legislative change. By reflecting the full life cycle cost of a product in its sale price a 
new recovery system could be developed. By introducing a monetary value into the recovery 
network, the waste management sector may be able to expand the range of service provision which 
has to date been absent because of a lack of product related direct funding. 
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13. Reflection on practice  

The following section provides a conclusion to this work by providing a reflection on the researcher’s 
professional practice. With consideration to the research outcomes and using these findings to 
compare and contrast with the researcher’s beliefs and values, the following topics will be 
considered and critiqued during this reflection: profit, competition, collegiality, sense of belonging, 
acceptance of position and leadership. 

13.1. Profit  

The researcher has associated profit with behaviour and motivation for a large part of their career. 
For the researcher profit is a condition of business rather than its sole purpose (Drucker, 1993). In 
the context of this reflection profit refers to the monetary net gain for a business after all expenses, 
taxes and interest have been settled (Kenton & Barnier, 2020). The pursuit of profit rather than 
profit maximisation has underpinned the researcher’s private sector professional practice. It may be 
the case that such associations have formed an impression of the types of ethics that inform 
organisational intent.  

The terms shareholder and stakeholder are also intrinsically linked to reflections on profit and how 
shareholders and stakeholders influence the outcomes of Product Stewardship. The researcher 
believes contrary to proponents of stock market capitalism, that there are differences in the 
meanings of the terms shareholder and stakeholder that merit further comment. Shareholder refers 
to an individual or entity that has a pecuniary interest in, and an influence over, the decisions a 
business takes (Hayes & James, 2021). A stakeholder on the other hand, can be considered as an 
entity or an individual that is impacted by the output of a business and the manner in which that 
output is achieved (Banton, 2020).  

What the researcher can now recognise are the varying levels of self-interest that supported 
shareholders in continuing to pursue profit through the financialisation of business performance. 
Through working in the corporate sector, the researcher became aware that shareholder value was 
increased through market acquisition rather than from organic sales growth (Chen & Drury, 2021). In 
the greenfield start-up aspect of their career the researcher’s business exit strategy relied on the 
business being acquired by a corporate entity. The researcher, rather than being embolden by this 
business success, has reflected on who the actual beneficiaries of these profit pursuing activities 
were.  

In the researcher’s corporate career profit generated locally by their business unit was based on the 
traditional description previously given (Kenton & Barnier, 2020). However, at a shareholder level 
the corporation continued to pursue profit maximisation, in the form of increased stock value, 
through mergers and acquisitions. In the researcher’s experience profit became associated with 
financialisation and less connected to the provision of goods and services. When the greenfield start-
up company was sold to the corporate sector, the researcher and their business partners were 
careful to select a buyer, not on the basis of the highest price but rather, on the premise that the 
purchaser would continue to grow the start-up whilst providing security and continuity of 
employment for the workforce. The company exists to this day nearly two decades after the sale.  

What this analysis of experience reveals is the fundamental difference between profit and profit 
maximisation. Whilst Drucker (1993) critiques profit maximisation as an antithesis to long term 
business sustainability, he does not address the impact that externalisation has on profit generation, 
particularly in the environmental context. Externalisation refers to a practice of passing on the 
hidden cost impact of economic activity to wider society (Lee, 2019). Externalisation is particularly 
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significant for Product Stewardship in that it provides a critique of business activity that can 
apparently be remedied by a stewardship approach (Hannon, 2018). By conflating the ethics of 
business behaviour with externalisation, it becomes easier to construct a narrative of the types of 
behaviour that do not serve the public interest. The researcher has subscribed to these 
externalisation attitudes and beliefs during the current part of their career which sees them working 
for the public sector in New Zealand. However, the previous connection with the private sector has 
been hard to dismiss as a period of their career dominated by unethical practice. That is not what 
happened. Instead, the researcher can now understand the impact of systems on behaviour.  

What this research has shown is that externalisation is a symptom of behaviour in response to a 
system that promotes the transfer of responsibility over the sharing of responsibility. When faced 
with such a change, opponents of a stewardship approach manifest their objections in a similar way 
to the seven stages of grief discussed in section 9.4.1.  The remedy for externalisation is therefore a 
systemic change to how we view responsibility for the consequences of economic activity in a 
market that is dominated by a small number of large organisations. The researchers changing 
understanding on the purpose of competition, particularly in an oligopoly market such as New 
Zealand, now follows. 

13.2. Competition     

In light of the work Bourdieu (2005) the researcher has had to reappraise their understanding of 
competition. If Bourdieu is correct in that, the dominant forces in a market will extract more and 
more if left unchecked, then the current oligopoly in New Zealand can only be challenged through 
the intervention of the state. An oligopoly can be regarded as a market with a small number of firms 
that have little to no influence on each other’s behaviour (Anderson, 2021). From the researcher’s 
perspective, competition therefore becomes redundant in the New Zealand context due to the 
limited number of participants in the market. What portrays as competition in New Zealand is in 
effect a power imbalance within restricted supply chains, resulting in cost transfers to those with 
limited competitive demand for their goods and services. Such supply chains therefore become price 
takers. 

For the researcher competition has worked to moderate business activity but has not necessarily 
reduced prices for the customer base (OECD, 1999). Instead, competition was seen as a limiting 
mechanism that set a boundary on how far prices could be pushed. Competition in New Zealand 
does not appear to deliver this limiting influence on market behaviour. Rather, the researcher has 
experienced the market as being opportunistic in the absence of competition. If the researcher is to 
continue to contribute to the development of mandatory Product Stewardship, then they need to be 
able to make the case for structural change that introduces competition as a regulating mechanism 
for responsibility sharing rather than for cost transfer.  

Having now developed an awareness of the types of structural limitations of competition the 
researcher has been able to reassess their own practice. Rather than displaying any antipathy 
towards symptomatic behaviours that can use competition as a form of misdirection to draw 
attention away from the pursuit of monopoly, the researcher has gained new insight. The researcher 
is now able to moderate any contribution to group discussions in a manner that seeks to unpack any 
underlying motivations to gain a broader understanding of participant intentions. Such behaviour 
changes have repositioned the researcher’s practice to one of trying to understand what is being 
said rather than challenging what is being said. This change in practice has led to improved 
collegiality.  
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13.3. Collegiality  

For the researcher collegiality and being professional does not exclude being friendly or 
approachable. The research discussed the impact of emotions on decision-making in section 6.5. 
Collegiality in its most basic form is related to the respect and courtesy shown within a community 
of practice (IGI Global, n.d.). For collegial relationships to support change Ayo and Fraser (2006) 
assert that these relationships must be “satisfying, supportive, challenging, and instructional” 
(p.208). Seeking to understand why the researcher places such an emphasis on informality in 
relationship making in respect of collegiality, it has been possible to reconsider their practice.  

For collegiality to be developed, a particular form of discourse within the group must take place. 
Previously, group discourse would have been categorised by the researcher as either being strategic, 
or operational. However, the researcher has never felt completely comfortable in group settings to 
date. Acknowledging that the researcher ‘thinks differently’, until recently the researcher was 
unaware that talking and processing out loud was having a detrimental effect on work colleagues 
and members of the researcher’s community of practice.  

With reference to the need for informality in relationship making, the researcher has mistakenly 
thought that a less formal interpersonal discourse meant that the researcher would be accepted. 
The feeling of security that being accepted brought to the researcher somehow became conflated 
with the notion that colleagues would be more accommodating to the researcher’s character trait of 
talking out loud to process information. To some degree, the researcher remained unaware that this 
circumstance could be overwhelming for other people. Realising that on many occasions the 
researcher has been perceived incorrectly and left other people with an impression that the 
researcher has an overbearing character, the researcher has implemented self-moderating tactics.   

Rather than focusing on strategic or operational thinking, contributions to discussions can be more 
adequately expressed in terms of abstract or concrete participation. Abstract thinking is a form of 
conceptual awareness that envisages the potential consequences of practice beyond physical 
experience (Stanborough, 2019). Accepting the disclosure made previously, the researcher now 
appreciates that they think in the abstract, which has in the past when expressed, provoked an 
unintended emotional response from the group. Interjecting with abstract contributions has had the 
effect of losing any meaningful impact from their insight and frustrated any ability to contribute in a 
collegial manner. Now, by moderating any urge to make abstract contributions, the researcher has 
learned to let the group discussion flow by participating in active listening. Active listening has been 
supported by making written notes in advance of group discussions and presenting ideas through 
questioning rather than making absolute statements. In order to advance the efficacy and 
collegiality of working groups the researcher has considered the concept of a sense of belonging and 
how this relates to their practice.    

13.4. Sense of belonging  

The researcher has associated a sense of belonging with relationships. Historically the researcher 
valued relationships through what they would have referred to as, a personal connection. Personal 
connection therefore became a prelude to establishing a professional dialogue or rapport. What 
becomes apparent now is that personal connection was used by the researcher as method for 
getting other people to understand who they were as a practitioner. Rather than viewing 
relationships as specifically professional or personal the researcher has now come to understand 
that relationships should not be thought of as a one-way form of communication but rather, as a 
form of social connection (GGSC, n.d.). The researcher holds to the notion that developing an 
understanding of social connection in the absence of emotion, may assist in establishing a 
professional working environment with colleagues (Ayo & Fraser, 2006).    
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A sense of belonging therefore returns the researcher to a need for a common understanding that 
acts in support of a professional discourse. The previous tendency towards making an emotional 
connection has been reappraised as being self-serving rather than self-developing. A professional 
discourse that is grounded in purposeful meaning, presents an opportunity to move the group to a 
place of understanding, rather than a place of agreement based on the urgency for progression or 
the influence of an individual’s argument (Beatty, 2011). Creating a sense of belonging historically 
has therefore been self-serving for the researcher. However, a sense of belonging can also foster 
improved collegiality, particularly if the group discourse can be positioned on an area of common 
ground. The research has referred to common ground in several sections. Common ground can now 
be expressed as a basis for mutual interest, that allows subsequent discourse to progress towards an 
agreed understanding of a proposed scheme outcome or design feature (Klein, et al., 2004). Further, 
common ground provides a space or topic that has a mutual interest for contributing parties, it 
provides a space for discussion. The researcher therefore returns to their role in developing a sense 
of belonging but more importantly to an acceptance of their position in both general group 
discourse and within their own organisational setting.   

13.5. Acceptance of position   

Throughout the researcher’s career they have never felt or accepted that they had reached the limit 
of their potential. In the private sector such application was recognised and utilised to drive further 
business success. The researcher’s practice was at that point understood to be a conduit for business 
growth that was recognised through career advancement and pecuniary rewards. Ability and 
intellect therefore became understood by the researcher as forms of entry into a stratum of the 
workforce that was exclusive and limited in number, that strata was, and continues to be, 
management. Advancement therefore became normalised within the private sector albeit with 
some boundaries. Boundaries related to advancement in this earlier part of their practice were 
accepted by the researcher to be related to age, longevity of career and overall experience rather 
than a reflection of any ability.  

Having transferred to the public sector, career advancement takes on a different paradigm. Instead 
of pursuing a vertical pathway through a hierarchical structure, lateral opportunities are initiated by 
the practitioner and supported by the employer. Career direction therefore becomes reliant on 
looking beyond the limitation of a job description. The researcher’s practice is now influenced by 
their ability to contribute at a national level. Rather than a specific role the researcher is part of an 
overall community of practice that is trying to facilitate change to the current wasteful nature of our 
contemporary economic paradigm.  

The researcher has always valued the prospect of change rather than resisted it. In trying to 
understand the motivation to continually place themselves in a slightly precarious position of the 
unknown, the researcher has come to realise that their cognitive dissonance has been apparent, in 
their mind at least, since childhood. This quality casts the researcher into a position of perpetual 
restlessness and under fulfilment that can only be satisfied or supressed by the pursuit of change. 
The practitioner has now come to understand that academia can reveal that obstacles to successful 
collegiality and change management are not uncommon. Such obstacles should not be considered as 
a reflection of any failure attributable to the community of practice or practitioner themselves 
(Ortquist-Ahrens & Torosyan, 2009). Facilitation of communities of practice can be used to signal to 
groups that what they are experiencing as a reaction to a process is not uncommon, it is predictable, 
and therefore has a proven way forward to emerge from any particular impasse. The final aspect of 
this reflection on practice focuses on understanding the role of leadership.           
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13.6. Leadership  

Kruse (2013) describes leadership as “a process of social influence, which maximises the efforts of 
others, towards a common goal”. Morgan (2020) interviewed 140 CEOs as part of the research for 
his book and could not extract a common definition of what leadership was. Prentice (2004) 
described leadership as the “the accomplishment of a goal through the direction of human 
assistants”. Drucker (2004) shares 8 practices that effective leaders appear to follow, namely:  

• They asked, “What needs to be done?” 
• They asked, “What is right for the enterprise?” 
• They developed action plans. 
• They took responsibility for decisions. 
• They took responsibility for communicating. 
• They were focused on opportunities rather than problems. 
• They ran productive meetings. 
• They thought and said “we” rather than “I.”  

By reflecting on all of the above and comparing and contrasting this information with the 
researcher’s practice, a reflective response emerges. Firstly, the conflation between rank, status, and 
leadership needs further explanation. The researcher has historically associated ability with 
promotion because that was the experience they had. Job title and the number of direct reporting 
staff therefore became synonymous with leadership.  

What becomes apparent now is that leadership is not about decisions, rather it is about providing 
adequate information that sets out the consequence of a decision in terms of risk and reward. The 
process of decision-making is reliant on the provision of adequate and appropriate information 
drawn from understanding rather than pushing forward to meet a pre-determined outcome. 
Decisions therefore can only occur when others feel informed, listened to, and reassured that the 
proposed outcome meets organisational imperatives. Whilst the decision is subject to a hierarchical 
approval process which rightly tests the voracity and necessity of the decision being requested, it is 
actually leadership that provides the context of the idea.   

The use of the term social influence by Kruse (2013) suggests a form of relationship development 
that allows for the population of an idea as it progresses towards a decision. In the researcher’s 
current practice, the influence of momentum becomes a factor that, if left unchecked, can lead to a 
process driven outcome rather than being a considered outcome. The researcher has therefore 
become aware of the need to populate aspects of their practice in a staged, sequential, and 
informative manner that supports decision makers to consider the subject matter. 

If Morgan (2020) is correct and there is no common definition of leadership, then the researcher is 
left to consider whether management insitu is more concerned with leading or decision-making. In 
terms of practice, the researcher is seeking to provide thought leadership on how waste problems 
and potential solutions could be considered. How organisational decision makers may interpret 
practice outputs, becomes relevant in respect of compliance within an organisational structure. 
Learning to understand which aspects of practice become important to different decision makers 
within the organisation, informs the types of emphasis placed on work as it is presented for 
consideration. Leadership in the absence of authority granted by a job title, becomes an act of 
persuasion through the supply of supportive, well researched, and accessible information, in order 
that senior staff and Councillors can make an informed decision. Leadership therefore avoids the 
recently coined concept of socialisation, which has been adopted by corporate management to 
represent the notion of idea sharing. Misappropriation of this terminology by the management class 
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wrongly seeks to promote plausible deniability by committee, rather than leadership through 
professional practice (TCD, 2020).   

With reference to Prentice (2004), whilst the language of “directing human assistants” may reflect a 
bygone era, it does present the researcher with an image of how bureaucratic processes may still 
operate in contemporary times. In bureaucratic processes such as Central Government, leadership 
becomes inextricably linked to political influence (Egeberg, 2007). Rather than resisting the 
approaches taken by the apparatus of the state, the researcher has learned to contribute through 
direct involvement.  

Finally, when reflecting on Drucker (2004) and the practices that he suggests demonstrates effective 
leadership the researcher in table 12 has summarised their assessment of themselves in response to 
these practices pre and post the Doctor of Professional Practice journey.  

Table 12 

Summary response to Drucker (2004) practices  

Drucker Practice Pre DPP Post DPP 

They asked, “What needs to be 
done?” 

Responded to what needed to 
be done 

Determined what needed to be 
done 

They asked, “What is right for 
the enterprise?” 

Focus on the organisation Focus on the community 

They developed action plans. Implemented change Developed the process for 
change 

They took responsibility for 
decisions. 

Presented decisions based on 
experience 

Present decisions based on a 
deeper organisational and 
community understanding  

They took responsibility for 
communicating. 

Direct and one way Considered and open to 
feedback 

They were focused on 
opportunities rather than 
problems. 

Decisions based on quantitative 
analysis  

Decisions based on both 
quantitative and qualitative 
understanding 

They ran productive meetings. Functional and direct Strategic and considered 

They thought and said “we” 
rather than “I.”  

Used I when there was a large 
team 

Use we when there is no team 

 
Note. Researcher created table. 
 
If Product Stewardship is to succeed, then the researcher’s own practice alongside the wider 
community of practice must: seek to build trust by facilitating the agreement of a vision that each 
scheme should deliver, recognise the consequence of any design by understanding the implications 
of decisions under consideration, and ensure that adequate resourcing is available to implement the 
decisions taken (Fricker, 1999; Ferrin & Dirks, 2002). 
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14. Research limitations  

The limitations of the research are confined by the scope of enquiry that was able to be undertaken 
within the context of this course of study. The aim of the research, to consider waste reduction in a 
Product Stewardship context, could be regarded as too broad a subject area for study. By not 
defining the type of reduction envisaged in the research aim it could be argued that the discovery of 
a lack of physical reduction in favour of reclassification might have been anticipated. Similarly, the 
research objectives were constructed on the understanding that appropriate research participants 
would be willing to take part, literature would be able to be sourced, and the researcher would be 
capable of undertaking self-reflection within a work-based setting. Data collection methods assumed 
that people that took part would generate appropriate data and that the researcher would be able 
to get the best from the data. The breadth of data gathered during the research exceeded the 
possibilities for inquiry during this course of study. The sampling size was limited by the capacity of 
what a lone researcher could achieve. The breadth of discussion may have been limited by the 
inexperience of the researcher. There was a lack of New Zealand primary research on Product 
Stewardship which then placed a reliance on international literature that did not speak to the New 
Zealand context. The international literature revealed a variation in definition for Product 
Stewardship and its conflation with other approaches, for example, extended producer 
responsibility.   
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16. Appendices 

Appendix A – Semi-structured interview considerations and 
questions  

During the development of the six subject areas discussed in section 7 some pre-interview 
considerations were noted by reviewing the priority product guidelines set down by the Ministry for 
the Environment, in relation to the development of mandatory Product Stewardship schemes (MfE, 
2019).  
 
Return to production (design for environment) 
The cradle-to-cradle approach envisaged two waste streams: technical (or manmade) and organic 
(McDonough & Braungart, 2002). The idea, in principle, anticipates that through a Product 
Stewardship approach, both waste streams are returned and reused in the production side of 
economic activity. Some reservations have been expressed by scientists on how achievable this is 
without causing new and additional environmental harm (Reay et al., 2011). 
Reduction (design for environment) 
There is a concern that if recycling is regarded as a form of waste reduction this outlook may limit 
manufacturing redesign possibilities (Somerville, 2016). Proponents of Product Stewardship say that 
it is crucial that reduction has equivalent importance to recovery or recycling when Product 
Stewardship schemes are being co-designed (Palmer & Walls, 2002). 
Circular economy (secondary recycling or scheme leakage) 
It is thought that there is a risk that increased recovery of materials that are not suitable for primary 
remanufacture will exasperate the existing challenges associated with finding outlets for what is 
generically described as recycling (Reay et al., 2011). Primary recycling refers to materials being 
remade back into the same product (Eco Green, 2016)  
The role and behaviour of the market 
Understanding how markets and actors in the economy function forms an integral part of scheme 
design considerations (Pyzyk, 2019). Creating the balance between new economic opportunity and a 
more sustainable co-existence with the environment and wider society is crucial to changing the 
status quo (Cohen, 2020). 
Vested interest and perceived opportunity 
Stakeholders will have a view on how regulated Product Stewardship will impact on their sector or 
organisation. How these stakeholder views are articulated in the co-design process and the kinds of 
influence that are brought to bear on group work may be challenging (MfE, 2019).  
Change (politics and ideology) 
The current political landscape is fertile for consideration of Product Stewardship, but it is important 
that stakeholders and local communities, rather than politicians, drive this process (Bennett et al., 
2018). The public has responded strongly to increased awareness of the impacts of waste on the 
environment, but they have yet to make the connection that waste is attached to economic activity 
(The World Bank, 2018). 
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Having reviewed the six subject areas, the following questions were created for the semi-structured 
interviews.  
 
Personal, additional, and existing knowledge 

 Tell me about your work in the Product Stewardship field. 
 How much did you know about Product Stewardship before you started your current employment 

role?  
 Where have you been able to source additional information about Product Stewardship during your 

time with this organisation? 
Return to production (design for environment) 

 What is your understanding of the relationship between production and Product Stewardship? 
 How is that understanding implemented in the work that you do? 
 How do you maintain a connection between production and Product Stewardship within your 

organisation? 
Reduction (design for environment) 

 What is your understanding of the relationship between waste reduction and Product Stewardship? 
 How is that understanding implemented in the work that you do? 
 How do you maintain a connection between waste reduction and Product Stewardship within your 

organisation? 
Circular economy (secondary recycling or scheme leakage)  

 What is your understanding of the term the circular economy? 
 What is your understanding of the terms secondary recycling and scheme leakage?   
 Within your organisation what sorts of links do you make between Product Stewardship and the 

circular economy? 
 Can you explain why you make those links? 

Role and behaviour of the market 
 What underlying principles should support Product Stewardship? 
 In your experience what sorts of economic conditions affect Product Stewardship? 
 Under what circumstance would a Product Stewardship approach be most acceptable to 

business/stakeholders? 
Vested interest and perceived opportunity 

 What has been the primary driver for Product Stewardship in your organisation? 
 What processes did you use to embed Product Stewardship in the work that you do? 
 In what ways did your anticipated outcomes meet with the actual outcomes by adopting Product 

Stewardship?  
Change (politics and ideology) 

 Based on your experience to date what aspects of Product Stewardship would benefit from further 
consideration? 

 Why are these considerations important? 
 How might these considerations be put into practice? 
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Appendix B – Interview analysis 
 
Interview Analysis 1 
 
Post Interview Reflection 
 
Deidentifier: SSI556 
 
Interview Process 

Interview was via Zoom. Some minor technical issues but no impact on transcript. 
 

 

 
Emergent Ideas 
 

Roles and responsibilities of affected parties – who does what, who leads, who follows? 
Impact of costs and the interpretation of cost effectiveness. 
Awareness of wider audiences not working in the Product Stewardship space. 
Need to involve all affected parties in the discussion yet a reluctance to lead the process. 
The value of end-markets be they local or global. 
 

 

 
New Questions 
 

No additional questions for interviews but a realisation that the interview is a co-constructed 
process initiated by someone (in this case me) or by something (for example a legislative change) 
and therefore all data generated is valid. 
 

 

 
Data Storage and Labelling Record 
 

All stored in OneDrive. No external documents. No external transcribers involved. 
 

 

 
 
Transcription Process 
Transcript completed by Alec McNeil 
Transcript accepted by 13/8/20 
Transcript de-identified by 10/10/20 
Transcript saved to OneDrive 
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Interview Analysis 2 
 
Post Interview Reflection   
 
Deidentifier: SSI782 
 
Interview Process  

Interview was face-to-face. 
 

 

  
Emergent Ideas  
  

Reliance on behaviour change –the behaviour you want versus the behaviour you get 
Projection of isolation of being left out of not being given due consideration. 
Value of a community of practice to counteract the isolationism 
The diversity of group required to design a Product Stewardship scheme – not just the supply 
chain 
 

 

  
New Questions  
  

Is product stewardship seen as acting in the interest of wider society versus the interest of a 
narrower group? 
 

 

  
Data Storage and Labelling Record  
  

All stored in OneDrive. No external documents. No external transcribers involved. 
 

 

 
  
Transcription Process 
Transcript completed by Alec McNeil 
Transcript accepted by 29/3/20 
Transcript de-identified by 10/10/20 
Transcript saved to OneDrive 
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Interview Analysis 3 
 
Post Interview Reflection 
 
Deidentifier: SSI443 
 
Interview Process 

Via zoom 
 

 
Emergent Ideas 
 

Advocacy for change 
Situational context 
Description of your present 
 

 

 
New Questions 
 

What are the drivers for advocacy and ultimately change? 
How does the European context influence the NZ psyche? 
How does consumption relate to everyday living? 
 

 

 
Data Storage and Labelling Record 
 

All stored in OneDrive. No external documents. No external transcribers involved. 
 

 
 
Transcription Process 
Transcript completed by Alec McNeil 
Transcript accepted by 8/8/20 
Transcript de-identified by 25/10/20 
Transcript saved to OneDrive 
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Interview Analysis 4 
Post Interview Reflection   
 
Deidentifier: SSI728 
 
Interview Process  

Via zoom 
  
  
Emergent Ideas  
  

The concept that policy implementation must be tested, reflected on, and developed. 
The process that leads to policy adoption and the role of consultation. 
The importance of legislation on enabling policy. 
 

 

  
New Questions  
  

How politically secure is Product Stewardship as a policy tool? 
 

 

  
Data Storage and Labelling Record  
  

All stored in OneDrive. No external documents. No external transcribers involved. 
 

 

 
  
Transcription Process 
Transcript completed by Alec McNeil 
Transcript accepted by 9/10/20 
Transcript de-identified by 26/10/20 
Transcript saved to OneDrive 
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Interview Analysis 5 
 
Post Interview Reflection   
 
Deidentifier: SSI993 
 
Interview Process  

Interview was via Zoom.  
 

 

  
Emergent Ideas  
  

The understanding of what product stewardship is and isn’t 
The drivers for change in business – customer pressure, environmental performance and 
ultimately a maintenance of social license to operate  
The commercialisation of voluntary product stewardship approach i.e., selling the concept of 
change and offering a service to deliver it – but from what vantage of knowledge 
The concept of a subject expert. 
 

 

  
New Questions  
  

How does original thinking sit with the idea of commercialisation of knowledge? 
When we follow other organisations, for example, the Ellen MacArthur Foundation have we 
missed an opportunity to discover and contextualise a product stewardship approach for NZ? 
What authenticates and validates the title of subject expert 
 

 

  
Data Storage and Labelling Record  
  

All stored in OneDrive. No external documents.  
 

 

 
  
Transcription Process 
Transcript completed by Alec McNeil 
Transcript accepted by 8/8/20 
Transcript de-identified by 10/10/20 
Transcript saved to OneDrive 
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Interview Analysis 6 
 
Post Interview Reflection   
 
Deidentifier: SSI834 
 
Interview Process  

Interview was via Zoom.  
 

 

  
Emergent Ideas  
  

Understanding of product stewardship as applied in NZ 
The limitations of a voluntary approach 
The roles of various actors – producers, councils, consumers 
The perception of what others are doing and why, for example, the impact of regulation on 
corporate response/action 
 

 

  
New Questions  
  

What drives the narrative construction across the supply chain? 
What empowers intervention versus retraction? 
How can policy frameworks be constructed such that they support front of pipe responses, for 
example, reduction through design? 
How can the tolerance for wastage in any system be moderated? 
 

 

  
Data Storage and Labelling Record  
  

All stored in OneDrive. No external documents.  
 

 

 
  
Transcription Process 
Transcript completed by Alec McNeil 
Transcript accepted by 26/8/20 
Transcript de-identified by 10/10/20 
Transcript saved to OneDrive 
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Interview Analysis 7 
 
Post Interview Reflection   
 
Deidentifier: SSI161 
 
Interview Process  

Interview was via Zoom.  
  
  
Emergent Ideas  
  

Democratic voice in decision-making / consultation 
Influence of vested interest in policy making 
Leave it to industry mindset albeit related to design changes by manufacturers 
Social good versus market interest / commercial imperative 
Complexity of the CE and the ability of the populous to understand the technological detail 
Industrial ecology 
Lack of research funding 
 

 

  
New Questions  
  

Who makes the decision – individuals or systems? 
 

 

  
Data Storage and Labelling Record  
  

All stored in OneDrive. No external documents. No external transcribers involved. 
 

 

 
  
Transcription Process 
Transcript completed by Alec McNeil 
Transcript accepted by 4/10/20 
Transcript de-identified by 26/10/20 
Transcript saved to OneDrive 
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Interview Analysis 8 
 
Post Interview Reflection   
 
Deidentifier: SSI881 
 
Interview Process  

Interview was mainly via telephone as the Zoom link connection was disrupted 
  
  
Emergent Ideas  
  

PS is about economics 
Those that design schemes should also deliver and operate them – a business model offering 
Knowledge borne from experience can be monetized 
Brand holders or industry should control the scheme  
 

 

  
New Questions  
  

Should Managing Agencies of Product Stewardship schemes be independent of others? 
Does industry see opportunity through control or through procurement and competition?   
  

 

  
Data Storage and Labelling Record  
  

All stored in OneDrive. No external documents.  
 

 

 
  
Transcription Process 
Transcript completed by Alec McNeil 
Transcript accepted by 3/10/20 
Transcript de-identified by 28/10/20 
Transcript saved to OneDrive 
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Interview Analysis 9 
 
Post Interview Reflection   
 
Deidentifier: SSI215 
 
Interview Process  

Interview was via Zoom.  
  
  
Emergent Ideas  
  

Cleaner production – aligns to the China view on CE 
PS is a whole of society approach  
Influence of the Rodger Douglas era on thinking 
MfE currently providing good advice – my experience is that its reactive not considered 
PS is about behaviour 
Emotional versus factual critique of research work  
Different measurement of impact other than costs, for example a toxicity adjustment 
Industry manufactures data MfE wholesale distributes that data and politicians retail that data 
Someone has to start and even if they fail, they moved the conversation forward – which is at 
odds with my have an end market first approach post the waste sorting centre experience 
 

 

  
New Questions  
  

In what ways can political ideology become recognised within bureaucratic processes? 
  

 

  
Data Storage and Labelling Record  
  

All stored in OneDrive. No external documents.  
 

 

 
  
Transcription Process 
Transcript completed by Alec McNeil 
Transcript accepted by 4/9/20 
Transcript de-identified by 24/10/20 
Transcript saved to OneDrive 
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Interview Analysis 10 
 
Post Interview Reflection   
 
Deidentifier: SSI010 
 
Interview Process  

Interview was via Zoom.  
  
  
Emergent Ideas  
  

Level of manufacturer’s engagement in public awareness about packaging. 
The use of litigation as a method of engagement. 
Relationship between brand owners and manufacturer’s – who controls the type of packaging 
required. 
Who is the customer within a supply chain? 
PS raises manufacturer’s awareness at the design level. 
Pragmatism versus aspiration – for example, the zero-waste concept 
Designed for convenience versus designed for cost. 
Part of a global supply chain. 
Supply chain relationships. 
   

 

  
New Questions  
  

How can a co-design approach facilitate a collaborative approach to systems change?  
  

 

  
Data Storage and Labelling Record  
  

All stored in OneDrive. No external documents.  
 

 

 
  
Transcription Process 
Transcript completed by Alec McNeil 
Transcript accepted by 20/09/20 
Transcript de-identified by 18/10/20 
Transcript saved to OneDrive 
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Interview Analysis 11 
 
Post Interview Reflection   
 
Deidentifier: SSI020 
 
Interview Process  

Interview was via Zoom.  
  
  
Emergent Ideas  
  

The costs associated with products sit at retail end and not at the recovery end. 
Public awareness of the condition of the systems that support recycling. 
Production of knowledge in support of advocacy of a particular position. 
The current status of supply chain relationships and how these can become more informed. 
Isolated municipal service decisions and their consequence, for example, comingled collections. 
Individual versus whole system choices. 
Consultation on pre-determined outcomes. 
Democratic voice on service delivery and the role of contracts. 
Service through public good framework versus service for a fee through contract. 
You transform things through relationship not through contract. 
  

 

  
New Questions  
  

What drives commercial decision-making? 
Is the delivery of the public good a strategy or an aspiration? 
 

 

  
Data Storage and Labelling Record  
  

All stored in OneDrive. No external documents.  
 

 

 
  
Transcription Process 
Transcript completed by Alec McNeil 
Transcript accepted by 28/8/20 
Transcript de-identified by 18/10/20 
Transcript saved to OneDrive 
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Interview Analysis 12 
 
Post Interview Reflection   
 
Deidentifier: SSI202 
 
Interview Process  

Interview was via Zoom.  
  
  
Emergent Ideas  
  

Payment at the point of market placement.  
What drives change – economics, public opinion? 
The need for continuous market placement leads to offshoring. 
Commercial versus social procurement. 
Using research to inform understanding.  
Product stewardship provides security of funding (for reprocessing). 
Scheme Managing Agencies need to be independent.  
The supply and demand relationship required to support onshore recycling. 
 

 

 
  
New Questions  
  

How would a front end eco tax work and what are the risks /reward considerations. 
 

 

  
Data Storage and Labelling Record  
  

All stored in OneDrive. No external documents.  
 

 

 
  
Transcription Process 
Transcript completed by Alec McNeil 
Transcript accepted by 26/09/20 
Transcript de-identified by 18/10/20 
Transcript saved to OneDrive 
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Interview Analysis 13 
 
Post Interview Reflection   
 
Deidentifier: SSI321 
 
Interview Process  

Interview was via Zoom.  
  
  
Emergent Ideas  
  

How is Product Stewardship being considered in the Boardrooms – i.e., how is strategy being 
constructed and deployed? 
Packaging is related to branding more than the material type chosen. 
Free riders can lever advantage through association with a Product Stewardship scheme. 
Importers who avoid traditional supply chains are not held to account by, for example, 
distributors.  
 

 

 
  
New Questions  
  

How do you place product stewardship into a strategic space? 
 

 

  
Data Storage and Labelling Record  
  

All stored in OneDrive. No external documents.  
 

 

 
  
Transcription Process 
Transcript completed by Alec McNeil 
Transcript accepted by 16/5/20 
Transcript de-identified by 25/10/20 
Transcript saved to OneDrive 
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Interview Analysis 14 
 
Post Interview Reflection  
 
Deidentifier: SSI386 
 
Interview Process  

Interview was face-to-face.  
  
  
Emergent Ideas  
  

People engage with systems that are easy to use. 
People are time constrained due to modern day living demands. 
Change needs a legislative nudge combined with an incentivised reward.   
Change needs to be or is more likely to be gradual. 
 

 

 
  
New Questions  
  

How does economic idealism sit within the market economy? 
Are the improved environmental outcomes being asked for that unrealistic or is that part of the 
narrative construction of the status quo?   
How aware of product stewardship is the populous? 
How do the populous engage with bureaucratic consultation? 
 

 

  
Data Storage and Labelling Record  
  

All stored in OneDrive. No external documents.  
 

 

 
  
Transcription Process 
Transcript completed by Alec McNeil 
Transcript accepted by 10/3/20 
Transcript de-identified by 25/10/20 
Transcript saved to OneDrive 
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Interview Analysis 15 
 
Post Interview Reflection   
 
Deidentifier: SSI641 
 
Interview Process  

Interview was via Zoom.  
  
  
Emergent Ideas  
  

The length of time people have been involved in the Product Stewardship space in NZ – 25 years 
plus. 
The desire for action even if it is industry led. 
The lack of equity across the supply of goods system. 
The role of voluntarism in short term responses. 
The function of the Ministry and other Governmental agencies. 
 

 

 
  
New Questions  
  

Who should lead the Product Stewardship co-design process? 
How should vested interests be managed? 
How does collaboration mesh with the interest of the status quo? 
 

 

  
Data Storage and Labelling Record  
  

All stored in OneDrive. No external documents.  
 

 

 
  
Transcription Process 
Transcript completed by Alec McNeil 
Transcript accepted by 19/9/20 
Transcript de-identified by 26/10/20 
Transcript saved to OneDrive 
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Interview Analysis 16 
 
Post Interview Reflection   
 
Deidentifier: SSI717 
 
Interview Process  

Interview was via Zoom.  
 

 

  
Emergent Ideas  
  

Product stewardship is for the whole group involved in the transfer, for example, it involves retail. 
EPR is specific to a material and the producer. 
PS left to industry will drift towards EPR – a less holistic outcome. 
If the variety of packaging is to be reduced, then the range of produce will likely need to contract. 
A collaborative process is required to co-design Product Stewardship schemes.  
Supermarkets are at the heart of oversupply yet take no responsibility  
 

 

 
  
New Questions  
  

How can the populous be prepared for a change in the current supermarket culture? 
 

  
Data Storage and Labelling Record  
  

All stored in OneDrive. No external documents.  
 

 

 
  
Transcription Process 
Transcript completed by Alec McNeil 
Transcript accepted by 26/09/20 
Transcript de-identified by 26/10/20 
Transcript saved to OneDrive 
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Interview Analysis 17 
 
Post Interview Reflection   
 
Deidentifier: SSI931 
 
Interview Process  

Interview was via Zoom.  
  
  
Emergent Ideas  
  

PS is about material flow. 
Success of Product Stewardship will be reliant on collaboration across the sector (as opposed to 
the supply chain). 

 

 
  
New Questions  
  

What function do representative entities play in a Product Stewardship policy framework?  
 

 

  
Data Storage and Labelling Record  
  

All stored in OneDrive. No external documents.  
 

 

 
  
Transcription Process 
Transcript completed by Alec McNeil 
Transcript accepted by 10/10/20 
Transcript de-identified by 30/10/20 
Transcript saved to OneDrive 
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Interview Analysis 18 
 
Post Interview Reflection 
 
Deidentifier: SSI605 
 
Interview Process 

Interview was via Zoom. Some minor technical issues but no impact on transcript. 
 

 

 
Emergent Ideas 
 

Narrative based on experience 
Narrative based on others messaging 
Group dynamics 
Leadership 
Drivers for change 
 

 

 
New Questions 
 

What drives public and private sector communications in relation to PS? 
 

 

 
Data Storage and Labelling Record 
 

All stored in OneDrive. No external documents. No external transcribers involved. 
 

 

 
 
Transcription Process 
Transcript completed by Alec McNeil 
Transcript accepted by 30/8/20 
Transcript de-identified by 10/10/20 
Transcript saved to OneDrive 
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Interview Analysis 19 
 
Post Interview Reflection 
 
Deidentifier: SSI712 
 
Interview Process 

Interview was via Zoom. Poor recording but no impact on transcript. 
 

 

 
Emergent Ideas 
 

Individual versus collective response 
Leadership drives change 
The value of experience 
The interpretation of process – who, what, why, etc 
 

 

 
New Questions 
 

When do we lose sight of change? 
When and how do we recognise that change is necessary?  

 

 
Data Storage and Labelling Record 
 

All stored in OneDrive. No external documents. No external transcribers involved. 
 

 

 
 
Transcription Process 
Transcript completed by Alec McNeil 
Transcript accepted by 8/8/20 
Transcript de-identified by 26/10/20 
Transcript saved to OneDrive 
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Appendix C – Coding record 
 
Coding Record - Personal, additional, and existing knowledge 
  
Code name  1. Purpose of Role  

2. Production of Knowledge  
3. Operational Considerations 

 
Meaning  1. An explanation of how people make sense of their role, 

describe how it currently operates and within what 
constraints. 

2. An explanation of how people gain knowledge within 
their individual roles and how they use knowledge to 
support their roles. 

3. An explanation of the activity of putting knowledge into 
practice. 

Exemplar / Most clear example of this code  1. Strategic planning role, lobbying government 
2. Participating in events, undertake your own research 

prior to submitting 
3. What are the principles? What is the sales pitch?  

Other instances  1. Commenting back 
2. Distance and time and thinking  
3. Behaviour change 

Ongoing status of code in analysis   All codes are active 
Note of any new direction  No evidence of knowledge sharing within the NZ community of 

practice currently 

 
Coding Record – Return to production (design for environment) 
  
Code name  1. Taking responsibility 

2. Process of change 
3. System equity 

 
Meaning  1. An explanation of how people make sense of influence 

and responsibility as concepts. 
2. An explanation of how people see opportunities and 

challenges associated with change. 
3. An explanation of how people assess their sphere of 

influence 

Exemplar / Most clear example of this code  1. It's not actually always easy because of our limited scope  
2. Vote with your purchasing power and purchase 

something else 
3. That's something you need to take up with the producer 

of that material 

 
Other instances  1. Everyone who has some sort of role to play in the life of 

the product should share responsibility for its end-of-life  
2. You have to realize that if you're trying to promote 

change, you still have to work with a shitty system 
and, and roll with it sometimes for decades  

3. How do you implement that feedback in your job?  

Ongoing status of code in analysis   All codes are active 
Note of any new direction   Nil  
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Coding Record – Reduction (design for environment) 
  
Code name  1. Waste Hierarchy  

2. Active Engagement   
3. Lack of influence 

 
Meaning  1. An explanation of the relevance of the waste hierarchy to 

Product Stewardship 
2. An explanation of how people make sense of systems and 

funding. 
3. An explanation of how people are able to exercise choice 

and control.   

Exemplar / Most clear example of this code  1. Product stewardship is, in my mind, a slightly higher on 
the hierarchy than what recycling is 

2. Not dictating or stipulating exactly what needs to be 
done, 

3. But I think, overall, we have to have a similar approach in 
ethos to the way we're going to do things to simplify it 
and make it easy for everyday New Zealanders in their 
approach. 

Other instances  1. It's a hard one because everyone jumps straight to 
recycling  

2. Thinking through that whole cycle and actually putting a 
system in place that makes it work  

3. I think the voluntary scheme doesn't give you that 
control. Because you don't have that complete buy in, 
you can't buy that certainty, because you don't have that 
control over the volumes.  

Ongoing status of code in analysis   All codes are active 
Note of any new direction  No common description or definition of reduction, opinions vary on 

the prominence of reduction as a concept.   
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Coding Record – Circular economy (secondary recycling or scheme leakage) 
  
Code name  1. Local knowledge  

2. Market activity  
3. Effectiveness of Circular Economy 

 
Meaning  1. An explanation of how people make sense of local 

relationships and opportunities 
2. An explanation of how people make sense of market 

interactions within their community. 
3. An explanation of how people make sense of the 

opportunities and challenges associated with a circular 
economy. 

Exemplar / Most clear example of this code  1. Our desire with our new contracts was to try and find 
onshore local New Zealand markets for our plastics  

2. We're significantly protected at the moment with fibre 
issues 

3. It's recycled into almost downgraded into a different 
product that doesn't have the same value that the 
original product had 

Other instances  1. Only seeing your piece of the puzzle and not seeing the 
whole picture 

2. We don't want to just try and rely on the consumer to be, 
to have the behaviour because they don’t have the 
control  

3. Basically, resources staying in use as long as possible so 
going back into products.  

Ongoing status of code in analysis   All codes are active 
Note of any new direction   Nil 
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Coding Record – Roles and behaviour of the market 
  
Code name  1. Practical implications  

2. Policy implications   
3. Public awareness 

 
Meaning  1. An explanation of how people make sense of the impact 

of a Product Stewardship approach. 
2. An explanation of how people make sense of policy 

through a pragmatic lens. 
3. An explanation of how people make sense of current 

systems and the underlying imperatives that drive 
change.  

Exemplar / Most clear example of this code  1. If it's going to be hugely expensive to freight these items 
around the country, why are we doing it? 

2. Ultimately has to be sustainable, environmentally first 
and economically 

3. We have a moral obligation all of us as individuals and 
organizations to be good global citizens and take 
responsibility for what we're doing. 

Other instances  1. If it's going to be a national scheme, it actually has to 
cover a good 90% of the population  

2. Possibly the public are your biggest worst enemy really. 
And as far as, as far as that goes, because they need, they 
need to be on board with any new initiatives that happen 

3. So, it doesn't matter what signage or education you do, 
we can't get that message through   

Ongoing status of code in analysis   All codes are active 
Note of any new direction  PS is a complex space to be working in and requires considered and 

strategic leadership to drive change 
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Coding Record – Vested interest and perceived opportunity 
  
Code name  1. Shared local experience  

2. Drivers for change 
3. Dichotomy of recycling versus landfill  
4. Process for change 
5. No Clear Outcome (System Ambiguity) 

 
Meaning  1. An explanation of how people make sense of their 

organisational imperative. 
2. An explanation of why Product Stewardship is being taken 

up as an approach. 
3. An explanation of how people make sense of the use of 

landfill. 
4. The code description was an explanation of what 

mechanisms are framing a desire for change. 
5. An explanation of how people make sense of local 

obstacles. 

Exemplar / Most clear example of this code  1. We are part of a global system, rightly or wrongly, and 
therefore there is, there is a limitation on how much 
influence, how much power we have on that system 

2. They're aware customers are starting to ask for it more. 
3. Probably because the landfills in their backyard, and 

they've got a rural community as well, which has actually 
kind of got a more a more environmental focus anyway  

4. Government putting out signals as well, about mandatory 
product stewardship  

5. So, we're not going to persuade businesses who are not 
interested in doing it.  

Other instances  1. Like so many things in the NGO world and particularly in 
waste, everyone is doing a thousand and one other 
things, nobody is paid 

2. The global industry has realised that it can’t talk its way 
out of this anymore, they actually have to be part of the 
solution 

3. Nil 
4. And the control of product stewardship comes through 

incentivizing consumers, incentivizing those collectors to 
keep that valuable product in circulation  

5. I'm guilty of wish recycling of wish cycling like I knowingly 
put stuff in my recycling bin in the hope that it's actually 
recycled  

 
Ongoing status of code in analysis   All codes are active 
Note of any new direction   Nil 
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Coding Record – Change (Politics and Ideology) 
  
Code name  1. Existing experience, knowledge, and opportunities  

2. Finding a Solution  
3. Delegated responsibility 

 
Meaning  1. An explanation of how people make sense of an absence 

of progress. 
2. An explanation of how people make sense of problem 

solving. 
3. An explanation of how people can establish cohesion for 

progress. 

Exemplar / Most clear example of this code  1. This is what I'm used to, this is what I've grown up with, 
this is what I that's what my previous environment was, 
why can't you just do the same here,  

2. You've got to go through that process of talking to them 
about, you know, supply and demand markets  

3. What can, what can be done for everyday Kiwis in their 
lives  

 
Other instances  1. It comes down in the end to that local market and what 

you've got available  
2. Why do you have to sort of convince everybody?  
3. The unifying factor is they're all looking to improve their 

sustainability performance  

Ongoing status of code in analysis   All codes are active 
Note of any new direction   Nil 
 
Coding Record – Final thoughts 
  
Code name  1. Final thoughts 

 
Meaning  1. Concluding statements from participants 

   
Exemplar / Most clear example of this code  1. If we can get things like product stewardship up and 

running as a country it's gonna definitely, you know, it 
moves us from doing the same stuff every day to actually 
making some real progress.  

Other instances  1. New Zealand has followed a very haphazard journey, as 
opposed to a designed journey into circularity.  

1. One of the big issues for Local Government is that they've 
been relying on something that needed to happen at 
Central Government, that didn't happen.   

Ongoing status of code in analysis   All codes are active 
Note of any new direction  A willingness to be involved but a frustration about having to wait for 

substantive progress 
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Appendix D – Aggregated transcript thematic analysis 
Personal, additional, and existing knowledge 
 
1 Code - Purpose of role 

Th
em

es
 

Emphasis • Advocating to authority for legislative changes  
• Knowledge informed by a combination research, and operational experience  
• Engaging with authority through consultation  
• Accessing populations to promote behaviour change  

Colloquialisms • Product stewardship  
• Circular economy  
• Supply chains  
• Producer responsibility  
• End-of-life  
• Holistic approach 

Similarities and differences • S - Acknowledgement of involvement in the Product Stewardship space through advocacy or 
participation   

• S – All working to make some form of change (in isolation)  
• S – all committed towards the purpose they are working towards  
• D - Tension between those that do and those that watch  
• D – Ability to access to policy (decision) makers   
• D – the appropriateness of overseas  
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2 Code - Production of knowledge 
Th

em
es

 
Emphasis • Level of engagement is resource dependent  

• Learning from others in particular experiences overseas  
• The use of terminology to explain activity  
• The influence on Government  
• Making personal connections through networking  
• Messaging to resonate / connect at the level of the household   
• A desire for more knowledge to be better informed  

Colloquialisms • End of pipe  
• Sustainability  
• Economic instruments  
• Life cycle analysis  
• Cost benefit analysis  

Similarities and differences • S - Evidence and knowledge used to support position   
• S – Evidence and knowledge is used for pragmatic outcomes (tool of management)  
• D – Which actors should influence policy  
• S – The need to be self-starting and self-promoting   
• D- lack of consensus on how co-design as a process can be achieved  
• S – dissatisfaction (frustration) with the current system  
• D – longevity (and purpose) of actor involvement within an environmental space  
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3 Code - Operational considerations 
Th

em
es

 
Emphasis • Complex space that requires deep consideration  

• Isolated from decision-making  
• A consistent approach is required to facilitate change  
• Geography should not constrain ability to participate  

Colloquialisms • Waste streams  
• Resource streams  
• Priority product  
• Free market  
• Sales pitch  

Similarities and differences • S – everybody recognises the influence of the market  
• S – outcomes are currently market driven/orientated  
• D – the way in which environmental impact is considered (categorised)  
• D – the role that Government should be required to play  

 
Connections to Document Analysis 
Literature area Literature consideration 
Consensus decision making Influences, group set up, research scope 
Understanding responsibility Informational, physical, fiscal 
Product Stewardship and its interpretation Holistic versus pragmatic versus vested interest 
Situational analysis post National Sword Signalling from Government 
Further Readings 
Reading Topic 
Tasaki et al 2015  Difference between EPR and PS 
OECD 2017 Review of EPR after 10+ years of use 
MfE 2019 Response to diminishing recycling markets 
Thagard and Kroon 2006 Emotions and their impact on decisions 
Lave 2012 Neoliberal impact on knowledge 
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Return to production 
 
4 Code - Taking responsibility 

Th
em

es
 

Emphasis • The term Product Stewardship needs to be adequately defined   
• Product stewardship introduces the concept of responsibility across the supply chain  
• Product stewardship introduces funding of recycling/recovery across the supply chain  
• Product stewardship is more than just making something recyclable  

Colloquialisms • Small market  
• Price taker  
• Drop in solution  
• Customer needs  
• Material flow  
• Externalised costs  
• Vested interest  
• Zero waste  
• Life cycle  

Similarities and differences • S - Products need to be made be with stewardship in mind.  
• S - Product stewardship removes the tension of who pays.  
• S – embedded (design for environment) product stewardship is too difficult to achieve  
• S - Responsibility needs to be mandated/enforced whatever that requirement may look like  
• S – responsibility needs to be transparent across the supply chain  
• S – product stewardship responsibility needs to be sustainable for the longer-term  
• D – the sense that business is willing to implement change   
• D – the ability to influence manufacturing changes in a globalised supply chain  
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5 Code - Process of change 
Th

em
es

 
Emphasis • Understanding the material flow impacts across the supply chain to inform any intervention.  

• The current economy has waste built into it.  
• Product recoverability has to be designed in.  
• Time that change takes in the Product Stewardship space  
• Market conditions within NZ could limit the willingness for change  

Colloquialisms • Value proposition  
• Linear to circular   
• Design out waste  
• Purchasing power  
• Value chain  
• Brand owner  
• Eco-modulated fees  

Similarities and differences • S - General consensus that product stewardship introduces responsibility.  
• D - Disagreement about who responsibility rests with  
• S - Agreement that the supply chain needs to get something out Product Stewardship  
• D – variation in the definition of value for a Product Stewardship scheme  
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6 Code - System equity 
Th

em
es

 
Emphasis • Design needs to facilitate end-of-life recovery  

• Product stewardship is more than recycling.  
• Consideration and consequence of decision-making in isolation.  
• Product stewardship and the waste hierarchy  
• Material flow and the relationship with supply and demand  
• Understanding the purpose of packaging  

Colloquialisms • Supply and demand  
• Closed loop  
• Rational choice  

Similarities and differences • S - Product stewardship is linked to end markets.  

 
Connections to Document Analysis 
Literature area Literature consideration 
Responsibility in a market setting context Externalisation, vested interest, interest groups 
KPI’s, targets and data capture The value and purpose of data reporting 
EPR is Europe – Germany Issues, challenges plus context to present day 
Reliance on commodity pricing Ebb and flow of recycling prices 
Reaction to change Predictable pattern to responses 
Further Readings 
Reading Topic 
Walls 2006 Lit review of EPR systems 
Ridgway 1956  Views on data and why we gather it 
Eichstadt et al. 1999 German green dot system history  
Ackerman and Gallagher 2001 Contextual description of recycling values 
Grief 2020 7 stages of grief analogy 
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Reduction 
 
7 Code - Waste hierarchy 

Th
em

es
 

Emphasis • Reduction as an aspiration  
• Reduction as a technical solution  
• Reduction through redesign  
• Reduction through policy stimulus (e.g., recycling content)  
• Reduction should be first port of call  
• Reduction is redefined in light of new terminology, such as circular economy  

Colloquialisms • Right to repair  
• Design our waste  
• Single-use products  

Similarities and differences • D - Product stewardship includes a reduction  
• S - Connecting design to reduction  
• S - Reduction is substituted by right to repair  
• D – influence on reduction is impacted by NZ not being a producer  
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8 Code - Active engagement 
Th

em
es

 
Emphasis • Reduction doesn’t support the circular economy  

• Reduction and its connection to recycling.  
• Reduction and its connection to change.  
• Tying responsibility to producers.  
• The household needs to play a part in reduction.  
• Contract management and framework (expectations, outcomes, variances)  
• Reduction has not been emphasised  
• Recycling has been prioritised  
• Reduction would affect recycling supply chains 

Colloquialisms • Producer responsibility  
• Reduction through design 
• Reputational risk.  
• Subscription based model 

Similarities and differences • S - Reduction is an opportunity and a challenge.  
• S - Role of legislation.  
• D – where people position reduction (how they describe/make sense of it)  
• D – the emphasis on public good outcome (service versus profit)  
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9 Code - Lack of influence 
Th

em
es

 
Emphasis • Product stewardship provides control  

• Role of incentivisation (for example, material choice)  
• Service delivery is influenced by end markets  
• Explanations of consumption   

Colloquialisms • Buy in  
• Market-based instruments  

Similarities and differences • S - Engagement across the supply chain  
• S - Engagement of the public  

 
Connections to Document Analysis 
Literature area Literature consideration 
Harm reduction Harm from single use rather than toxicity 
Polluter pays Definition of polluter 
Design for environment Reduction of consumption at source 
Mechanical recycling and contamination  Free market transfer of waste 
Social costs Market treatment of cost – externalisation 
Sustainability Ecosystem alignment versus marketing 
Environmental laws Interaction with economic/financial emphasis 
Further Readings 
Reading Topic 
Schnaiberg (2005) Ecology 
Neves (2012) Collective versus individual treatment 
Tong (2005) Contamination transfer to Asia 
Pearce (1989) Harm reduction by reducing toxicity 
Fricker (2003) Entropy 
Kapp (1971) Social costs 
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Circular economy (secondary recycling or scheme leakage)  
 
10 Code - Local knowledge 

Th
em

es
 

Emphasis • Material flows within a system  
• PS is reliant on supply chain collaboration  
• PS is a form of system change   
• Knowledge as evidence  
• The political context and its influence on policy  
• CE is about resource transfer (material and energy)  
• Concept of the CE is being marketed  
• Concept of the CE is being adopted an end-of-life response  
• Concept of CE has yet to be considered at the design stage  

Colloquialisms • Contamination   
• Value asset  
• Leakage  

Similarities and differences • S - Supply of recycling material  
• S - Demand for recycling material  
• S - Consumption of recycling  
• D – no consensus on what the term CE means (all provided a nuanced variation)  
• D – differences on what CE (as a concept) can achieve  
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11 Code - Market activity 
Th

em
es

 
Emphasis • Quality of recycling  

• Demand for recycling  
• Recycling, consumption, and the economy  
• Alignment of messaging (to what’s controllable)  
• The environmental and social effects of CE concepts (pros and cons)   
• The capacity that is currently available to implement a CE approach  

Colloquialisms • Open loop   
• Co-mingled 

Similarities and differences • S - Retention of materials   
• D - Retention versus reduction  
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12 Code - Effectiveness of the circular economy 
Th

em
es

 
Emphasis • Requirements of production  

• An agreed set of values  
• An enabler of consumption  
• Concept has been implemented to some degree without consideration of output  
• What does CE look like at a community level (Economic, Social, Cultural and Environmental considerations)  

Colloquialisms • Downgraded  
• Social justice  
• Concept of cascades (Ellen MacArthur Foundation 

Similarities and differences • D - Marketing idea   
• D - Behaviour management tool  
• S - System description  
• D - Consumption versus reduction  
• D - Market placement consequences  

 
Connections to Document Analysis 
Literature area Literature consideration 
Circular economy drivers Clean production, resource security, waste 
Local regional and national Micro, meso, and macro  
Biosphere Nature’s limits, energy transfer 
Circular versus cascades Recognition of technical and biological limits 
Marketing alternatives Biodegradable, compostable, recyclable 
Systems thinking Individual versus collective 
Further Readings 
Reading Topic 
Skene (2018) Loss in a system 
Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2012) Circular economy as the new green deal 
Murray et al. (2017) Sustainability 
Silva et al. (2017) Case study reviews of USA, Europe, and Japan 
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Role and behaviour of the market 
 
13 Code - Practical implications 

Th
em

es
 

Emphasis • Cost of product stewardship schemes  
• Cost impacts of Product Stewardship schemes  
• Product stewardship scheme material scope  
• Equity of service provision from Product Stewardship approach (Geographic)  
• Shared responsibility – product stewardship  
• Market leaders versus market followers  
• Change beyond the commercial imperative  
• The role of money in product stewardship  
• Waste industry’s role  
• Role of NGO groups  
• Impact on existing services and infrastructure  
• Assessment of product impact (Environmental harm, for example, toxicity)  
• Limitations of the size of the NZ market both supply and demand  
• Price is king  

Colloquialisms • Reverse logistics  
• Externalisation / Internalisation of cost  
• Elasticity  
• Make money  
• Open market  

Similarities and differences • S - Funding versus costs  
• S - Product stewardship provides a cashflow  
• D – drivers for change are different across the stakeholders  
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14 Code - Policy implications 
Th

em
es

 
Emphasis • End-of-life treatment  

• Funding through levy  
• Collaboration across supply chain  
• The role of legislation  
• Rules and choices  
• Incentivisation   
• Multinational companies do not have an embedded system for Global Product Stewardship  
• A seeming unwillingness of Governments to hold multi-nationals responsible  
• The importance of a co-design approach  
• There is a limitation as to what we can do to support Product Stewardship because of the limited onshore 

processing capacity  

Colloquialisms • Environmental, social, cultural, and economic  
• Market mechanisms   

Similarities and differences • D - Reason for change  
• D - Impacts of change  
• S - Process for change through collaboration  
• D – Morality of using offshore processing  
• D – policy framework based on environmental, social, cultural, and then economic aspects  
• D – the role of the public as participants in a Product Stewardship philosophy  
• D – methodology for creating a Product Stewardship framework  
• D – approach of multinational companies in addressing selective aspects of Product Stewardship (for 

example, moving to an online subscription and away from a physical purchase)  
• D – the role of legislation in influencing response to Product Stewardship  
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15 Code - Public awareness 
Th

em
es

 
Emphasis • Engagement and messaging  

• Role of procurement  
• Functionality of service provision is incomplete  
• Frustration with how to enact change   
• Current market set up impedes environmental consideration  

Colloquialisms • Private sector  
• Stakeholder and audience perspective  
• Duopoly  
• Economy produces waste  

Similarities and differences • S - Individual responsibility  
• S - Collective responsibility  
• S – how can we put in place an effective messaging campaign?  
• D – the role and contribution of management (pragmatism v strategy)  

 
Connections to Document Analysis 
Literature area Literature consideration 
Change management Impact of interest groups 
Policy approaches to stewardship Variation by jurisdiction 
Typology of social costs Variation in how to set up the market 
Cost benefit analysis Government decision-making 
Inequities in market-based systems Engagement in scheme by public 
Further Readings 
Reading Topic 
Palmer and Walls (2002) Industry response to change 
Kapp (2016) Social costs and an alternative approach 
The Treasury (2015) Rationale behind Government CBA approach 
Kaplinsky (2000) Inequities in systems 
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Vested interest and perceived opportunity 
 
16 Code - Shared local experience 

Th
em

es
 

Emphasis • Reliance on landfill  
• Ongoing requirement to have and retain landfill  
• Voluntarism and lobbying  
• Where the emphasis of change management is projected  
• Where the emphasis of cost burden sits  
• How can effective change management be initiated within an existing system?  

Colloquialisms • Nil 

Similarities and differences • S – behaviour change is required  
• D – can people be made to be responsible (within a consumer driven economy)   

 
17 Code - Drivers for change 

Th
em

es
 

Emphasis • Scheme management independence   
• Supply chain broken  
• Supply chain incentivisation  

Colloquialisms • Waste to energy  
• Managing agency  
• Clean green  
• Cap in hand  

Similarities and differences • Challenges and opportunities  
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18 Code - Dichotomy of recycling versus landfill 
Th

em
es

 
Emphasis • Volume driven  

• Any changes to reliance on landfill usage will have an impact on household finances  

Colloquialisms • Nil  

Similarities and differences • S - Reasons for recycling  

 
19 Code - Process for change 

Th
em

es
 

Emphasis • Co-designing approach  
• Challenges with co-design  
• Opportunities with co-design  
• Enablement through legislation  
• Level of change  
• Possibility of change  
• Limitations of change  
• Government needs to take an inclusive approach to policy formation  

Colloquialisms • Nil  

Similarities and differences • S - Change is being signalled by Government  
• D - Effect of change  
• S - Degree and practicality of change  
• D – Not everybody feels they have an opportunity to contribute to government thinking  
• D – the role of expertise in change management  
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20 Code - No clear outcome (system ambiguity) 
Th

em
es

 
Emphasis • Engagement and communication  

Colloquialisms • Wish recycling  
• Profit driver 

Similarities and differences • D - Terminology change (does product stewardship work with the public?)  

 
Connections to Document Analysis 
Literature area Literature consideration 
Impacts from change Reaction to change 
Standardisation of service Localism of response 
Landfill versus recycling Funding versus perception 
Systems  Cause and effect, goodwill, voluntarism  
Influences on market placement Incentivisation 
Shareholder v stakeholder Finance v responsibility 
Further Readings 
Reading Topic 
Manni and Cavana (2007) Systems thinking 
Kapp (2016) Taxes and their positioning and impact 
Hack et al. (2020)  Governance 
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Change (politics and ideology) 
 
21 Code - Existing experience, knowledge, and opportunities 

Th
em

es
 

Emphasis • Expectations the public and the capacity of systems to meet these expectations  
• Supply and demand for recycling  
• Impact on communities  
• Change management should be cognisant of the impact across the whole system  
• Role of supply chain  
• Engagement and understanding  
• Status quo retention through investment (for example PPRS)  
• Justification for the need for change  
• To project social and environmental benefits (outcomes and impacts) alongside economic considerations   
• Change has to be driven by legislation  
• Unease about who is going be in charge of the concept of Product Stewardship and any subsequent co-design 

process 

Colloquialisms • Recycling space 
• Stranded assets  
• Whole-of-life  

Similarities and differences • D - Waste or a resource problem.  
• D - Change on whose terms.  
• D – recycling is not a waste related activity  
• D – expectations of what Product Stewardship will deliver  
• S – is the desire to extract some form of gain from Product Stewardship  
• S – confusion about how collaboration can work  
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22 Code - Finding a solution 
Th

em
es

 
Emphasis • Responsibility 

• Communication and engagement 
• Regional variation 
• Facilitation of change 
• Momentum for change  
• Purposeful engagement  
• Geographical and logistical challenges  
• Clear framework of expectations and how participating stakeholders will contribute  

Colloquialisms • Extract as much value 
• Conscious consumer 

Similarities and differences • S - Responsibility for change  
• S - Responsibility for implementation   
• S - Responsibility for co-design  
• D – no consensus on how any of the above can be achieved 
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23 Code - Delegated responsibility 
Th

em
es

 
Emphasis • Communication across supply chains 

• Responsibility 
• Awareness 
• Common ground 
• Common purpose / focus (who are we doing this for?) 

Colloquialisms • Big picture stuff  
• Sustainability performance  

Similarities and differences • S - Looking for a platform to move forward 

 
Connections to Document Analysis 
Literature area Literature consideration 
Market ideology  Free market, government intervention, society 
Experience of others Container return scheme approaches 
Government approaches to change Consultative, collaborative, straw man 
Further Readings 
Reading Topic 
Nash (1950) Incomplete behaviours 
Leys (2001) Democracy versus the market 
Lave (2012) Neoliberalisation of knowledge 
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Final thoughts 
 
24 Code - Final thoughts 

Th
em

es
 

Emphasis • Responsibility – individual, industry or Government  
• Sense of urgency for change whilst the political landscape is favourable  
• Formalising and agreeing a way forward  
• Non-partisan and non-political ideology as a way forward (reducing bias or influence)  
• Broadening the ability for the public to receive information and offer feedback 

 
Colloquialisms • Soft plastics  

• Silver bullet  
• Gut feeling 

 
Similarities and 
differences 

• S - Responsibility  
• S – whole system recalibration  
• S – consensus building  
• D – whether an expert advisory body to Government would be of benefit  

  
 
Connections to Document Analysis 
Literature area Literature consideration 
Pace of change Blocks to progress 
Reclassification Reduction becomes recovery 
Further Readings 
Reading Topic 
Boulding (1996) Frontier economics 
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Glossary 

 
The following table contains examples of the colloquialisms that were extracted during the research. The colloquialisms are expressed as both contextual 
meaning expressed by participants and as emergent topics from socio-cultural practice. The colloquialisms were generated during data analysis. Excerpts in 
green are used in the research report excerpts in yellow are included for the benefit of future research. 
 
Term Contextual meaning expressed by participants Emergent topics from socio-cultural practice 

Big picture stuff Strategic thinking and response. Big picture stuff was a term for some participants that 
inferred a different level of thinking that looked beyond 
the immediacy of a pragmatic approach which they had 
previously expressed as “it's that end of pipe solution, 
not that kind of front of pipe thinking”. For other 
participants it was a term that facilitated the 
reassignment of responsibility where former 
oppositional views could be accommodated in that 
“we've been meeting every couple of months for the 
past 12 months now and the information sharing and 
the progress that that group has made has blown my 
mind they have dropped all the business sensitivity”. 
The co-design process, therefore, could become a 
discussion about “what can be done for everyday Kiwis 
in their lives” as well as how does this change impact on 
the supply chain. 
 

Brand owner  The company associated with a product.  Brand owner was often used as a name associated with 
products rather than the manufacturer tending towards 
an assertion being made that “if you don't make the 
product then you don't have to get rid of it”. Some 
examples would include beverage companies where the 
branding was dominant and the original manufacturer, 
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Term Contextual meaning expressed by participants Emergent topics from socio-cultural practice 

for example, of a plastic bottle was not common 
knowledge making it difficult to have any “discussion 
about end-of-life responsibilities”.   

Buy in  Belief in a system or concept. Buy in was considered important for generating support 
in a co-design setting as “overall, we have to have a 
similar approach in ethos to the way we're going to do 
things to simplify it and make it easy for everyday New 
Zealanders in their approach”. Linked to aspects such as 
incentivisation, buy in is viewed as something to be 
achieved, something that the system needs to promote 
beyond a voluntary approach as “the voluntary scheme 
doesn't give you that control. Because you don't have 
that complete buy in, you can't buy that certainty, 
because you don't have that control over the volumes”. 
Buy in through a legal requirement was less prominent 
in participant commentary other than “perhaps a review 
or an update of the, the (waste minimisation) act, that 
highlights I guess the key priority areas that we need to 
have a focus on”. Incentivisation was, therefore, more 
about the carrot than the stick.   
 

Cap in hand Request for support from a position of weakness. Cap in hand suggested deferring to systems of power in 
order to achieve an outcome. The control of funding 
was thought to be a determining factor on how groups 
behaved within systems. Some participants felt they had 
been deliberately excluded or marginalised which 
worked to the detriment of scheme design. “A product 
stewardship program would allow us to, rather than be 
cap in hand all the time, or looking at doing it the 
cheapest and most efficient way, we could design 
something that was, efficient, but it also might be best 
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Term Contextual meaning expressed by participants Emergent topics from socio-cultural practice 

practice”  

Circular economy  A closed loop system where waste was viewed as a 
resource and maintained within a system for as long as 
practical. 

Circular economy has been used as a rebranded form of 
waste recovery in OECD countries. In New Zealand the 
term ‘circular economy’ has been adopted in support of 
recycling which has gained general acceptance and 
traction, for example by “looking to accelerate the 
circular economy in New Zealand by getting the 
foundation pieces in place”. A circular economy 
approach may not address the overall levels of 
consumption within an economic system unless it is 
possible to “integrate it into a holistic whole system”.  
 

Clean green  Branding term that reflects a low environmental impact. Clean green was considered by participants as a 
projection of how we want others to see New Zealand. 
There was concern that this form of branding or system 
description was not reflective of current challenges but 
“product stewardship might be one of those areas 
where we can make some wins”. Despite environmental 
stewardship being a global challenge, how New Zealand 
is viewed on a global stage is still important to the New 
Zealand psyche particularly in how the country is seen 
as a “producer of high quality and sustainable primary 
products”.   
 

Closed loop  An internalised system that does not allow any wastage. Closed loop describes a manufacturing process within a 
company. Closed loop infers a solution for effective 
resource use and a form of differentiation that states 
“we should be able to break it down and return to its 
origin or use for other things”. Practice that considers 
closed loop as a voluntary-led solution at a local level, 
may not have any impact on reducing environmental 
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Term Contextual meaning expressed by participants Emergent topics from socio-cultural practice 

harm because business decisions are “driven by brand 
owners in New Zealand and essentially, there's still a 
profit driver in there”. 
 

Co-mingled  Mixed recycling is collected in one container and then 
transported to a processing plant for sorting. 

Co-mingled was a term that referred to mixed recycling 
collected in the same container. Participants associated 
co-mingling with a recycling system rationalisation to 
reduce costs. The impacts of this decision-making in 
isolation had wider ramifications for other participants 
in the supply chain who now received mixed recycling 
material and higher levels of contamination for 
processing making them reluctant to “buy from those 
who have a commingled collection”. Because of the 
unreliable quality of co-mingled recycling feedstocks, 
manufacturers are “buying in, but what they tend to buy 
in isn't post-consumer fibre, it tends to be the off cuts 
from newsprint and things like that”.  
 

Concept of cascades (Ellen 
MacArthur Foundation)  

Variation of return pathways recognising the 
practicalities of material recovery. 

Concept of cascades (Ellen MacArthur Foundation) -
suggested a reliance on others for approval or authority, 
namely, “it's not a title of the program, it's an agreed 
value that's built into your process” across the supply 
chain. Deferring authority to a third party can be 
liberating but it also runs the risk of losing contextual 
awareness be that geographic, cultural, or social. 
Nevertheless, “if anytime you're saving a natural 
resource, then it's better than sticking it in the hole in 
the ground”. 
 

Conscious consumer Buying decisions made based on pro- environmental 
messaging. 

Conscious consumer was a term used to describe 
responsible consumer actions and attitudes. 
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Term Contextual meaning expressed by participants Emergent topics from socio-cultural practice 

Responsibility was divested from within a system to the 
individual to make purchasing choices. “Individually, 
there are very few of us who are actually, properly 
conscious consumers and that just kind of breaks out to 
all industry, which is not conscious either, because the 
people running the industry aren’t really interested”. 
Work on enabling Product Stewardship is really 
“enhancing and amplifying the level of knowledge, 
particularly in regard to the public debate around 
packaging”. 
 

Contamination   Materials which lower the quality of recycling. Contamination infers an assignation of blame within a 
recovery system where the relationship between 
individual responsibility and the impositions of a system 
are fractured leading to the notion that “you can't 
mechanically recycle your way out of this”. There is a 
desire for clean product but the agreed method of 
achieving this is not universal. A common denominator 
is the tolerance of contamination within a system, 
namely, “if you could achieve their 1% or 0.5% 
contamination thresholds, there would be some good 
income”. The focus on reducing contamination does not 
appear to be self-driven by those who retail goods 
because “we just want to sell our stuff and then it goes 
away and whatever happens, happens”.  
 

Cost benefit analysis  An assessment process that provides the justification for 
change.  

Cost benefit analysis is a bureaucratic mechanism used 
for the purpose of assessing the implications of any 
proposed change to a system. The cost benefit analysis 
space belongs to a limited group of experts who are 
“leading the charge rather than sort of putting ideas up 
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Term Contextual meaning expressed by participants Emergent topics from socio-cultural practice 

for discussion”. The expression of privileged language 
contained within a cost benefit analysis appears to be 
accessible to a wide audience however, an 
understanding of the construction of the analysis may 
not be possible because despite “searching for 
evidence” the finer detail has been withheld.    
 

Customer needs Perceived, actual and/or manufactured requirements 
that the market delivers to. 

Customer needs is a term strongly associated with a 
marketing strategy as “there are a lot more companies 
out there that are looking to improve their sustainability 
be that as a general theme or for marketing purposes”. 
While communication and engagement are prevalent 
topics, the concept of customer needs becomes 
adopted as part of an overall discussion rather 
recognising that “product stewardship means 
eliminating waste at every part of the supply chain”.  
 

Design out waste  Either reduce materials consumed during production or 
make materials recoverable so they do not become 
wasted resources. 

Design out waste inferred a reassignment of 
responsibility back to initial manufacturing “because 
again, we're not a manufacturing nation, we don't have 
any control, we have to take the mass products, which 
have a high failure rate, which lasts a few years and then 
falls over”. 
 
Design out waste was viewed as a reassignment of 
responsibility back to initial manufacturing as 
“producers would be essentially designing waste out of 
that product to begin with”. Again, the prospect of this 
approach being applied in the current market system 
did not have universal acceptance because “the 
producer or brand owner is king”. The reclassification of 
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Term Contextual meaning expressed by participants Emergent topics from socio-cultural practice 

reduction that sees waste now being redefined as a 
resource is at odds with the concept that “Product 
Stewardship doesn’t have to be just about recycling, 
Product Stewardship can be, you know, predominantly 
about prevention”. 
 

Downgraded  A recovered material that sees a change in its physical 
form after processing, for example, cardboard becomes 
a paper bag. 

Downgraded suggests a lower quality of recycling 
nevertheless, in the current context, “creates the 
ascendancy of rushing to get economic activity of 
whatever sort in place”, ignoring the concept that “if 
you can't return it to primary production, should you 
have actually created it in the first place?”   Participants 
saw recycling as an enabler for continuous material flow 
“basically, resources staying in use as long as possible so 
going back into products” and now “it's recycled, 
downgraded into almost a different product that 
doesn't have the same value that the original product 
had”.  
 

Drop in solution Copying an established response from others without 
any consideration for the local NZ context. 

Drop in solution seems to have two inferences. Firstly, in 
relation to a pragmatic response, where action replaces 
discussion and sees a “coherent system for material 
flow” established. Secondly, in a negative connotation, 
that sees solutions copied verbatim from other 
jurisdictions without being adapted to the New Zealand 
context, by not “really understanding what the (supply) 
chain links actually are, what the company actually 
needs to achieve and what infrastructure and capital 
that we need to put in place to meet that requirement”. 
 

Duopoly  A market dominated by only two entities. Duopoly was used by participants in the context of 
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Term Contextual meaning expressed by participants Emergent topics from socio-cultural practice 

describing power and competition. In particular the 
reliance on a limited number of companies operating 
within the economic system, for example supermarkets 
and waste companies, was perceived to be problematic. 
“In the past the supermarket was a great invention 
because it reduced costs, it gave you more choice, it was 
competitive, I don’t think it is that anymore, I think it’s, 
well we know in NZ, it’s a duopoly”.   
 

Eco-modulated fees  Charges placed on products and adjusted based on their 
ease of recoverability. The harder to recover the higher 
the eco-modulated fee. 

Eco-modulated fees can be viewed as a method of 
assigning responsibility in the absence of any viable 
alternative or presumed moral imperative for behaviour 
change. Eco-modulated fees were viewed as a form of 
incentivisation but could also be interpreted and used as 
a differentiating factor “where you will be punished as a 
company for producing a product and packaging that is 
more difficult to recycle”. The term carries an implied 
authority which if viewed in isolation may not deliver a 
life cycle analysis understanding or solution for any 
“discussion about end-of-life responsibilities”.   
  

Economic instruments  Financial tools used to enact behaviour change. Economic instruments are a form of technical language 
that excludes people that do not have a financial 
background. This term is used to claim authority and 
influence a system design based on the mechanism of 
finance, reinforcing “the idea that economic 
instruments work”. Wider considerations beyond 
finance may receive lesser emphasis or credibility such 
as “doing things that are not cost effective, but 
environmentally conscious for your community”, when 
faced with the language of an expert promoting a 
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Term Contextual meaning expressed by participants Emergent topics from socio-cultural practice 

financial solution “from the money side”. 
 

Economy produces waste  Description of the ownership of waste generation. Economy produces waste was a phrase used by some 
participants to suggest a more systemic responsibility 
for the source of waste production. “I don’t really agree 
in the principle of messaging the individual, to me, it’s 
the economy that produces waste”. Nevertheless, some 
participants felt that “we have a moral obligation all of 
us as individuals and organizations to be good global 
citizens and take responsibility for what we're doing”.  
 

Elasticity  The amount a price can be altered before it significantly 
affects sales. 

Elasticity was a term used in association with product 
pricing. Some products were thought to be able to 
absorb a larger price adjustment than others, for 
example, staple goods could not accommodate a price 
increase whereas impulse purchases or non-essential 
items could. Some participants felt elasticity was used as 
a justification for limiting or avoiding change particularly 
in respect of supermarkets where “they have this huge 
power over NZ manufacturers” and “only some brands 
can push back on the supermarket”.  

End-of-pipe  Intervention after waste has been generated. End of pipe is an intervention that occurs at the end of 
economic activity. The term is used in a dismissive 
manner on the premise that any intervention is too late. 
Frustrations with end-of-pipe solutions were 
highlighted, namely, “it’s becoming impossible to 
advance Product Stewardship as a requirement by 
government because of an obsession within 
Government that business should be persuaded to do 
the right thing but not mandated”. ‘End-of-pipe’ is a 
term often used to limit discussion on the basis that no 
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Term Contextual meaning expressed by participants Emergent topics from socio-cultural practice 

favourable solution may be found. Participants pointed 
to industry who were “very strong in their view and said, 
well, we're not going to do it. It's a highly competitive 
industry and we're not going to do anything we don't 
have to”. 
 

End-of-life Considerations after something becomes waste. End-of-life infers that it is too late for any form of 
intervention. This term cannot be disassociated from a 
linear approach to economic activity. Producers can 
therefore hand over responsibility for product disposal 
to individuals rather than “looking to stimulate 
customer demand for product stewardship schemes by 
getting businesses to up the focus on end-of-life 
requirements at the procurement stage”. Currently a 
built-in redundancy to market activity through 
consumption may normalise a linear approach.   
 

Environmental, social, cultural, and 
economic  

Lenses through which decisions are made based on 
assessment of impact.  

Environmental, social, and economic were terms that 
participants felt should structure the framework for 
Product Stewardship design. Current approaches to any 
waste systems design reflect the fact that “New Zealand 
businesses at the end of the day are mostly driven by 
economics”. However, how to use and respond to these 
terms is developing rather than embedded as 
“ultimately, we are going to have to start to value the 
sustainability elements, the environmental elements, 
and aspects of our resources”. 
 

Externalisation of cost  The placement of cost related to a product’s 
environmental impact outside of the product’s sales 
price. 

Externalisation of cost inferred an approach of 
transferring responsibility to others in the supply chain 
which could be challenged by “having a mandatory 
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Term Contextual meaning expressed by participants Emergent topics from socio-cultural practice 

approach (to Product Stewardship) - it would have more 
clout than it currently has”. Participants acknowledged 
that businesses work to minimise costs as part of the 
profit motive as “sometimes it's going to cost your 
business money to be regulated to have a Product 
Stewardship scheme and you pass that on to the 
consumer”.   
 

Externalised cost Cost displaced from the private to the public interest 
and therefore not included in cost of production. 

Externalised cost is seen as a mechanism within a 
market system. The consequence of externalisation is 
seen as negatively impacting on environmental 
performance associated with economic activity, namely, 
because “it's not a system response, it's the last person 
holding that product or that packaging that then has to 
do something with it”. Externalisation has yet to be 
challenged successfully as “waste is produced because 
people who are producing products are not really 
responsible for that end of life”. 
 

Extract as much value  Monetise a resource during its circulation.  Extract as much value suggested change was linked to 
activity on the premise that “you're trying to work 
through a problem to a solution and then an 
implementation not just a talking shop with no 
outcome”. Value was further expressed in terms of 
relationships and profit suggesting “we need to 
understand which services prove to be the best when 
provided in a public good framework, and which are 
best provided in a fee for service or contract type 
framework”. Value extraction was no longer being 
viewed on the premise of cost transfer noting that “the 
tab should not be falling on local government or central 
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government or NGOs”. Value extraction is still 
considered synonymous with processing the recycling as 
“it’s business re-engineering, that's what onshore 
processing is all about actually engineering to extract as 
much value out of it as we can”.  
 

Free market  Current economic system.  Free market is a term used across the interviews as an 
antithesis to any form of ruled based imposition. For 
participants the “environment in New Zealand, since 
Roger Douglas, of not impeding the progress of 
businesses” meant that “the free market would solve 
everything”. Product Stewardship may not be regarded 
as being compatible with a free market system. 

Free rider Producers accessing a Product Stewardship scheme 
without taking any responsibility for its operation or 
cost. 

The concept of free rider participation suggested a lack 
of responsibility within a system, for example where 
“manufacturers just punt the material to market 
without any care about what actually happens to their 
products, versus those who are actually very aware of 
the impacts of the whole lifecycle of their products”. In 
describing some market participants having an ability to 
take advantage of unregulated systems it is thought that 
“from an outsider's perspective there doesn't seem to 
be a lot of connection as far as the manufacturers 
manufacturing a product to sell and there doesn't seem 
to be a whole heap of thought about what happens to it 
subsequently”. Existing participants within a system 
cannot be associated with the term free rider because 
they appear to have a “coherent system for the material 
flow”.   
 

Gut feeling Intuitive response.  Gut feeling inferred that participants were looking for 
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substantive progress that supported what they 
instinctively felt was the right response because “you 
have to be able to support that gut feeling with some 
substance, you know that can be the direction that this 
starts to shape”.  However, there was some doubt 
expressed that Product Stewardship will actually be 
delivered based on the premise that “New Zealand has 
followed a very haphazard journey, as opposed to a 
designed journey into circularity”. 
 

Holistic approach Solutions that focused on more than just economic 
outcomes but included social, cultural, and 
environmental implications. 

Holistic approach is a systems recalibration that extends 
beyond recycling and draws on the expertise of those 
that are “familiar with the whole supply chain logistics 
concept”. Used as an alternative argument to 
pragmatism, a holistic approach suggests an advanced 
consideration to prevent any unintended consequences 
of economic activity. This approach, whilst aspirational, 
has yet to become influential within a co-design setting 
because New Zealand is still “moving towards, you know 
positions around extended producer responsibility 
(EPR)”. 
 

Internalisation of cost  The inclusion of cost related to a product’s 
environmental impact in the product’s sales price. 

Internalisation of cost inferred business taking financial 
responsibility for the consequence of their activities, 
because “you have got to make manufacturers 
responsible for their products”. “It's about bringing that 
Product Stewardship in at the front end but showing the 
benefits all the way through so that you know the 
companies or the business’ main goal, which is to make 
money, is still able to be done”.  
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Leakage  Uncontrolled loss of material from a system. Leakage as a term inferred a positive spin on system 
failure because “it's actually an integral part of the 
economic cycle, that you just have a system that has got 
this embedded”. Understanding that “if you take a raw 
material and then you produce a product, it then gets 
used and then it gets broken down back into effectively 
it's raw materials and the whole cycle starts again” 
receives less attention. Leakage as a descriptive term 
was felt to understate the scale of environmental harm 
unless a concerted effort was made to refocus on 
“retaining the materials within the industry in which the 
material was generated”. 
 

Life cycle The journey that a product undertakes including 
production, distribution, consumption, recovery or 
disposal 

Life cycle is not viewed as a current consideration when 
determining environmental impact and “until someone 
pays up front for that processing fee it's never going to 
be a sustaining industry”. Emphasis continues to be 
placed on end-of-life treatment without any changes in 
design because “nobody in this country has been telling 
people how to manufacture stuff”. Participants cite the 
ease of recoverability as being paramount to providing a 
whole system solution when “product stewardship is 
very tied to production”. 
 

Life cycle analysis  Analysis of environmental impact as products and 
packaging travel through the economy. 

Life cycle analysis is a management tool used in 
response to maintaining social license (to trade). This 
term can be used to restrict or broaden discussions 
about the impact that different products or packaging 
have when placed in the market, particularly “as a 
circular economy approach becomes more systemic 
globally, we’re actually going to see this across multiple 
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materials and multiple products”. The term can also be 
used to infer complexity within those same systems. To 
avoid any perceived complexity a narrower response 
may be promoted instead because “we use Product 
Stewardship, but it could easily equate to extended 
producer responsibility depending on where you’re 
comparing it”.  
 

Linear to circular   The current economy is linear based on take-make-
dispose. Making the economy circular would improve 
the retention of resources.  

Linear to circular was portrayed as an assumption of 
improvement as it “creates responsibilities through a 
product’s lifecycle and I think maybe that makes less 
sense in a linear economy format but if our economy 
was circular then it sort of, the production comes back”. 
The language of circularity is dominant across the 
interviews, yet there is a realisation that circularity is 
difficult to achieve when “you have to realize that if 
you're trying to promote change, you still have to work 
with a shitty system and roll with it sometimes for 
decades”. The connection between circularity and 
reduction is aligned to the consumption of raw materials 
to advance “generational sort of change”. 
 

Make money  To generate an income from activity. Make money was a term that inferred generating 
income. Some participants saw Product Stewardship as 
an opportunity to fund the physical aspect of recycling 
onshore because “you've got your local (recycler) 
providing quality jobs that actually count”. Other 
participants did not want to incur additional recycling 
processing costs because “it just doesn't sit with me 
right to be saying we must process onshore” and “there 
is a fiscal responsibility that that companies have and I 
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struggle to promote onshore processing, if it's going to 
put jobs at risks, or to me, you know, consumers at risk 
if it can't be done in a competitive environment”.  
 

Managing agency  Organisation responsible for the operation and 
performance of a Product Stewardship scheme. 

Managing agency was viewed by participants as an 
entity that was not subject to stakeholder interference 
rather “some sort of independent organization”. The 
formation of the managing agency however, 
reintroduced the concept of influence and participants 
did not agree how this formation could be facilitated. 
Proponents of an industry centric managing agency 
formation would be able to “control where it’s going as 
opposed to be driven by the NGOs and Governments 
who don’t necessarily understand the supply chains”. 
 

Market mechanisms  A monetary process used to affect behaviour in the 
economy. 

Market mechanisms were regarded as tools that could 
be used to influence responses to policy implementation 
“so there has to be market-based regulations that 
change that relationship in the market between the 
producer and their product when it becomes waste”. 
Reservations were expressed about the short electoral 
cycle in respect of possibilities for policy generation 
because “in New Zealand it's actually really hard to have 
a long-term strategy for anything because we're always 
working to kind of towards the next election cycle”. 
Other types of market mechanisms were advanced as 
being “command and control policy levers and 
economic incentives”. 
 

 
Market-based instruments  

Financial tools used within a market system of 
exchange. 

Market-based instruments as a descriptor suggested 
untrustworthy mechanisms especially “if you believe in 
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the market economy and the idea of freedom of choice, 
you create market-based instruments, (where) an 
economy is sort of an economic matrix of interventions 
that allowed people to do what they want to do”. Whilst 
the use of the term was universal the belief in its 
concept was not. The use of market-based instruments 
in co-design settings could convey an impression of 
knowledge or authority but relies on financial 
approaches to business processes “that are getting us to 
do all of these things that we don't necessarily need or 
want, but we do on the basis of all of the social 
conditioning and everything that goes with that in 
solving things”. 
 

Material flow The movement of product through the supply chain. The 
movement of product through a waste management 
system. 

Material flow as a system description for waste, infers a 
level of status and credibility but also imparts 
responsibility particularly if “everyone who has some 
sort of role to play in the life of the product should share 
responsibility for its end of life”. The language of 
circularity within which material flow falls has the effect 
of obscuring any problems with service provision or 
working conditions as “in the current framework the 
majority of responsibility falls on individuals and 
Councils for the waste of products”. 
 

Open loop   The circularity of recovery is not established Open loop infers something waiting to be completed. In 
practice the linear economic model will not self-close 
without intervention because “we are designing for 
convenience; we’re not designing for the environment”. 
Corporate responsibility that is cognisant of public 
opinion was felt capable of providing a momentum for 
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change nevertheless “the world can’t function without 
economic growth”. Maintaining a social license to trade 
appears focused on minimising reputational risk rather 
than considering adverse environmental impacts if 
“industry is undermining the political will for change”.     
 

Open market  An economy that is open to all traders without 
restriction. 

Open market inferred an unequal system for recognising 
contributions within the supply chain.  Similar to the 
concept of make money, participants felt that the open 
market did not always recognise the value created 
through physical work or the contribution of the waste 
industry. “I don't think the waste industry does a 
particularly good job of marketing themselves in that 
(supply chain) space but for us, for waste to become a 
value asset, we need pitch it to those people who are 
creating waste”.    
 

Price taker Individual, organisation or economy that accepts prices 
set by others. 

Price taker was used in a similar vein to small market 
and inferred a lack of influence in a globalised context. It 
is perceived that New Zealand does not have the ability 
to set or negotiate any terms for product placement 
prior to entry into the New Zealand marketplace “unless 
the buyers from the massive retail chains in the system 
step up”.  
 

Priority product  Legal terminology associated with mandatory Product 
Stewardship. 

Priority product is a legislative declaration from 
Government that mandates the requirement to develop 
a Product Stewardship scheme because “the voluntary 
Product Stewardship approach that successive 
governments have chosen to take, I don't think has 
really worked effectively”. Currently only six priority 
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products have been declared. Any development of 
additional Product Stewardship schemes could be 
hindered in the absence of further priority product 
declarations from Government. Participants yet to 
benefit from voluntary Product Stewardship schemes 
say that “we get thought of as a last resort and we do 
struggle to pick up on those supposedly national 
schemes”. 
 

Private sector  Commercial operators in the waste industry Private sector was used by participants to describe 
organisations that engage in commercial activities. 
Expressing concerns about how Product Stewardship is 
to be funded, a question arose about “how do you get 
them (private sector) to realize the consequences of the 
decisions that they make and not just the short-term 
immediacy of a budget or whatever”. Whether Product 
Stewardship is seen as a source of income or as a cost, 
there is agreement that there has to be “a balance 
between how successful you want your scheme to be, 
versus affordability”. 
 

Producer responsibility  A form of accountability (operational and financial). Producer responsibility was a term assigned to those 
that generate the products that eventually become 
waste, yet there was no universal agreement on ‘who 
they were’, other than “producers should be taking 
responsibility for what they're producing”. The concept 
of the producer is often mistakenly conflated with the 
manufacturer rather than the brand owner. By way of 
example, for beverages the product is actually the drink 
not the container and for electronics the product is the 
final assembled item not its component parts. If 
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electronics are taken as an example, the manufacturer 
may be a series of companies that contribute to a 
product that carries a single brand holder’s name. Those 
contributing companies may not be able to influence 
the brand owner to change the product design in the 
absence of any legislative requirement. Control of a 
product design “as far as a brand owner (perceives), 
that's going to be something quite important to them, 
obviously, for economic reasons”. The term producer 
responsibility for a brand owner may imply a certain 
level of authority and hence control, but it relies on 
acknowledgement of the concept that “your 
responsibility doesn't end at the point of sale”. “And so, 
the role of government would be to set out what the 
key parameters and principles are, you know, a smart 
government would have a conversation with producers 
through their various organizational capacities”     
 

Product Stewardship  A system that defines responsibility whilst placing an 
emphasis on recoverability. 

Product Stewardship is a non-pragmatic policy 
intervention that participants say is a “strategic planning 
role” which involves “lobbying Government” and “lots 
of research”. Nevertheless, practitioners from an 
operational environment often bring a pragmatic 
outlook to the co-design process. A pragmatic position 
tends to focus on what is readily achievable within 
current market settings, for example by “starting to 
establish or at least consider pilot Product Stewardship 
initiatives”. A pragmatic position can be persuasive as it 
suggests a more immediate possibility for progress 
without the need for systemic change.   
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Profit driver The incentivisation for business. Profit driver is an expression that stipulates that action 
only takes place based on a financial imperative 
commonly “driven by brand owners in New Zealand”. 
Fiscal motivations were seen as problematic “if we focus 
too much on the label (of Product Stewardship), as 
opposed to what we are trying to achieve, we could turn 
people off”. Participants acknowledged that Product 
Stewardship success was contingent on financial 
viability, but opinions were divided on how much 
influence profit should have on design decisions.     
 

Purchasing power  The influence of buyers in a marketplace. Purchasing power was used in the context of being an 
influence on what people would buy in response to 
pricing because they would “vote with their purchasing 
power and purchase something else”. Product 
Stewardship schemes can be monopolistic which could 
be problematic if used to impose pricing on a supply 
chain “because that is actually their business 
mechanism but kind of nice if they swung a little bit our 
way as well”. 
 

Rational choice  A decision based on the availability of information. Rational choice was discussed in the context of 
consumers making decisions based on external 
influence (marketing). Product labelling that suggested a 
positive waste management outcome, for example, 
biodegradable packaging, becomes problematic in the 
absence of processing capacity which exemplifies “the 
classic problem of someone makes a rational choice 
within a small part of their supply chain, which actually 
is not rational if you look at it as a whole system”.   
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Recycling space Subject matter description. Recycling space inferred a separate domain of 
operation. Participants talked about those who worked 
in the recycling space rather than those who carried out 
disposal activities. “I think that the recycling space is 
occupied by the wrong people. I actually don’t think it’s 
a waste activity at all”. The ability to perform in the 
recycling space is acknowledged by participants as 
predicated on having a certain technical capability 
underpinned by experience however, “fundamentally 
solving the persistent issues with recycling business 
models you know, that have led us to be in situation 
where we are at the moment, where no-one is willing to 
invest because its broken” is problematic.    
 

Reduction through design Physical reduction of material flow within a system. Reduction through design inferred a reclassification of 
waste based on how you manage it as “you know, if 
you're serious about waste reduction, then you have to 
enter the Product Stewardship, Zero Waste, realm”. 
Some participants felt reduction was not possible in a 
contemporary context and that design should instead 
focus on the recoverability of material within a system, 
“I don't actually believe in reduction” because “we're 
not going to reduce consumption of certain basic 
materials that we need”. Others felt that the focus 
should be on the level of virgin material consumed in 
the initial manufacture and that there “needs to be 
influence from any scheme manager to all the brands 
within that scheme to look at the design, first and 
foremost the material use and not just the end-of-life”.  
 

Reputational risk The consequences of (in)action. Reputational risk suggested a non-quantifiable reason 
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not to participate in an activity “I think quite often we 
think about the monetary aspect, but of course, in all of 
this, there's a reputational risk as well and what value 
do you place on that?”. Avoidance of reputational risk 
appears to be influenced by how change is perceived in 
that “if it's really hard then making that change is 
difficult”.  
 

Resource streams  Differentiated forms of resource. Resource streams are a commodity-based source of 
income to the waste industry. Resource streams are a 
form of classification which relies upon the availability 
of an end-market, however, “the money that was 
coming into your system was much less than the actual, 
the real costs”. Operational practices which are 
embedded in an end-of-life approach can be used to 
influence the possible scope of products covered in any 
Product Stewardship scheme, to disrupt the current 
practice of having “the majority of our material 
exported and going offshore”. “Where we can we'll find 
a local solution for the recycling” but “the issue is that 
there's not a lot set up to process what we accept”. 
 

Reverse logistics  The return of unwanted products utilising empty 
vehicles that had delivered goods to the market.  

Knowledge of reverse logistics was related to 
understanding how overseas logistical planning made 
use of existing supply chains, namely, “business is all 
about relationships” and that “once you've got a good 
relationship, you have very little transaction costs”. This 
concept is not being readily adopted within New 
Zealand but once “something is out in the market that 
creates the opportunity for the pull to grow”. Instead, in 
New Zealand, waste had been decoupled from the 
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supply chain and treated as a separate matter to be 
externalised but “voluntary product stewardship 
schemes can only take you so far” and “changing 
business models is hard work”.  
 

Right to repair  The practical ability to repair products instead of 
replacing them. 

Right to repair inferred an opportunity to create new 
employment based on the premise that products are 
“designed for disassembly” even though “repairing it 
can actually be a bit more difficult”. “If there's no 
perceived value attached to an object, there's less sense 
of responsibility  
to take care of it” which limits any opportunity to 
reduce overall consumption.  
 

Sales pitch  Justification for a particular position. Sales pitch refers to conveying selective information. 
The selective information can be used to influence 
design decisions. Selective information can be used to 
preserve the function of a particular entity within the 
supply chain, therefore, retaining the status quo. 
Participants advise caution however “to make sure that 
the behaviour you are creating is actually one that you 
want it to be not a random one that's actually still going 
to be creating, poor environmental outcomes”.   
 

Silver bullet Progressive solution. Silver bullet was mentioned in the context of how 
solutions can be developed and at what level as “I think 
it needs to be attacked, product stewardship needs to 
be attacked from all angles, the bigger picture and not 
be left to individual regions to try and come up with the 
silver bullet”. Participants used the term in a derogatory 
context and generally did not believe that such solutions 
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existed or could be developed because “there is a 
feeling that individuals think that it’s somebody else’s 
problem”.  
 

Single-use products  Products that are used once, generally referring to 
packaging e.g., plastic bottles 

Single-use products inferred materials that were 
associated with pollution, particularly of the marine 
environments, therefore, policy should work to 
“discourage people from putting their products on the 
shelves”. Using the term ‘single-use product’ in a co-
design setting carries an authority that portrays a 
product in a negative light especially when “we've got 
very good legislation in New Zealand we just haven't, I 
don't think we've utilized it”. 
 

Small market Reference to the size of the NZ economy. Small market describes the size of the New Zealand 
economy as an explanation for any lack of investment in 
the potential for material recovery as “we are a taker in 
that sense of our production, I think, here in New 
Zealand” and therefore, “it’s very difficult at this stage, 
to generate any degree of willingness to change 
packaging design”. Strategic considerations regarding 
potential material recovery infrastructure investment 
are hampered by a sense that it may not be profitable 
because “we are a very small market at the bottom of 
the South Pacific and dealing with a number of global 
brands” and “it's not going to be economical to process 
it”.    
 

Social justice  A system response that works for the wider community.  Social justice was seen by some participants as a 
justification for change and is gaining in popularity as a 
concept. “I put it this way, the packaging lobby groups 
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manufacture the statistics, the Ministry of the 
Environment wholesales them and the Minister for the 
Environment retails them and so you get these lies, 
basically manufactured, wholesaled, and retailed and 
the Ministry doesn't do the research to prove whether 
they're right or wrong”. “It’s like most reports a lot of it 
is what we already knew”, disappointingly “we don’t 
really talk about the effects of decision-making or the 
economy, on communities”.  
 

Soft plastics Form of packaging. Soft plastics were felt by some participants to be a 
waste stream that had been used to provide a recycling 
solution as a distraction from systemic change on the 
premise that “there's no such thing as a free market, it's 
whether your market drivers deliver environmental 
outcomes or not”. Others felt that soft plastics provided 
a useful insight for the wider supply chain into the 
challenges associated with effective recycling concluding 
that “if we want to encourage onshore production, 
we're going have to support that by buying it”.  
 

Stakeholder and audience 
perspective  

Responses to any system change. Stakeholder and audience perspective were important to 
participants when considering whether scheme 
messages have resonated. Particular interest was 
expressed in “how do you get knowledge and 
understanding into the thinking of the management 
class”. Participants were supportive of current co-design 
approaches at a conceptual level but had reservations 
about being represented at a practical level. They were 
yet to be convinced that the right people were at the co-
design table.  
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Stranded assets Isolated infrastructure.  Stranded assets was a term used to draw attention to 
design considerations, in respect of using existing 
infrastructure, as part of the new Product Stewardship 
policy intervention. Referring to any possibility to lose 
operational capacity it becomes important to “look at 
that whole picture, you got to understand that if you 
take one piece out, or if you change your systems 
design, what have you left out and what impact does 
that have”. Participants were concerned that existing 
investments, for example recycling processing centres, 
could be left out in new Product Stewardship scheme 
designs.  
 

Subscription based model  Subscription based model inferred a new approach to 
sustaining business financial viability where “a lot of 
these brands are starting to pivot their business away 
from just providing a product to wanting to provide a 
service”. This economic paradigm shift recognises that 
currently most businesses involved with retailing 
products “make their money in the product, not their 
time”. 
 

Supply and demand  Market terminology used in relation to the availability 
and need for recovered materials. 

Supply and demand were used in the context of 
explaining or justifying the way things work in a market 
economy, for example, “if the actual industry isn't 
actually buying it (their product) back domestically, you 
then have the potential glut of material here, on site 
here in this country”. Situating a desire for action in an 
already established practice can be problematic. Any 
desire for change has to be cognisant of the capacity of 
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the system within which its sits. The ability of Product 
Stewardship as a mechanism to influence supply and 
demand was not universally agreed across participants.    
 

Supply chains The logistical participants involved in bringing goods and 
services to the consumer. 

Supply chains in a mandatory Product Stewardship 
context are additional sectors that should be held 
accountable for operational and financial considerations 
related to product placement. The term supply chain, 
therefore, induces responsibility to previously excluded 
stakeholders by persuading them that they must 
contribute to waste handling and reduction by, for 
example “lobbying and demystifying those concepts for 
the public”. 
 

Sustainability performance Measurement.  Sustainability performance had, for some participants, 
become a measurement of exception in that “I think the 
common theme here is if you can put people in the right 
settings and get them to collaborate and get beyond the 
immediacy of their you know, as you say that 
competitive edge, you know, self-interest, then yeah, 
people are extraordinarily resilient and innovative”.  
Responses to public discourse on environmental matters 
can vary nevertheless, “the unifying factor is they're all 
looking to improve their sustainability performance”. 
 

Sustainability  Practice measured against financial viability and 
environmental harm. 

Sustainability as a concept, is a form of differentiation 
within a market economy. Sustainability can be used as 
an argument to influence aspects of the co-design 
process. Generally, sustainability is aligned with limiting 
negative impacts and promoting best practice in 
financial and material resource management. Noting the 
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varying needs of those involved in the sustainability 
space “the interesting thing there is that the different 
audiences you're talking to, you know some people 
require the numbers, some people require the sort of 
morality, some people require a bit of, you know, a 
holistic approach”. The notion of sustainability can also 
be used to express concern about a particular approach 
if that approach is deemed to be non-viable for any 
reason, particularly if “what that meant from an 
industry perspective, sees Council taking responsibility 
for materials”. 
 

Value asset  Existing resource within a system that should be 
retained. 

Value asset was a term that suggested a self-interest 
assessment of the impacts of change associated with 
Product Stewardship where “only seeing your piece of 
the puzzle and not seeing the whole picture” could a 
lead to a misunderstanding about the fate of your 
existing assets. Therefore, the voice of existing 
practitioners in any co-design process needs to be 
acknowledged and considered: while hopeful, 
participants were concerned that “it’s a lovely ideal but 
whether it can happen is another stretch of the 
imagination”. The authority and influence of existing 
participants becomes more powerful when their 
narrative is constructed based on loss and highlights the 
fact that “in New Zealand, because of no strong 
leadership, everybody's pulling their own way”. 
 

Value chain  The movement of materials across a range of 
stakeholders.  

Value chain suggested multiple extractions of profit 
from a material as it passed through the economic 
system. Again, there is an association with a financial 
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imperative as the reason for doing something rather 
than a common or social good. “So, if you're going to get 
people to be responsible for the products that they're 
making, then you need to get them to make products 
that can be recovered and recirculated back in the 
system” if value is to be realised across the supply chain. 
 

Value proposition  Participants in Product Stewardship schemes need to 
get something out of it. 

Value proposition was the type of language that 
business participants used when considering a reason 
for doing something, namely, what is in it for me? “If 
you find a sort of a pure meaning or an academic 
meaning of product stewardship, it's interesting to see 
how different interested parties use it”. A self-interest 
concept may not act in any wider interests for the group 
if, for example, value propositions are only financially 
focused because “everybody in that chain has to get 
some sort of value proposition from it otherwise, 
they're not naturally going to be motivated”.    
  

Vested interest The reason for participating in a Product Stewardship 
scheme. 

Vested interest is used in the context of being a 
motivating factor to participate in discussion because 
“the often-held knowledge around the technical aspects 
means that producers really have to meet their 
customers’ needs”. Vested interest is used to inform a 
wider group on the perspective of an individual sector. 
Vested interest may also influence the reason for and 
direction of change particularly when “there needs to be 
a clear message (that) all of those involved from 
manufacture through to retail through to consumer and 
including the Council's and the collectors” have a shared 
responsibility.   
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Waste streams  Differentiated forms of waste product. Waste streams are sources of income to the waste 
industry. The term waste stream has a differentiated 
meaning in the context of Product Stewardship. On the 
one hand, the term refers to ownership and protection 
of income so “we have to manage that locally”. On the 
other hand, the term assigns responsibility for disposal 
after all residual value has been extracted and incurs a 
“perceived additional cost”.     
 

Waste to energy  Burning of waste.  Waste to energy was discussed by participants as being 
a possible solution to current waste challenges but its 
appeal was not universal. “I think waste to energy is 
very divisive in New Zealand” because it carries a 
negative connotation but “if you can make a case that 
stands up economically, socially, culturally, and 
environmentally, then there's a place for it”. Waste to 
energy was perceived as a disruptor that could destroy 
valuable resources as well as potentially providing a 
solution to current waste problems.  
 

Whole-of-life Considerations before something becomes waste. Whole-of-life was used by participants to express a 
different way of assessing a product’s impact as it 
moved through the economy. Using the whole-of-life 
approach was anticipated to support Product 
Stewardship and be an improvement on current custom 
and practice where “there's always been a market 
solution, but not a very environmental solution”. 
Participants acknowledged that currently “end-of-life is 
outweighing whole-of-life when it comes to public 
discussion and that isn’t right”.  
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Wish recycling Habitual system engagement Wish recycling for some participants suggested an 
underlying awareness of system failure but a 
continuation of behaviour through custom and practice. 
“I'm guilty of wish recycling, of wish cycling like I 
knowingly put stuff in my recycling bin in the hope that 
it's actually recycled”. The term suggests to participants 
that people will stay loyal to a system until such time 
that messaging is explicit about any systemic failure. 
Consequently, “I'm pretty convinced that quite a few 
current product stewardship schemes in New Zealand 
are really just recycling schemes”. 
 

Zero waste A description of a system that views waste as a resource 
for recovery. 

Zero waste is a marketing approach and generally 
associated with community or not-for-profit groups. The 
meaning of the term zero waste has been adapted over 
time to maintain relevance within the waste sector as it 
has “not actually always been easy because of our 
limited scope”. While the term infers an absence of 
waste the current iteration of zero waste raises a 
conflict between waste reduction and waste as an 
income stream because “our limited waste volume of all 
things is actually not of benefit to us” and recycling 
groups are “not going to be able to get the value” when 
recovered materials are sold. 
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